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ABSTRACT

SHIP UNDERWATER MAINTENANCE, EVALUATION AND REPAIR

(SUMER)

MASTER PLAN

This study proposes a plan of action to implement the actions

necessary for a total program of ship hull husbandry and waterborne
.-

maintenance and repair. Serving as a focal point for technology

transfer , the Master Plan is designed to coordinate a smooth transition

between research and development and ultimate fleet implementation.

Ongoing efforts and existing hardware and techniques are identified ,

as well as gaps yet to be filled .

Five principa l areas - addressed-i ~~~

( 1 ) SHIP UNDERWATER COATINGS~
(2) NQ’$-COATING PROTECTION SYISTEMS ~
(3) F~ôI..ING DIAGNOSTICS AND INSPECTION METHODS~
(4) W~TERBORNE CLEANING ’~ ~~a

- (5) W~TERBORNE REPAIR MEASURES(
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I SHIP UNDERWATER MAINTENANCE, EVALUATION & REPAIR

(SUMER) MASTER PLAN

INTRODUCTION

- The SUMER Master Plan provides for the direction , management and

implementation of a comprehensive U .S. Navy ship hull underwater hus—

- . bandry and waterborne maintenance and repair program.

The objectives of this plan are to help achieve a more efficient

- - usage of energy in the marine environment , to provide the capability for

increased ship performance and availability, and to adjust to increases

• in the intervals between ship drydocking . The Navy fuel savings resulting

from reduced fouling of ship underwater bodies nas been estimated to be

as much as 120 million dollars annually . This plan outlines a means of

- accomplishing this result for an expenditure of only a fraction of tha t

• 
.. 

amount.

= Cleaner hulls mean less power expended to maintain a given speed ; hence

reduced fuel requirements. Tentative fuel savings of up to 15% have been

Indicated as a result of recent Navy ship hull cleanings.

- - 

Total ship performance is improved by waterborne cleaning and main-

tenance. A clean dome greatly enhances sonar efficiency. Periodic

- . cleaning maintains the effectiveness of the Prairie Masker System. Removal

of fouling significantly reduces ship self—noise , further increasing Anti-

Submarine Warfare (ASW) effectiveness. When maintenance and repairs can

= be done with the ship waterborne (as opposed to drydocked), turn—around

time is greatly reduced .

— 1—
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~ With technologies which are currently available or under development,

a potentially high probability exists for supporting the extension of

drydocking intervals from 3 years to as long as 5 to 7 years.

The Program Master Plan consists of the following five separately

developed appendices, each on a different subject, and an overall program

summary:

-- Subject

Project Summary

Appendix A — Ship Underwater Coatings

Appendix B — Non—Coating Protective Systems

= Append ix C — Fouling Diagnostics and Inspection Method s

Append ix D - Waterborne Cleaning

Appendix E — Waterborne Repair Measures

Each appendix gives a detailed description of the current state—of— • 1 =
the—art and further developmental requirements, as well as recommendations

for implementation. Each contains references to commercial and industrial

- - manufacturers/distributors of the available systems and devices function—

ally described. Footnotes and comprehensive bibliographies are included.

SUMER recommendations are presented in the Summary section

in two categories: Management Recommendations (gold pages) and Program

Recommendations (blue pages). The Management Recommendations cover areas

of effort which do not require additional or significant allocation of

resources , such as: “maintain continued liaison with cognizant Environ—

mental Protect ion Agency off icials”, etc. Program Reco.mnendations, on the

—2—
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= other hand, involve funding commitments, research facilities usage, estab-

lishment of managing authorities, etc.

Also included in the summary are a series of tables (pink pages)

— which expand on the requirements of each Program Recommendation. For

each item listed, the following amplifying information is given: The

appropriate Appendix Page Reference for more detailed background infor—

- - mation, the Action required to accomplish this task, relative Priority

(A = Most Important, B = Important, C = Less Important), estimated amounts

of Funding needed and the Type (O&MN , RDT&E, OPN , etc.), and estimated

• Time to complete this task.

It is to be noted that each Appendix, though developed and presented

as a separate study, must be considered in the total context of all five

elements (appendices) of the program. Inherent in this approach is a

certain degree of overlap as well as complementarity. An integrated

systems approach to the total program is essential to ensure a smooth

transition between:

• Research -

• Fleet Requirements

• Facilities Allocation

• Procurement

• Implementation

• Information Feedback

- .  

Such an approach would eliminate duplication of effort, take advantage

of synergistic developments, avoid or resolve technological conflicts,

and coordinate efforts for a balanced program.

I
•—
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I The Program Master Plan presented herein provides for unified, tech-

nologically coordinated direction of all Navy programs involving ship

underwater hull maintenance, evaluation, and repair , as well as the moni—

toring of and liaison with non—Navy programs. By means of this program,

I the Navy will be able to conserve resources by minimizing duplicative or

unproductive effort and by taking full advantage of new cost—effective

developments that arise either within or outside the Navy.

A single, centrally controlled program is requ.red to ensure that

a systems approach is taken to manage all Navy underwater body mainten-

ance efforts in a cost—effective manner, The program is perceived as

- 
largely a management function, but a strong technical staff will be required

- - to analyze, evaluate, and make credible recommendations and decisions con—

• - cerning the projects and systems that the total program will encompass.

- - 

The SUMER program consists of a wide variety of subjects, a large number

of diverse participants, and is worldwide in scope. The program will

require utilization of a highly responsive management information system

to effect overall coordination and control. A computer—assisted manage—

• ment information system will provide a comprehensive and responsive manage-

ment tool for timely and cost—effective support of the program. Such a

system is essential as a means of providing quantitative visible evidence

of accomplishment of objectives for presentation to higher authority.

This system should be designed with the following capabilities:

• • Task management (scheduling, automated deadlines, reminder s,

progress and cost tracking/feedback)

• Individual cost accounting for each task

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~
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• Information dissemination (automated mailings to cognizant per-

sonnel/activities):: • Identification of interdependences, elimination of duplication,

-. and resolution of conflicts

• • Periodic computer—generated reports, tables , and graphical por—

trayal of trends, savings versus expenditures, etc.

• Technical information storage and retrieval via master data bank

Since the management information system and associated data banks must

be fully operational and current well before any program implementation,

- - 
it is necessary to initiate establishment of them as soon as possible.

Immediate commencement of this computerized system will provide the tran-

sitional support necessary for a smooth start of the overall project.

- - 
This type of preliminary coordination is necessary for a logical and

orderly reallocation of resources for an efficient transition to the prin—

cipal program efforts.

It is anticipated that FY79 will be the first year in which signif 1—

cant funding will be available to implement the major elements of the

SUMER program. Therefore, it is expected that several overlapping phases

will be involved in the complete development and implementation of the

master plan. Elements to be included in the various phases must be se-

lected from specific recommendations submitted herein. A determination

of the elements to be incorporated , including sub—components, must be made

and priorities established. The guidelines and policy to be observed must

be established by the program manager with the assistance of the staff

and other Navy activities involved . It is envisaged that total development

—5—
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• and implementation of the master plan will consist of the three phases

discussed below. Phases I and II should occur prior to commencement

of FY79, at which time it is anticipated that the first major support

funding block will be identified.

Phase I

Policy/Organizational Phase. This phase considers those elements

immediately applicable to program initiation and include:

• Development of overall policy, objectives and guidelines

• Establishment of a Computer—assisted management information system

• Evaluation of recommendations

• Verification/establishment of priorities

- - 

• Establishment of coordinating authorities

• Determination and selection of desired end products

• Establishment of a program for technology transfer

• Examination of ship design elements for greater facility in

waterborne tasks

• Establishment of a program to identify from maintenance and repair

activities and the Fleet those tasks not already being done due

to deficiencies in capabilities.

Phase II

Task Development Phase. This phase involves follow—up procedures

including:

• Development of inspection/reporting procedures and formats to

fulfill Phase I requirements

—~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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• Personnel assignment and policies

— Feasibility studies, e.g., divers vs. surveyors

— Investigation c’ the transitioning of all Navy cleaning

tasks to Navy Divers

• 
— Development of training programs

• Refinement of recommended research programs

— Determination of task assignments (Lab, Contractor, etc.)

— Determination of levels of efforts

• Milestone considerations

• Determination of diagnostic techniques

• Selection of fleet support pilot units

• Development of Test and Evaluation procedures

• Phase III

Task Activation Phase. This phase initiates program activation

(assumed to be commencement of FY79) and includes :

• Activation of immediately feasible task efforts: commence RDT&E

eff orts, etc.

• Acquisition of required Navy approved equipments

• Procurement of commercial items/systems for evaluation/operation

• Continue to maintain computer—assisted management information

system and data banks

• Development of test, inspection, monitoring procedures

• Establishment of program validation methodology

• —7-.
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I
MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

Ship Underwater Coatings (Appendix A)

• Continue to use the Navy’s current cuprous oxide (Formula 150/Formula 121/63)
hull coating system until a system is developed which offers a major im-
provement (e.g., doubles the service life) over the present system .

• The additional cost associated with the application and removal of tin—
based antifouling paints should be carefully weighed against the benefits
derived from employing this type of coating on Navy ships.

• • Establish liaison between the RDT&E community which is striving to de-
velop new and better marine coating systems and the Shop 71 painters who
are tasked with applying these systems at the Naval shipyards. Liaison
can be accomplished via the existing NAVSEA Steering Group.

• • As a minimum, monitor the results of the marine coating panel tests
being conducted by the Coast Guard/Battelle Laboratories at Daytona
Beach, Florida. Consider joint funding sponsorship of this valuable

• on—going work.

• Closely monitor the Navy’s Manufacturing Technology Proje~ts. Make
recommendations concerning projects which should be under ’aken to improve

• paint application and/or removal methods and to facilitate drydock
cleanup.

• The Navy should maintain liaison with the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) Office of Pesticides to acquire exter~ ive data on marine
pesticides.

• Continue to keep informed of EPA hydrocarbon cont’-ol studies for poten—
• tial regulations pertaining to spray painting operations.

• • Continue to keep abreast of the work being done at Battelle Columbus
Laboratories regarding solvent—free coatings and their application
methods. This is a most valuable alternative for solution of the hydro-
carbon emission problem during hull painting operations.

• Establish contact with the JOTUN Marine Coating Company and the commercial
shipping lines using the Seamaster System to monitor the results of the
service tests now in progress.

• Continue study and implementation of measures for drydock clean—up .
Maintain liaison with the Department of Commerce to obtain information
on the study being conducted at Avondale Shipyards.

• Determine the actions necessary for compliance with the Toxic Substances
Control Act , which was enacted on 12 October 1976, and Federal Standard
3l3A , which was promulgated on 4 June 1976.

• Study the results of the drydock water effluent monitoring work which
has been in progress for several years. Prepare to make constructive
meaningful comment upon drydock effluent standards proposed by EPA .

-8-
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• MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

~~ I
• Non—Coating Protective Systems (Appendix B)

I • Impressed current cathodic protection systems should continue to be
installed on surface ships. It is recommended that these protection

I systems be installed during the initial construction of ships rather
than as a retrofit in the form of SHIPALT.

• SHIPALT ’s for installation of impressed current syst ems in amphibious
I ships should be changed from “D” to “K”, which would permit central
I funding. This would allow a higher priority to the SHIPALT accomplish-

ment at each ship ’s nex t scheduled regular shipyard overhau l (ROH) .

I • An awareness should be maintained of the progress of emerging tech-
nologies which represent advancements in the state—of—the—art of
fouling protection, such as the electrolyzed seawater systems.

I • Navy programs should be continued in the area of stray current cor-
rosion evaluation with emphasis on the location of sources.

I
I

• 1

1!
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MANAGEME NT RECOMMENDATION S

• Fouling Diagnostics and Inspection Methods (Appendix C)

Underwater Inspection Recommendations.

• It is recommended that an integrated underwater hull inspection program
be developed , details thereof contained in section entitled “Program

• Reco1mnendations,” which incorporates the following:

• Emphasis on evaluation, and further development where necessary ,
of available commercial underwater inspection related equip—
ments before pursuing independent research and development of new
systems.

• An equipment evaluation approach should be developed based on
the following:

— An organized evaluation team consisting of Navy laboratory ,
shipyard Non—Destructive Testing (NDT), Navy Photo Center,
and shipyard/tender diving and engineering personnel.

— Selection of the most promising equipment and evaluation
in terms of training requirements, operability , reliability ,
maintainability, support, and human engineering factors.

• 
— Collection and processing of required data to obtain service

approval for equipment procurement.

— Issuing approved equipment to fleet units and providing
• appropriate training.

• Expedite the development, test, and evaluation of tools, equip— H
ment, techniques, and procedures.

• Funding of inspection—related tools and equipment should be
controlled at NAVSEA and that initial allowances and new ap—

• proved equipment should be centrally funded instead of funding
by user activities.

Fouling Diagnostic Recommendations

• Until a formal fouling diagnostic program provides a better
alternative, ships should comply with procedures recommended
by current Navy programs. Navy ships in trop ical waters should
be cleaned at 4—6 month intervals; ships in temperate waters
should be cleaned at 9—12 month intervals. Underwater inspec-
tions should occur every 3 months.

• Establish a fouling diagnostics data bank . All data on fouling
• trials and feedback from underwater diagnostic inspections should

be included in this data bank,

—10— 
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I
• I MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

Fouling Diagnostics and Inspection Methods (Appendix C) cont’d.

• Torsionmeters should not be procured and installed on ships
solely for use as fouling diagnostic tools unless programs
show conclusively that no other less costly method will be
available in the near future.

• Ships equipped with torsionmeters should be required to traverse
existing measured ranges (e.g., Guantanamo Bay, Cuba; Roosevelt
Roads , P.R.; Barbers Point, Oahu, etc.) when in the vicinity
of such ranges. Shaft Horsepower (SHP) and other appropriate
data should be recorded for later eva luation and analysis.

• Ship performance out of drydock should be cataloged to form a
• baseline for diagnostics. Performance parameters should be

tailored to individual ships. For example , High Pressure
turbine pressure, torsionmeters, speed logs, etc., may be most
appropriate for some ships, while others may employ f ixed ranges
and precision navigation (OMEGA , SATNAV) in place of speed
logs.

— 11—
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MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

i Waterborne Cleaning (Append ix D)

• Establish a policy, and the necessary appropriation support , to clean
ship hulls when a certain speed/power threshold has been exceeded.

• I • An investigation should be made for transition to sole use of Navy divers
for appropriate cleaning effor ts .

I
I

—12—
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• MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

Waterborne Repair Measures (Append ix E)

• Review compensation policies and personnel procurement, training and
employment practices to establish the basis for developing a cadre of

• qualified craftsmen and technicians in selected naval shipyards and
tenders to carry on a sustained program of waterborne underwater hull
maintenance , repair , and inspection for Navy ships. Develop a plan

• for initiating these revised employment practices in the Navy.

• Establish a program to get feedback from maintenance and repair activities
to identify those waterborne repair tasks which are possible but are
not now being done.

• Examine ship designs for possible incorporation of features which will
• aid in waterborne repair and ma intenance .

—13—
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PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS

Ship Und erwater Coatings (Append ix A)

• Consider the adoption of the “Pit Stop” Method of drydocking as a means
of averting increased fuel consumption due to hull fouling . The method
provides for an interim docking of a ship if necessary.

• Determine the feasibility and cost effectiveness of constructing additional
drydocks to alleviate the perpetual backlog of ship overhauls. Study the 4

• possibility of deepening existing drydocks which have been obsoleted due
to a lack of deep draft docking capability.

• Continue exploratory development of organometallic polymer coatings.

• Investigate the desirability of developing a method for detoxification of
organotin debris which will allow for its safe and economic disposal.

• Ascertain whether the disposal requirements applicable to wastes containing
organotin paints should be applied to wastes generated during the applica-
tion and removal of tributyltin oxide—based coatings.

• Complete the work already in progress of re—formulating the cuprous oxide
based antifouling paints , Navy Formulas 121/63 and 129/63 , so as to obtain
compliance with hydrocarbon emission limitations.

• Establish standards for the maximum acceptable degrees of marine fouling
on various ship types based on a comparison of the costs associated with
waterborne brushing/coating replacement versus the cost of increased fuel
consumpt ion at different  levels of hull fouling .

• Update and re—publish the chapter of the NAVSHIPS Technical Manual covering
preservation of ships in service.

• Resume performance appraisal or evaluation of underwater coatings on
• active Fleet ships in the “as docked” condition.

• Continue to monitor the performance of B.F. Goodrich “NO—FOUL” on Navy
ships. Ascertain the effectiveness and repairability of the product on
hull appendages (e.g., rudders , struts, roll stabilization fins, etc.)
which are subjected to high velocity water flow , and also in sea chests.

—14—
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PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS

Non—Coating Protective Systems (Appendix B)

• Allocate funding and initiate a program to study the problem of under-
water electric potential fields associated with Impressed current cathodic
protection systems on submarines. A parallel effort should be undertaken
to develop a controller and power supply for Surface Effect Ship (SES) use.
The controller should have provisions for current suppression and should

• be fail—safe. The power supply should be of the saturable reactor type
with maximum current limiting circuitry and current bypass circuitry to
allow reduction of output to zero amperes.

A program is also needed to develop and evaluate a SUBSAFE submarine hull
penetration fitting for anode attachment in the pressurized hull area, and
a non—pressure hull type alternate fitting.

• Initiate research programs and allocate funding to support the Surface
Effect Ships (SES) application of impressed current cathodic protection
systems in the following areas:

— Remote Anode Studies
— Effect of Protection Potentials on Titanium and l7—4PH Stainless
— Hull Anode Design

• 
— Controller and Power Supply Design
— Velocity Effects on Dielectric Shield Materials at High Velocity

(50 to 100 Knots)
— Pilot System Installation Evaluation

• Continue to evaluate foreign technology in the areas of anticorrosion and
antifouling systems. Antifouling systems which merit further immediate
attention include the operational Japanese electrolyzed seawater system,
the British TOXION TWO system, the Belgian CEPI/COMAV device, and the
American AQUATRON system.

• Develop prototype full ship hull chlorine antifouling systems and conduct
sea trials of the prototype system.

• Immediately fund additional development efforts to support current and
future need s of galvanic anode technology, such as the development of
specifications for aluminum anode composition and the development of
environmentally acceptable anode materials.

• Initiate and fund development programs to adapt existing shelf hardware
to provide full hull fouling prevention to submarines and surface ships.
Two such candidate systems are the electrolytic hypochlorinator and the
electrolyzed seawater systems.

• Fund evaluation of feedback type control system hardware for seawater
system chlorination.

• Modify the Impressed Current Cathodic Protection system training material
and training courses to cover a broader group of ships personnel and arrange
to provide training on both the east and west coasts of the United States.

—15—
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PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS

Fouling Diagnostics and Inspection Methods (Appendix C)

• Direct R&D effort to develop high accuracy speed logs. The initial
effor t  should be directed to modification of existing types to improve
accuracy or repeatability.

• Investigate the correlation of propulsion plant parameters such as con-
densate flow, steam quality, etc., with shaft horsepower and ship speed.
The effort may either improve or complement the level of information
derived from the correlation of the high pressure turbine shell pressure
with shaft horsepower.

Und erwater Inspection Recommendations

Specific recommendations related to the development of an underwater hull
integrity or seaworthiness inspection program are categorized as follows:

• Diver Life—Support Equipment

— Provide approved life—support equipment to each hull hus-
bandry diving activity to ensure that each activity has a
complete inventory of approved equipment for shallow water
diving.

- Develop a new diver face mask which does not restrict visi—
• bility for hull husbandry divers.

— Approve the UNI—SUIT or comparable type suit for use in a
variable volume configuration and procure same for hull
husbandry use.

— Procure currently approved diver air compressors for each hull
• husbandry diving activity.

— Approve a surface—supplied divers’ umbilical for hull hus-
bandry use and provide same to each hull husbandry diving
unit.

• Video Equipment

— Evaluate commercially available underwater T.V. systems, in-
cluding color, to determine if they have greater capability
than UDATS for underwater hull inspections. This evaluation
should include the feasibility of utilizing components of the
system such as lights and cameras with existing UDATS monitor—
ing and controlling equipment and standardization of component
cable interfaces of TV systems so that improved components
can be added as they are developed .

—16—
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PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS

Fouling Diagnostics and Inspection Methods (Appendix C) cont ’d.

• Measurement Instruments

Develop measuring instruments for the following functions:

— Tank liquid level, including oil/water interface .1
— Fouling level, quantification of

— Surface profile/roughness for both hull and propeller

— Leak detection

— Corrosion rate (local and general)

— Coating effectiveness

— Crack detection (may be by NDT device)

— Hull plate thickness (may be by NDT device)

— Radiation detection

• Non—Destructive Test (NDT) Equipment

• Evaluate commercially available wet magnetic particle, ultrasonic,
eddy current, and gamma radiography test equipment for Navy use.

• Boats

Designate a boat such as the LGM—3 configured in NAVSEA Drawing
No. 145—4777404 as the standard diver work boat for afloat ac-
tivities. Procure and completely outfit same for each afloat
hull husbandry diving activity. For more efficient operation,
ashore activities may require a larger boat.

• Swimmer Locator/Navigation System

Immediately initiate a high priority underwater hull coordinate
location R&D effort  to include the development o f :

— A swimmer area navigation system

— A lightweight net grid and/or a two—lIne triangulation
location device

_ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  •
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PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS

Fouling Diagnostics and Inspection Methods (Appendix Cl cont ’d.

• Software

— Immediately develop a training program for Navy divers on hull
fouling inspection/diagnostic procedures. Coverage to include
foulant identification and their growth characteristics and
effects on the ship ’s power as a function of location, size, •

• and density as well as the relative importance of fouling
properties .

— Immediately institute a training program on qualifying hull
inspectors/surveyors at shipyards and other maintenance
activities as shallow water divers.

— Provide standards for evaluating underwater inspection results
to the underwater inspector. For hull integrity inspections,
these standards should be as close as possible to existing
drydock inspection standards. For fouling diagnostics, divers
should be provided with color photographs of hulls in various
conditions of fouling with an approved verbal description of
the fouling level.

— Standardize underwater hull inspection procedures and reports.

— Reissue the Underwater Work Techniques Manual to all hull
husbandry diving activities. Update the manual to include

• inspection standards,

— Update the Sonar Dome Handbooks, Volumes I through IV (as has
been done with Volume V) to include underwater hull Inspection
requirements and procedures, with particular applicability to
AN/SQS—26 sonar domes.

• Fixed, Remote, and Mobile Inspections Systems

— Designate one port on each coast with clear water and little
current as a hull integrity inspection facility.

— Undertake feasibility studies to determine the cost—effectiveness
of fixed and mobile inspection facilities.

— Develop a mobile inspection vehicle for ship inspections and
evaluate same for use as an inspection vehicle. Include
underwater lighting, TV , and a manipulator arm f itted , for
example, with devices for sea chest inspection and cleaning
in the design .

— Evaluate inspection systems such as SCAN for Navy use.

—18—
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PROGRAM R.ECOMMENDATIONS

Waterborne Cleaning (Appendix D)

• Accomplish cleaning by established commercial firms in the principal
operating areas under a master contract or contracts. The reason for
this is ethical constraints on licensors of commercial cleaning systems
against establishing competing facilities to their licensees in the
same geographical area.

• Initiate R&D or follow commercial development work to reduce the
minimum radius of curvature accommodated by multiple brush systems.
This is to reduce the percentage of a combatant ship hull which must
be cleaned with diver—held rotary brushes .

• Establish a research program to determine whether high pressure water
jet systems or cavitation erosion systems qimilar to CAVIJET offer
superior cleaning capabilities to brush sy~ ems in

— Protection of antifouling coating

— Recurrence of fouling

— Flexibility in tight areas

• Should water jet systems show potential superiority to brush systems,
an RDT&E program should be initiated to develop prototype units of
ganged water jets which will match the productivity of brush systems.

• Continue the study of the biology of fouling organisms, not only to
provide the basis for improved antifouling toxins, but also for im-
provement in waterborne cleaning methods.

• As new antifouling formulas are developed, parallel research programs
should be established to develop new brush or waterjet techniques most
compatible with the new coatings .

— 19—
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I PROGRAM RECOMMENDATION S

I Waterborne Repair Measures (Appendix E)

• Develop ship design standards to facilitate waterborne maintenance and
repair operations. Hex or Allen head screws should be used exclusively,

I vice slot headed screws. Welding should be eliminated as a means of
attaching removable items, except where vibration could affect the
fasteners. Tackwelding should be considered for t~iis. Sea chest gratings

I should be hinged to provide access. Zincs should be bolted on. A
hydraulic “Pilgrim Nut” should be used to fasten the propeller to
the shaft.

T
• Develop guides to underwater Non—Destructive Testing (NDT) and inspection.

Concurrently with this task , begin an evaluation program to determine
— which inspection equipment is most effective for Navy use. Such evalua-

tion would aid in obtaining approval for equipment procurement.

• Study overall tool and support equipment requirements and equip key
naval shipyards and tenders with a complete stock of NCSL—developed
hydraulic tools and power supplies, hydraulic propeller puller , under-
water cleaning and welding equipment, shallow water diving equipment,
inspection and other support equipment necessary to effect the full
range of feasible underwater repairs.

• Review the requirements for and feasibility of designing and building
a family of standard partial docks (such as side—fitting cofferdams to

- match currently planned bow docks), and both one—atmosphere and ambient
pressure habitats and cofferdams for the performance of underwater work

- in the dry. Determine the feasibility of flexible seals for different
hull curvatures.

• • Investigate the feasibility of improving visibility for inspection and
repair tasks by the development of localized pockets of clear water,
or the provision of complete wet docks containing filtered ambient

- -  
water.

-- • Continue the development of coatings and adhesives and wet application
techniques to improve their quality and ease of application.

-- • Contract with an appropriate laboratory and/or diving company to complete
any necessary additional development work to demonstrate shipyard quality
welds in a dry ambient pressure habitat,

— • An R&D Program should be initiated to upgrade hull welding by the local-
ized cofferdam procedure and to establish process specifications for the
procedure. Objective would be the achievement of shipyard quality welds

— in high—strength steels or a quality level comparable with this level.

-
~ • For wet—welding procedures and specifications, special attention should be

directed to hydrogen effects. In view of the Navy’s prior experience with
the technique, this R&D Program should be pursued within the Navy.

1
—20-
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I PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS

Waterborne Repair Measures (Appendix E) cont’d.

I • Investigate equipments and techniques necessary to implement water—
borne “patch—painting” (touch—up painting in cofferdams and in the
wet).

I
I
I
I
-I

Ii

p.. —
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SYNOPSIS

Dramatic increases in fuel costs coupled wit.1 le declining avail-

ability of drydocks has spurred new interest in the field of ship under-

water body protection and cleaning. Existing protection methods such as

anticorrosion and antifouling underwater hull coatings have generally

proven inadequate. New coatings or techniques are required to provide

greater protection against corrosion penetration , abrasion, and loss of

effectiveness to repel marine life.

Biological fouling and deterioration of materials used in marine

service necessitate a high annual maintenance expenditure by the Navy ,

an expenditure of more than 215 million dollars in 1974. This is the

direct cost attributable to biological deterioration of wood docks and

piers as well as fouling growth on ship hulls.

There is currently a s~vere shortage of available drydocks in the

Ti. S. for hull cleaning and repair . Only twenty—seven graving docks are

available to support the Navy ’s 484 active ship fleet. In 1976, sixty—

• nine ships were unable to be accommodated by drydock as originally sched-

uled . Thus, fourteen percent of the active fleet is currently In need

of attention. To alleviate the drydock backlog , new techniques must be

developed in ship underwater body protection and cleaning , repair and

maintenance. Alternatively, additional drydocks should be built , or new

utilization methods employed (“Pit—Stop” method , q.v.), or a combination

of both.

This study describes new technology areas of interest and makes

recommendations for courses of action to alleviate problem areas.
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The five key topics discussed in this report are listed below with

a brief description of each.

Appendix A — Ship Underwater Coatings.

This section pertains to the specially formulated surface coverings

applied to the ship underwater hull body , apertures, and appendages.

These coverings serve to protect the hull and hull structure from oxi-

dation and the attachment of marine life. The discussion includes : the

current Navy system , the SEAMASTER system , the self—polishing copolymer 
I’

system, Goodrich “NO—FOUL,” and Navy Formula 1020A.

Appendix B — Non—Coating Protection Systems.

• This section covers all corrosion and fouling prevention systems not

covered by Appendix A. Specific systems studied include: sacrificial

anodes, impressed current cathodic protection systems, fouling control

• via chlorine distribution in seawater piping systems, the British TOXION

TWO seawater antifouling system, the Japanese electrolyzed seawater hull

fouling prevention system, and the American AQUATRON scale and algae

elimination system.

• Appendix C — Fouling Diagnostics and Inspection Methods.

This section details what is involved in the determination of the

optimum time and conditions for the cleaning or repairing of ship’s

hulls. One anticipated outcome of this study is the development of

standard procedures for high—confidence of seaworthiness of the under—

water hull. The topics covered include: torsionineters, electrical

measurements of hull coating, temperature/flow differential monitoring ,

propulsion parameter correlation, measured distance at constant RPM,

noise measurement, time Indexing, and underwater body hull inspections.
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Appendix D — Waterborne Cleaning.

This section discusses present and future devices, operations , and con-

straints pertaining to the waterborne removal of marine fouling from the

ship ’s hull and appendages. Extensive coverage is gIven to mechanical

brushing and water jet cleaning.

Appendix E — Waterborne Repair Measures.

This section covers techniques, ec~uipment, and procedures for routine

and emergency repair and maintenance of the ship ’s hull and appendages

while waterborne. The discussion includes the following areas: facility

considerations , hull maintenance, appendage maintenance , welding and

cutting , and inspection considerations.

— 37-
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I
SUMMARY

SHIP UNDERWATER COATINGS : (APPENDIX A) I
’

1. INTRODUCTION

This study is concerned with marine coating systems which are applied

to the submerged portions of a ship ’s hull. Normally , a marine coating

system is comprised of two major components — an anticorrosive coating to

protect the hull from oxidation, and an antifouling coating to prevent the

attachment of marine organisms. The need for corrosion protection is criti—

• cal since an unprotected metallic hull submerged in seawater will eventually

deteriorate and fail. Marine fouling on a ship ’s hull, propeller , and

appendages (e.g., rudder, struts, roll stabilization fins, etc.) results in

increased shaft horsepower and fuel requirements due to added frictional

resistance as the ship moves through the water.

A major constraint in maintaining/replacing these protective coatings

is the serious shortage of naval drydock facilities. This constraint

forces ships to remain afloat beyond the effective life of their anti—

fouling coatings. The net resultant — increased fuel consumption — is

certainly critical in today ’s era of markedly high fuel prices and diminishing

petroleum supplies.

Thus , there exists a need for a marine coating system with an extended

service life or for an economical means of lengthening the service lives of

present day hull coating systems.

—38—
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SHIP UNDERWATER COATINGS SUMMARY

2. FINDINGS

• Dur ing F! 77 the active fleet will be comprised of 484 ships .

Regular overhauls are planned for 105 of these ships , implying a f ive—

year overhaul cycle in gross terms.

• The Navy is unable to overhaul the Fleet at the periodicity desired

due to a shortage of drydocks among other things. It has been publicly

stated that a large “backlog” of ship overhauls now exists.

• During Fiscal Year 1977 , the active fleet will spend about three—

fourths of its time not underway, a condition favorable for marine

biota to make attachment to the hull.

• The established commercial/industrial base for the production of marine

coatings imposes a constraint upon the final choice of a product for

fleetwide service use. Although research and development efforts ought

not be, and are not, fettered by such considerations, logistics planning

decisions must reckon with the industrial supply base.

• The cost of facility modification, production equipment , personnel

safety equipment , and waste disposal must be included when assessing

• the cost impact of a new coating .

• There are currently no prescribed standards which represent the maximum

acceptable degrees of fouling on various ship types or specific portions

of a ship ’s hull.

• The proper application of a marine coating system has perhaps as much

effect upon the performance and service life of the system as does the

—39—
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SHIP UNDERWATER COATINGS SUMMARY

coating formulation itself. For this reason a considerable amount of

effort should be devoted to assuring proper application of marine coat-

ings in naval shipyards .

• There are environmental regulations which govern the manufacture , use,

application and removal, and disposal of marine antifouling paints.

• The development work upon organometallic polymers (OMP’s), which has

been under way for several years, is comprehensive, orderly, and holds

real promise I or producing an antifouling coating with a service life

span of at least five years. This work is nearing truition.

3. STATE-OF—THE-ART

The state—of—the—art in anticorrosive coatings Is far  more advanced

than present day technology in antifouling coatings. This gap is clearly

evidenced by the difference in the effective service lives of the two types

of coatings. Anticorrosive paints have proven effective for periods as

long as seven years, while the maximum effective service life of anti—

fouling paints is about three years. Thus, it is currently the antifouling

component of a ship’s underwater coating that limits the coating ref ur—

bishment/replacement cycle.

Since the number of marine coating systems is so large and since com-

parative studies have already been conducted on many of these systems, this

report will address only the following five systems:

1) Navy Formula 150 (series)/Formula 121/63

2) SEANASTER System (Jotun Baltimore Copper Paint Co.)

3) Self Polishing Copolymer (InternatIona l Paint Co.)
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SHIP UNDERWATER COATINGS SUMMARY

4) “NO—FOUL ” (Goodrich Corporation)

5) Navy Formula 1020A

4. GAPS IN TECHNOLOGY

• Marine Biology — There exists a need for a hull coating with a broad

base toxin which would repel all types of marine biota for extended

periods of time. A further understanding of the biology of marine

fouling organisms might well be the key to developing such a coating.

• Coating Formulation — The technology gap most apparent in current

marine coating formulations is the difference in the service lives of

anticorrosive and antifouling paints.

Resistance to the scouring action of high velocity seawater and

the lack of a suitable accelerated testing device are two areas which

also require attention.

• Application and Removal Processes — At this time, environmental regu-

lations are constraining abrasive blast operations which are considered

to be the most effective means of preparing a surface for new paint.

A problem also arises relating to the disposal of spent abrasive

containing organotin.

Environmental regulations make limitations on spray painting opera-

tions. About 50% of the volume of paint used to coat a hull consist of

volatile solvents which escape into the atmosphere during spray operations .

There are currently no convenient means of coating the surfaces of

a ship ’s hull which are masked by keel and side blocks while the

vessel is in drydock.
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5. ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

Antifouling paint is a marine pesticide within the meaning of the

Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) 1975.

4
NAVSEC is taking action to register Navy antifouling paint formulas

with the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).

Residue from the industrial processes of application and removal of

marine coatings contain pollutants within the meaning of the Federal Water

Pollution Control Act.

Hydrocarbon solvents have already heavily impacted the marine coatings

systems. The Navy’s coatings engineering work force has been drawn away from

its normal task of product development into revamping specifications for

environmental reasons only. Environmental regulation of hydrocarbon emission

from surface coating applications will probably bring additional constraints.

More attention is being focused upon particulate matter in the worker ’s

breathing zone rather than the ambient environment.

Two projects have been funded for F? 77 relating to hull cleaning. These

are a CO2 abrasive blaster and an automatic hull painter.

For all of these systems, Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSRA )

requirements must be considered.

The costs of necessary personnel protective equipment and facilities

must be included when deciding upon adoption of a specific coating.
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• SHIP UNDERWATER COATINGS SUMMARY

6. PERSONNEL CONSIDERATIONS

Personnel considerations are important factors in the application

and removal of marine coating systems. They include not only manpower

requirements, but training and safety as well.

At present, replacement of a hull coating at a naval shipyard is

accomplished by Shop 71 personnel generally over a period of several

• weeks during a ship’s regular overhaul period . This type of work

schedule permits the use of a minimum number of personnel engaged in

work over a relatively long period of time. Replacement of a coating

system in this manner has several disadvantages , which include the

1 following:

• Abrasive blast operations generate large amounts of dust and

often inhibit the performance of other exterior hull main—

tenance while the blasting is in progress.

• Shop 71 personnel are often hampered by interference from

-
~~ other shipyard tradesmen who are performing maintenance on

both the exterior and the interior of the hull.

• Delays in the application process are sometimes encountered

due to the non—availability of support services (e.g., crane

service) at the times required .

• I • Painters and blasters must work around such obstacles as soil

chutes and steam condensate drains.

I
The concept of “Pit—Stop” drydocking should be examined as a possible
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• SHIP UNDERWATER COATINGS SUMMARY

means of averting these disadvantages.

If the desired interval between a ship’s regular overhauls is six

years, for example, but the vessel’s antifouling coating is effective

for only three years, drydock the ship at the three—year point in a

dock specifically designated for coating replacement and equipped

accordingly. No other work would be performed during the “Pit—Stop ”

period .

It should be noted that if this process becomes standard procedure

certain weapon removal operations would be required . If the ship is in

a U.S. Naval Shipyard for less than six weeks only topside pyrotechnics

need be removed. If the ship is in a commercial shipyard , all the

magazines would have to be emptied, otherwise, the shipowner would have

to pay the shipyard personnel hazardous duty pay.

• Utilization of the “Pit—Stop” method offers many advantages including :

• Uniformity of the coating system is achieved by uninterrupted

application over the entire hull.

• Considerable fuel savings by refurbishing a ship ’s antifouling

hull coating at interim drydockings.

7. FACILITY/EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS

A large backlog of ship overhauls now exists.

The cost of complying with the prescribed safety precautions

associated with organotin hull coating application and removal is

substantial .
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SHIP UNDERWATER COATINGS SUMMARY

8. POLICY

The key requirement is for a marine antifouling coating to deter a

wide spectrum of marine growth and to remain effective for an extended

period.

The process of selection of a coating for service use is a decision

process separate from RDT&E work. Among other things , this decision

involves availability of raw materials, manufacturing capability of the

• commercial production base, industrial engineering for surface preparation

and coating application, performance in service use and environmental

constraints.

There are currently no prescribed standards which represent the

maximum acceptable degree of fouling.

9. NEEDED RDT&E

The development work upon organometallic polymers (OMP ’s) which

has been underway for several years is comprehensive, orderly, and

holds real promise for producing an antifouling coating with a service

life span of at least five years.

As an RDT&E task, examine the possibility of developing submarine

coatings which provide camouflage and reduced sonar-reflectance.

As an RDT&E task, examine the possibility of developing underwater

coatings to reduce structureborne radiated noise.
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10. EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION PLANS

As a minimum , maintain continuing liaison with and monitor the

results of panel tests being conducted by the Coast Guard/Battelle

Laboratories at Daytona Beach, Florida. Consider joint funding sponsor-

ship of this valuable on—going work.

A Program Manager in the Naval Sea Systems Command should be

designated as the executive agent to implement the recommendations of

this Master Plan. His responsibilities should include the following:

• • drafting a policy directive to be promulgated by OPNAV

• identifying fund resources in the budget necessary to foster

these recommendations.

-
• 

• ascertaining and tracking the progress ot the program.

• Naval Shipboard underwater coating systems presently in use are

being specified by “cookbook” type procurement specifications, that is,

the exact ingredients and the quantity of each are spelled out. This

procedure intrinsically fixes the service life of the coating , assuming

that proper application techniques are followed.

11. NAVY FORMULA 150 SERIES/FORMULA 121/63

State—of—the—Ar t

These formulas constitute the Navy’s most widely used hull coating

systems. The formula 150 (series), the antIcorrosive component of the
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system, is an epoxy—polyamide coating approved for use on underwater

hulls , exterior topsides , bilges, tanks, and wet spaces. The series

consists of the seven formulas listed below:

Formula Description

150 Green Primer

151 Haze Gray No. 27

152 WhIte

153 Black, RO 1.8

154 Dark Gray , RO 3.6

155 Dark Gray , RO 6

156 Red

Formula 121/63, the antifouling component of this coating system ,

is a red vinyl paint that is applied over the Formula 150 (series). The

coating employs cuprous oxide as its toxic agent and has a maximum effective

service life of about 3 years.

Advantages of Formula 150 (series)/Formula 121/63

• MILSPECS currently exist for both components of this system. A

logistic chain for the manufacture , procurement , application , and

removal of this system has already been established .

• From an environmental standpoint Formula 121/63 , which utilizes

cuprous oxide as its toxicant, poses no significant threat to man

or the environment in the application, use or removal process. The

product is currently registered with the EPA ’s Marine Pesticide

Division.
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• The total dry film thickness of the coating system (12 mils) is

relatively small in comparison to other marine hull coatings ,

thereby contributing little weight to the displacement of the

vessel.

Disadvantages of Formula 150 (series)/Formula 121/63

• Due to the chemical formulation of epoxy polyamides, each of the

coatings in the Formula 150 series is supplied as two components

which must be mixed , stirred , and allowed to stand for a prescribed

period of time prior to their application. The potlife of the

mixed components is 6 hours at 73°F.

• The service life of the antifouling coating is limited to three

years under favorable conditions. Fouling has been known to occur

in as short a period as 6 months, however, on ships operating in

tropical waters.

• The cuprous oxide in Formula 129/63, the black antifouling topcoat ,

tends to turn green when used on the top side of submarines. This

color change undermines the vessel’s camouflage. The service life

of this coating is considerably shorter than that of Formula 121/63.

Technology Gaps

The Formula 150 series has exhibited superlative anticorrosive protec-

tion for periods of up to 7 years. Formula 121/63 has proven effective

for periods ranging from 18—36 months. The major technology gap apparent

in this system is the limited service life of the vinyl antifouling coating.
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A technology gap apparent not only in this system , but in other systems

as well, is the inability of the coating to stand up under conditions

of high velocity water flow.

Needed RDT&E

The need for long life antifouling hull coatings that are compatible

with our environment is recognized world wide. The U.S. Government , as well

as many foreign governments and private industry, is presently conducting

research to develop such coatings.

Environmental Considerations

The antifouling component of the Navy’s hull coating system employs

• cuprous oxide as its toxic agent. Cuprous oxide is relatively harmless

to man and the environment in its application, use or removal.

12. SEAMASTER SYSTEM

State—of—the—Art

The SEAI4ASTER System was developed by the Norwegian paint manu-

facturer JOTIJN in consultation with the Ship Research Institute of Norway.

The system, which Is categorized generically as a cholorinated rubber , is

comprised of the following coats:

• one 0.6—0.8 mil coat of Securit Zinc—Rich Shop Primer

• four 4 sill coats of Vinylguard

• four 3 sill coats of SEAMASTER Antifouling on side bottom

• two 3 mu coats of SEAMASTER on flat bottom area
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The effective service life of the SEANASTER System in commercial appli-

cations is advertised to be 4 to 5 years, requiring three or four water—

borne reactivations of the antifouling coating during that time period .

Advantages of SEAMASTER

• The system’s four/five year service life offers extended

intervals between drydockings.

• The system utilizes a form of copper as its toxic agent , as does

the U.S. Navy’s present hull coating system . Copper Is mined

domestically and Is available at a relatively low price.

• The JOTIJN Marine Coatings Company has 22 distributors in the

• U.S., located on all coasts.

Disadvantages of SEANASTER

• Precisely controlled paint application is required for the SEA—

MASTER System to be effective. The manufacturer recommends that

“plenty” of time be allowed for drying between coats.

• Because the product is proprietary and only available from a single

manufacturer , the use of competitive bidding in the procurement

process would be precluded .

• The SEANASTER System is applied to a substantially greater

thickness than the Navy’s present coating system , resulting in

increased displacement of the vessel.

• The cost per gallon of the product is significantly higher than

the cost per gallon of the Navy ’s present hull coating system.

L • - • 
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• Besides being expensive and inconvenient , the coating reactiva-

tion process tends to increase the roughne ss of the coa ti ng system ,

and in some Ins tances , when no t properl y carried out , may even

result In damage to the anticorrosive coating.

Technology Gaps

A major factor affecting the service life of the SEAMASTER System

is the quality of underwater brushing achieved during each reactivation

period . Underwater brushing equipment and techniques have certain

limitations which restrict it from performing an effective brushing !

reactivation of the entire underwater hull.

Needed RDT&E

RDT&E efforts are required to develop an automated underwater

brushing apparatus capable of cleaning the entire submerged portion of

the hull without damaging the coating system .

Environmental Considerations

The SEANASTER System employs cuprous oxide ~s its toxic agent.

Since no regula tions curren tly exis t prohibi t ing the wa terborne br ushing

of ship ’s hulls in navigable waters , the use of the SEANASTER System

poses no problems at the present time .
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13. SELF—POLISHING COPOLYMER

State—of—the—Art

The Marine Coatings Division of the International Paint Company has

recently introduced a three coat Self—Polishing Copolymer (SPC) Anti—

fouling Paint System . The System provides antifouling protection only,

and consequently , must be applied over an anticorrosive coating.

According to the manufacturer , the System is designed not only to give

extended freedom from fouling for two years or more , but also to contri-

bute significantly to the reduction of hull surface roughness by its

built—in self—polishing action .

A typical SPC application would consist of the following coats:

1st coat Red 3 sills

2nd coa t Gray 4 mils

3rd coat White 4 sills

Unfortunately, SPC is not yet licensed for sale in the United States.

Advantages of the SPC Antifouling System

• The SPC System not only prevents fouling but also reduces hull

surface roughness.

• The System requires no type of cleaning or reactivation during

its service life.

• The SPC antifouling coating could be used in conjunction with

the Navy ’s formula 150 (series) anticorrosive coating which has

already proven to be extremely effective.
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• Since the SPC coating maintains itself in a highly polished state

during Its entire service life, no abrasive blasting Is required

prior to renewal of coating .

Disadvantages of the Self—Polishing Copolymer

• Though advertised to be two years or more , the service life of

SPC has not been independently verified , at least to date , for a

Navy application which requires the ship to spend a majority of

time In port. Extended In—port periods might result in depletion

of the antifouling toxicant at the surface of the paint since

• - there is no water flow to wear away the depleted paint surface

and expose new layers of toxin .

• • SPC utilizes tributyltin oxide as its biocide , which has a

relatively high level of human toxicity. Tin, the raw material

from which the biocide is produced , must be obtained from foreign

Sources.

• Procurement of the product for fleetwide use would require an

exemption from Armed Services Procurement regulations (ASPR) since

• the product is manufactured by only one proprietary company .

• The produce is not yet available for sale in the United States.

• Though the product may be applied to the hull appendages, it was

not specifically designed for this type of use and , consequently,

will not perform as well in these applications.

-• _~~~ 
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Technology Gaps

The SPC formulation will not adhere properly to all types of anti—

corrosive undercoats. This has proven to be the case with the Navy ’s

Formula 150 (series) anticorrosive coating.

Needed RDT&E

The service life o~f SPC is said to be directly proportional to the

applied film thickness. Obviously, there are physical and practical

limitations of the thickness to which the coating system can be applied .

RDT&E efforts are needed to alter the SPC formulation so as to reduce the

rate of wear on the coating, while at the same time, maintaining the

system ’s superb antifouling properties.

Environmental Considerations

The SPC coating employs tributyltin oxide (TBTO) as its toxic agent.

Though highly effective as a marine biocide, TBTO offers the disadvantage

of being toxic to humans as well. The use of this product , therefore ,

brings with it certain precautionary requirements during the applications

and removal of the paint systems and disposal of the wastes from these

processes.

14. GOODRICH “NO—FOUL”

• State—of—the—Ar t

“NO—FOUL” is a proprietary product manufactured by the B. F. Goodrich
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Company. It is an elastomeric sheet (80 sills thick) which is attached

by a proprietary adhesive system to the underwater portion of steel,

aluminum or wooden hulled vessels. On a test conducted by Battelle

Columbus Laboratories and the U.S. Coast Guard , the “NO—FOUL” system

received a rating of “outstanding” with a projected service life of up

to 10 years.

• 
- 

Advantages of Goodrich “NO—FOUL”

• The product offers a possibility of up to ten years’ resistance

to corrosion and fouling.

Disadvantages of Goodrich “NO-FOUL”

• The Initial cost of the material is relatively high.

• The Goodrich Company , which is the only source of the product ,

manufactures it on a proprietary basis.

• The application of “NO—FOUL” is a laborious process since the

product is sold in rolls and must be measured , cut , and then

attached to the hull by an adhesive.

• Relative humIdIty and temperature are critical factors in the

application process. The temperature range for applying “NO—FOUL ”

is 50—90°F, with the relative humidity to be .ontrolled within

5 units of the temperature.

• Problems have been experienced by the Navy in attaining good

adhesion of the elastomeric sheet to sonar dome surfaces and in

repairing damaged portions of the covering .
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• Because of its low shear resistance, “NO—FOUL” is susceptible

to damage by camels , balks, etc., if applied in the vicinity of

the water line.

• ~‘NO—FOUL” is difficult to remove from the substrate to which It

was applied .

15. NAVY FORMULA 1020A

State—of—the—Art

Navy Formula 1020A, commonly referred to as “organotin paint”, Is

a black antifouling coating which was developed by the Navy in the early

1970’s. Its intended use is for boottopping on surface ships and for

exterior topside surfaces on submarines where camouflage is desired .

The Commander , Naval Sea Systems Command , restricted the use of

organotin paints on all Navy submarines in November 1975. Use of the

product was limited to the following applications:

• Maintenance of those portions of submarine hulls already painted

with Formula 1020A.

• Submarines in overhaul for which organotin paint had already

been ordered.

• Thus, Formula 1020A is in very limited use in the Fleet today.

Advantages of Formula 1020A

• The paint appears to o f fe r  a substantially longer service life

than the Navy’s current black antifouling coating (Formula 129/63).
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• Formula 1020A is compatible with the Navy’s current Formula 150

(series) anticorrosive undercoating.

• The produc t can be used on aluminum as well as steel—hulled vessels.

Disadvantages of Formula 1020A

• Since the coating contains an organotin biocide , the rigorous and

costly safety precautions prescribed in NAVSHIPS NOTICE 9190 of

28 May 74 must be observed during the application and removal

processes.

• Disposal of the toxic waste materials generated f’om the appli—

cation and removal processes is extremely costly.

• Tin, the metal from which the antifoullng toxicant is produced ,

must be imported from foreign sources.

• Softening of the coating during its service life hampers

serviceability (i.e., patch painting of damaged areas).

Technology Gaps

Technology gaps in this system and other coating systems containing

organotin toxic lie in the area of worker and environmental protection

during the application , removal, and waste disposal processes.

Needed RDT&E

R&D efforts are currently underway at DTNSRDC, Annapolis , to develop

a means of detoxifying both the liquid and solid wastes generated during

the application and removal of organotin coatings.
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Environmental Considerations

Unlike the Navy’s current copper—based antifouling paints, Formula

1020A utilizes tributyltin oxide (TBTO) and tributyltin fluoride (TBTF)

as its antifouling agents. Both of these substances are highly toxic to

marine growth and relatively hazardous to humans.
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___________________________________________________________________________
NON-COATING PROTECTIVE SYSTEMS: (APPENDIX B)

1. INTRODUCTION

Ship hull fouling and related corrosion and hull surface roughening

increases fuel consumption and ship ’s power requirements. This in turn

imposes high hull maintenance costs. Fouling and corrosion of sea water

cooling systems causes additional fuel consumption . Due to environmental

and safety regulations and the Navy ’s operational needs , it has become

increasingly difficult to select cost effective systems and equipment to

control fouling and corrosion.

Biological fouling and deterioration of materials used in marine

service account for a high annual maintenance expenditure by the Navy .

More than 215 million dollars In 1974 was lost due to the fouling—related

deterioration of wood docks and piers and fouling growth on ships ’ hulls

alone.

The Navy annually prepares 10 million square feet of ships ’ hull

surface for antifoulant paints. The cost of labor and materials exclusive

of drydocking costs is $15 million , The largest number of active ships

in the U.S. Fleet consists of submarines and destroyers. These ships,

because of service conditions , require the most frequen t antifouling

maintenance. This study on non—coating protective systems reviews the

state—of—the—art of systems and concepts which will provide alternate

methods of preventing fouling/corrosion of seawater systems and ship hull

surfaces.
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• This study involves:

• Establishing the state—of—the—art concepts which can be immediately

applied .

• Consideration of the environmental impact of different systems .

• Identifying necessary future RDT&E.

• Recommending effectiveness evaluation a’.d progress tracking plans.

Existing underwater body surface protectic 3tems such as anti—

corrosion and antifouling hull coatings are subject to in—service degra—

dation and provide limited protection . It is necessary to have supple-

mentary protective systems as a backup to the coating systems.

The problem is to find anticorroslon/antIfouling protection systems

• which will allow, in a cost—effective manner , at least 5 year drydocking

intervals, and provide effective corrosion and fouling protection through—

out the life of the ship.

The purpose of this study is to evaluate systems which provide cost—

effective anticorrosion and antifouling protection , within constraints ,

to Navy ship underwater hull surfaces.

Corrosion

Corrosion of metals is an electrochemical process similar to the

operation of a wet cell battery . In the corrosion process an oxidation

reaction occurs at the anodic hull from which metal atons are ionized
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and go into solution leaving behind an electron surplus. At the same

time a reduction reaction occurs which transfers ions to the cathodic

propellers or hull appendages.

Protective measures are taken to prevent ship hull corrosion. The

obvious solution is to insulate the hull with some sort of coating so that

no current can flow. These hull coatings are most frequently paints.

Coatings become scratched , broken or scraped , or become absorbent during

normal operations. This causes a loss of effectiveness over a period of

time. Consequently , a back—up system is required to supplement the pro— - -

tection provided by hull coatings.

Since 1966, most new U.S. Navy ships have been designed and many

others have been backfitted with Impressed Current Cathodic Protection (ICCP)

systems for electrochemical corrosion protection. SHIPALTS exist to

install ICCP systems on practically all remainIng Navy ships. This system ,

which replaces the galvanic anode system, has advantages of low weight ,

low hull flow obstruction profile, protective current capacity for all

ship operating conditions, coating losses, stray current (galvanic anode

systems protect only at ship standstill), operation for over ten years’

period without drydocking (comparable three year galvanic anode).

Fouling

Surfaces continually exposed to seawater soon become covered with

animal and plant organisms called fouling . Fouling is a concern because

it increases hydrodynamic drag,  clogs piping, increases weight , and may
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increase corrosion of metals, Nearly 2000 species of animals and

plants have been reported to make up fouling on man—made structures.

The organisms found on a submerged surface depend upon many factors;

the speed of water relative to the body, the season of the year, the

geographic location, the depth, the texture of the surface and the

effects of light and gravity. It is best to run tests of antifouling

measures in tropical regions where seasonal variations are at a minimum

and reproduction and growth is likely to take place all year long.

Fouling organisms often cause corrosion of metals to which they are

attached by bringing about depolarization of the metal ’s surface as a

result of their metabolic processes. Organisms may injure paint meant to

protect structures from corrosion and cause pitting . The worst offenders

are barnacles, mussels, and oysters.

The amount of fouling accumulated on ships depends upon the length

of time that they spend in port , together with the location of the port.

Ships which use a freshwater port have the advantage of few fouling or-

ganisms. Those freshwater fouling organisms that do exist are mostly

plants.

The most important effec t of fouling on ships is an Increase in drag

due to an increase of surface roughness.

The decrease in propeller efficiency due to fouling can be quite

substantial. Tests have shown that fou ling increases fuel consumption

and reduces propeller efficiency.
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• Environmental Considerations

The Department of the Navy has established a philosophy of protec—

tion of the environment and conservation of natural resources .

All facilities owned by, or leased to, the Federal Government must

be designed, operated , maintained and monitored to conform to applicable

air, water, and noise standards, Federal facilities are not subject to

state pollution programs permit requirements by a U.S. Supreme Court

ruling on 7 January 1976; however , these facilities are subject to fed-

eral regulations.

With respect to anticorrosion and antifouling systems , the areas of

environmental concern are limited to liquids , solids, or gases which

would be discharged into the atmosphere or into navigable waters. Listed

substances are designated as hazardous on the basis of toxicological

properties of one component ion or group .

2. FINDINGS

There are few non—coating, antifouling and anticorrosion systems

which have reached a level of full operational read iness. The term “full

operational readiness” must be viewed in a relative sense , since even

the impressed current cathodic protection (ICCP) system , which is on a

number of Navy ships, has operational anomalies.

The impressed current cathodic corrosion protection system , ~nd the

galvanized anode installation for corrosion protection are considered to
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be operationally ready for Fleet use. A seawater antifouling system

known as the Engelhard electrolytic hypochlorinator has been used on

commercial ships successfully, but is considered to be in an “evaluation”

status from a Navy viewpoint. This system has not been fully evaluated

f or Navy use, but operational readiness will be determined only after

shipboard tests have been completed . No other non—coating supplementary

antifouling systems are known to be used as operational systems by the

Navy.

Impressed Current Cathodic Protection (ICCP) Systems on Steel Hulled

Ships.

The Impressed current cathodic protection systems have been providing

excellent corrosion protection on Navy Fleet ships.

Initially , the impressed current system is more costly to produce

and install than sacrificial anodes and may require maintenance during

its life. It is flexible, lightweight and automatically variable In

current output to react to varying conditions of speed , salinity, temp—

erature and increased bare metal exposure.

The impressed current system is considered to be the lowest cost

option for cathodic protection and is installed on approximately 1/3 of

the U.S. Navy surface ships. A SHIPALT exists for most active surface

ships and is scheduled for accomplishment during upcoming regular ship—

yard overhauls.
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Manufacturers of impressed current cathodic protection systems are

Engelhard Systems, Engelhard Industries Division , Newark, New Jersey ;

Norton Corrosion Limited , Inc., Woodinville, Washington ; Lockheed Marine,

Ontario, California ; and Morgan Berkley and Company , Ltd., Winchester ,

Hants., England . These components provide impressed current cathodic

protection systems for shipboard application to a worldwide market.

Wilson, Watson International, Inc., has disclosed their development

of a new anode concept which overcomes some of the technological problems

j and costs associated with the manufacturing of platinum clad anodes.

Their anode, the DSA (Dimensionally Stabilized Anode), is a combination

of oxides of titanium and ruthenium applied to a titanium substrate and

~~~
— baked above 700°C for a precise period of time. These films have poor

I electrical conductivity, but have a high surface area which overcomes

the resistance problems and enhances their electrochemical activity.

This sy~~em also has a designed—in feature which prevents over—protection

- 
of the ship hull in the event of reference cell failure. Further develop-

ment and the operational evaluation should be monitored for applicability

in corrosion protection systems.

I Further development is needed for the use of this type system on

submarine hulls. Improved pressure hull stuffing glands need to be devel-

oped for anode mounting . PotentIal hydrogen embrittlexuent , caused by the

I system ’s cathodes, may oc -r in High Tensile Steel (HTS). Knowledge is

lacking in regard to the impact of impressed current ripple on the fire

I
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control and sonar systems, and electromagnetic (EM) signature potential.

Current ripple is of 30 milliwatts magnitude at the anode even with a

passive filter installed in the system.
I
I.

Impressed current cathodic protection systems are being installed

aboard 637 class submarines for evaluation. The anodes have been mounted

on the exterior of ballast tanks where it is not necessary to meet sub-

marine SUBSAFE requirements.

At present , the environmental impact by the compounds released into

the water by these systems is of little concern to the EPA. Only two

people are required part—time for -operation and maintenance. These sys-

tems are easily maintained by one person with only hand tools and volt—

ohmeter.

ICCP of Aluminum Hulled Ships

The use of impressed current and sacrificial anodes on weight—critical

craft which are constructed of alumInum alloys, and of HTS components

creates difficulty in positioning anodes relative to the aluminum and

steel members. Aluminum hulls can be driven highly cathodic when high

current densities are required to polarize the HTS materials to the

corrosion potential of the aluminum . Too much current causes an alkaline

condition that is corrosive to aluminum. This over—protection results in

rapid deterioration of the metal. 
•
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• ICCP of Seawater Piping Systems

Cathodic protection levels established within seawater piping systems

have been satisfactory . Further development , relative to the proper anode

placement for maximum protection , is needed .

Pulsed Direct Current (DC) Cathodic Protection

Pulsed ICCP systems under development by Shell Development Division

offer a number of desIrable characteristics among which are very low

ripple and no Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) on anode output , plus

low loss of power to capacitate energy. Current evaluation of these sys—

tems is being made on off—shore oil platforms. As presently designed , the

systems emanate a 20—volt level which is unacceptable for Navy ship use.

Shiy Hull Corrosion and Fouling Prevention Using Copper Nickel Clad

Materials

Copper—nickel clad hull structural plate material development ,

offering apparent substantial corrosion and fouling savings , is in the

• hull fabrication state of development.

The International Nickel Company , Copper Development Association ,

E. I. DuPont, and Lukens Steel Company have been jointly developing

copper—nickel clad steel plate for ship hull construction . Preliminary

tests involving the COPPER MARINER were encouraging. The performance

of the 90—10 copper—nickel hull over two and one—half years showed signifi—

cant savings as compared to a steel—hulled sister ship. The savings
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were (1) reduced fuel bills; (2) higher speeds; (3) no corrosive deter—

ioration of the hull material; (4) no expenses for periodic haulout,

scraping and painting of the hull ; and (5) more time at sea .

Reported percentage improvements were:

• Speed Improvement — 15 percent

• Fuel Consumption Decrease by 15 percent

The techniques for developing the copper—nickel clan by E. I. DuPont

and Lukens Steel Company are explosive bonding and roll bonding . Both of

these techniques result in an electron—sharing bond of the copper—nickel

with substrate steel plate. Not yet developed as a process, the prepar-

ation of a composite slab by either casting or diffusion bonding would be

expected to yield a clad plate that is less expensive than a corresponding

plate produced by hot roll bonding from a pack.

Adhesive techniques and spot welding are other methods of cladding,

though no reliable data is available on service in the marine environment.

Galvanic Anode Hull Protection

Galvanic anodes, primarily zinc, are still in use on submarine and

surface ships for hull protection. They are being replaced by impressed

current systems on surface ship hulls. Development efforts required

include the preparation of specifications for aluminum anodes and the

development of environmentally acceptable anode materials.
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Stray Current Corrosion of Steel

Stray current corrosion has been of concern to the Navy over the

past few years. Corrosion caused by improper grounding during welding

has been eliminated in at least some of the cases. However , sources of

the currents in many instances have not been identified . Field studies

showed that stray D.C. currents existed in some Navy berthing sites.

Some berthing sites have D.C. driven electric cranes which may cause

stray currents to enter into the water , and pass from ship to ship

through the water.

3. FOULING PROTECTION SYSTEM

Hull roughening caused by corrosion is cumulative and occurs over a

long period of time. Fouling , on the other hand , causes a non—cumulative

roughening, from the standpoint that it can be completely removed . The

short term impact on speed loss of fouling is much more costly than that

caused by corrosion.

Sonar Dome Fouling Control

The state—of—the—art currently consists of a cell injection system

developed by Engelhard Systems, The system uses a chlorine generator

and a net to hold the sodium hypochiorite near the dome. This system

has not been installed for evaluation .
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Fouling Control Via Chlorine Distribution in Seawater Piping System

Fouling control of seawater piping systems has been largely a matter

of designing the pip ing systems to provide for seawater velocities in

excess of 3 ft./sec., which exceeds the velocity at which sessile organ-

isms can adhere. Engelhard electrolytic hypochlorinator systems

(CHLOROPAC ) are used in numerous landbased and commercial shipboard

• installations. This system injects 0.5 parts per million (ppm) of

sodium hypochlorite generated through electrolytic decomposition of sea-

water . This type of system is on one U.S. Military Sealift Command Ship,

the USNS WHEELING. It is planned to evaluate a shipboard installation

on an FF—1052 class ship. This system is simple, relatively inexpensive

and successful in preventing fouling in seachests.

The “TOXION TWO” system is produced by F. A. Hughes and Company Limited

in Epsom, Surrey, England . A tin—based antifoulant agent is reportedly

used with excellent results in European shipboard seawater systems. This

system has been used successfully with an antifoulant injection level of

0.003 ppm. The singular organic tin compound , stannous flouride, listed

in the EPA Hazardous Substances List is allowed to be placed into navi-

gable waters up to 100 ppm. This system warrants U.S. evaluation for

potential Navy use.

Electrolyzed Seawater System

This system to prevent hull fouling was developed by Mitsubishi

Heavy Industries , L td . ,  Nagasaki , Japan . The system electrolytically

L~ 
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develops chlorine from seawater and after combining the chlorine—laden

seawater with pressurized air , delivers the mixture through nozzle pipes

fitted to the bilge parts of the hull , The mixture rises up to the sur—

face along the ship ’s hull plates as a bubble screen type flow.

The antifouling effect of this system has been confirmed on a

50,000 ton ore carrier.

The current designs ar€ estimated to have an 8 to 10 year service

life with mInimal maintenance ,

CEPI—CONAV Magnetic Scale Prevention Device

• 
-
~~ The “CEPI—COMAV” , developed by S.A . Epuro Company , Antwerp , Belgium ,

is reportedly used on over 100 Swedish and 1000 Soviet seagoing ships.

It is claimed to prevent calcium carbonate scale deposits by magnetically

converting dissolved salts (prIncipall y calcium carbonate) from the

calcite form to the aragonlte form (a powdery substance which will not

form scale as calcite does), The unit requires no power input ; it is

designed for direct insertion in a piping system with minimal maintenance.

Ship degaussing effects on the magnets in the CEPI units are not known.

The magnetic influence is destroyed in components which have a high heat

transfer rate. Also , flow of water through pumping elements degrades

the magnetic effect , such that placement in the system becomes important.

Ultrasonic Hull Vibration Techniques of Preventing Fouling

The Soviets use magnetostriction properties of hull transducers to
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obtain ultrasonic antifouling hull protection . The Soviet maritime

fleet now has about 20 ships equipped with this system. Despite the

fact that this system has been in use for over 10 years, there are still

no data on the distribution of high—frequency vibrations over hull struc-

tures. The objective of these studies was to check the efficiency of

ultrasonic antifouling protection and study vibration damping in the hull

by measuring high—frequency vibrations on a KRASNOGRAD—class ship.

AQUATRON Scale and Algae Elimination System

The American AQUATRON System, developed by the Delta Tech Corporation,

Dothan, Alabama, is currently in use by U.S. industry for the removal and

prevention of scale (deposits of calcium, magnesium, and other salts) and

• algae in both fresh and salt water handling systems. This system utilizes

a solid—state microcomputer controlled device to raise the water molecule

electrons to higher energy states. The resulting ionized water has the

ability to transfer this energy to dissolved carbonates, sulfates, etc.,

thereby preventing these salts from precipitating on piping walls as scale.

Another benefit of this ionized water is that it fatally disrupts the

metabolic process of simple organisms such as algae , slimes, etc., by inter—

ferir.g with their nutrient absorbing capabilities. This results in the

destruction of a wide range of lower order vaterborne organisms , without

the use of chemical toxins or water temperature changes. From an environ—

mental standpoint, it should be noted that artificially ionized water reverts

back to its natural state after approximately 14 hours.
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SUMMARY

APPENDIX C: FOULING DIAGNOSTICS AND INSPECTION METHODS

1. INTRODUCTION

There is conclusive proof that hull appendage and propeller fouling has a

significant deleterious effect on ship fuel consumption and speed . Dramatic in-

creases in ship fuel costs combined with the need to maximize the operating range

of Navy ships make it urgent that fouling diagnostic methods be improved.

In addition, development of effective fouling diagnostic and inspection

methods will determine optimum time and conditions for cleaning the ship’s under-

water hull. The specific objective of this study is to develop cost—effective

methods that will alleviate the necessity for dry—docking ships for ‘bottom

cleaning jobs’ for as long as 5 to 7 years. During this period , the degree of

fouling is not to exceed the level at which ship speed and fuel consumption are

significantly affected .

Several methods are used as coarse indicators of fouling, but there are no

well—developed fouling diagnostic techniques currently used on a consistent

basis. The one fouling diagnostic method currently being used , from which only

a gross evaluation of the effect of fouling on ships’ power can be derived , is

diver inspection of the hull. Such underwater inspection techniques are highly

subjective and carried out by visual inspection reinforced by some photography

and television. In addition to being subjective, there is no precision in ‘mapping ’

locations of fouling . Water conditions (visibility, temperature, current) are

often poor, inspection rate is slow, and experienced inspectors are few in number .

Also , correlation factors relating to the severity, type , location , distribution

and time—rate of fouling growth are needed in order to arrive at sound decisions as

to when, how, and where to remove fouling . This should also include consideration

of fac tor s such as cost of cleaning, cost of paint , paint life and fuel savings .
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2. FOULING DIAGNOSTIC FINDINGS

Formal fouling diagnostic methods and procedures have not been

developed for either Naval or commercial useS The criteria for fouling

diagnosis that do exist result largely from the efforts of companies

involved in hull cleaning . They have shown the ship operators that costs

can be saved by cleaning the ship while waterhorne. Ship classification

societies are also conducting inspections with ships waterborne .

The Navy’s Shipboard Energy Conservation R&D Program , being pursued

• by David V. Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Center (DTNSRDC)

in the areas of hull cleaning and formulation of antifouling coatings ,

is closely related to the development of fouling d iagnostic and inspection

• methods discussed herein. The hull cleaning portion of the DTNSRI)C Code

2705 Energy Conservation Program , which commenced in FY-1975, is a four

year program terminating in FY—l978. The elements of this program relating

to fouling diagnostics and inspection methods are basically those involving

the determinat ion of ‘when ’ and ‘how ’ to clean the underwater hull and

appendages of ships. The effect is summarized as follows :

• Evaluation of commercially available hull cleaning methods

• inc luding assistance to Fleet Commanders in support of hull

• cleaning efforts.

• Development of cleaning methods for Navy shipi; where gaps exist.

• Laboratory evaluation of paint wear with cleaning .

• Conducting, by sea trials , economic trade—off analysis bet:ween cost
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of cleaning and fuel costs associated with fouling (hull cleaning

frequency determination).

• Determination by sea trials of long term impact of repetitious )
cleaning.

• Development of Fleet instruction on ‘when ’ and ‘how ’ to clean.

As part of the Energy Conservation Program , research leading to the

development of a fouling diagnostic system involves torsionmeters , Sperry

Doppler speed logs and other monitors for propulsion plant parameters.

The current emphasis is on verifying the correlation between shaft horse—

power as measured by a torsionmeter and first stage H.P. turbine shell

pressure. Results to date have been encouraging. It may be that first

stage H.P. turbine shell pressure correlation with ship speed will prove

to be an important diagnostic technique for measuring fouling performance

degradation.

In the event test results fail to verify high correlation over time

between SUP and first stage H.P. turbine shell pressure , the utilization

of a torsionineter and/or other instrumentation will have to be considered

as basic diagnostic tools. -The state—of—the—art of torsionmeters is well

advanced with thousands of units in use worldwide, many of which are on

ships, including approximately 28 currently aboard U.S. Navy ships. Most

of them were installed for purposes other than for fouling diagnostics.

The unit cost of torsionmeters for Navy shipboard application ranges

between $11,000 and $40,000, with installation costs running between 

~~~~~~~~~~~~
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$8 ,000 and $15,000 per unit. Therefore, the use of torsionmeters

solely as a diagnostic method will involve a considerable expense.

Torsionmeters should not be procured and installed on ships solely for

use as a fouling diagnostic tool unless DTNSRDC Programs show conclusively

that no other less costly method will be available in the near furture.

An ac~urate ship speed measuring device/method is required to comple-

ment any power measuring device (torsionmeter, first stage H.P. turbine

shell pressure , etc.) in forming a fouling diagnostic system. Essentially,

all speed logs on Navy ships are the electro—magnetic (E.M.) type which,

theoretically, should be very accurate. However, many ships experience

accuracy errors ranging up to 5Z or more,

Speed logs exist which may prove to hav~ the required degree of accur—

acy for fouling diagnostic purposes. The Sperry Doppler SRD—301 currently

being evaluated by DTNSRDC Code 2705 Energy Conservation program appears

to provide such accuracy . It is possible that a properly calibrated EM

log may have a useful speed range within which the degree of accuracy is

high enough for fouling diagnostic purposes. This has yet to be explored .

The Westinghouse ACULOG has the potential to be very accurate; however,

the elements external to the ship ’s hull consist of three sword—like

devices which in turn are subject to deterioration by fouling and damage.

Very few measured ranges , readily accessible to Fleet units, exist

which could be traversed to determine accurate ship ’s speed through the
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water. Also, very few sites for such visual ranges exist, especially

for ships operating out of Navy ports in the southeastern section of the

U.S. Ships equipped with torsionmeters should be required to traverse

existing measured ranges (e.g., Guantanatno Bay , Cuba; Roosevelt Roads ,

P.R.; Barbers Point , Oahu , etc.) when in the vicinity of such ranges.

SHP and other appropriate data should be recorded and sent to DTNSRDC for

evaluation and analysis.

A minimum water depth of 150 feet is required for FF—l052 class and

smaller ships. Carriers and other deep draft ships will require greater

water depth to avoid bottom effects on power tracking . This minimum water

depth requirement would place the ship about 25 miles off the eastern

coastline and out of visual range of the range markers.

Several other techniques have potential as fouling diagnostic methods.

However , they presently exist either in concept form or as rough diagnostic

indicators , and would require developmental effort in varying degrees. These

concepts and techniques may be summarized as follows:

• Electrical Measurements of Hull Coating — Measurement of the

electrical resistance of hull coating through impressed current

cathodic protection system instrumentation provides a rough m di-

cation of the condition of the hull coating at the present time.

NAVSEC 6lOlC is study ing this technique .

• Temperature/Flow Differential Monitoring — Monitoring flow rates

and temperature differentials in the seawater side of heat

• 77
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exchangers and other seawater piping systems offers a prospect

of diagnosing fouling sea chests and associated piping systems.

• Propulsion Parameter Correlation — In addition to first stage

H.P. turbine shell pressure as part of a fouling diagnostic

system, other propulsion plant parameters may also prove valuable.

• Measured Distance at Constant RPM — This concept finds limited

use in merchant ships for fouling diagnosis. The distance used

is either the port to port distance or the distance between

• navigational fixes. A principal disadvantage of this method is

the limited availability of measured mile ranges convenient to

Navy operating areas. It is possible, however, to use naviga-

tional satellites for obtaining real time fixes over long distances.

For this information to be accurate, it is necessary to compute

out all effects of wind , sea state, ship pitch, etc.

• Noise Measurement — Noise measurements are routinely made by sub-

marines and surface ships to ensure that they are not radiating

excessive noise. Noise levels are being used in the submarine

community as an indication of excessive fouling and for identi-

fying other noise producing sources. The equipment and technology

are presently available to obtair. ship noise signatures. However,

a correlation is required between noise level, frequency and degree

of fouling.

• Time Indexing — Most fouling diagnostic systems in use today are

based on time. Several commercial companies clean the ship bottom
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after nine months out of drydock and then every three to

four months thereafter. Other schemes of indexing could yield

more accuracy. A fouling point system could be implemented now

using arbitrary standards such as 1 point for a day in a known

fouling port , 1/8 point when underway at more than 15 knots, etc.

An accumulation of some numbers of points could then be an indi-

cation of the need for cleaning.

3. UNDERWATER INSPECTION FINDINGS

The discussion of inspection methods is associated with two func—

tional types of inspection : (1) inspection as a fouling diagnostic method ,

and (2) inspection of the physical integrity or seaworthiness of Navy ship

hulls. The following are specific findings determined by review of current

underwater inspection methods:

• Divers who conduct underwater hull inspections have received

little or no training in fouling or hull integrity inspections.

• The Underwater Work Techniques Manual provides little guidance

for conducting underwater inspections.

• No standards exist to aid divers in diagnosing foul ing type and

quantification thereof.

• No standardization procedures for conducting underwater inspections

exist , although the Underwater Work Techniques Manual contains a

suggested report format. The quality of underwater inspection

varies from Command to Command .
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• No standard diver inspection tools exist. Most divers have 
-

•

assembled individual assortments of tools that are relatively -~

1~,
ef fective . .•

. 

1

• The Na- y has virtually no capability for conducting Non—Destructive -
~

Testing (NDT ) inspections with the ship waterborne. Some land— -

based equipment which can utilize a long cable between the sensor

and the readout devices are in use.

• Several commercial companies in the field of underwater inspc~ction

use the full range of NDT equipment.

• Keel hauling lines are the most widespread hull/swimmer location 
1

device employed by Navy divers. - .4
• Acoustic pinger location devices are being developed and should -~

become available to Navy divers. Navy Coastal Systems Laboratory (NCSL) -

is conducting efforts on such a system.

• U.S. Navy divers are trained from almost any rating group. In

the Royal Navy (British), “Diver” is a rate and “Underwater Inspection”

is a functional part of the rate. -

• Navy divers do not have standard work boats from which to work.

Adaptions of several existing available boat types have been made ,

but few are equipped for effective operation .

• COMNAVSEAINST 9597.1 contains a listing of approved diver support

equipment. Few fleet diving units have all the essential equip—

‘I~~fl~~I 1t ~ ted because fund ing for initial outfitting is generally

the ‘is~.r ’s (WIN funds , which are always in short supply. As

__ ..W ~~~~~~~~~~~ ?oo1s ~re developed , they frequentl y do not oecome

• • -~~~~~ - • _ •~~~~~ • .• - ~~~~ _ 
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available to the diver because funds are not specifically

designated for such purposes.

• There are no measurement instruments available to Navy divers

f or underwater inspection purposes to determine the following :

— Crack detection

— Leak detection

— Fouling level

— Corrosion deterioration

— Liquid level, oil/water

— Surface profile or roughness

— Coating evaluation

• Commercial divers are used as observers in many cases where a

problem is suspected ; but for required ship inspections , trained

surveyors are used . Some inspections are being conducted with the

inspector/surveyor topside observing a closed circuit TV monitor

from diver held or remotely controlled cameras. Some companies

are considering training their qualified inspector/surveyors as

divers.

• Clear—field underwater viewing devices are in limited use in

commercial diving operations but none have been officially desig-

nated for Navy use.

• NCSL has recently been assigned responsibility for development ,

test and evaluation of diver inspection tools. Funding at NCSL
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ii
for diver inspection tools is currently exploratory development

money. T&E of the most promising commercially available equip-

ment should be included .

• Ship underwater hull maintenance requirements have lacked manage-

ment and funding support. The bulk of the required RDT&E effort

relating to underwater hull inspections is deemed to be in the

Engineering Development and Operational Systems Development

categories. Most of the past funding for inspection related

efforts has been largely from Exploratory Development and Advanced

Development categories.

4. EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION PLANS

Effectiveness evaluation plans for both fouling diagnostics and under-.

water hull integrity inspection systems will be based primarily on empir—

ical data and feedback. It is recommended that a comparative analysis be

used to evaluate the effectiveness of the fouling diagnostic system.

i.
The most objective criterion by which to evaluate the effectiveness

of the underwater hull integrity inspection process is to conduct and

document such an inspection immediately prior to a regularly scheduled

drydocking of a ship. The comparative analysis of the pre— and post—

drydocking inspections provides an excellent evaluation of the effectiveness

of the underwater hull inspection. 11

5. DEVELOPMENT PROCESS TRACKING PLAN

There are three essential elements to consider in establishing a
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development progress tracking plan. These elements comprise a monitoring

center, a communications network and a reporting system.

The function of the monitoring center is to track and review the

programs being foll owed , with respect to both the administrative and the

technical activities of the program.

The communications network is needed to provide input data to the

monitoring center, as well as feedback to the performing activities.

The reporting system function is to keep management informed of over—

all program status and progress and to disseminate information to per-

forming activities.

The monitoring center, communication network and reporting system

should be established first in order to begin the integration of on—

going efforts into the overall program,

6. POLICY AND ORGANIZATION RECOMMENDATIONS

Effective implementation of the foregoing recommendations requires the

establishment of an appropriately structured organization having well—

defined lines of control. The key to such an organization is a strong

program manager and charter in NAVSEA with appropriate OPNAV sponsorship.

The recommended structure required to direct an integrated hull husbandry

program includes the following :

• Program Sponsor in CNO

— 
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• Program Manager in NAVSEA

• Advisory Committee

• Task Groups

• Industry Support

7. FOULING DIAGNOSIS DISCUSSION

The current technology used in many fouling diagnostic concepts is

based on the fact that hull resistance increases as surface roughness

increases. The problem then becomes one of measuring the change in hull

resistance as the ship becomes fouled . One way to assess the condition

of the hull is to monitor the time and fuel rate usage as a ship traver-

ses a fixed and known distance under reproducible conditions. The use of

torsionmeters in conjunction with ship speed is another method that gives

an indication of the increased shaft horsepower necessary to maintain

ship speed as a function of time. The problem faced in this method is

that any fouling of the propeller cannot be separated from the effects of

hull fouling.

• Torsionmeters. The shaft horsepower developed by a ship can be con—

veniently obtained by the use of an appropriate torsionmeter. A

torsionmeter is placed on the ship’s main propulsion shafting to

measure the instantaneous torque being applied to the propeller .

Knowing the modulus of elast ici ty of the shaft , its RPM and tor—

sional strain , the shaft horsepower is readily determined . Once

shaf t horsepower and ship speed are obtained , an algorithm

would be used for correcting the effect of other parameters such
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as ship’s displacement, trim, wind direction and speed currents

and sea state as well as the ship ’s dynamics.

• Technology gaps. The principal gaps in technology are :

— Higher accuracy needed in speed logs

— Correlation data

• Needed RDT&E. For the fouling diagnosis to be effective, a

- - program to assure repeatability, stability and reliability must

• be undertaken as a part of this effort,

• • Environmental considerations. No environmental problems are

• anticipated .

• Personnel considerations. The only requirement will be basic

indoctrination on the operation and care of the instrumentation

as well as interpretation of results obtained during monitoring.

Electrical Measurements of Hull Coating

Essentially, all new ships are being built with an Impressed Current

Cathodic Protection (ICCP) system. This system contains the elements for

diagnosing the integrity of hull coatings on an overall or average basis.

The deviation of the reference cell against set voltage is an indication of

the degree of corrosion and/or deterioration of the hull coating.

• State—of—the—art. Work is being performed on a more accurate

method for monitoring the condition of the hull. This method is

to measure the ‘time constant’ on the potential.

• Technology gaps. The use of cathodic protection systems and

_ 
_
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other electrical parameters as a fouling diagnostic tool is

presently just a concept, This general area of correlating the

condition of hull coatings with electrical measurements appears

to be a promising diagnostic tool requiring a long—term R&D effort.

• Needed RDT&E. Laboratory tests are needed to correlate electrical

measurements with condition of coatings. Detailed planning is

needed to implement a research and development program for such

a diagnostic electrical system .

• Environmental considerations. No adverse impact anticipated .

• Personnel considerations. There should be no need for additional

personnel to operate equipment.

• Equipment support. Needs can only be established after the comple-

tion of some RDT&E.

Temperature/Flow Differential Monitoring

Fouling on sea chest strainer plates cuts down drastically the intake

area and also the amount of seawater that can flow through condensers and

other heat exchangers and seawater piping systems. Therefore, measuring

the velocity of entering seawater, a small distance downstream from the

sea chest, offers a means of developing a seawater piping system fouling

diagnostic.

• State—of—the—art. The state—of—the—art , as far as the principle

is concerned , is best understood by reviewing the steady state

behavior. For this diagnostic approach to be implemented , the
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following information is required :

— Monitoring of the velocity of the intake , downstream from

the sea chest.

— Monitoring of the ship ’s velocity .

— Effective cross—sectional area at the two given points of

the system . (Preferably at the sea chest intake and a measured

distance downstream from the sea chest).

A second scheme depends upon the quantity of heat transferred from

the engine/pump room into the flowing seawater. It is possible to pre-

dict this inside heat transfer coefficient by making measurements of certain

selected temperatures. This scheme works as a diagnostic aid as long

as there is a temperature gradient between the seawater and engine/pump

room.

• Technology gaps. The only gap exists in the development of

suitable computation algorithms and the necessary software.

• Needed RDT&E . The necessary RDT&E program includes design of

suitable equipment , full  scale experimentation, and data inter—

pretation and analysis.

• Environmental considerations. No additional shipboard personnel

will be required .

• Equipment support. Only a minor power requirement is anticipated

for software electronics.
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Propulsion Parameter Correlation

There are a number of engineering plant parameters available on

board ship that could be correlated with each other , yielding relation-

ships that could be used as diagnostic aids.

• State—of—the—art. The Navy has begun an effort in the Energy

R&D Office at DTNSRDC to use the USS HAROLD E. HOLT (FF-l074)

for making correlation studies. One outcome might be to develop

an assessment technique for indicating the extent of hull/pro-

peller fouling.

• Technology gaps. The necessary computational algorithms and

supporting software would have to be developed to relate the

various correlations to fouling.

• Needed RDT&E. It is recommended that present work at DTNSRDC,

Code 2705 continue, and that the data base be expanded to include

• additional parameters, and a program be established to analyze

resulting correlations.

• Environmental considerations. No adverse effects are anticipated .

• Personnel considerations. No additional shipboard personnel will

be required.

• Equipment support. Only a minor power requirement Es anticipated

for software electronics.

Measured Distance at Constant RPM

The time required to travel a fixed distance is a measure of the ship ’s
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average speed. If this fixed distance is run with the ship maintaining

a constant RPM , the time to traverse the distance will increase as

fouling increases, as long as ambient conditions are the same.

• State—of—the—art. The constraint on this scheme is limited

availability of measured mile ranges convenient to Navy operating

areas. It is possible to use satellites for obtaining real—time

fixes by those one hundred plus ships so equipped and then compute

the distance traveled. Another possibility is the future con—

struction of offshore oil rigs in the Atlantic Ocean. These may

serve as convenient distance markers along the coast.

• Technology gaps. The necessary technology exists.

• Needed RDT&E. An evaluation program should be established for

use of satellite fixes .

• Environmental considerations. No adverse effects are anticipated .

• Personnel consideration . No additional personnel are required .

• Equipment support. None required .

Noise Measurement

Through the years, fouling has become recognized as a source of own—

ships ’ noise which degrades the performance of installed sonar systems.

The concept of using this noise as a fouling diagnostic tool may be worth

pursuing .

• State—of—the—art. Without being considered a diagnostic tool ,

noise levels are being used in the submarine community as an thdi—
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cator of excessive fouling and other noise producing sources.

• Technology gaps. The technological gap which prevents the general

use of noise as a fouling diagnostic indicator is the correlation

between the level of noise and the level of fouling.

• Needed RDT&E. An RDT&E program would have to pursue two paths.

First, identify the data processing equipment and criteria which

• would best show the fouling produced noise and provide correlation

of this noise with observed fouling. Second , correlate information

obtained from presently installed own—ships’ noise monitors with

fouling condition on submarines.

• Environmental considerations. No adverse effects are anticipated.

• Personnel considerations. Personnel considerations will depend on

the equipment and mode of operation .

• Equipment support. Equipment support will be dependent on the

results of the R&D program.

Time Ind exing

The most common use of time as a diagnostic tool is a plot of the

power required against time out of dock. Most ships collect little - -

fouling during the first few months out of dock and frequently reach the

ten percent extra power level between the ninth and twelfth month. Using

these and other results, a time based diagnostic system can be established.

• State—of—the—art. Some locations and conditions are more conducive

to fouling than others. Based on this fact , every location could
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be given a relative rank (say from 1 to 10) where 1 refers to poor

conditions for fouling. The proposed time indexing system would

assign fouling points to the ship for each day. Depending upon

where the ship is and what it is doing , points would be accumulated

and when a required number was met the ship would be cleaned . As

in most diagnostic systems, the need to clean is not based entirely

on the system but on a visual inspection after the diagnostic

system exceeds its specifications.

• Technology gaps. All time based systems are examples of statis—

tical analysis of limited data.

• Needed RDT&E. The statistical data base on fouling versus time

must be increased .

• Environmental consIderations. No effects on the environment are

anticipated.

• Personnel considerations. No additional personnel will be required ,

• 
- 

although a small amount of training may be.

8. INSPECTION METHODS DISCUSSION

Current underwater inspection methods are highly subjective. Quanti— H

fiable and repeatable inspection results and associated evaluation criteria

are needed . These would permit rational and cost—effective maintenance and

repair action decisions , and assist in the development of a complete fouling

diagnostic system .
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Requirements for top—level under-water hull inspections were reviewed

in discussion with the Navy Coastal System Laboratory (NCSL), Panama

City, Florida, and with Fleet personnel. En addition , reports from NCSL,

MARAD, and from related industries were reviewed . The development of

specific software and hardware elements is required .

To conduct comprehensive, accurate inspections of the underwater hulls

of ships cost—effectively, a complete inspection “system” must be devel-

oped . It must be comprised of properly trained personnel and sufficient ,

adequate and reliable support equipment.

• State—of—the—art. A state—of—the—art study of underwater inspection

methods and equipments was sponsored in fiscal year 1976 by Commander,

Naval Sea Systems Command ’s Ocean Engineering Research and Techno-

logy Branch, NAVSEA—0353. The study, conducted by NCSL and entitled

“State—of—the—Art Study —— Diver and Remote Vehicle Underwater Inspec-

tion”, is incorporated into Appendix C as Annex C—Il. The study

serves as the baseline for further discussions of underwater inspec-

tion methods and systems. Data for the report was obtained through

contact with cognizant organizations in the United States and foreign

countries, including both manufacturers and user activities.

• Diver inspection systems. Many individual equipments have been

designed for diver use , but there is no formally designated and

totally integrated diver hull inspection system.

• Diver life—support equipment. The most closely managed element
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FOULING DIAGNOSTICS AND INSPECTION METHODS SUMMARY

• relating to underwater inspections is diver life—support equip-

ment . The Navy diving manual contains extensive guidance and

specific regulations pertaining to life—support equipment.

• Inspection—related equipment.

— Underwater TV systems. Many underwater TV systems are pre-

sently available on the commercial market. The U.S. Navy

is currently using the Underwater Damage Assessment Television

System (UDATS) , manufactured by Hydro—Products. Other manu-

facturers that market underwater TV systems include Cohn , Inc.,

of San Diego , California ; General Aquadyne, Santa Barbara ,

California ; UDI Group , Houston , Texas; Video Sciences Inter-

national , Woodland Hills , California ; Seacor , Inc., San Diego ,

California ; Sub Sea Systems, Inc., Escond ido , California; EDO

Western Corp., Salt Lake City, Utah ; and Rebikoff Institute

of Marine Technology, Ft. Lauderdale , Florida.

— Measurement instruments . Until recent years, diver inspection

tools have been very primitive . Some basic tools used to per-

form certain inspection functions are calijers , gauges .

rulers, templates and hammers for determining the level of liquid

in a tank. Leak detection , corrosion measurement , and coating

evaluation are accomp lished by visual inspection only. The Navy

has no tools available to assist the divers in these Fields.

• Non—Destructive Testing (NDT) Equipment. The Navy has promulgated

no list of approved NDT equipment. There are several NDT equipments
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manufactured by U.S. companies. These devices consist of a

metal thickness gauge , an eddy current crack detector , and

several ultrasonic gauges. Equipments are available for magne-

tic particle (MT), ultrasonic (UT), eddy current , dye penetrant

(PT), and gamma radiography (RT) testing. Most underwater NDT

inspection companies make their own adaptation of dry land

equipment based on the type of work involved .

• Boat/working platforms. There is no boat specified for diver use ,

much less a designated standard boat . The LCM—3 , as configured

in NAVSEA Drawing No. 145—4777404 Code Ident. 80064 meets the

requirement. Only minor modifications would be required on this

boat in order to outfit it with the required support e.~uipment.

• Underwater hull location system . There are no formal underwater

hull location systems in existence , nor are any equipments desig-

nated for such use. There are, however , several crude but effec-

tive methods used by the diving community.

• Software. State—of—the—art discussions of diver training are con-

tained in the Software Section of Appendix C.

• Diver training . The hull seaworthiness inspection is a highly

specialized skill requiring a relatively large amount of field

experience. It may be too much to expect the Navy diver to become

a qualified hull integrity inspector . In order to provide the

Navy with underwater inspection capability, it is necessary to

develop a program for training personnel to conduct the inspec—

tions. It would be beneficial to create a special underwater
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inspector rating and position description and have such personnel

assigned to the group responsible for ship inspection . Otherwise ,

retention and on—the—job training of personnel will be likely to

fall below required standards.

• Inspection standards. In most underwater inspections , the diver

is told only to inspect and report the condition found . Standards

for evaluation of these observations are not provided . This some—

times results in divers not recognizing defects which exist.

• Inspection reports. A review of report forms being utilized by

five Navy diving activities revealed that not all of the items on

the suggested form were being inspected .

• Fixed , mobile and remote controlled underwater inspection systems

and concepts. Many of these facilities are designed to allow a

trained hull inspector to observe the condition of the underwater

body close—up in a dry environment.

— Fixed inspection facility concepts. Specially designed , fixed

inspection facilities have the potential of being less labor

intensive , hence more cost—effective , than other types of inspec-

tion systems, at least for some inspection purposes . One

such facility concept would involve the installation of a

track system running parallel to the keel line of the ship.

On this track a vehicle would operate on which would be mounted

the inspection head or array .

The Inspection head would employ equipment operating on one or
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more of the following principles:

—— TV or photography: Black and white, color , and stereo-

scopic

—— IR heat sensors

—— Reflectotneter

—— Acoustic Holograph (sonoptography)

A facility of this type should be located in water having the

best possible visibility. Various Naval stations should he

considered to find the ports most suitable for this concept.

— Mobile underwater inspection system. Naval Undersea Center

(NUC), San Diego, has been involved in the design and devel-

opment of four specialized submersibles . These vehicles could H

have application to the underwater hull inspection portion

of the hull husbandry program . Three of the vehicles have a

far greater potential range of usage than is required by this

program. The added depth capability in this family would in-

crease cost substantially with no equivalent added payoff.

The fourth vehicle, Hull Inspection Platform (HIP) , is different

from the previously mentioned vehicles. It has possibilities

as an underwater maintenance tool but extensive engineering

changes would be required to make it an effective observation

platform .

— Remote controlled Inspection systems. Most remote vehicles

are designed and constructed to perform specific missions and

are of little value as hull inspection tools. The only system
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known which is used for the inspection of ships ’ hulls is

SCAN , employed by Underwater Maintenance Company , Ltd.,

of Southatapton , England . Due to limitations relating to

water current and visibility , SCAN would have limited appli—

cation in the overall U.S. Navy hull husbandry program .

— Swimmer Propulsion Units. The primary swimmer propulsion

unit available In the U.S. is the Rebikoff DR 14 “Pegasus”

unit. This unit is more applicable to the inspection of long

runs of pipe or cable than to hull inspections . A swimmer

propulsion unit is a versatile teal and can be valuable where

strong currents are encountered .

• Technology gaps. The basic technology gaps In the area of Navy

underwater hull inspection relate largely to the lack of appli-

cation of existing commerically available equipment.

• Needed RDT&E. What is needed most is test and evaluation of

commercially available inspection tools and equipment. The devel—

opinent of underwater hull inspection software such as standardized

inspection procedures and reports and diver training is also

required .

• Environmental considerations. No effects on the environment are

anticipated .

• Personnel considerations . No matter which equipment or procedure

is decided upon for the program , more Navy divers and hull inspectors

are needed than now exist.
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• Equipment support . Equipment support will vary considerably

between the modes or methods of inspection to be selected .

• Effectiveness evaluation plans. The development of effective-

ness evaluation plans for underwater hull inspection methods

cannot be addressed until the methods to be employed have been

decided upon.

• Development progress tracking plans. Until specific diagnostic

methods are decided upon, only broad program policy guidance

is warranted .
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SUMMARY

WATERBORNE CLEANING: (APPENDIX D)

1. INTRODUCTION

With today ’s high fuel costs , merchant ship operators have found

it to be economically effective to clean ship ’s hulls periodicall y

between regular drydockings. This is accomplished while the ships are

waterborne.

The main topic of this appendix is waterborne cleaning of ships ’

hulls, propellers, sonar domes, sea chests and adjacent piping and

appendages. This study was undertaken to determine the state—of—the—art ,

to Identify gaps in technology, to develop needed RDT&E, to determine

personnel and support facility requirements and to recommend imp lemen-

tation action. The bulk of the study addresses the problem of cleaning

fouling with minimum damage to the anti—fouling coating .

2. FINDINGS

• Underwater hull cleaning is a well established practice among

tanker and cargo liner operators. The technology of underwater

cleaning has developed to the stage that it can now be applied

to U. S. Navy ships. In fact , Fleet Commanders are beginning to

use the services of established hull cleaning firms to clean hulls

prior to ship deployment .

• The besr known operation to U. S. ship operators are hand—held brush

units and a unit known as ~~AJ4P 
(Submerged Cleaning and Maintenance
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Platform), by Butterworth Systems, Ltd. There are over twelve

licensed stations worldwide. More are being established . BRUSHKART,

a multi—brush system similar to SCA14P, is also being introduced in

cleaning stations worldwide.

• EXXON International studies indicate the following average net

fuel cost savings over a 24—month drydock cycle:

At Constant 21K DWT 50 DWT 250K DWT
Speed of (knots) Diesel ($K) Steam ($K) Steam ($K)

ii 31 127 144

12 33 141 161

13 35 157 188

14 38 185 228

The savings have been achieved with a policy of cleaning the hull

each time speed at constant power drops 1/2 knot. This occurs

about 12 months out of dock, and then every 3 to 4 months until

the next docking.

• Initial trials with USS HAROLD E. HOLT (FF—1074) indicate average

• annual fuel cost savings at nominal cruising speed to be $86K.

• High pressure (6,000 to 10,000 psi) water jets are currently being

used and low pressure (]~,500 to 2,000 psi) are under development to

clean substructures , platform legs, pipelines , pilings, etc. In the

oil industry .
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• Cleaning rates with “average” fouling for the most promising

systems are:

SCAMP (merchant ship) 17 ,800 sq. ft./hr .

BRUSHKART 21 ,000 sq. ft./hr .

Diver Held Rotary Brush 180—2000 sq. ft./hr .

H. P. Water Jet (single) 180—900 sq. ft./hr .
(lab result only)

CAVIJET (L. P. Waterjet) 900 sq. ft./hr .
single (lab result only)

• A study of SCAMP operations showed virtually no inorganic

matter in discharge water and negligible dissolved oxygen demand

by organic matter from heavily fouled ships.

3. BRUSH SYSTEMS

Currently, brush systems are the only method by which waterborne

ship hull cleaning operations are carried out. Other methods which have

been tried experimentally include high pressure water jets and explosive

charges.

Brush systems currently in use include a variety of hydraulically

or pneumatically driven diver held rotary brush units, BRUSH BOAT, SCAMP,

BRUSHKART, and a developmental Japanese automatic underwater cleaning

machine.

A major element In the achievement of successful brush cleaning

is the characteristics of the brush . Its bristles should be sufficiently
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stiff to remove the fouling; but they should not roughen and in most

cases they should not abrade the antifouling coating .

• Diver—held Rotary Brushes

Much of the cleaning of Navy ships undertaken to date has been

accomplished with diver—held , hydraulically powered rotary brushes.

• BRUSH BOAT — Brush Boat has a long cylindrical brush mounted on

a work boat. The brush extends vertically below the surface

approximately 8 to 12 feet. It is most effective on the large

flat sides of bulk carriers. It is not a viable system for ships

having large transverse hull curvatu:e — e.g., most Naval

combatants.

• SCAMP — SCAMP appears to be the most widely used of the high

production , multiple brush systems. Normal cleaning , which includes

the sides to the turn of the bilge, ranges in cost from $5 to

$9 per foot of length between perpend iculars for commercial ships.

The cost to clean Navy ships is higher because of the increased

diver involvement required . The SCAMP machine is 6 feet in dia-

meter and 20 inches deep . It is connected to a control console

for remote control or it can be switched to local diver control.

• BRUSHKART — The basic unit is BRUSHKART, a 4.26 foot long by 3.94

foot wide by 1.64 high hydraulically powered vehicle fitted

with three brushes, and driving wheels to propel it over the sur-

face being cleaned . The BRUSHKART is operated by a diver lying
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prone on the unit . He can maintain directional and speed control

with a steering wheel and a lever.

• Japanese Brush System — The single brush unit is held to its work

by a combination of 3 magnetic wheels. The magnetic wheels are

aided by the action of an axial flow pump which draws water through

the center of the brush. The discharge water carries removed

fouling and paint chips to a filtering and settling tank.

Technology Gaps

There appear to be no significant technology gaps which would inhibit

the rapid and effectIve addition of brushing techniques to the waterborne

cleaning of Naval ships. There are, however, developmental areas which

require work to ensure that the ultimate system used will be as cost—

effective as possible.

Environmental Considerations

A survey of the laws of the United States relating to water pollution

control and environmental quality , presently reveal no regulations that

would specifically inhibit or prohibit brush cleaning operations. Brush

cleaning wi~1 not generate the quantity 
or kind of pollutants associated

with general shipyard drydock Lng operations .

Personnel and Facilities ReQuirements

Effective waterborne hull clean ing operations are highl y dependent

upon the employment of skilled diving personnel to carry them out.

I
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If cleaning operations are contracted for, there will be essentially

no demand on the Navy to train personnel for the operation , except for a

cadre of diver—qualified inspectors to monitor the contractors work.

However, should the Navy decide to develop its own facilities and be able

to lease or purchase the various systems, operating crews would have to

be procured and trained . Contract agreement for procurement of the

systems should include the establishment and operation of training facili-

ties.

Summary

The techniques and equiprn~nt for waterborne hull cleaning operations

by brushing are readily available to the Navy . A well structured program

based on either contractor support , the establishment of hull cleaning

facilities and operating personnel in key Navy installations or a combina—

tion of those two approaches can be initiated at the Navy ’s will.

4. WATER JET SYSTEMS

Water jet systems have been well established as a means of cleaning

land structures for some years. However , their use in cleaning snip ’s

hulls Is just beginning .

• High—pressure (5000 to 10,000 psi), diver—held single jet units

now are being used for underwater cleaning operations to remove

marine growth from substructures , platform legs , pipelines ,

pilings, etc., in the oil industry.
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• A European—developed (by Woma—Apparatebau) ganged let system ,

designed to clean ships ’ sides to the turn of the bilge has been

gaining interest recently.

• Experiments have been performed by Hydronautics , Inc . using a

relatively low pressure (1500 to 2000 psi) cavitating water jet

to clean marine fouling. This system is known as CAVIJET .

Technology Gaps

The basic hardware elements are available to build experimental

and perhaps even acceptable prototype water jet systems for the water—

borne cleaning of ship hulls. They have the potential for greater flex-

ibility for access into tight areas such as sea chests. It is essen-

tial , though, that an RDT&E program be established to eva1uat~ the

effects of jet pressure, nozzle size and configuration , jet angle and

nozzle standoff , and nozzle advance rate on cleaning efficiency and

coating Integrity.

Environmental Considerations

Environmental considerations for water jet cleaning systems are

essentially the same as for brush systems.

Personnel and Facilities Requirements

Personnel considerations and general equ ipment support requirements

for water jet cleaning systems appear to be essentially th3 same as for

brush systems.
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Summary

The hardware elements upon which to base the development of water

jet cleaning systems are available. However , in the near future , ship—

yard operations may be affected by restrictions on pollutants introduced

into the water.
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SUMMARY

WATERBORNE REPAIR MEASURES: (APPENDIX E)

1. INTRODUCTION

The main objective of these measures is to prolong drydock intervals

from the current three year cycle to a projection of as much as five!

seven years by means of waterborne repairs. This will result in reduced

maintenance costs and increased ship availability.

For major hull repairs (e.g., extensive replacement of hull plating)

drydocking or cofferdams are required .

The Navy has made progress in improving certain tasks such as hull

cleaning, propeller changes, and sonar dome repair . The adaptation of

more advanced technology depends on changes in organization , training, and

incentive.

Major development in underwater technology by the offshore industry

could be modified for underwater ship repair . Previous underwater work

involved emergency repairs . Technology needs to be extended so that

repairs of a permanent nature can be effected underwater .

The technology presently available requires only minor adaptation to

be used in ship repairs. Major engineering development need only be con-

sidered in cases of technological breakthroughs. Repair techn iques must

show a reduction in cost , increase ship availability, or eliminate the

need for drydocks , in order to be considered .
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Certain underwater work is limited by available personnel , training

and work incentives. Presumably certain repairs could be performed by

commercial contractors for technical , economic, or schedule reasons.

2. FINDINGS

Most maintenance and repair work accomplished waterborne has been at

less time and expense than comparable drydock work.

• Drydocking is still required for:

— Stripping and repainting large areas

— Major repairs to sonar dome rubber

— Replacing propeller shafts and rudder bearings

— Major hull structural repairs

• Visibility is critical in completion of underwater repair and

inspection. Inspection accounts for 47% of all maintenance dives.

• Partial drydocks , one atmosphere cofferdams and ambient pressure

habitats and cofferdams are being used to provide dry atmospheres

for underwater production or repair work.

• Current aids for divers to locate their position underwater for

hull repair and inspection are crude at best .

F • A cadre of personnel qualified in all aspects of underwater inspec—

tion and repair does not now exist within the Navy. It has been

found more effective by industry to train draftsmen a’- ii technicians

to dive than to train divers in highly skilled crafts. If the

Navy is to carry on a level of underwater repair and maintenance ,
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training programs and pay incentives are required to develop and

retain skilled personnel.

• Underwater components frequently worked on by divers are often

welded onto the hull, and are not designed to facilitate underwater

maintenance or repair .

• Tools and other equipment , which are adaptations of conventional

designs, are available to perform underwater tasks but are in

short supply at Navy activities.

• Hydraulic power tools are more effective for underwater use

than pneumatic or electric .

• Underwater welds in the dry have been demonstrated in steels

similar to MS & HTS but not HY—80. Engineering development of

support equipment is needed .

• Wet welding techniques are available for emergency repairs to

the hull structure . Permanent repair of critical high strength

steel structure must be approached cautiously. Qualification

tests in such cases must use a wide range of approaches to seek

out latent hydrogen inclusion defects.

• Non—destructive testing (NDT) equipment and techniques for inspec-

tion are available. These should be evaluated and standardized

to meet Navy requirements.

• Coatings and adhesives capable of being applied in the wet have

been demonstrated experimentally. Work is needed to make them

fully effective.

I
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3. DISCUSSION

U.S. Navy underwater maintenance is in an immature state. However ,

expanding the existing concepts will relieve the drydock problem .

Naval shipyards and tenders perform waterborne maintenance and

repairs. Capabilities vary from simple tasks using d ivers to complex

tasks involving the use of various equipments.

Design features favoring waterborne maintenance should be incorporated

in new ships and integrated into old ones.

Facility Considerations

In choosing a regular waterborne maintenance facility, the port ’s

existing capabilities along with the current fleet operating procedures

must be considered .

• Diving navigational procedures for hull maintenance presently are not

satisfactory when visibility is poor .

Ship underwater maintenance operations should be located in warm,

clear water to enhance diver productivity.

Turbidity inhibits the effectiveness of the Underwater Damage Assess—

ment Television System (UDATS) as well as diver inspections.

For diver comfort , a water temperature of at least 60°F Is preferred .

This also aids in curing epoxy—formulated repair coatings.
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• Water depth should be at least ten feet greater than keel depth

to accommodate Navy ships and provide diver work space underneath the

hull.

A tidal current of 1/2 knot may be considered adequate to fJush

water contaminated by hull cleaning from the area .

Tools

Hydraulic tools are smaller, easier to handle and maintain , are

not depth limited , are less noisy and do not create a bubble visibility H

problem , as do pneumatic tools. Electric tools have the same advantages

but do present a potential shock danger and are not readily available.

There does seem to be a preference for pneumatic grinders/chippers

because closed circuit hydraulic entails manipulation of extra hose.

A comprehensive diver tool package has been developed by the Nay- i

Coastal Systems Laboratory (NCSL) in Panama City, Florida. Costs range

from $20,000 to $50,000. The fleet has sixteen kits and two more on

order . Hydraulic power tools available in the NCSL kits are: two sizes

of impact wrenches, grinder , 80 psi 400 GPM pump , 18 inch chain saw,

wire rope cutters , cable cutters , come—a—long, Hurst rescue tool , lift

bag, abrasive wheel saw, pneumatic rock drill , and small and large capa-

city power supplies.
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Diving Gear

Diving lockers should be equipped with the best equipment available.

Presently, diving gear is in short supply and should be upgraded almost

across the board . Such upgrading would be under the cognizanre of the

NAVSEA Director of Ocean Engineering. Air compressors must be standard—

ized and made more readily available.

— Umbilical diving is preferred because it is less bulky and not as

time—limited . Scuba is used in areas where umbilicals may get in the

way. Dive boats should be large enough to supply divers ’ needs. A

smaller helper boat is a good accessory.

Work Gear

A full assortment of hand and power tools and inspection equipment

should be part of the diving locker . Careful records and hull plans should

be kept of all inspections and work done on each ship. A stock of common

patches and sealing flanges should be kept.

If equipment used weighs over ten pounds in water and the time to do

the job Is over twenty minutes , then a work platform to do maintenance

work should be provided ,

• Cofferdams. Bath Iron Works Corporation in Bath, Maine , has devel—

oped a unique sonar repair bow dock which Is versatile enough to

fit many classes of ships.

—1 12—
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WATERBORNE REPAIR MEASURES SUMMARY

Based on the Bath Iron Works design , J.J. McMullen has completed

a preliminary design for a floating bow dock. It is Intended to

service present and future ships using SQS—23 , 26, 56, sonar

domes (except those on aircraft carriers). Plans call for four

units, one on each U.S. coast , one at Pearl Harbor , and one for use

as needed . These bow docks , able to service sonar dome related

problems, would free drydocks for other uses.

The need exists for a small movable cofferdam of standard design

and manufacture having air access and suitable for work on the

sides and bottom of ships. Work involving weld ing , cutting ,

grinding , or painting could be done with this cofferdam instead

of a drydock.

The ideal design would allow side fixtures to be installed for

sealing against different ships or at various points along the- hull.

- 

- 
I A similar idea traps an air bubble to provide a dry environment.

It is held against the hull by mechanical means. This is more

suited for use on flat bottoms, In the event of through—hull

damage, this hole must be cofferdamtned and pressurized from the

inside before the bubble can be retained .

The work of providing smaller cofferdams, including patches and

sealing flanges, could be streamlined if standard designs and sizes

were made available to each facility. NAVSEA abandoned a stern

dock concept for servicing propellers , shafts , and rudder because

of the difficulty in sealing . Currently under discussion , but not
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yet funded , is a floating drydock program to service the destroyer

fleet starting in FY ‘80.

• Clear Water Facility. Water having two to three feet visibility
I

is essential to do reliable work underwater. When not available ,

a simple enclosure could be constructed at the servicing dock.

Water could be fresh or filtered from the harbor. Residue removed

during the cleaning process could be contained and filtered out

without contaminating the harbor.

• Personnel. Ship underwater maintenance and repair will require

additional personnel and training .

The training program should concentrate on shallow water scuba

and umbilical diving systems with and without surface communi—

cations. Divers should be trained in the use of underwater tools

such as those supplied by NCSL.

Specialists will be needed to perform certain tasks. The Navy

has to choose whether to develop its own in—house capabilities

or contract with commercial businesses on an as—needed basis.

It is doubtful that the Navy has enough high quality wet welding

work to warrant developing this capability . Most underwater weld

repairs could be done using cofferdams. There are several compe-

tent wet welding commercial concerns which could be considered

when circumstances dictate this method of repair.

In some cases, such as a diver using UDATS , a specialist on the sur-

face may Instruct the diver through a surface-to—d iver co’imunication

—1 14—
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WATERBORNE REPAIR MEASURES SUMMARY

system rather than requiring the specialists to be qualified

divers. A central file listing the qualifications and location II
of all specialists should be maintained for use as the need arises.

Records of all work done on a ship must be maintained and kept

available for subsequent work in other repair yards.

• Hull Maintenance. Major tasks involving the hull which have not

been accomplished waterborne include stripping and painting large

areas of the hull , repair of major structural damage to the hull ,

and repair replacement of large areas of rubber sonar dome win—

dows. Technology and experience may be expected to catch up to

these problems very soon. j
• Sonar Domes. Recently a section of rubber sonar dome material was

completely repaired underwater by using a newly developed B.~
’.

Goodrich patching compound .

Smaller sonar units may be replaced or repaired underwater with

little or no difficulty.

• Sea Chests. Currently much of the in—water work involves sea

chests. These openings must be inspected , cleaned , and have

valving and piping repaired . When the sea chest is sealed , work

can be done in a dry environment.

Hand scrubbing and waterjets are used to clean through—hull

openings.

Sea suction hull openings are normally covered by an intake

grate. Caution should be taken to ensure that all suction pumps
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1

are turned off when working around sea chests. To seal off

small sea chest openings , wooden or rubber damage control stopper

plugs can be used .

Bolt—on flanges should be used to seal off openings , rather than

patches. Flanges can be equipped with pipe connections to allow for

functions to continue as required . A buoyancy lifting device to

handle flanges would be a useful tool to develop.

• Hull Plate and Bilge Keels. Manned Cofferdams may be used to

repair moderate structural damage to the hull.

Bilge keels which are partially torn away from the hull may have

the damaged section removed waterborne, but complete repair

‘
~ generally will require either extensive cofferdamming or drydocking .

• Paints and Adhesives. Underwater painting is in an undeveloped

state. Available paints are generally expensive, difficult to

apply, and often inferior to surface painting materials. There—

fore, they should only be used for touch—up or temporary repairs.

Surface preparation is the most critical step and fairly difficult

to accomplish underwater in any painting effort. Polyester com-

pounds are easier to apply but take longer to cure and are softer

and more easily damaged . The effectiveness and lifespan of under-

water paints with antifouling additives are inferior compared to

air—applied systems.

The labor (diver) cost for either system is a major cost item .

Effective underwater paints and application method s must be devel—

oped . Surface preparation must also be developed for effectiveness.

—116—
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Several systems are presently being developed . At the moment

the process of cofferdamming or trimming ship through ballasting

to provide a dry atmosphere for conventional application tech-

niques results in the highest quality paint repair .

The same problems exist for underwater adhesives as for paints.

Consequently, they should not be relied upon for any kind of

critical repair work.

• Appendage Maintenance. This section encompasses all devices which

are not an integral part of the hull. Included are propellers ,

propeller shafting , rudders and corrosion protection systems .

• Propellers, Minor repair and grooming of propellers can be done

effectively underwater . There is a need for a small rotary brush

specifically designed to clean small sections of propellers.

Propellers can be replaced while waterborne using one of several

techniques. The best of these are the “Charleston gear” puller

or the “Pilgrim nut” method . Both are hydraulic .

The “Pilgrim nut” method for propeller removal should be incorpor-

ated in the design of all future ships. Retrofitting existing

ships should be considered , perhaps as a part of overhaul proce—

dures. Blades should have a protective covering to protect the

working diver from the sharp edge. This would be removed after

work on the blades is finished .

Other navies apparently do much more propeller repair underwater ,

including blade straightening and cutting and welding of damaged

sections.
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WATERBORNE REPAIR MEASURES SUMMARY

• Shafts. The U.S. Navy has never replaced a propeller shaft

waterborne. Other navies do this routinely . Shafts may be

removed from inside the ship or externally.

Struts , fairwaters , and shaft seals require inspection and repair

often. Weld ing of a cracked strut could be done underwater by

creating a cofferdam seal instead of drydocking to repair.

Shaft fairwaters are either bolted or welded in place. Bolted

designs are easier to handle underwater and should be a ship

design requirement.

Shaft bearing maintenance and repacking procedures are done from

inside the ship. The shaft is sealed at the stern tube by divers.

• Rudders. The repacking of rudder bearings is routinely done

waterborne using less manpower and time than in drydock. Flooded

rudders are blown out using high pressure air.

The Navy has the expertise to perform replacement and structural

repairs of rudders while waterborne ; however , it is generally done

in drydock.

Other navies are reported to do more extensive rudder maintenance ,

repair , and replacement routinely.

• Corrosion Control. Corrosion control methods include the impressed

current system , on new surface ships, and the common zinc anode

system . Cofferdainining would make the task of repairing the capastic

dielectric shield feasible while waterborne.
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Zinc anodes are routinely replaced underwater . Welded zinc

anodes should be eliminated from ship design in favor of bolt—on

anodes.

• Welding and Cutting. Most of the literature on underwater weldin g

is concerned with welding at great depths.

There are two kinds of stick—electrode (SMA) process wet welding .

There are the “drag” techniques and the new Chicago Bridge and Iron

(CBI) multipass technique. CBI weld strengths are equal to in—air

welds, although ductilities are typically thirty percent lower.

At Charleston Naval Shipyard they are attempting to upgrade the

“drag” technique to obtain a consistent underwater weld quality.

Present quality is adequate for emergency type repairs only. Wet

welding may not be suitable for hydrogen—sensitive hull material

such as HY—80.

The toughness required f or primary ship structure will be difficult

to obtain by wet welding .

• Localized Dry Environment Welding. The HYDROWELD process , devel-

oped by Hydro Tech Systems , Inc., appears to overcome the quenching

and hydrogen problems in underwater welding of structural steels

without requiring a large cofferdam. It remains to be seen whether

it can produce quality welds in a quench—and—temper steel such as

HY—80 .

• Localized Dry Environment Welding. The utilization of HYDROWELD is

made difficult if the hull has been penetrated , or if plating must

be removed .
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• Habitat WeldIng. Large habitats providing a dry , ambient pressure

atmosphere f or welders have been developed for pipe—line opera-

tions. Welds made in such an atmosphere show physical character—

istics equal to those made in air at one atmosp here.

The HYDROW’ELD process is basically similar to habitat welding if a

large gas enclosure ~s used .

• Localized Cofferdam Technique. Using localized cofferdams , normal

dry welding and cutting may be performed from inside the hull.

This low cost technique produces good quality welds subject to the

limitations of access to one side only. So far the technique has

been used for temporary hull repairs only.

• Welding in Large Cofferdams with Waterline Access. Japanese ship—

yards use this method in construction of very large tankers: the

vessel is built in two sections, each section is launched separately.

• I Then the two sections are floated together and joined with mecha-

nical fixtures. A tunnel—like cofferdam is constructed to span the

joint (waterline to waterline). After dewatering the cofferdam ,

fuil quality welds can be made-to complete the ship .

• Underwater Welding of Nonferrous Materials. No work has been per—

formed on underwater welding of nonferrous materials.

• Metallurgical Aspects of Underwater Welding. Two problems of

underwater welding —— hydrogen effects and quenching —— must be

considered with respect to their impact on the Navy ’s requirements.

— Hydrogen effects. Welding below the waterline , even when per—

formed in a dry habitat , has a great probability of hydrogen
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contamination . It is recommended that a detailed study of

mechanical properties of underwater welds be conducted by the

Naval Research Laboratory to establish test requirements to

determine hydrogen contamination.

— Quenching of Welded Steels — The contact of metal with ambient

water causes rapid cooling or quenching of the weld , and

cracking problems may develop. Weld ing in a habitat will reduce

but not eliminate the problem ,

Laboratory tests have been made to wet weld HY—80 steel using

austenitic (E310) electrodes to eliminate the cracking problem .

This technique may provide a capability to make temporary repairs

in HY—80 steel hulls.

• Specification Activity. MIL—STD—l692(YD) provides general guidance

on development and qualification of the underwater welding process

with emphasis on wet welding .

NAVFAC recently initiated several programs in the area of under—

water welding and inspection. Welding Institute (U.K.) emphasis

is on metallurgical evaluation of the processes , electrode develop-

ment and arc—behavior . R&D is also being pursued at the following

organizations: Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), Govern—

ment Research institute (JAPAN), Battelle Memorial Institute (Switz-

erland), and Mitsubishi Heavy Industries , Ltd. (Japan).

• Underwater Cutting . Current methods for torch—cutting ferrous

materials are adequate. However , torch—cutting of non-ferrous

metals is undesirably slow for many applications.
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• Applications of Present Underwater Welding Technology to Ship

Repair. In order to meet a wide variety of potential situations ,

it would be advisable to have two or three techniques to cover all

types of welding repair .

With respect to weld quality, the following three categories

cover most situations : Shipyard Quality weld , Interim weld , and

Low Criticality weld .

The best solution toward eliminating drydocking for underwater

repair work would be the development of large cofferdams open

to the atmosphere above the waterline.

Another solution would involve the use of a habitat which mates

- 

- 

to the hull and provides a dry atmosphere at ambient pressure.

An alternative method would be a totally enclosed hard habitat

which is entered through an entry—and—exit lock and in which

one—atmosphere pressure is maintained .

Shipyard quality welds might be obtained by these habitat methods

in Medium and HTS steels.

Post—weld painting would be accomplished with Civil Engineering

Laboratory (CEL) Epoxy Underwater Paint which could be app lied

either dry or in—the—wet,

Interim quality welds could be obtained by the localized cofferdam

technique with welding from the inside of the hull. This technique

could give good quality joints in Medium and HTS.
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Localized cofferdams can be used for replacing sections of hull

plating .

Present wet welding techniques are adequate for most applications

of low criticality welds.

NDT methods are already state—of—the—art for underwater welding

in the commercial field .

• Personnel Considerations in Underwater Welding . All proposed

methods involve large amounts of diver work utilizing various

skills so that a larger pool of divers than now available would be

required .

• Inspection. Few guidelines exist for underwater inspection. A

comprehensive document is needed to define effective techniques

and acceptable standards.

• Visual. The majority of hull inspections are carried out visually

with photographic back—up .

The Underwater Damage Assessment Television System (UDATS) has

gained wide acceptance throughout the fleet. A permanent audio-

visual record can be made of the inspection , although poDr visi-

bility limits its effectiveness.

Color photographs have been useful in documenting paint deter-

ioration , plate corrosion , and fouling conditions.

• Remote Vehicle. Remote inspection systems are not in use within

the U.S. Navy , although several are available commercially.

• Non—destructive Testing Underwater. To perform post—weld inspec—

tions on welds made underwater , a comprehensive testing capability
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for underwater use is required .

• Radiography. Gamma radiography is used extensively in underwater

work. This technique gives a permanent record and is insensitive

to variations in microstructure. Radiography is available for

performing many of the inspection tasks required in underwater

hull maintenance. This technique is sometimes ineffective for

detection of very tight cracks , so that complementary methods

will be needed .

• Ultrasonic Testing (UT). This technique is used for defect exam-

ination and thickness measurement in underwater work. Its advan-

tage is detecting tight cracks which may not be found by radio-

graphy. A system has recently been developed which permits both

the record ing of TV camera video and the ultrasonic testing

device display.

• Eddy—Current Testing. This technique is used to detect surface—

connected cracks and in a composition—sensitive mode to allow

identification . It is currently under development in the Navy for

periodic surveillance inspection of welds and for detecting

dealloying in certain bronze components. It is effective in the

detection of hydrogen cracks which are a concern in high strength

steels.

• Magnetic Particle Testing (lIT), This technique has been used

underwater by the offshore industry. However , no details were avail—

able concerning the precise procedures followed .
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The MT method uses an adhesive magnetic tape which is placed

over the area to be inspected . After magnetization , the tape ,

which now contains indications if cracks are present , is stripped

and examined by a special device. The tape may be regarded as

a permanent record .

• Navigation Concerns. Poor visibility is the major d iver naviga—

tional problem . An improved method of underwater position finding

is needed .

Suggested methods which will improve the situation involve visual

aids such as underwater grid lines, frame marking and numbering

systems. A nuitbering system is recommended . A sonar navigation

system , involving two passive transducers , reference pingers and

a diver— or vehicle—held active transducer position indicator

would work under all conditions . Accuracies within three inches

in 600 feet are within the capability of this type of system .
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A.l INTRODUCTION

The sea is all things to all people. To the naval architect it is a fluid

through which ships may move by the expenditure of energy . To the chemist it

is a solution containing ions of metallic salts, organic and inorganic compounds.

To the electrical engineer it is an electrolyte through which current may pass

in accordance with field theory. To the botanist it is the dwelling place of

slime molds, algae and phytoplankton. To the zoologist it is the home of the

invertebrates and zooplankton . Of course the sea is all of the above things

and more.

This study is concerned with coatings which are applied to that portion

of a ship ’s hull which is immersed in seawater , that is, below the normal

waterline. The marine coating on the ship ’s underwater hull is intended to

protect it from oxidation, ion exchange and the attachment of marine life.

Replacement of coatings used on the underwater hull is normally done while the

ship is in drydock.

A.l.l PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

There are several facets to the problem. The hull structure must be

protected from oxidation so that it will retain structural integrity and strength

to withstand static and dynamic forces of the sea. Warships are structurally

designed with lighter scantlings than commercial ships and , to save weight ,

have small margins for corrosion allowance. In general, anticorrosive coatings

already exist which have an acceptable service life of approximately seven

years.

Plant and animal marine life attaches itself to the underwater hull of

naval ships and increases the frictional resistance to motion. Shaft horsepower
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A.l.l PROBLEM DESCRIPTION (Cont ’d)

and fuel requirements are increased . The very presence of marine growth

accelerates the deterioration of the coating system beneath it. Marine growth

also constricts the flow of cooling water in sea chests and interferes with the

proper operation of sonar installations. The effective service life of present ~ 
-

day antifouling coatings is about 18 months to three years.

In addition to problems involving large areas of the hull plating, there

are significant problems in localized areas of hull appendages. Rudders are

subjected to high velocity, turbulent water which tends to abrade their protec-

tive coating. On many ships mechanical abrasion of the hull coating by the

anchor chain opens a localized swath of the hull to corrosion and fouling.

Sea chests are a special problem. The non—ferrous valve bodies on their inboard

end introduce dissimilar metals electrolysis which causes pitting of the steel

sea chest. Some sea chests are also subjected to relatively high velocity water

flow which t€nds to abrade their coating.

Another facet of the problem is that underwater bodies of ships are painted

in drydocks, and there is a shortage of drydocks. In 1974, Mr. Ginn of NAVSEA

testified before the House of Representatives Seapower Subcommittee
1 

that:

“The most urgent problem, as we see it in NAVSEA, is the shortage of

drydocks with deep docking capability . This problem is not exclusively

a naval shipyard problem but a problem worldwide. Whether we like it

or not, our technological advances have obsoleted a large number of

drydocks. By the early Eighties, we will be in a drydock critical

position on both the east and west coasts.”

1The superscripts used throughout the text refer to the number of the source
document as listed in the references and bibliography section of this appendix
(A.lO).
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A.l.l PROBLEM DESCRIPTION (Cont ’d)

In the ensuing discussion, Mr. Ginn illustrated the docking requirements of the

DD 963 class ship which has an extremely large SQS 53 sonar dome extending

deep below the keel. This necessitates building keel blocks twelve feet above

the drydock floor! He states that of 37 graving docks which now exist in the

naval shipyard complex, only 27 are usable for handling the workload .

An example of these problem areas was seen during the course of

a visit to Norfolk Naval Shipyard in August 1976. The USS SPRUANCE

(DD 963) was in Drydock //8 at the time. Drydock #4, the only other drydock in

the shipyard capable of handling the SPRUANCE , was out of commission for repairs

to its pumpwell and will be out of commission for most of 1977 for structural

repair work. While examining the ship elevated twelve feet above the drydock

floor, it seemed apparent that such height would present complications to any

workman, including abrasive blasters and painters performing work on the

underwater hull.

Another aspect of the problem concerns the LO—MIX ships which are now

being constructed for entry into the fleet. Among the features of logistic

management for these ships is an extended interval between periods of depot

level maintenance. If long life underwater coatings were available they would

enhance the overall maintenance scheme already being planned for these ships.

_ _ _ _



A.l.l.2 CONSTRAINTS

Selection of an underwater coating for Navy ships ’ hulls is a systems

problem which includes the following aspects:

• availability of raw materials

• established production base of the coating industry in the United States

• procedures for Navy acquisition of the coating material under Armed

Services Procurement Regulations (ASPR)

• availability of facilities (drydocks) and necessary industrial produc-

tion equipment (paint spray guns, abrasive blasting pots , etc.)

• constraints imposed by environmental considerations and matters of

occupational safety and health

• necessary procedures for solid waste disposal of debris from painting

and spent abrasive fall—out.

While preparing this Appendix it was decided to examine the availability

of copper and tin, the two heavy metals most prominently proposed for use as the

toxic ingredient in antifouling coatings . The following discussion is based on

salient facts contained in Reference 2.

The United States has been the leading copper producing country in the

world since 1883. It has a capacity to mine and smelt copper at a rate of 2,000

tons per year. Known reserves of copper in the country are 90 million tons, and

undiscovered deposits are estimated to be 320 million tons. The country is

self—sufficient in copper , importing 200 tons while exporting 189 tons per year.

The price of copper on the New York commodity exchange is about 75~ per pound .

In 1967, four countries - Chile, Peru, Zambia, and Zaire — formed the International

Council of Copper Exporting Countries (CIPEC) to avoid extreme fluctuations in

the price of copper. However, the rank order of copper producing countries is:
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A.l.l.2 CONSTRAINTS (Cont’d)

United States, Chile, Canada, USSR, Zambia and Zaire. CIPEC does not hold an

important corner on the world market.

“Compared with U. S. demand , domestic mine production of tin is negligible.”

Demand is about 66,000 tons annually, but U. S. mining capacity is only 300

tons. The only tin smelter in the United States is the Gulf Chemical and

Metallurgical Corporation plant at Texas City , Texas. This plant produces about

4,500 tons annually, fed from Bolivian ore. “Measured , indicated , and inferred

reserves of tin on lode and placer deposits in the United States total only

42,000 tons, which is insignificant compared with tin reserves of the rest of

the world.” Tin has been designated as a strategic and critical material. The

government stockpile of pig tin was just over 200,000 tons at the end of 1974.

The price of tin is about $4.00 per pound. It is the only metal whose

price is controlled by an international agreement between producing and consuming

countries. The major producing countries are Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand and

Bolivia. The combined production of these four countries comprised 62% of the

world ’s output in 1974. An International Tin Council (ITC) controls the Tin

Research Institute in England and the Tin Research Institute , Inc . in the United

States. Their objectives are to develop new uses for tin and improve existing

products.

FINDING: The United States is self sufficient in both natural supply and

smelting capacity for copper ; in the case of tin it is not self sufficient in

either.

At this point in the discussion , consideration must be given to the amounts

of copper and tin used in antifouling paint formulations. Navy Formula 121/63, 

. 
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A.l.1.2 CONSTRAINTS (Cont ’d)

a cuprous oxide antifouling paint, and Navy Formula 1020A , an organotin

antifouling paint, will be used for comparison purposes. As seen from the data

in Table I, one gallon of Formula 121/63 contains 12.2 pounds of copper and

covers an area of 125 square feet when applied to a dry film thickness of

4 mils. One gallon of Formula lO2OA , on the other hand , contains 0.71 pounds

of tin and covers an area of 100 square feet when applied to the same thickness.

By simple mathematical calculations, one deduces that the weight of copper

contained in the volume of Formula 121/63 required to coat a given surface area

at a given thickness is about 14 times that of the weight of tin contained in

the volume of Formula lO2OA required to coat that same surface area at the

same thickness. —

TABLE I - COMPOSITION DATA ON NAVY FORMULAS 121/63 and 1020A

Formula 121/63 Porimda lO2OA

Total Weight Per Gallon (lbs) 20 8.4

Weight of Copper Per Gallon (lbs) 12.2

Weight of Tin Per Gallon (lbs) ——— 0.71

Percent Copper Per Gallon (by weight) 61 ———

Percent Tin Per Gallon (by weight) ——- 8.5

Coverage Per Gallon at 4 Mils
dry film thickness (FT2) 125 100

FINDING: Although domestic tin supplies are not as great as those of copper ,

and although tin costs about 5½ times more per pound than copper , it takes

14 times more copper (by weight) to coat a given surface area than it does

tin to coat the same surface area to the same dry film thickness.

A-6
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A.l.l.2 CONSTRAINTS (Cont’d)

RECO)I1ENDATION: Ascertain the total annual usage of Formula 121/63 and , from

the information given above, estimate the total amount of raw tin that would

be required annually to support production of a tin based antifouling paint.

Determine whether quantities of tin of this magnitude are readily available

at an economic cost.

* * * * *
At the submission of the Navy’s FY77 Budget the following key indicators

were made public:

Active ship inventory 484 ships

Ship steaming hours 1,153,941 hours

Ship overhauls 105 ships

Implicit in these data are certain parameters germane to this Master Plan.

First, it is seen that regular overhauls are planned on about one—fifth of the

Fleet, indicating a five year overhaul cycle . This may be one reason for the

need for extended life underwater coating. Second , it may be seen that the

Fleet will spend about one—fourth of the year steaming , and about three—fourths

of the time not under way:

1,153,941 hours — — 
115

484 ships x 365 days x 24 hours 
— 424

FINDING: During FY77 the active Fleet will be comprised of 484 ships. Regular

overhauls are planned for 105 of these ships, implying a five year overhaul

cycle in gross terms .

FINDING: During FY77 the steaming hours of the active Fleet will be about

1.15 million hours. About three—fourths of its time will be spent not under

way, a condition favorable for marine biota to make attachment to the hull.

A-7
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A.l.1.2 CONSTRAINTS (Cont’d)

* *  * * *
The established commercial/industrial base for the production of marine

coatings imposes a constraint upon the final choice of a produc t for fleetwide

service use. Although research and development efforts ought not be , and

are not, fettered by such considerations, logistics planning decisions must

reckon with the industrial supply base.

RECOMMENDATION: Ascertain what is the Navy’s proportionate share of the

national demand for underwater marine coatings. The Navy’s position in the

market place is germane to the economic feasibility of attracting capital

investment to establish a logistic supply line for any product substantially

different from that within the capability of the commercial industrial production

base.

The workload capacity of coatings engineering manpower in the Naval Ship

Engineering Center imposes a constraint upon freedom of action for specifying

material . The current modus operandi is that NAVSEC is a participating

custodian of various Federal and Military specifications . Inventory management ,

requirements determination and procurement contracting functions are performed

by the General Services Administration Regional Office in Seattle , Washington.

The logistics process is largely set in automatic after MIL—specifications

and qualified products listings have been established .

FINDING: Coatings engineering personnel resources which may be applied to

specification development are limited by a balanced view considering other ship

systems . The coating material acquisition process is conducted by logistics

personnel outside of the Navy Department. Taken together , this situation

A- 8
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A.1.l.2 CONSTRAINTS (Cont ’d)

imposes a real constraint upon the time and attention which may be profitably

devoted to underwater coatings and their acquisition .

The availability of facilities and of industrial production equipment

represents a constraint upon decision making in the choice of underwater

coatings which may be applied to Navy ships. Some years ago, when hot plastic

antifouling paint was in vogue, steam jacketed paint pots and heated hose were

required to apply the coating properly . Now that airless paint spray puns are

being used , equipment to take pressures up to 4,000 psi is necessary . Introduc-

tion of toxic antifouling agents in the workplace may bring requirements for

personnel protective equipment, such as air fed respirators , and effluent

water filters for drydock discharge sumps. -

Tools and facilities are discussed in Section A.2.l.7. The facilities and

industrial production equipment currently available in the Naval Shipyards to

support marine coating processes represent a sizable capital investment.

Experience has shown that a change in coating material may require a change in

tooling with substantial associated costs. These capital investment costs are

a constraint.

FINDING: The cost of facility modification and necessary industrial production

equipment must be included when assessing the cost impact of a new coating .

Constraints upon marine coating processes and products imposed by

environmental considerations have been real and formidable during the past five

years. This subject is discussed more fully in Section A.2.1.4 of this appendix.
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A.l.l.2 CONSTRAINTS (Cont ’d)

Careful consideration must be given to the eventual disposal of waste

products which have been produced by the painting and abrasive blast removal

processes. Solid debris remaining from paint application includes paint cans,

rollers, brushes, wiping rags and masking material. Liquid debris includes

the solvent used for clean up of painting tools , spray guns, hoses and paint

mixing pots. Large volumes of solid waste are produced by the abrasive blasting

process, typically 300 tons of spent abrasive from the blasting of a submarine

hull coated with cuprous cxide based antifoulant.

Present practice with cuprous oxide based antifoulant is to dispose of

the aforementioned solid waste in dumping areas belonging to the Shipyard or the

local community . However, for painting materials which contain organotin as the

toxic agent, NAVSHIPSNOTE 9190 of 28 May 1974 requires that the material be

placed in sealed steel drums which may be buried only in a Class I sanitary

landfill to prevent toxic leaching Into ground water . The foregoing applies to

the spent abrasive as well as paint cans, rags and other solid waste debris

left over from organotin painting application . Recent experience shows this to

be a most important constraint. To date, the only landfills which have been

designated as Class I are located in California. Organotin solid waste has

been shipped in steel drums from Pearl Harbor to California for burial . At

present, one important effort at the DTNSRDC Annapolis laboratory is investiga-

tion of detoxification of organotin waste by chemical or thermal methods. One

group at the Lab has shown that it is feasible to utilize fluidized bed

incineration for the detoxification of all the solid residue resulting from

shipyard application of organotin paints. Another group has had promising

results with the detoxification of contaminated water wastes. A combination
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A.l.l.2 CONSTRAINTS (Cont ’d)

of both methods 6ould eliminate what has been an expensive and disconcerting

problem associated with organotin antifouling paints.

FINDING: A major constraint upon the underwater coating process is disposal of

solid waste debris known to contain organotin toxicants. This constraint has

both economic and environmental aspects.

RECOMMENDATION: Continue the work now under way to develop a method for

detoxification of organotin debris which will allow its safe and economic

disposal.
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A.2 FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A.2.l.l SUMMARY

The paragraphs contained in this section summarize the findings and

recommendations presented In Appendix A. The title preceding each group of

findings and recommendations indicates the section of the Appendix in which

these topics are discussed .

CONSTRAINTS

FINDING: The United States is self sufficient in both natural supply and

smelting capacity for copper; in the case of tin , it is not self sufficient in

either.

RECOMMENDATION: Consideration should be given to this factor before making a

decision to adopt an antifouling coating which employs a form of tin as its

toxic agent.

FINDING: Although domestic tin supplies are not as great as those of copper ,

and although tin costs about 5—1/2 times more per pound than copper , it takes

14 times more copper (by weight) to coat a given surface area than it does tin

to coat the same surface area to the same dry film thickness.

RECOMMENDATION: Ascertain the total annual usage of Formula 121/63 and , from

the information given in Table 1 (pg. A-6), estimate the amount of raw tin that

would be required annuall y to support production of a tin based antifouling

paint. Determine whe ther quantities of tin of this magnitude arc readil y

available at an economic cost.

* * * * *
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A.2.l.1 SUMMARY (Cont’d)

CONSTRAINTS (Cont ‘d)

FINDING: During FY77 the active fleet will be comprised of 484 ships. Regular

overhauls are planned for 105 of these ships, implying a five year overhaul

cycle in gross terms.

FINDING: During FY77 the steaming hours of the active fleet will be about 1.15

million hours. About three fourths of its time will be spent not under way , a

condition favorable for marine biota to make attachment to the hull.

FINDING: The established commercial/industrial base for the production of

marine coatings imposes a constraint upon the final choice of a product for

fleetwide service use. Although research and development efforts ought not

be, and are not, fettered by such considerations, logistics planning decisions

must reckon with the industrial supply base.

RECOMMENDATION: Determine the Navy’s proportionate share of the national demand

for underwater marine coatings. The Navy ’s position in tht market place is

germane to the economic feasibility of attracting capital investment to establish

a logistic supply line for any product substantially different from that within

the capability of the commercial industrial production base.

FINDING: Coatings engineering personnel resources which may be applied to

specification development are limited by a balanced view considering other ship

systems. The coating material acquisition process is conducted by logistics

personnel outside of the Navy Department. Taken together , this situation

imposes a real constraint upon the time and attention which may be profitably

devoted to underwater coatings and their acquisition .

ii
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A.2.l.l SUMMARY (Cont ’d)

CONSTRAINTS (Cont’d)

FINDING: The cost of facility modification and necessary industrial production

equipment must be included when assessing the cost impact of a new coating .

FINDING: A major constraint upon the underwater coating process is disposal

of solid waste debris containing organotin toxicant. The constraint has both

economic and environmental aspects.

RECOMMENDATION: Continue the work now under way to develop a method for

detoxification of organotin debris which will allow its safe and economic

disposal.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

FINDING: Antifouling paint is a marine pesticide within the meaning of the

Federal Insecticide , Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) 1975. Regulations

governing the manufacture, registration, use and disposal of these pesticides

are in a considerable state of flux with one important deadline being October

1977. The burden of compliance with existing and forthcoming regulations will

impact upon suppliers of marine paint products , but the Navy’s concern should

be to insure that its logistic supply lines are not disrupted .

FINDING: The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Office of Pesticides will

become the repository of much data on the chemical composition , toxicity ,

efficacy and disposal procedures which have been developed by manufacturers .

RECOMMENDATION: From an environmental standpoint it is not yet propitious for

the Navy to revise the toxic pesticide agent in its marine antifoul ing paint .

Aftershocks stemming from FIFRA 1975 may disrupt the logistic supply line of the

product.
A-14 
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A.2.l.l SUMMARY (Cont’d)

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS (Cont ’d)

RECOMMENDATION: The Navy should maintain liaison with the EPA Office of

Pesticides to acquire extensive data on marine pesticides .

* * * * *
FINDING: Residue from the industrial processes of application and removal of

marine coatings contain pollutants within the meaning of the Federal Water

Pollution Control Act. At this time quantified national standards have not yet

been fixed for allowable concentrations in drydock effluent water. The EPA is

working on the task of developing such standards which will be held applicable

to drydocks, both commercial and in naval shipyards.

RECOMMENDATION: Study the results of the water effluent monitoring work which

has been in progress for several years. Prepare to make constructive , meaningful

comment upon the EPA’s drydock effluent standards. Ascertain which of the

Navy ’s drydocks is the cleanest (and the dirtiest) and why .

RECOMMENDATION: Continue support of on—going work for development of the closed—

cycle abrasive blasting machine.

RECOMMENDATION: Continue study and implementation of measures for drydock

clean-up. Maintain liaison wi th the Department of Commerce to obtain

information on the study being conducted at Avondale Shipyards .

* * * * *
FINDiNG: With regard to environmental considerations, hydrocarbon solvents

have already heavily impacted the marine coatings systems. The Navy’s

coatings engineering work force has been drawn away from its normal task of

produc t development into revamping specifications for environmental reasons

only .
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A.2.l.l SUMMARY (Cont’d)

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS (Cont’d)

FINDING: Insufficient time has elapsed to make an accurate assessment of the

effects of solvent changes upon the long—term life of under~ater coatings in
‘4

service use. The results of a MIL—specification which had been revised in 1974

for a coating manufactured in 1975 and applied in 1976 may not be seen until

1980.

FINDING: Environmental regulation of hydrocarbon emission from surface coating

applications will probably bring additional constraints. Such constraints will

be imposed upon the coating industry nationally . U. S. Navy applications are

not being singled out for attention.

RECOMMENDATION: Continue to keep informed of EPA hydrocarbon control studies

of potential regulations. These must be published in proposed form in the

Federal Register.

RF~.&~MMENDATION: Continue to keep abreast of the work being done at Battelle

-lumbus Laboratories regarding solvent free coatings and their application

~ ~hods. This is a most valuable alt rrative for solution of the hydrocarbon

emission problem .

* *  * *  *
FINDING: From the point of view of hazard to human life, more attention is

focused upon particulate matter in the worker ’s breathing zone (OSHA regulations)

than is focused upon particulate matter in the ambient environment. The close—

In workman is required to wear an air—fed full face mask and other personnel

protective equipment. If the particulate matter contains toxic substances, as

compared with mere fugitive dust , the hazard increases by at least an order of

magnitude.
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A.2.l.l SUMMARY (Cont ’d)

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS (Cont’d)

RECOMMENDATION: Continue funding support and development of the closed cycle

blasting machines .

RECOMMENDATION: Request that the Navy Environmental Support Office again

perform physical measurements of the emission of particulate matter from the

abrasive blasting process . Do this in other naval shipyards to check repeatability

in various locations.

* * * * *
FINDING: In April 1975, the Chief of Naval Material implemented a Manufacturing

Technology Program to promote the timely establishment of improvement of

manufacturing processes, techniques or equipment to support current and

projected weapon system production requirements. The following projects,

related to hull cleaning/protection , have been funded under this program for

FY 77.

PROJECT NO. TITLE

DNS—00355 CO2 Abrasive Blaster

DNS—0O289 Automatic Hull Painter

Other projects related to this subject are slated for funding in subsequent

fiscal years.

RECOMMENDATION: Closely monitor these Manufacturing Technology Projects. Make

recommendations to the Naval Material Industrial Resources Office (NAVMIRO)

concerning projects which should be undertaken in the future.

* * * * *
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A.2.l.l SUMMARY (Cont ’d)

OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH

ACT (OSHA ) CONSIDERATIONS

FINDING: The Navy Department has safety and health standards for its personnel

which are equal to or better than those promulgated for the private sector

in OSHA . Important among ~hese standards are ones pertaining to the application

and removal of marine coatings , which do in fact contain toxic and hazardous

substances . The costs of necessary personnel protective equipment and facilities

must be included when deciding upon adoption of a specific coating .

RECOMMENDATION: Determine the actions necessary for com’ñiance with the Toxic

Substances Control Act which was enacted on 12 October 1976 and Federal Standard

3l3A which was promulgated on 4 June 1976.

FACILITY/EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS

FINDING: The Navy is unable to overhaul the Fleet at the periodicity desired

due to a shortage of drydocks among other things. It has been publicly atated

that a large “backlog” of ship overhauls now exists~~

RECOMMENDATION: Consider the construction of more drydocks . Study the

possibility of deepening those docks which have been obsoleted due to the lack

of deep draft docking capability.

FINDING: The cost of complying with the prescribed safety precautions

associated with the application , removal, and disposal of organotin antifouling

paints is substantial.
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A.2.l.l SUMMARY (Cont ’d)

FACILITY/EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS (Cont ’d)

RECOMMENDATION: This cost should be carefully weighed with the benefits derived

from employing organotin antifouling paints.

POLICY

FINDING: The key requirement is for a marine antifouling coating to defeat a

wide spectrum of marine phyla and to remain effective for an extended period .

FINDING: Other valuable properties of a long life antifouling coating would

be camouflage and reduced sonar reflectance.

RECOMMENDATION: Fund and otherwise continue to support development of organo—

metallic polymer coatings development work at DTNSRDC, Annapolis. This work

offers real potential for achieving long life antifouling properties.

FINDING: The process of- selecticn of a coating for service use is a decision

process separate from RDT&E work. Among other things, this decision involves

availability of raw materials, manufacturing capability of the commercial
I.

production base, industrial engineering for surface preparation and coating

application , performance in service use and environmental constraints .

FINDING: Constraints deriving from environmental and from occupational health

considerations have increased by several orders of magnitude during the past

five years.

FINDING: On—going activity in the marine coating community is prolific and

diversified . This activity is of value to Navy coatings programs, and it should

be monitored routinely.
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A.2.l.l SUMMARY (Crnit ’d)

POLICY (Cont’d)

FINDING: There are currently no prescribed standards which represent the

maximum acceptable degrees of fouling on:

a) various ship types

b) specific portions of a ship ’s hull. ~
‘ -

Such standards should be based on a comparison of the costs associated with

brushing or replacing a ship ’s hull c.~~ting versus the increased fuel costs

and other deleterious effects experienced at different levels of hull fouling .

RECOMMENDATION: Establish such standards for use fleetwide, bearing in mind

that fouling on a destroyer tender, for instance, is no where near as critical

as fouling on a high speed combatant ship. By the same token, an acceptable

level of fouling on a ship ’s hull proper might be unacceptable on its sonar

dome or prope:Ller. The results of tests recently conducted on the U.S.S.

HAROLD E. HOLT (FF—l074) to determine the effects of marine fouling on the

performance of a Navy ship for selected hull regions could be used as a guide

in establishing maximum acceptable degrees of fouling .

* * *  * *
FINDING: The proper application of a marine coating system has perhaps as much

effect upon th -’ performance and service life of the system as does the coating

formulation itself. For this reason a considerable amount of effort should be

devoted to assuring proper application of marine coatings in Naval shipyards.

RECOMMENDATION: Close liaison should be maintained between the Navy’s R&D

community which is striving to develop new and better marine coating systems

and the Shop 71 p.~inters who are tasked with applying these systems at the Naval

shipyards . Liaison can be accomplished via the existing NAVSEA Steering Group
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A.2.l.l SUMMARY (Cont ’d)

POLICY (Cont’d)

for Surface Preparation and Painting Equipment and Methods Standardization Sub-

committee.

* * * * *

WHAT CAN BE DONE NOW?

RECOMMENDATION: Complete the work, already in process , of re—formulating the

cuprous oxide based antifouling paint, Navy Formulas 121 and 129, so as to

obtain compliance with hydrocarbon emission limitations .

RECOMMENDATION: Resume performance appraisal or evaluation of underwater

coatings on active Fleet ships in the “as docked” condition.

RECOMMENDATION: Update and re—publish the chap ’~er of the NAVSHIPS Technical

Manual on “Preservation of Ships in Service”.

RECOMMENDATION: Obtain from the Environmental Protection Agency a copy of the

Development Document for proposed effluent limitations to navigable waters

from drydocking and ship repair point sources.

NEEDED RDT&E

FINDING: The development work upon organometallic polymers (OMP ’s) which has

been under way for several years is comprehensive, orderly and holds real

promise for producing an antifouling coating with a service life span of at

least five years. This work is nearing fruition.
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A.2.l.1 SUMMARY (Cont ’d)

NEEDED RDT&E (Cont’d)

RECOMMENDATION: Fully support the RDT&E work for formulating and evaluating

— 
OMP antifouling coatings at DTNSRDC, Annapolis .

* * * * *
RECOMMENDATION: As an RDT&E task, examine the possibilit y of developing

submarine coatings which provide camouflage and reduced sonar reflectance .

RECOMMENDATION: As an RDT&E task, examine the possibilit y of developing

underwater coatings to reduce structureborne radiated noise.

EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION PLANS

FINDING: The U. S. Coast Guard has a stated goal of five-year service life for

marine antifouling coatings to use on its ships and buoys. It is sponsoring

long-term panel tests to evaluate premium coating material .

RECOMMENDATION: As a minimum, maintain continuing liaison with and monitor

the results of pane l tests being conducted by the Coast Guard/Battelle

Laboratories at Daytona Beach, Florida . Consider joint funding sponsorship

of this valuable on-going work.

* * * * *
FINDING: Use of the Docking Report , Form N.&VSHIPS 9070, as a mechanism for

recording the condition of the underbottom coating “as docked ’ was abandoned

abou t 1961. At present the Docking Report records only the coatings which were

applied during the drydock period .

RECOMMENDATION: Draw up a form sheet in the NAVSHLPS 9070 series entitled

Unde rwater Coating Evaluation. Include among the reportable items of informa-

Lion mos t (all) of those elements which were contained in the Form 223 of
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A.2.l.l SUMMARY (Cont’d)

EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION PLANS (Cont’d)

vintage 1955. - Utilize only observers with coating expertise to fill out this

form , rathe r than perfunctory remarks from casual observers .

* * * * *
FINDING: At such futu:e time when certain recommendations of this Master Plan

have received approva l, there will be a need for a sing le manage r to assure that

they are implemented .

RECOMMENDATION: A Program Manager in the Naval Sea Systems Command should be

designated as the executive agent to implement the recommendations of this

Master Plan. His responsibilities should include the following :

. drafting a policy directive to be promulgated by OPNAV

• identifying fund resources in the budget necessary to foste r these

recommendations

• ascel~taining and tracking the progress of the program

* * * * *
FINDING: Naval Shipboard underwa ter coating systems presently in use are being

specified by “cookbook” type procurement specifications , that is , the exact

ingredients and the quantity of each are spelled out. This procedure intrins i-

cally fixes the service life of the coating , assuming that prope r app lication

technique s are followed.

FINDING: The anticorrosive coating specification , MIL-P—23236 , is a working

precedent for the use of performance type specifications . The government does

not specify the ingredients of the coating material , which is formulated

proprietarily by the manufacturer.
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A.2.l.l SUMMARY (Cont ’d)

EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION PLANS (Cont’d)

FINDING: During the course of this study ,  no instance was observed wherein

extended antifouling properties of a coating could be demonstrat ’d and proven

by means of laboratory tests or extrapolation of short term tests. Advertisin g

and proprietary claims are being made that a five—year life antifouling coating

already exists based on abbreviated test results .

* * * * *
NAVY FORMULA 150 SERIES/FORMULA 121/63

FINDING: The Navy’s current hull coating system is one of the best marine

coating systems available today.

RECOMMENDATION: Continue to use the Formula 150/Formula 121/63 coating system

until a system is developed which offers a major improvement (e.g. doubles

the service life) over the existing system.

SEAMASTER SYSTEM

FINDING: Though the Seamaster System appears to offer excellent anticorrosive/

antifouling protection for extended period of time , the System has not yet

been full y tested.

RECOMMENDATION: Establish contact with the JOTUN Marine Coatings Company and

the commercial shipping lines using the Seamaster System to monitor the results

of the service te~ ts now in progress.

GOODRICH “NO-FOUL”

FINDING: Goodrich “No-Foul” has exhibited superlative anticorrosive/antifou ling

properties in pane l tests6 and in actual service use.
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A.2.1.l SUMMARY (Cont’d)

GOODRICH “NO-FOUL” (Cont ’d)

RECOMMENDATION: Continue to monitor the performance of “No-Foul” on Navy

ships. Ascertain the effectiveness of the product on hull appendages

(e.g. rudders , struts , roll stabilization fins , etc.) which are subjected

to high velocity water flow, and also in seachests.

RECOMMENDATION: Ascertain whether the disposal requirements applicable to

wastes containing organotin paints11 should be app lied to was tes gen era ted

during the app lication and removal of Goodrich “No-Foul” , since the product

contains tributy ltin oxide.
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A. 2.1.2 STATE-OF-THE-ART

As discussed earlier, an underwater marine coating system is comprised

of two major components - an anticorrosive coating to protect structures

from oxidation, and an antifouling coating to prevent the adherence and

growth of marine organisms . For many years the marine coatings industry has

placed primary emphasis on developing coatings which would provide corrosive

protection . The need is critical since unprotected metallic structures submerged

in seawater will eventually deteriorate and fail. The consequences of attachment

of marine organisms to underwater metal structures are not as critical. The most

deleterious effect of marine fouling occurs after a long period of time when

attached biota pentrate the anticorrosive coating , resulting in decreased

resistance to the oxidizing action of the seawater3. In today ’s era of markedly

increased fuel prices and diminishing petroleum supplies , hull fouling presents

additional problems . Tests conducted by the Navy in YY74 indicate a potential

reduction in fleet fuel costs of $40,000,000 annually if hulls can be kept free

of marine fouling4. Commercial shipping lines stand to save even more by

main taining “barnacle—free” bottoms due to their ~~~~~~ extremely high percentage

of hours under way. Thus , it is now evident that substantial fuel and associated

monetary savings may be realized by the employment of effective antifouling

coatings .

Because industry has focused its attention on solving the more serious

corrosion problem , anticorrosive coatings technology is far more advanced than

present day technology in antifouling coatings. The gap is clearly evidenced

by the difference in the effective service lives of anticorrosive and antifouling

coatings . Anticorrosive coatings have proven effective for periods as long as

‘11
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A.2.l.2 STATE—OF—THE—ART (Cont’d)

seven years , while the maximum service life of antifouling coatings is about

three years. Thus it is currently the antifouling component of a ship ’s

underwater coating system that delimits the coating refurbishment/replacement

cycle.

Numerous types of anticorrosive and antifouling coatings are available on

today ’s market. These may be classified by their generic type , the most common

of which include : Alkyds , Vinyls , Chlorinated Rubbers , Acrylics , Epoxies ,

Polyurethane, Water Base , and Solvent Base
5. These may be further subdivided

by the basic material used in the coating formulation ; for example , the generic

type “Epoxy” includes coatings which are formulated from epoxyamines , epoxy

polyamides , epoxy coaltars , or epoxyesters. Thus , there are many types of

coating formulations and an even greater number of possible coating system

formulations , since a system may employ different generic types of anticorrosive

and antifouling coatings .

Since the number of marine coating systems is so large and since

comparative studies have already been conducted on many of these systems , this

report will address only the following five marine coating systems:

1) Navy Formula 150 (series)/Formula 121/63

2) Seamaster System (Jotun Baltimore Copper Paint Co.)

3) Self Polishing Copolymer (internationa l Paint Co.)

4) “No-Foul” - (Goodrich Corporation)

5) Navy Formula 1020A

In a long- term test of underwater marine coating systems , conducted by Battelle

Laboratories and the U.S. Coast Guard from 1969 to 1975 , a system employ ing Navy
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A.2.l.2 STATE-OF—THE—ART (Cont’d)

Formula 121/63 and another comprised of Goodrich “No Foul” received the two

highest ratings of the 18 systems evaluated6. During the test , each system was

subjected to 51 months of static immersion and 10 months of dynamic immersion

on a rotating drum apparatus . Both the Navy System and the Goodrich Product

provided outstanding corrosion and fouling protection. Seainaster and Self

Polishing Copolymer are relatively new marine coating systems which have

demonstrated excellent performance in their application on toreign navy and

commercial vessels. Paragraphs A.3 through A.7 of this apr ‘ x describe the

general properties , performance characteristics , and pro ’s and con ’s of each of

these five systems. Table II summarizes the technical data available on each

system.

-
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A .2 .1.2 STATE-OF-THE-ART (Cont ’d)

TABLE II - TECHN ICAL DATA ON HULL COATING SYSTEMS

NAVY FORMULAS SEAMASTER SELF NO -FOUL ’ NAVY FORMULA
150 Se rie s A ,~ SYSTEM POL I SHING 102 0A
121/63 AJP COPOLYME R - -

M IL -P -24 44 1  JOTUN MAR INE INTERNATION AL GOODR ICH CO. EXPER IME NTAL
MANUFACTURER A/C COATINGS CO. PAINT CO. SPECIFICATION

OR MIL .P -1593 1 ONLY
MEL-SPEC NUMBER A/F

EPOXY CHLOR INATED PROPR I ETARY ELASTOMER I C I I N Y L  A/F
POLYA 1IIDE AJC RU BBER INFORMAT ION SHEET

GENERIC TYPE VINY L AJF

BOTTOM BOTTOM BOTTOM BOTTOM
RUDDER RUDDER RUDDER RUDDER

RECOMME NDED USES SEA CHEST SEA CHEST BOTTOM SEA CHEST SEA CHEST
STRUTS STRUTS STRUTS STRUTS

_________________ ____________ ____________ ____________ 
SONAR DONE 

____________

~BRAS IVE ABRASIVE APPLY OVER ABRASIVE APPLY OVER
SURFAC E BLAS T TO BLAST TO A/C COATING BLAST TO A/C COATING

PREPARATION NEAR WH ITE MINIMU M OF WHITE STAT E
STATE SA 2 -~

RECOMME NDED AIRLESS AIRLESS AIRLESS PROPRIETARY ROLLER OR
METHOD OF SPRAY SPRAY SPRAY ADHESIVE BRUSH
APPL ICAT ION

NUMBER OF 3 A/C 5 A/C
COATS 2 A/F 4 A/F 3 A/F 1 LAYER 2 A/F

TOTAL DRY FILM
THICKNESS 12 29 11 80 4

(t i lLS) (A/F ONLY) (A/F  ONLY )

A/F GREEN A/F RED A/F RED BLACK A/F BLACK
GRAY GRAY

COLOR DARK GRAY WHITE
A/F RED

CUP R OUS CUPROUS TRIBUTYLTIN TRIBUTYLT IN
TOXICANT OXIDE OXIDE OXIDE OXIDE OXIDE AND

FLUORIDE

EFFECTIVE 18 — 36 4~ 60 24+ 120 36
SERVICE LIFE WITH 3 TO 4

(MONTHS) EACTIV A T IONS

STEEL STEEL STEEL STEEL STE EL
SUBSTRATES ALUMINUM ALUMINUM ALCN NIJ M

WOO D

SOU RCES OF
INFORMATION 2 2 , 32 ~~~ , 3~~, 35 37 6 , ~S I t , ~~)

( R E F E R E N C E  NOS , )
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A.2.l .3 GAPS IN TECHNOLOGY

Before addressing specific deficiencies in today~s marine coatings
-i

technology , it might be appropriate to discuss the general progress of the

marine coatings industry over the last half century . In his paper entitled

“The Role of the Biologist in Antifouling Research”7, Dennis Crisp summarizes

the progress as follows:

“Within the paint industry itself , the past forty years has

witnessed a considerable improvement in the reliable life of cuprous

oxide paints , but , apart from the recent introduction of some new

organometallic based paints, very little progress indeed has been

made on novel or imaginative lines. Much of the research has been

repetitious on account of the numerous firms all engaged in parallel

investigations on traditional materials and the progress achieved

appears to toe to have been unduly costly .

For the sake of future developments, it is worth considering the

causes of this disappointing rate of progress . I would suggest three

factors stand out. First, it has to be recognized that copper oxide

as a basis for antifouling paint is difficult to improve upon . It ha3

a high toxicity over a wide spectrum of groups of animals and plants.

It is not difficult to prepare and formulate nor unduly expensive.

Hence the tendency in the industry has quite understandably been to

seek Improvement in cuprous oxide paints rather than to search for

other materials and methods . Secondly , the performance of 5hip5~

paints is notoriously variable even under raft conditions , let alone

on ships. Sales cannot , therefore , be expected to rise sharply

following the introduction of a marginally improved product ; indeed ,
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A.2.l .3 GAPS IN TECHNOLOGY (Cont’d)

by the time a new product has proven itself , competitors will already

be marketing compositions skillfully slipped through the net of the

patent laws. Ta this situation , investment in exploratory science is

difficult to justify against investment in sales and advertising.

Thirdly , the structure of the industry mitigates against scientific

progress . It consists of a number of relative ly small compe ting uni ts

usually working on small profit margins; none of them are capable of

sustaining a major research effort such as the problem needs . Nor is

it possible to imagine their being able to coordinate their efforts

within the existing commercial system.”

Mr. Crisp ’s remarks may be easily substantiated by merely examining the

history of the antifouling coatings used by the U.S. Navy . From 1908 to 1926 ,

the Navy used a shellac type bottom paint with occasional slight modifications8.

In 1926, a coal tar resin formulation was adopted and used until World War I’ .

In the period from World War II to the Korean War , the Navy utilized a hot

plastic coating system, and later, a cold plastic system , both of which employed

cuprous oxide biocides3. After the Korean War a wash primer pretreatment was

developed which assured good adhesion of vinyl paints to steel hulls . Henc€~,

the Navy developed , tested and adopted Formulas 121 and 129, vinyl antifoul ing

coatings with cuprous oxide toxicant. These formulas , which were slightly modified

in 1963 are still the Navy ’s most effective and widely used antifouling hull

coatings. Thus,one can see that cuprous oxide has been the Navy’s principal

antifouling agent over the past three decades . Not until recent years have the

Navy and industry begun experimenting with paints employing other types of marine

biocides.
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A.2.l.3 GAPS IN TECHNOLOGY (Cont ’d)

In regard to specific gaps in today ’s marine coating technDlogy , one must

consider not only the deficiencies existent in coating formulations themselves ,

but gaps in other related areas as well . The degree of understanding of fouling

organisms , for example , and the state—of—the—art in coating app lication and

removal methods are two importan t factors which directly affect the advancement

rate of marine coating technology . The following paragraphs discuss the apparent

gaps in each of these areas.

Marine Biology

From an overview of the reference material utilized in this study , it is

evident that the kill or repellent mechanism of present day antifouling toxicants

is not fully understood . It is unclear why some toxicants are highly e f f e c tive

agains t certain species of mar ine organisms bu t have onl y a limi ted e f f e c t

upon others . Cuprous oxide , for example , offers a high degree of resistance to

barnacles , but a much lower degree of resistance to tubeworms. Organotin , on

the othe r hand , has proven highly effective against tubeworms , but less e f fective

again st barnacle s. Thoug h DTNSRDC/A has developed OMP resins which have -

exhibi t~-~ long-term resistance to a wide spectrum of marine biota , th ese res ins

have not yet been formulated into marine paints.

Thus, there exists a need for a hull coating with a broad base toxin which

would repeL all types of marine biota for extended periods of time . A further

unders tanding of the biology of marine fouling organisms mi ght well be the

key to develop ing such a coating.

Coating Formulation

The technology gap most apparent in current marine coating formulations

is the difference In the service lives of anticorrosive and antifouling paints.
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A.2.l.3 GAPS IN TECHNOLOGY (Cont’d)

As mentioned earlier, current anticorrosive paint formulations are effective for

periods of up to seven years , whereas antifouling coatings require replacement

at two to three year intervals. This is perhaps the most critical technology

gap , Lor it governs the periodicity at which a ship ’s hull coating system must

be refurbished or replaced.

Resistance to the scouring action of high velocity seawater is another

property which is lacking in current day marine coating formulations. No

coating has proven 100% effective in long—term protection of a ship ’s rudders ,

struts , roll stabilization fins, etc. The high velocity water flow and resultant

cavitation to which these hull appendages are subjected during underway periods

tends to scour away the coating , leaving the appendages vulnerable to fouling

and corrosion.

Still another technological gap related to marine coating formulations is

the lack of a suitable accelerated testing device to determine the efficacy of

newly developed marine coatings. Though a rotating cylinder apparatus has been

used to simulate shipboard service conditions , the effect of varying pH ,

salinity , temperature , oxygen content and turbulence of seawater on the aging

and leeching rates of coatings has not been studied in relation to the test

10apparatus

The aforementioned technology gaps apply to marine coating formulations

in general. Deficiencies in specific coating systems are related in

Sections A.3 through A.7 of this appendix .

App lication and Removal Processes

As emphasized by Francis LaQue in his book on Marine Corrosion 5 ,

“the key to the effective protection of steel by marine coatings is piop~ r
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A2. 1 .3 GAPS IN TECHNOLOGY (Cont’d)

application . The best formulated coating can be completely ineffective if poorly

applied. Conversely, a relatively poor coating can be made quite satisfactory

through proper and careful application .” LaQue suggests that blast cleaning is

the best method for preparing steel for the application of a marine coating since

it cleans the steel of all contaminants and provides a new fresh metal surface

over which to apply the paint. At this time , as discussed in Section A.2.1.4 of - -

this appendix , environmental regulations are constraining abrasive blast opera-

tions. Although closed cycle blasting machines have been introduced at naval

shipyards , the machines have radius—of—curvature limitations which preclude

their use on the entire hull of a ship . The closed cycle bottom blaster at

Norfolk Naval Shipyard , for example, is capable of blasting only flat bottomed

vessels. Similarly , the closed cycle side blaster at Norfolk is useful only

on relatively flat , vertical surfaces . It cannot be used on the curved hull of

a submarine , for example.

A second technology ~ap related to abrasive blast operations lies in the

area of disposal of spent abrasive containing organotin . NAVSHIPS NOTICE 9190

o~ 28 May 74~~ requires that all wastes generated from the blasting of orgar.o—

metallic paints be placed in steel drums , sealed and buried in Class I sanitary

landfills or approved dump ing sites . Such disposal requirements are extremely

costly due to the large volume of wastes generated during abrasive blast

operations . As an illustration , an estimated three hundred 55—gallon drums

would be required for the disposal of the solid wastes generated from the

12blast cleaning and painting of one SSBN . 
- -

Work is currently under way at DTNSRDC/A to develop a means of chemical

detoxification of organometallic abrasive blast wastes , thereby eliminating

the need for this costly waste disposal procedure 13
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A.2.l.3 GAl’S IN TECHNOLOGY (Cont’d)

Environmental regulations make limitations on spray painting operations .

As previously mentioned , about 50% of the volume of paint used to coat a hull

consists of volatile solvents which escape into the atmosphere during spray

operations . Present day technology has not yet produced a “solvent free” paint

suitable for use on ships’ hulls, but R&D efforts to develop such a product are

currently under way at Battelle Columbus Laboratories in Columbus , Ohio
14
.

The following is another technology gap related to the application of hull

coatings. There is currently no means of coating the surfaces of a ship ’s

hull which are masked by keel and side blocks while the vessel is in drydock .

Since there are three positions in which a vessel may be docked on its blocks,

each keel ~rid side block area is exposed to paint application during two out of

three drydock periods. Thus, if a vessel is drydocked at four—year intervals,

individual block areas are coated only once every eight years. This condition

is unsatisfactory since eight years exceeds the effective service lives of

today ’s anticorrosive and antifouling hull coatings. It is reported that one

Russian drydock is fitted with hydraulically driven blocks which permit dis-

mantling under load15.

The adoption of Double Universal Fitted Side Blocks by naval shipyards

provides labor and material cost savings , however , it complicates the problem

of corrosion prevention in the block areas of the hull . Under this system ,

which is described in Reference 15, half of the side block areas on a ship ’s

hull will be painted only once in three dockings while the other half will be

painted twice in three dockings . Half of the side block areas will thus be

coated only once every twelve years if a ship drydocked on Double Universal

Fitted Blocks at four—year intervals.
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A.2.l .4 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

The use of underwater coatings interfaces with the environment in many ways .

Antifoulant toxins are marine pesticides deliberately displayed on the underwater

hull to repel or kill zooplankton and phytoplankton which attempt to live upon

the hull. These toxins are designed to leach continuousl y from the coating

surface into the marine environment . The normal industrial process for hull

surface preparation , sandblasting or abrasive blasting , has already been the

subject of an Environmental Impact Statement16. The volatile hydrocarbon

solvents, which comprise about one—half the volume of coatings , are atmospheric

pollutants. Marine coatings that have been removed from the hull and cleaned

up from the drydock floor become a solid waste disposal problerr. Residue on the

drydock floor, which is not cleaned up or which is washed into the drydock sump,

may be discharged into navigable waters . Each of the above mentioned environ-

mental interfaces will be discussed in more detail.

At the outset of this discussion it must be emphasized that it is already

U. S. Navy policy to “... actively participate in a program to protect and

enhance the quality of the environment”17. This includes many measures which

have alr ead y been taken in comp liance with pollution abatement laws and regula-

tions . The intent of the discussion is to show where current regulations

delimit choice of alternatives.

One group of regulations which is germane are those steRning from the

Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA), Public Law 92—516

of October 21, 1972 as amended by Public Law 94—140 of November 28, 197542. The

regulations for enforcement of FIFRA are found in Title 40, Code of Federal

Regulations , Part 162 (40 CFR 162) and they were published in the Federal

Register on 3 July 1975. It is clear that these regulations apply to antifoulant
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A.2.l.4 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS (Cont ’d)

paint mixtures, since among the definitions of pesticides is given :

“ ... invertebrate animal poisons and repellants includes all substances

or mixtures of substances intended for preventing the establishment of ,

destroying, repelling, or mitigating invertebrate animals , including:

(a) Antifouling agents intended for use on boat and ship bottoms,

pier and dock pilings, and similar submerged structures to prevent

attachment or damage and destruction by marine invertebrates .”

Also included in the definition of pesticides are: fungicides, herbicides ,

algaecides, nematicides and slimicides.

Based upon the provisions of FIFRA as enacted in 1972, the Environmental

Protection Agency drew up a document in May 1974 setting forth its strategy

for controlling the adverse effects of pesticides
18
. It anticipated a need

to classify and register more than 40,000 pesticides. When FIFRA was amended

by the Congress in 1975, EPA found it necessary to alter its strategy paper .

A copy of the preliminary draft of the EPA ’s new strategy dated July 1976
19

covering the outyears 1976 — 1981 was acquired . This was reviewed to obtain an

insight into regulatory actions which might be forthcoming in the future.

Although the regulations and the EPA strategy are better discussed in their

complete , original form, salient features are delineated below.

(a) There are two levels of control, Supply Control and Use Control.

Supply Control is effected by prohibiting the sale of a pesticide until

the manufacturer has applied for and obtained EPA registration of the

product. Registration may be given for General Use or Restricted Use.

Use Control of a registered product is effected by requiring that Restricted
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A.2.l.4 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS (Cont ’d)

Use products may be applied only by a certified applicator. Labeling

requirements are the primary use control strategy for General Use products.

(b) The deadline for obtaining EPA registration of pesticides is October

1977, two years after the enactment of Public Law 94—140.

(c) Pesticide products which have previously been registered under the

1972 FIFRA must be re—registered by October 1977 with new and additional

data requirements. Registration is valid for an ensuing five year period

and is not automatically renewed .

(d) Provision is made for the issuance of experimental use permits for

RDT&E purposes.

(e) The applicant for registering a pesticide must provide detailed data

concerning the product, including: complete chemical composition;

manufacturing process and purity ; efficacy in use; acute toxicity data

regarding human hazard from oral, dermal, inhalation and ocular exposure;

hazard to non—target organisms; safe methods for disposal of the pesticide

and its container.

FINDING: Antifouling paint is a marine pesticide within the r~’eaning of FIFRA

1975. Regulations governing the manufacture , registration, use and disposal of

these pesticides are in a considerable state of flux with one important deadline

being October 1977. The burden of compliance with existing and forthcoming

regulations will impact upon suppliers of marine paint products , but the Navy ’s

concern should be to insure that its logistic supply lines are not disrupted.

FINDING: The EPA Office of Pesticides will become the repository of much data

on the chemical composition , toxicity, efficacy and disposal procedures which

have been developed by manufacturers.
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A.2.l.4 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS (Cont’d)

RECOMMENDATION: From an environmental standpoint it is not yet propitious for

the Navy to revise the toxic pesticide agent in its marine antifouling paint.

Aftershocks stemming from FIFRA 1975 may disrupt the logistic supply line of

the product.

RECOMMENDATION: The Navy should maintain liaison with the EPA Office of

Pesticides to acquire extensive data on marine pesticides.

* * * * *
Another interface between ship underwater coating systems and the environ-

ment concerns regulations deriving from the Federal Water Pollution Control

Act (FWPCA). At the heart of the matter is the National Pollutant Discharge

Elimination System (NPDES) established by Section 402 of the FWPCA and for

which procedural regulations ar’~ given in the Code of Federal Regulations ,

Title 40, Part 125. These regulations require that permits be obtained from

the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for each end—of—the—pipe discharge in-

to navigable waters. The permits also require the discharger to monitor his

effluent and report results to the EPA.

Marine coatings are removed and fresh coatings applied while ships are

in drydock. Fall out debris from both of these processes drops to the floor

of the drydock or to any other horizontal surfaces that exist, such as altars ,

stairwells and the top of drydock blocks . Shipyards do the best possible job

of cleaning up this debris, but the probability exists that some portion

reaches the drydock drainage system and is pumped into navigable waters . For

the past several years, effluent samples from drydock outfalls have been

monitored and subjected to chemical analysis for turbidity, pH, and heavy metal

content.
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A.2.l.4 ENV IRONMENTAL CONS IDERAT IONS (Con t ’d)

The strategy of the NPDES Is to fix upon nationally enforceble , quantified

standards for the pollutant coritent of effluent discharges from each individual

industry. Such effluent standards have already been promulgated by the EPA for

many industries ; for example, iron and steel manufacturing, paint formulating,

and electrop lating. There are many more industries and manufacturing processes

for which such standards have been set forth. The complete list may be found

in Title 40, Code of Federal Regulations , Subchapter N , Effluent Guidelines and

Standards. The standard for drydocking operations has not yet been promulgated ,

but the EPA is working on i:. It was learned that Hittinan Associates , Columbia ,

Maryland , is working under contract to the EPA to draw up such a standard , with

a target date of about 1 November 1976.

The naval shipyards have applied for and have been issued NPDES permits

applicable to the liquid discharges from each drydock sump. These permits are

being issued by the appropriate Regional Office of the EPA . Two selected pages

of EPA Permit #VA0005215, issued to Norfolk Naval Shipyard by the Region III

20
Office , are inserted in this narrative text to illustrate major elements

of a water effluent permit.

Effluent characteristics which EPA finds to be significant are turbidity,

heavy metal compounds , oily waste and hydrogen ion content. Numerical limita-

tions on the allowable concentration of these elements have not yet been set.

The heavy metals listed are those which might be expected to be found in paint

residue.

Special attention is invited especially to Notes 5 and 6 which make a

clear call for housekeeping activity and first rate clean-up of the drydock
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Other Requirements:

A. Graving Docks

1. All sanitary wastes must be collected to the maximum extent practicable
and discharged to a munic ipal waste treatment system , or to a sanitary
treatment system which will meet secondary treatment requirements by

— Jul y 1 , 1977.

2. Shipboard cooling water , process water and s~nitary wastes will be
directed so as to minimize contact with spent abrasive . This includes
water required for ship repair and testing. The testing of external
ship structures with pressure hoses shall be permitted.

3. Water leakage from the graving dock gate must be intercepted in order
to prevent it from flowing across the drydock floor. This water will
then be sent directly to the drydock sump without making contact with
the drydock floor other than with installed drains.

* 4. Hydrostatic relief water and other water entering through or over the
sides must be intercepted and conveyed directly to the drydock sump.

• No contact other than with installed drains is permitted with the
• drydock f loor .

5. The permittee shall install the proper equipment in all water conveying
systems which will minimize the discharge settleable solids and floating
materials including oil and grease and paint . The direct discharge of
floating materials, settleable solids (including abra•siv s), paint , and
oil and grease to the drydock sump and hence to the receiving water is
prohibited unless provisions are implemented to remove the above pollu-
tants from the sump prior to discharge. This condition does not apply

— 
to set t le~ b1e solid s brought into the dock from the waterway as a result
of flooding.

6. The permittee shall prevent the discharge of spent abrasive by removing
abrasive from the floor of the dock as soon as practicable. The drydock
floor must be cleaned of spent abrasive to the equivalent of a scraped
or broomed clean condition prior to flooding. Proper safeguards are to
be implemented in order to minimize contact of water other than rain
water with the spent abrasive.

7. Requirements 2, 3, and 4 will not apply if requirement S has been met.
This exception applies only when the spent abrasive has been removed
from the floor of the drydock and no additional spent abrasive will be
discharged to the drydock floor prior to flooding.

8. The perinittee shall comply with the above requirements (2 through 7)
within 18 months after the effective date of this per~nit.

* This  condition shall not app ly to hydro StatiC relief w a t tr which
enters through the floor of the raving dock.
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A .2.l.4 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS (Cont’d)

floor. In this connection , it was observed that the Commerce Business Daily of

10 August 1976 carried a notice that the U. S. Department of Commerce had

awarded a contract to Avondale Shipyards to study cleaning of drydocks prior to

flooding. The Naval Sea Systems Command promulgated an advisory to all naval

shipyards on this very subject in its letter ser 302—073 of 16 June 1975.

FINDING: Residue from the industrial processes of application and removal of

marine coatings contain pollutants within the meaning of the Federal Water

Pollution Control Act. At this time , quantified national standards have not

been fixed for allowable concentrations in drydock effluent water. The EPA is

working on the task of developing such standards which will be held applicable

to drydocks, both commercial and in naval shipyards.

RECOMMENDATION: Study the results of the water effluent monitoring work which

has been in progress for several years. Prepare to make constructive , meaningful

comment upon the EPA ’s drydock effluent standards. Ascertain which of the Navy ’s

drydocks is the cleanest (and the dirtiest) and why .

RECOMMENDATION: Continue support of on—going work for development of the

closed—cycle abrasive blasting machine.

RECOMMENDATION: Continue study and implementation of measures for drydock

clean—up . Maintain liaison with the Department of Commerce to obtain information

on the study being conducted at Avondale Shipyards.

* * * * *
Another interface between marine ccatingo and the environment arises from

federal regulations related to the Clean Air Act. Of the declared air pollutants ,

two are of special interest — hydrocarbons and suspended particulate matter .
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A.2.l.4 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS (Cont ’d)

The environmental objection to the concentration of gaseous hydrocarbons

is that they react with nitrogen oxides under the influence of sunlight and

produce a wide variety of photochemical oxidants which have an adverse effect

upon human health and plant growth. The objection is not upon the direct effects

of the hydrocarbons themselves. The volatile portion of most :onimon surface

coatings is approximately 50% of the coating app lied , thereiore one—half of the

material used goes onto a ship ’s hull and the remainder goes into the atmosphere .

Reference 21 lists hydrocarbon emission factors and states that generally 1,120

pounds of hydrocarbons are emitted for each ton of paint applied . In the case

of zinc chromate primer , the emission is 1,320 pounds per ton .

• Rule 66 of the Los Angeles Air Pollution Control District sets a weight—per—

day limitation upon discharges of hydrocarbons to the atmosphere43. This rule

makes a dis tinc tion be tween pho tochem icall y reactive and .ton--p hotochemically

reactive organic solvents . Emission of only 40 pounds per day of Lhe former is

permitted , but as much as 3,000 pounds per day of the latter is allowed . A

- 
- number of other jurisdictions have adopted Rule 66 as a regulatory model in their

area.

About 1972 the Navy began a program of reformulating its paint and coatings

specific~ tions to delete photochemically reactive solvents and substitute other

so—called non—photochemically reactive solvents. This in itself is an example

of the impact of environmental regulations upon the marine coating technology .

In 1976, after four years of extensive technical efforts , the program to modify

some 85 specifications is nearing completion. It has never been represented

that this technical effort brought about an improvement in service use , quality ,
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A .2.1.4 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS (Cont’d)

or life of the coating. The effort was undertaken for the sole purpose of

compliance with an environmental regulation. It is an example of Navy leadership

in maintaining and improving the quality of the environment .

NAVSHIPS NOTICE 9190 dated 31 January 1974 22 
is an e- - ample of the Navy ’s

logistic system reacting to environmental constraints. The NOTICE concerns

vinyl primer, formula 119, which is specified in MIL—P—l5929 C. This procurement

specification contains two paint formulas, a Composition G for general use and

a Composition L for limited use in areas where non—photochemically reactive

hydrocarbon solvents must be used . One purpose of the NOTICE is to promote

draw down of inventory stocks of Composition G while the procurement pipeline

is being filled with Composition L.

An address was given by Mr. James A. McCarthy, Stationary Source Control

Technology Office of the Environmental Protection Agency, to the Symposium of

the Washington Paint Technical Group on 12 April 1976. The theme of this

symposium was the interaction/conflict of coatings technology and government

regulations. Mr. McCarthy indicated that the so—called non—photochemically

reactive hydrocarbons do in fact react to produce atmospheric smog . The reaction

takes place only with a delay in time; e.g. hydrocarbons released in Omaha may

react over Cleveland .

A portion of this address is quoted below to provide a glimpse into future

prospects in this area:

“EPA is mounting a major new effort aimed at developing and promulgating

performance standards for significant emitters of hydrocarbons . Standards

have been promulgated for petroleum storage and gasoline marketing. Also

under way are studies of the drycleaning and degreasing industries. Most
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A .2.l.4 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS (Cont ’d)

importantly for you, we are also in the process of initiating a major

study of the industrial surface coatings industry including paper and

paperboard coating. Engineering studies will narrow the scope to a

manageable number of significant emitters and then detailed ~~i~ ineering ,

economic and environmental impact studies will be performed to develop

new source performance standards. By late l97E- or in 1977 these new

source performance standards may be proposed .

“In the near future, I also strongly suspect some States will begin to

move toward emphasizing new coatings technology and away from add—on

controls and the use of exempt solvents. I expect exempt solvents to

be allowed as an interim control option, but only if no other reasonable

option is available. It seems clear that in the long run “exempt”

solvents as the sole control method will be phased down significantly.

“In summary , hydrocarbon control regulations over the pas t few years

• have been turbulent and confusing. I wish I could tell you that this

si tuation is resolved . I cannot. The future will also be turbulent ,

but I firmly believe that we are in the process of developing more

ra tional approaches to solving the many problem s, and you ca n soon

begin to plan your future thinking in terms of pollution control

with more confidence. EPA will work with you, through our Regional

Offices , and our engineering and enforcement activities. We are

always available to help you solve your problems in as equitable

a manner as possible. ”

One alternative coating system is a solvent free liquid resin being worked

on at Battelle Columbus Laboratories . Epoxy—polyamide and polyurethane coatings
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A. 2.1.4 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS (Cont’d)

have been successfully Lpplied to steel test plates . The application process

includes airless paint spray guns, application pressures up to 3,000 psi , and

heating the material to about 150°F. The hydrocarbon emission problem is

eliminated. Other advantages which this experimental system offers are decreased

fire hazard and lower cost14.

FINDING: With regard to environmental considerations, hydrocarbon solvents have

already heavily impacted the marine coatings systems. The Navy ’s coatings

engineering work force has been drawn away from its normal task of product

development into revamping specifications for environmental reasons only.

FINDING: Insufficient time has elapsed to make an accurate assessment of the

effects of solvent changes upon the long—term life of underwater coatings in

service use. The results of a MIL—specification which had been revised in 1974

for a coating manufactured in 1975 and applied in 1976 may not be seen until

1980.

FINDING: Environmental regulation of hydrocarbon emission from surface coating

applications will probably bring additional constraints. Such constraints will

be imposed upon the coating industry nationally. U. S. Navy applications are

not being singled out for attention.

RECOMMENDATION: Continue to keep informed of EPA hydrocarbon control studies

of potential regulations. These must be published in proposed form in the

Federal Register.

RECOMMENDATION: Continue to keep abreast of the work being done at Battelle

Columbus Laboratories regarding solvent free coatings and their app lication

methods. This is a most valuable alternative for solution of th~ hydrocarbon

emission problem .
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A.2.l.4 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS (Cont ’d)

* * * * *
The emission of suspended particulate matter to the atmosphere is another II

environmental consideration which interfaces with marine underwater coatings .

The principal area of concern is the abrasive blasting process which does such

an excellent job of preparing the metal surface to receive and bond with the

primer coat. The spray painting process itself may produce very fine particles

atomized by the spray gun which are fine enough to remain suspended in the

atmosphere.

Attention to the abrasive blasting process gave rise to the preparation of

an Environmental Impact Statement on this subject by the Naval Sea Systems - 
-

Conmiand16. An important part of the examination of this process was physical

measurements made by the Navy Environmental Support Office during abrasive

blasting operations at Long Beach Naval Shipyard in September 1975. The results

of these measurements were: (a) the mass emission factor for the process is about

one pound per ton, that is one pound of particulate matter becomes airborne for

each 2,000 pounds of abrasive passing through the blast nozzle and impinging

upon the ship ’s hull; (b) only about 15% of this airborne particulate matter

is of small diamter so as to remain airborne beyond the shipyard property line,

and about 85% falls out inside the shipyard ; (c) elemental analysis of the

suspended particulates showed that the principal constituents were silicon ,

ca 1 cium , i ron and copper.

tir ing a visit to Norfolk Naval Shipyard , it was learned tha t the Virginia

~~~it ~ Air I’ollu ti n Control Board had recently expressed a desire to observe

• • - . - .~~t lr ’ p (p , ratlons . This is mentioned as evidence of environmental

i i  Air Pollu tion i~ nt rnl Regulations mention “.andblastfng ”
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A.2.l.4 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS (Cont ’d)

in its Rule 4.04.02, Control of Fugitive Dust, wherein it calls for reasonable

precautions to be used including:

“Installation and use of hoods, fans, and fabric filters to enclose and

vent the handling of dusty materials. Adequate containment methods

shall be employed during sandblasting or other similar operations .”

The above is a very general statement and lacks quantified emission limitations .

Most commonly allowed particulate emission rates are specified in regulations

as being some portion of the weight of raw material entering into the process.

For example, in the case of general manufacturing operations the maximum

allowable particulate emission rate (E) is given by the formula:

E = 4.lOxP2/3

where (P) is the process weight rate. In Virginia, If the process weight rate

(P) were one ton per hour , the maximum allowable emission rate (E) would be

4.10 pounds per hour.

A multitude of devices and novel processes are being evaluated which

control and minimize emission of particulate matter to the atmosphere. Very

heavy capital investment has been made in commercial and naval shipyards to

erect large, closed buildings inside of which abrasive blasting and painting

processes may be carried on. Typically , these buildings are fitted with venti—

lation fans to provide high rates of air change p lus baghouses to filter exhaust

air. The buildings are sized large enough to handle structural sections of

ships and, more germane to this study, large hull appendages such as rudders ,

sonar domes, and amphibious craft.

Closed cycle abrasive blasting machines have been built which may be placed

on the drydock floor . These feature a box—like head which is held against the
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A.2.l.4 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS (Cont’d)

hull of the ship and inside of which steel shot abrasive is flung against the

hull surface. A pilot model of a bottom blaster for use on the generally

horizontal plating of ships’ flat bottoms is in use at Norfolk Naval Shipyard23.

Pilot models of closed—cycle side blasters are being used , one at Norfolk Naval

Shipyard and one at Long Beach Naval Shipyard . As the name implies , they are

designed to clean the generally vertical surfaces of ships ’ side plating .

Two schools of thought exist relating to abrasive blasting techniques , i.e.

wet blasting versus dry blasting . Adherents of wet blasting maintain that an

80% reduction in fugitive dust may be obtained when a small amount of water ,

say two or three gallons per minute, is sprayed to surround the abrasive blast

cone. Advocates of dry blasting maintain that they obtain a better metal

surface for bonding with the primer coat and point out that a chemical inhibitor

must be introduced in water spray to prevent rust. This inhibitor , diammonium

phosphate plus sodium nitrite, becomes part of the water effluent from the

drydock.

FINDING: The abrasive blasting process is an integral part of hull coating

technology because the superior metal surface condition it produces enhances

the performance, bond and life of the coating itself. The process results in

release of suspended particulates to the atmosphere , and has therefore been a

subject of environmental concern .

FINDING: From the point of view of hazard to human life , more attention is

focused upon particulate matter in the worker ’s breathing zone (OSHA considera—

tions) than is focused upon particulate matter in the ambient environment. The

close—in workman is required to wear an air fed full face mask and other

personnel protective equipment . If the particulate matter contains toxic
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A.2.1.4 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS (Cont’d)

substances, as compared with mere fugitive dust , the hazard increases by at

least an order of magnitude.

RECOMMENDATION: Continue funding support and development of the closed cycle

blasting machines.

RECOMMENDATION: Request that the Navy Environmental Support Office again

perform physical measurements of the emission of particulate matter from the

abrasive blasting process. Do this in other naval shipyards to check repeat-

ability in various locations.

* * * * *
In April 1975, the Chief of Naval Material implemented a Manufacturing

• Technology Program to promote the timely establishment or improvement of

manufacturing processes, techniques or equipment to support current and projected

• weapon system production requirements. The following projects, related to the

application of hull coating systems, have been funded under this program for

F? 77.

• PROJECT NO. TITLE

DNS—00355 CO2 Abrasive Blaster

DNS—OO289 Automatic Hull Painter

Other projects related to this subject are slated for funding in subsequent

fiscal years.

RECOMMENDATION: Closely monitor these Manufacturing Technology Projects . Make

recommendations to the Naval Material Industrial Resources Office (NAVMIRO)

concerning projects which should be undertaken in the future
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A.2.l.5 OSHA CONSIDERATIONS

Closely related to environmental considerations, which have been previously

discussed , are matters of occupational safety and health for employees who are

working at or in the vicinity of surface preparation and coating app lication.

A body of Federal Regulations has been promulgated on this subject , deriving

from the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 (OSHA). Executive Order

11807 requires that safety programs for Federal employees shall be “consistent”

with standards prescribed by OSHA .

The code of Federal Regulations, Title 29, Part 1915 is entitled “Safety

and Health Regulations for Ship Repairing”. It is illustrative to quote from

selected portions of these regulations and to begin this discussion with the

definition of hazardous material as given in part 1915.2(s):

(s) For purposes of § 1915.57 the term “hazardous material” means a
material which has one or more of the following characteristics:
(1) Has a flash point below 140° F, closed cup , or is subject to
spontaneous heating; (2) has a threshold limit value below 550
p.p.m. in the case of a gas or vapor, below 500 mg./m.3 for fumes,
and below 225 m .p.p.c.f. in case of a dust; (3) has a single dose
oral LD30 below 500 mg./kg.; (4) is subject to polymerization with
the release of large amounts of energy; (5) is a strong oxidizing
or reducing agent; (6) causes first degree burns to skin in short
time exposure, or is systemically toxic by skin contact; or (7) in
the course of normal operations, may produce dusts, gases, fumes ,
vapors, mists, or smokes which have one or more of the above
characteristics.

The regulations then require that certain data describing the hazardous materials

must be compiled and that employees must be instructed regarding the nature of

the hazards. This is set forth in part 1915.57:

§1915.57 Health and sanitation.

(a) No chemical produc t, such as a solvent or preservative; no structural
material , such as cadmium or zinc coated steel , or plastic material; and
no process material, such as welding filler metal; which is a hazardous
material within the meaning of §1916.2(s) shall be used until the employer
has ascertained the potential fire, toxic , or reactivity hazards which are
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A.2.l.5 OSHA CONSIDERATIONS (Cont ’d)

likely to be encountered in the handling, application, or utilization of
such a material.

(b) In order to ascertain the hazards, as required by paragraph (a) of
this section, the employer shall obtain the following items of informa-
tion which are applicable to a specific product or material to be used :

(1) The name, address, and telephone number of the source of the infor-
mation specified in this paragraph , preferably those of the manufacturer
of the product or material.

(2) The trade name and synonyms for a mixture of chemicals, a basic
structural material, or for a process material; and the chemical name
and synonyms, chemical family, and formula for a single chemical.

(3) Chemical names of hazardous ingredients, including , but not
limited to, those in mixtures, such as those in: (i) Paints , preserva-
tives, and solvents; (ii) alloys, metallic coatings, filler metals and
their coatings or core fluxes; and (iii) other liquids, solids, or gases
(e.g., abrasive materials).

¶ (4) An indication of the percentage, by weight or volume, which each
ingredient of a mixture bears to the whole mixture, and of the threshold
limit value of each ingredient, in appropriate units.

(5) Physical data about a single chemical or a mixture of chemicals ,
including boiling point in degress Fahrenheit; vapor pressure, in
millimeters of mercury ; vapor density of gas or vapor (air l);
solubility in water , in percent by weight; specific gravity of material
(water l); percentage volatile, by volume, at 70° F; evaporation rate
fc’r liquids (either butyl acetate or ether may be taken as 1); and
appearance and odor.

(6) Fire and explosion hazard data about a single chemical or a mixture
of chemicals, including flash point, in degrees Fahrenheit; flammable
limits, in percent by volume in air; suitable extinguishing media or
agents; special fire fighting procedures ; and unusual fire and explosion
hazard information.

(7) Health hazard data, including threshold limit value, in appropriate
units, for a single hazardous chemical or for the individual hazardous
ingredients of a mixture, as appropriate , effects of overexposure; and
emergency and first aid procedures .

(8) Reactivity data , including stability, incompatibility, hazardous
decomposition products, and hazardous polymerization .

(9) Procedures to be followed and precautions to be taken in cleaning up
and disposing of materials leaked or spilled.
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A.2.l.5 OSHA CONSIDERATIONS (Cont’d)

(10) Special protection information, including use of personal protective
equipment, such as respirators, eye protection , and protective clothing ,
and of ventilation , such as local exhaust, general, special , or other
types.

(11) Special precautionary information about handling and storing.

(12) Any other general precautionary information.

(c) The pertinent information required by paragraph (b) of this section
shall be recorded either on U. S. Department of Labor Form LSB OOS—4,
Material Safety Data Sheet, or on an essentially similar form which has
been approved by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.
Copies of Form LSB OOS—4 may be obtained at any of the following regional
offices of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration :

(Locations of offices deliberatel y omitted.)

A completed form shall be preserved and available for inspection for a
period of 3 months from the date of the completion of the job .

(d) The employer shall instruct employees who will be exposed to the
hazardous materials as to the nature of the hazards and the means of
avoiding them.

(e) The employer shall provide all necessary controls, and the employees
shall be protected by suitable personal protective equipment against the

• hazards identified under paragraph (a) of this section and those hazards
for which specific precautions are required in Subparts B, C , and D of this
part.

(f) The employer shall provide adequate washing facilities for employees
engaged in the application of paints or coatings or in other operations
where contaminants can, by ingestion or absorption, be detrimental to
the health of the employees. The employer shall encourage good personal
hygiene practices by informing the employees of the need for removing
surface contaminants by thorough washing of hands and face prior to eating
or smoking.

(g) The employer shall not permit eating or smoking in areas undergoing
surface preparation or preservation.

(h) The employer shall not permit employees to work in the immediate
vicinity of uncovered garbage and shall ensure that employees working
beneath or on the outboard side of a vessel are not subject to contamina—
tion by drainage or waste from overboard discharges.

‘-I
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A.2.1.5 OSHA CONSIDERATIONS (Cont’d)

In Part 1910.1000 of the regulations, entitled “Air Contaminants”, there

are listed the allowable threshold values of many hazardous substances.

Most of them are not germane to this discussion, however, selected ones found

in underwater coating systems are listed in the Table III below:

TABLE III - THRESHOLD LIMIT VALUES

8—Hour Allowable Exposure Level
SUBSTANCE

ppm mg/rn3

FORMULA 150 — 156
Titanium Dioxide ——— 15
Butyl Alcohol 100 300

FORMULA 121 and 129
Methyl Normal Butyl Ketone 100 410
Copper Mists ——— 1.0
Xylene 100 435

• FORMULA 1020A
Tin, organic compounds —— — 0.1
Titanium Dioxide ——— 15
Ethylene Glycol Monoethyl
Ether Acetate 25 120
Normal Butyl Acetate 150 710

The foregoing data is indicative of the relative toxicity of the substances

mentioned , but it would be necessary to make physical measurements on the job to

ascertain concentrations being experienced . Where two or more hazardous

substances are in the worker’s breathing zone simultaneously , the allowable

exposure level is reduced by a weighting formula which is given in the regula—

tions. The industrial hygienist of the shipyard has expertise in recognizing

and measuring concentrations of these substances.
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The same considerations which prompted the OSHA regulations moved the

Navy Department to adopt (normally first) safety regulations for protection

of its personnel. Reference 11 is one of these, prescribing specific work

procedures for application and removal of organotin antifouling paint. In a

more general sense, OPNAVINST 5100.17 states as a policy that safety and

health standards shall be adopted which are consistent with OSHA standards.

FINDING: The Navy Department has safety and health standards for its

personnel which are equal to or better than those promulgated for the private

sector in OSHA. Important among these standards are ones pertaining to the

application and removal of marine coatings, which do in fact contain toxic

and hazardous substances. The costs of necessary personnel protective equip-

ment and facilities must be included when deciding upon adoption of a specific

coating.

The Toxic Substances Control Act was enacted on 12 October 1976 and this

has a relationship to occupational health considerations and the painting

process. The following excerpt from the House Committee Report
24 

explains

how the committee perceives the situation:

Each Federal agency, under Section 19 of the Occupational Safety and
Health Act , is required to maintain a comprehensive occupational
safety and health program . This Committee previously reviewed and
reported on the progress of the Federal agencies in meeting this
requirement, with particular emphasis on safety.8° During its
investigation, the Manpower and Housing Subcommittee visited a number

°“House Committee on Government Operations, Safety in the Federal Workplace.
H. Rept. No. 784, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. (1976).
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A.2.l.5 OSHA CONSIDERATION S (Con t’d)

of Federal installations throughout the country to examine safety and
health programs at that level. At several installations, safe ty and
health officials complained that chemical products they received from
the Federal supply system were often not identified or labeled with
anything other than a Federal stock number. They contrasted this lack
of information with data that they received from suppliers whom they
dealt with on a local purchase basis. In general, installations
contended that if they themselves purchased the produc t, they demanded
a data sheet or other identification of hazardous materials. When
products were issued to them, on the other hand , they too often had no
way of knowing whether workers were being exposed to hazardous chemicals.

• This situation, which was widespread , occurred despite a clear Federal
requirement that all Federal purchasers obtain material safety data
sheets for hazardous industrial chemicals. In 1971, the General Services
Administration issued Federal Standard 313, entitled “Symbols for Packages
and Containers for Hazardous Industrial Chemicals and Materials .” That
standard provided symbols for labeling interior and intermediate packages
containing hazardous materials and required the submission of material
safety data sheets on hazardous substances by contractors of manufacturers.
The standard specifies that Government agencies shall make reference to
it in all purchase orders, contracts, and other purchase documents to assure
that the requirements are made clear to the contractors. Shortly after
the promulgation of the standard , the Department of Transportation objected
that this new system conflicted with the DOT labeling system required for
outside containers. Subsequently , that portion of the standard was dropped ,
but the requirement for material safety data sheets remained in effect.

Like other employers , the Federal Government is required to alert wo’kers
when they are exposed to concentrations of hazardous chemicals above safe
levels. The Federal Government is not doing this, despite directions from
the President that it should be an exemplary employer in the field of
occupational safety and health. To determine whether toxic substances are
present in the workplace, the employer must know the ingredients of the
products purchased for use in that workplace. Despite the existence of
F.S. 313 and the buying power of the U. S. Government , the Federal employer
does not know when materials contain hazardous substances. The investi-
gating subcommittee ’s hearings disclosed that F.S. 313 had not been
enforced by the two largest buyers in the Federal Government—-the General
Services Administration and the Department of Defense. GSA testified
that it “sort of ignored the matter,” and that it had data sheets for 

—

only about 100 products it purchased despite the fact that Federal
Standard 313 covered thousands of these products.81 The Defense Department ’s
record was also unimpressive . It explained that the Standard “fell by the
wayside and was never fully implemented in the DOD procurement procedures .”82

p. 150.
8 2 Hearings , p. 119. - •
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A .2.l.5 OSHA CONSIDERATIONS (Cont’d)

The investigating subcommittee was particularly concerned with the failure
of Departments to implement this standard . The standard is clear in its
requirements, and makes the obligation to furnish these sheets quite
explicit. Read by itself , the standard would convince an out3ide party
that the Federal Government had foreseen the problem of hazardous chemicals
in its workplaces and moved effectively to deal with it. Only after
discovering the actual situation in various U. S. Government field installa—
tions did the subcommittee learn that there was widespread ignorance of

I procurement regulations protecting Federal employees and almost no enforce-
ment of these regulations.

Following the hearings, the subcommittee made further inquiries into the
progress made in securing material safety data sheets with items purchased.
Federal Standard 313 was reissued as F.S. 313A on June 4, 1976, with the
former labeling indicia removed. The Defense Department is now working
to include the Federal Standard as part of the Armed Services Procurement
Regulations, and the Safety and Health Policy Committee in the Office of
the Secretary of Defense is devising methods for pooling and disseminating
information received from data sheets supplied pursuant to the standard .
The Defense Department estimated that safety data sheets are required for
at least 10,000 items currently used in DOD installations. The Department
further reported that it now has on hand about 2,000 up—to—date data sheets.
The magnitude of the task is clear.

The General Services Administration has not moved as forcefully as the
Defense Department. Three months after the hearing , GSA had acquired
oiHLy 122 additional data sheets, the majority of them as a result of a
specific request from an installation. At that time, they were unable
to estimate the number of items now under contract for which data sheets
are required under the standard . GSA has given instructions to its
quality control officers throughout the country to re#iew all contracts
to determine compliance with F.S. 3l3A. Each of these officers is to
report the number of data sheets on hand and the number required under
present regulations. It appears that these steps by GSA management
should produce results; but we are disturbed by the faltering start
and the suggestion of bureaucratic inertia.

The experience of the Federal Government illustrates the problem of
enforcing a requirement to disclose contents through pressure on the
employer . Federal employers are required to obtain data sheets under
the Federal standard , and private employers in the shipbuilding industry
face similar requirements under the Longshoremen and Harbor Workers ’
Act.83  From the testimony at the hearings, it appears that neither of
these systems has produced satisfactory results. Some private emj..~oyers
visited by the subcommittee contended that they refused to purchase
chemical products if data sheets were not supplied, and they had on hand

8 3 29 C.F.R. § 1915.57 (1974).
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A.2.l.5 OSHA CONSIDERATIONS (Cori t ’d)

a much larger number of data sheets than any Federal installation. Their
success in compelling disclosure may not necessarily prove that every
employer can do so; despite its sizable purchasing power, the Federal
Government seemed sometimes unwilling and sometimes unable to obtain full
disclosure of ingredients. Even with newly announced willingness to
enforce Federal Standard 3l3A, there will still be technical problen~s
with performance oriented specifications , since a product can often
satisfy the intended use even though ingredients are substituted . When
the ingredients substituted are not toxic, this does not pose a problem
as far as workplace hazards are concerned ; but should the manufactirer
introduce a toxic ingredient in one of his batches , some change in the
data sheet will be required .

Federal authorities seem convinced that they will be able to enforce
this standard ; but the difficulties encountered by the Federal employer
show the problems that might be expected by a small employer less able
to enforce demands for information. For this reason, the Committee
strongly favors the enactment of legislation which would put the burden
of disclosure upon the original manufacturer or formulator.

Under the Occupational Safety and Health Act , the Department of Labor
has the power to set occupational health and safety standards and to
inspect and fine employers who do not adhere to them. The Department
can address the chemical identification issue by requiring that all
employers have material safety data sheets on each toxic substance in
their plants, as is now required for the shipbuilding industry. However,

• the Federal Government is not empowered to confront this problem at its
source by regulating chemicals directly; that is, by requiring chemical
manufacturers to label products and disclose toxic ingredients , or by
requiring the testing of chemical products for toxic properties . There
are no Federal statues (except the fuel additive provisions of the Clean
Air Act) that authorize control of toxic chemicals because of their
health and environmental effects. Current Federal laws do not provide
the means for discovering the adverse effects on health and environment
of new chemical substances before they are marketed .

Congress has been considering legislation to close this regulatory gap
for five years.8t’ Successive Toxic Substances Control Acts have given
the Environmental Protection Agency the authority to require labeling,
specify the manner of disposing of chemical substances, or even ban
substances entirely . Under the most recent legislation , chemical
manufacturers would be required to test potentially toxic products and
to submit reports and maintain records on any adverse health and
environmental effects.

8t’In two previous Congresses both Houses passed a toxic bill , but the
Conference Committees were unable to resolve the differences in the bills and
report out a compromise bill. At the time this report was completed , the
House—Senate conference has approved the Toxic Substances Control Act , but
neither chamber had voted on the conference report.
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Toxic Substances Control legislation would permit more effective control
over hazardous chemicals in the workplace by placing the responsibility
for identification on the producer. Identifying dangers at the outset
is less costly and more efficient than discovering them after the fact.
Even with this legislation , OSHA must still act vigorously to meet its
regulatory and inspection obligations. Without it, OSHA should set
and enforce standards for employers to end the practice of unnecessarily
exposing workers to know~i hazardous substances.

- • RECOMMENDATION: Determine the actions necessary for comp liance with the

Toxic Substances Control Act which was enacted on 12 October 1976 and Federal

Standard 3l3A which was promulgated on 4 June 1976.
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A.2.l.6 PERSONNEL CONSIDERATIONS

Personnel considerations are important factors in the application and

removal of marine coating systems . They include not only manpower requirements ,

but personnel training and safety as well. Each of these factors may vary

depending upon the type of coating system employed , the methods of application

and removal , and the time allotted to accomplish the application and removal

processes .

L~ present, replacement of a hull coating at a naval shipyard is accomplished

by Shop 71 personnel generally over a period of several weeks during a ship ’s

regular overhaul period. This type of work schedule permits the use of a minimum

number of personnel engaged in work over a relatively long period of time.

Replacement of a coating system in this manner has several disadvantages , which

include the following :

• Abrasive blast operations generate large amounts of dust and often

inhibit the performance of other exterior hull maintenance while the

blasting is in progress.

• Shop 71 personnel are often hampered by interference from other shipyard

tradesmen who are performing maintenance on both the exterior and interior

of the hull. A typical example , cited by the Shop 71 General Foreman at

Norfolk Naval Shipyard , is the interference of welders doing hot work on

the hull plating inside the ship during or after the time painters have

applied the new protective coatings to the exterior of the hull. Heat

from welding causes the paint to blister , necessitating replacement of the

coating in the damaged area.

• Delays in the application process are sometimes encountered due to the

non—availability of support services (e.g., c’ane service) at the times

required.
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A.2.1.6 PERSONNEL CONSIDERATIONS (Cont’d)

4. Painters and blasters must work around such obstacles as soil chutes and

steam condensate drains. Drydocked ships require the use of their head

facilities and galley equipment during regular overhaul periods.

The concept of “pit Stop” drydocking should be examined as a possible means

I of averting these disadvantages. The procedures described below would serve to

maximize efficiency and minimize time requirements in hull, coating replacement

operations . Specific equipment requirements associated with the “Pit Stop”

method will be discussed in section A.2.l.7 of this appendix .

If the desired interval between a ship ’s regular overhauls is six years,

for example, but the vessel ’s antifouling coating is effective for only three

years, drydock the ship at the three—year point in a dock specifically desig-

nated for coating replacement and equipped accordingly . Employ a large force of

Shop 71 personnel to replace the vessel’s hull coating in the shortest possible

time frame. No other work would be performed during the “Pit Stop” period.

The ship’s company would be required to use shoreside head and galley facilities

during the blasting and painting operations, eliminating the need for cumbersome

soil chutes and steam condensate drains on the hull. Under such conditions , the

Paint Shop Production Superintendent at Norfolk Naval Shipyard estimated that the

entire hull of an attack submarine could be blasted to bare metal and painted in

a three—day perbd. Similarly , the hull coating systems on a destroyer and an

aircraft carrier could be replaced in five—day and two—week periods , respec-

tively23 .

During regularly scheduled ship overhauls , the “Pit Stop” concept could be

employed as follows: designate a time period , ideally after all other repair

work has been completed , when Shop 71 personnel may abrasive blast and paint
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the entire hull of the vessel without interference from any of the other ship-

yard trades. During this period , ensure that the necessary drydock services are

at the complete disposal of Shop 71.

Utilization of the “Pit Stop” method offers the following advantages :

• Coating replacement is accomplished in a minimum time frame.

• Uniformity of the coating system is achieved by uninterrupted application

over the entire hull.

• Abrasive blasting operations may be conducted as a single evolution ,

reducing the amount of clean—up effort required in the dock.

• Considerable fuel savings can be realized by refurbishing a ship ’s

anti—fouling hull coating at interim drydockings.

• More efficient use of Shop 71 manpower can be achieved through systematic

scheduling of drydockings.

It is believed that employment of the “Pit Stop” method could be effected

at naval shipyards without an increase in Shop 71 manning levels . Training

• 
requirements and safety considerations would also remain unchanged with the

adoption of this method of coating refurbishment.

As mentioned earlier in this section , personnel considerations are dependent

on the type of marine coating system employed as well as the method of applica-

tion utilized and the time frame allotted to accomplish the coating replacement

evolution . Of the five marine coating systems discussed in this appendix , two

utilize cuprous oxide as their toxic agent while three employ an organotin

biocide . Due to the personnel hazards associated with the use of organometallic

substances, adoption of any one of the latter coating systems would necessitate

a thorough training program on product handling procedures and personnel
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A.2.l.6 PERSONNEL CONSIDERATIONS (Con t ’d)

safety precautions. Procurement of the necessary safety equipment and the

implementation of various safety measures are overhead costs associated with

the adoption of these organometallic systems . These items are discussed in

detail under Section A.2.l.7, Facility/Equipment Requirements.

I
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A.2.l.7 FACILITY/EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS

Facility and equipment requirements are major factors which should be

considered prior to the adoption of a mari.ie coating system . Some requirements

are universal and apply to all types of coating systems , while other require-

ments vary depending on the specific physical and chemical properties of the

P coating. The langth of the time frame allotted to replace the coating on a

ship ’s hull also affects equipment and facility requirements. As discussed in

the previous section on personnel considerations , the Navy currently utilizes

a minimal work force over a long period of time . Under L .~~ proposed “Pit Stop”

method of coating replacement , a large work force would be employed over a

relatively brief period of time to accomplish the evolution . As can be expected ,

additional equipment requirements exist for the latter method. The following

paragraphs identify these additional requirements and the specific equipment

requirements peculiar to hull coating systems employing organotin biocides .

DRYDOCKS

The major facility required in the replacement of any hull coating system

is a drydock. There are 37 graving docks in inventory in the eight naval

shipyards . Ten of these docks have been obsoleted due to the lack of deep

draft docking capability required by modern ships1’. That leaves 27 naval

drydocks to support the Navy’s 484 active ship fleet. Commercial shipyard

drydocks are being used,and presumably will continue to be used, to absorb this

workload . Figure I contains a listing of some Navy ships/ship types and a

portrayal of the basic planning factors for the periods between ship overhauls

and the nominal duration of the overhauls. This information is contained in

Navy ship maintenance policy instructions maintained and promulgated by the

Chief of Naval Operations . The chart itself was extracted from the Navy
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A. 2.1.7 FACILITY/EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS (Cont’ d)

presentation before a Subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations , House

of Representatives in June 1975
25. The average interval between overhauls of

these various ships/ship types is about four years . Dividing the total numbe r

of active ships by this average interval indicates that approximatel y 121

overhauls must be performed each year. From a marine coatings standpoint , all

ships should actually be drydocked at three-year intervals which is the maximum

effective service life of present day antifouling coatings . This would require

the drydocking of 164 ships per year!

Unfortunately, the Navy has been unable to meet the desired ove rhauls

cycles. En FY76, for example, only 76 ships were overhauled. The Navy ’s

target for FY77 is 105 ships
26. Failure to meet the required overhauls cycles

has resulted in a b&cklog of ships overdue for overhau l over the last five years.

This backlog is depicted in Table IV
26
.

TABLE IV - BACKLOG OF OVERDUE SHIP OVERHAULS

End-FY Numbe r of Ships Percent of Fleet

1971 17 2

1972 27 4

1973 26 5

1974 47 9

1975 71 14

1976 69 14

Although there are many underlying causes for the backlog, the three mos t

obvious are shipyard manpower limitations , 0&MN funding constraints , and
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extended duration of overhauls due to the increasing complexity of modern

ships.

FINDING: The Navy is unable to overhau l the Fleet at the periodicity desired

due to several factors . One major constrai.~t is the shortage of deep draft

drydocks at naval shipyards . It has been publicly stated that a large

Ibacklog of ship overhauls now exists

RECOMMENDATION: Consider the construction of more drydocks. Study the possi-

bility of deepening those docks which have been obsoleted due to the lack of

deep draft docking capability .

“PIT STOP” METHOD OF DRYDOCKING

The backlog of ship overhau ls caused by the aforementioned conditions has

forced ships to remain afloat for periods considerably longer than the effective

service life of their antifouling hull coatings. As a result of the increased

hull fouling, there is a substantial increase in fuel consumption for the

remainder of the ship ’s operational cycle.

The “Pit Stop” me thod of drydocking should be considered as a possible

means of averting these added fuel costs . Ideally, a drydock devoted speci-

fically to coating replacement would be equipped with hydraulically controlled

work platforms similar to those shown in Figure It. The unit pictured is

manufactured by a Dutch company known as Maastrichtse Machinefabrick Delnoz by.

As advertised by the manufacturer, the platforms can be equipped with abrasive

blast equipment , paint spray equipment, and high pressure wate r spray equipment.

Such an installation would greatly facilitate and expedite blasting and

painting operations.
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In addi t ion to the hydra u lic p lat f orm , an inc rease in u t i l i ty requ i rements

such as compressed air, electricity , water, etc., would result from the employ-

ment of the “Pit Stop” method .

Organotin Antifouling Paints

Antifouling paints which employ organotin biocides have relative ly high

levels of human toxicity.  The Navy , consequently,  has es tabl ished r ig id s a f e ty

precautions for the application , removal, and disposal of organotin paints in

naval shipyards. Although these paints offer excellent protection from marine

fouling, consideration iaust be given to the capita l expenditure s for

protective clothing, waste disposal eq u ipmen t , and addi t ional labor require-

men ts necessary to compl y with these safe ty  precautions . The fol lowing is a

l ist  of some measure s deeme d necessary to meet the safe ty  standards set for th

in NAVSH 1PS NOTICE 9 190 of 28 May 1974 11.

• All personnel involved in the 1nixing, app lication, removal, clean-up,

and disposal processes are required to wear disposable protective

clothing.

• Personnel involved in the mixing, application, and removal processes

must u t i l i ze  Bureau of Mines approved air supplied respi ra tors , a i r

supplied hoods , or organic vapor respirators as specified in the instruc-

tion.

• All keel blocks, staging , planks, etc., must be masked or otherwise

covered during the application process.

• T n accordance wi th the safety precautions promulgated , normal application

w i l l  be made by ro l ler  or brush.  This cons t ra in t  considerably increases

the number of manhours required in the application process.
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A.2.l.7 FACILITY/EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS (Cont ’d)

• All exterior hul l  work on the ship being painted , as well  as on othe r

ships in the same dry dock , must cease during the appl icat ion or removal

of organotin paints . Such a precaution results in loss of productive

manhours and extends drydock durations .

• To minimize the spreading of airborne organotin dust during the removal

process, the use of wet abrasive blasting methods is specified in the

instruction.

• The waste abrasive grit and abraded coating which accunnnulate in the

drydock during the removal process must be gathered in a wet state ,

placed in steel drums, sealed and buried in a Class I sanitary landfill

or approved dumping site . Such disposal requirements are extreme ly

costly.

• • All painting and masking materials, rollers, cans, brushes, etc., must

also be sealed in steel drums and buried. To reduce the volume of

material and hence the number of drums required , the instruction

recommends procurement of a horizontal solid bulkhead type compactor.

The compactor that is procured must be used only for antifouling paint

waste disposal.

FINDING: The cost of complying with the prescribed safety precautions asso-

ciated with the application , removal, and disposal of organotin antifouling

paints in substantial.

RECOMMENDATION: This cost should be carefully weighed wi th the benefits

derived from employing organotin antifouling paints.
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A.2.2.l POLICY

When one rises above the detail level which is discussed in other portions

• of this Appendix, certain salient findings become prominent. Long life

underwater coatings are needed a: one important measure to allow extension of

the drydocking interval of Navy ships. The key requirement Is to defeat the

attachment of marine life to reduce shaft horsepower requirements and to avoid

producing hydrodynamic noise in sonar systems. (Long life anticorrosive

coatings are already state—of—the—art.) Camouflage and reduced sonar ref lec—

tance would also be valuable attributes of coating material.

The focus of research and development must be upon long life antifouliag

coatings containing marine pesticides to target the spectrum of phyla which

threaten. Research and development effort is largely a multi—disciplinary task

involving chemistry and marine biology disciplines .

Selection of coatings for service use will consider alternatives coming

out of the RDT&E process. Among the parameters which must be examined in this

selection are: availability of raw materials, manufacturing capability of

the commercial production base, industrial engineering aspects of the surface

preparation and coating application, performance in service use , and environ-

mental constraints.

The amount of activity on—going in the marine coating community, both

scientific and commercial, is prolific and diversified . Considerable time and

effort would be required on the part of Navy coating engineers to keep informed

of developments. The International Committee on Marine Corrosion and Fouling

is an important one of these activites. The NAVSEA Steering Group for Surface

Preparation and Painting Equipment and Methods Standardization Subcommittee is

performing valuable work. The Manufacturing Technology Projects of the Naval
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A.2.2.l POLICY (Cont ’d)

Material Industrial Resources Office already contain on—going efforts which

should be monitored .

FINDING: The key requirement is for a marine antifouling coating to defeat

a wide spectrum of marine phyla and to remain effective for an extended period .

FINDING: Other valuable properties of a long life antifouling coating would be

camouflage and reduced sonar reflectance.

RECOMMENDATION: Fund and otherwise continue to support development of organo—

metallic polymer coatings at DTNSRDC, Annapolis. This work offers real

po~.ential for achieving long life antifouling properties.

* * * * *
FINDING: The process of selection of a coating for service use is a decision

process separate from RDT&E work. Among other things, this decision i~ volves

availability of raw materials, manufacturing capability of the commetcial

production base, industrial engineering for surface preparation and coating

application, performance in service use and environmental constraints .

FINDING: Constraints deriving from environmental and from occupational health

considerations have increased by several orders of magnitude during the past

• five years.

• FINDING: On—going activity in the marine coating community is prolific and

diversified. This activity is of value to Navy coatings programs and it

should be monitored routinely .

* * * * *
There are currently no prescribed standards which represent the maximum

acceptable degrees of fouling on:
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A.2. 2.~~ 1 POLICY (Con t ‘d)

a) various ship types

• b) specific portions of a ship ’s hull .

Such standards should be based on a comparison of the costs associated with

brushing or replacing a ship ’s hull coating versus the increased fuel costs and

other deleterious effects experienced at different levels of hull fouling .

RECOMMENDATION: Establish such standards for use fleetwide, bearing in mind

that fouling on a destroyer tender, f or instance, is no where near as critical

as fouling on a high speed combatant ship. By the same token, an accep table

level of fouling on a ship’s hull proper might be unacceptable on its sonar

dome or propeller. The results of tests recently conducted on the U.S.S.

HAROLD E. HOLT (FF—lO74) to determine the effects of marine fouling on the

performance of a Navy ship for selected hull regions could be used as a guide

in establishing maximum acceptable degrees of fouling.

* * * * *
The proper application of a marine coating system has perhaps as much

effect upon the performance and service life of the system as does the coating
I.

• formulation itself. For this reason a considerable amount of effort should be

devoted to assuring proper application of marine coatings in naval shipyards.

RECOMMENDATION: Close liaison should be maintained between the Navy ’s R&D

community, which is striving to develop new and better marine coating systems , - I
and the Shop 71 painters who are tasked with applying these systems at the

naval shipyards. Liaison can be acomplished via the existing NAVSEA Steering

Group for Surface Preparation and Painting Equipment and Methods Standardization

Subcommittee.
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A.2.2.2 WHAT CAN BE DONE NOW?

Nelson said, “England needs a victory at this hour.” Whereas a prime

purpose of the Master Plan may well be to give strategic direction to improving

underwater ship husbandry over the next decade , it Is proper to identif y items

on which action might proceed at once, or at least in the near term .

* *  * * *
The extant military specification for red vinyl underbottom antifouling

paint, Navy Formula 121, is MIL—P--l593lB; and for the black vinyl boottopping

paint, Navy Formula 129, is MIL—P-l6l89B. These specifications are being

modified so that the solvent will come into compliance with Rule 66 of the

Los Angeles Air Pollution Control District. The solvent methyl normal butyl

ketone is being used in place of methyl isobutyl ketone and xylene .

RECOMMENDATION: Complete the work, already in process, of re—formulating the

cuprous oxide based antifouling paint, Navy Formulas 121 and 129, so as to

obtain compliance with hydrocarbon emission limitations.

* * * * *
There is a considerable consensus that the performance of coatings currently

in service use is inadequate. However, since about 1961, the feedback reporting

system via the Docking Report has not been used . The reasoning which led to

cancellation of the “as docked” coating performance evaluation is not known.

It is speculated that the effort was too great to fill out a form for every

ship which was drydocked . This would be especially true if the person who was

making observations on performance had little expertise in coating technology

or in recognizing marine biota, but was forced by the system to perfunctoril y

complete a standard form. It is believed that service coating evaluation

should be resumed on a limited basis, for selected ships which have experienced
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• A.2.2.2 WHAT CAN BE DONE NOW? (Cont ’d)

extended waterborne service. These evaluations should be made only by individuals

with recognized expertise in coatings and marine biology .

RECOMMENDATION: Resume performance appraisal or evaluation of underwater

coatings on active fleet ships In the “as docked” condition .

* * * * *
It is time ly to update the chapter of the NAVSHIPS Technical Manual on

“Preservation of Ships in Service”. The date of the most recent edition is

January 1970. Since that time , for example, the epoxy-polyamide anticorrosive

coatings of MIL-P-24441 have been adopted for use. They were approved for service

by NAVSHIPS NOTE 9190 of 9 June 1972. Other information in this chapter also

needs updating. The foregoing is a further indicator of the overload being

carried by the limited number of coatings engineering personne l in the Naval

Ship Engineering Center.

RECOMMENDATION: Update and re-publish the chapter of the NAVSHIPS Techni.~a1

Manual on “Preservation of Ships in Service”.

* * * * *
During this study it was learned tha t Hittman Associate s expected to

deliver to the Environmental Protection Agency about 1 November 1976 a

Development Document regarding effluent limitations from drydocking and ship

repair activity. On reason for obtaining early information regarding this

Document is to make constructive criticism to the EPA if necessary. A second

reason is to gain lead time planning in the likely event that drydock sump

water effluent limitations might require particulate filter installations .

RECOMMENDATION: Obtain from the Environmenta l Protection &gency a copy of the

Development Document for proposed effluent limitations ~ navigable waters

from drydocking and ship repair point sources.
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A.2.2.3 NEEDED RDT&E

There is a clear need to provide funding support and to otherwise fos ter

research and development of organometallic polymer coatings (OMP) . This work

is now at hand at DTNSRDC, Annapolis . It is a coating which holds promise of

defeating the growth of marine life fo r a nominal five year period by use of

chemical marine pesticides alone. (Other salient systems would employ thick

films and mechanical brushing under water.) The OMP’s being given consideration

at present are the product of many years of preparatory and supportive e f fo r t

during which scores of similar but less effective materials were rejected for

cause in an orderly selection process. It is vital that this work on OMP’s,

now nearing fruition, should be carried through to conclusion .

[n 1969 Freiberger and Horbund report
45 

interesting work on the relative

toxicity of selected compounds to second stage nauplii of barnacles. They

measured the time required to kill one—half a population . Results were

summarized as follows:

Toxic Compound Time for 50% Mortality , mins.

tributyltin oxide 5

tripheny ltin chloride 23

tributyltin fluoride 23

triphenylead acetate 40

tributyltin sulfide 64

tributyltin resinate 140

cuprous oxide more than 240

This early work demonstrated the relative toxic effectiveness of certain

compounds, but did not, and was not intended to, assess the life span of an

antifouling paint.
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A.2.2.3 NEEDED RDT&E (Cont’d)

In November 1972 , Dyckman , et al 27 , reported work upon for ty  organometallic

polymers (OMP) which they had synthesized and tested for marine fouling

resistance. These OMP’s are unlike conventional antifouling coatings, which

are physical mixtures of: (a) rosin, (b) vinyl resin and (c) toxic agent. In

the OMP’s the organometallic toxic compound is chemically combined (polyrnerized)

with a resinous material so as to form a new chemical compound . One advantage

-
• of this is control of the rate of leaching of the toxic agent; leaching rate

of conventional antifoulant paint is unnecessarily high and wasteful during

early months of its exposure in seawater. Another advantage of OMP’s over

state—of—the—art antifouling paint is that the rosin in the latter is actually

a food source for bacterial slime, precursor organisms for macrofouling

• barnacles.

In April 1974, Dyckman, et al, reported~
’0 continuing progress in evaluating

the antifouling performance of OMP’s and on the basis of field trial data

selected five OMP’s which warranted formulation into marine coatings:

• 
OMP 1: poly (tri—n—butyltin niethacrylate/tri—n—propyltin methacrylate/

methyl methacrylate)

OMP 2: poly (trl—n—butyltin methacrylate/methyl methacrylate)

OMP 3: poly (tri—n—butyltin methacrylate/tri—n—propyltin methacrylate/

tribenzyltin methacrylate/ntethyl methacrylate)

OMP 4: the tri—n—butyltin and tri—n~-propyltin ester of poly (methyl

vinyl ether/ maleic acid)

OMP 5: the tri—n—butyltin ester of cross linked methacrylic acid .

At this time immersion testing of OMP resins by Navy has continued for more

than four years and samples have shown no marine growth, neither microfouling
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A.2.2.3 NEEDED RDT&E (Con t ’d)

(slime) nor macrofouling (barnacles, tubeworms). During the summer of 1975 ,

OMP 1 was added to panel testing program being conducted for the U .  S. Coast

6Guard at- Daytona Beach

In 1976 , work was i n i t i a t e d  to fo rmula te  OMP ’ s 1, 2 , 4 an d 5 into

antifouling paint material .

FINDING: The development work upon organometallic polymers (OMP’s) which has

been under way for several years is comprehensive , orderly and holds real

promise for producing an antifouling coating with a service life span of at

least five years . This work is nearing fruition .

RECOMMENDATION: Fully support the RDT&E work for formulating and evaluating

OMP antifouling coatings at DTNSRDC, Annapolis.

* * * * *
There would be military value in submarine coatings which provide visual

concealment or camouflage. Also, coatings which show promise for reduced

reflectance of sonar waves in the frequency range used by search sonar would

be valuable for submarine applications.

RECOMMENDATION: As an RDT&E task, examine the possibility of developing

submarine coatings which provide camouflage and reduced sonar reflectance.

For both submarine and surface combatant ships, coatings having the

capability of substantially decoup ling the ship ’s structureborne radiated

noise would have merit.

RECOMMENDATION: As an RDT&E task, examine the possibility of developing

underwater coatings to reduce structureborne radiated noise.
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A.2.2.4 EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION PLANS

It is now necessary to discuss what in management systems terms is called

appraisal. How well do underwater coatings systems perform the function

which is required of them? If a few different systems are to be considered for

use, how does a person go about making a comparative judgment on the merits of

each? It is generally conceded that: (1) atmospheric conditions at the time

of coating application and (2) operator skill and technique in surface prepara-

tion and in coating application may have equal weight in determining service

effectiveness along with the composition of the coating material itself. How

may these factors be incorporated in the appraisal of a coating?

As a general note, it must be said that existing materials perform remarkably

well. When one considers that a few mils thickness of coating material suffices

to protect steel plate from corrosion in seawater for upwards of seven years,

it must be set down as a remarkable achievement.

It is observed that several types of evaluation tests are being performed

on coating systems:

. panel tests displayed in offshore locations (i.e., within 100 yards

from the shoreline), especially for the evaluation of new coatings in

the development stage
28 ’ 6

• patch tests on ships in which newly developed coatings may be tested

in service conditions~~

• long term tests of a variety of anticorrosion coatings on steel

pilings driven 100 yards offshore at Dam Neck, Virginia
29

• a battery of quality assurance provisions and tests contained

within the procurement specifications
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A.2.2.4 EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION PLANS (Cont’d)

Most especially recommended to those who wish to pursue marine coating

performance evaluation in fur ther  detail are References 28 and 6. Eattelle

Columbus Laboratories is performing evaluation tests for the U.  S. Coast

Guard upon panels immersed in seawater near Daytona Beach, Florida . In the

early spring of 1975, a comprehensive examination of the performance of eighteen

ii
coating systems was made a f t e r  51 months of immersion in seawater.  (The

coating which was rated “t ruly outstanding” for its antifouling properties

at this time was Navy Formula 121/63.) In the summer of 1975 , an additional

twenty—two coating systems were added to the list of the original eighteen ,

raising the total number of coating systems under evaluation to forty.

• FIND ING: The U. S. Coas t Guard has a stated goal of five—year service l i f e

for marine antifou1.ing coatings to use on its ships and buoys. It is sponsoring

long—term panel tests to evaluate premium coating material .

RECOMMENDATION: As a minimum , maintain continuing liaison with and monitor

the results of panel tests being conducted by the Coast Guard/Battel le

Laboratories at Daytona Beach , Florida. Consider joint funding sponsorship of

this valuable on—going work.

Another system for performance evaluation of marine coatings which has

been employed is app lying them to portions (or even the complete underwater

bod y) of ships in active service. This scheme has the obvious advantage of

subjecting the coating to conditions which are not s imula ted  by panel tests.

Among these conditions are:

• mechanical vibration of hull panels induced by the propeller and

by pounding sea forces.
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A . 2 . 2 . 4  EFFECTIV ENESS EVALUATION PLANS (Cont ’d)

• the variation in marine biological life due to depth . Chlcrophyll

bearing phototrophic algae require sunlight, and are not found on

the flat bottom of deep draft ships.

• high velocity, turbulent water flow, like that found in )
the wash of ships’ propellers.

• the frictional resistance to ships’ power requirements.

Reference 30 is an example of a study performed a decade ago on the

increased frictional resistance effects on ships’ power requirements caused by

hull fouling. Among other things, it showed that for destroyer type ships with

hulls not yet fouled by marine growth, frictional resistance to motion was less

when vinyl resin antifouling paint was used than when hot plastic antifoulin.g

paint was used. Another observation was that although the vinyl resin paints

had a somewhat higher fouling rate during their lifetime, their frictional

resistance never exceeded that of the hot plastic system. These tests were

conducted in the time frame 1965—1967, and it is speculated that they may have

contributed to the decision for use of vinyl resin antifouling coatings in the
I,.

Fleet. Nonetheless, they demonstrate the ultimate evaluation of a coating

system, full scale testing in service use.

Another method which has been utilized for evaluation of underwater coatings

is to apply them on the hul l  of a ship on active service in a tes t  patch of

reasonable dimensions. In the past few years this method was used to evaluate

the performance of a number of antifouling paints which contained organotin

compounds as the toxic agent~~~.
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A.2 .2 .4  EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION PLANS (Cont ’d)

(N.B.  At this point in the narrative of the study, having mentioned the

word organotin compounds, it is necessary to distinguish them from organometallic

polymers (OMP’s) which comprise the work now in hand at DTNSRDC, Annapolis.

Organotin paints, for example, Mare Island Formula lO2OA , are physical mixtures

containing tributyltin oxide and/or tributyltin fluoride compounds. Organo—

metallic polymers are large molecules in which these tributyltin compounds have

been chemically combined.)

Patch tests offer the advantage of subjecting a coating to the realities

of service exposure. They provide an opportunity to compare the performance of

a test coating with that of a control coating applied to the remainder of the

hull. A disadvantage of a patch test is that it is necessary to employ the

use of divers and underwater television cameras for inspection purposes ; it is

not practical to remove the sample from the water and make a quarterly examina-

tion of the condition of the coating as might be done with a panel test.

During this study it was learned that the National Bureau of Standards is

in the process of evaluating a variety of anticorrosive coatings in a f ie ld

test at Dam Neck , Virginia 29 . Th is is a planned f i f teen—year  program , and

in 1976 , the f i rs t  eight years had elapsed . The twenty - three coa t ing  sys tems

being evaluated are representatives of three general groups: (a) metallic

coatings, (b) non—metallic coatings and (3) non—metallic coatings applied over

metallic primers. The coatings were applied to steel H—beam pilings which were

then jetted into the sandy shoreline where the water depth is approximately

seven feet , that is , about 100 yards from the beach .
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A . 2 . 2 . 4  EFFECTIV ENESS EVALUATION PLAN S (Cont ’d)

Despite that the stated pur pose o f the National Bureau of Standards ’

investigation is addressed to steel pilings and not to ships, iL is considered

that the work has useful applicability .

• evaluation is be:Lng made of protection of steel in the splash zone .

Thi s simulates conditions in the vicin ity of a ship ’s waterline wher e

the hull is alternately exposed to air and salt water . A ship ’s

waterline is frequently an area of incipient hull pitting.

• the variety of anticorrosive coatings being employed is impressive.

Continuing study of the NBS results may avoid duplication of effort

on the part of the Navy.

• the objective point of view of the NBS lends credence to the results.

Quality assurance provisions and testing requirements contained in the

Military Specifications used for procurement are a means for evaluating effect ive—

ness. Such tests may have deficiencies for estimating the long term service

l ife of a particular coating. However , they provide vital indicators from

which satisfactory, extended service l ife may be inferred. Military Specifica-

tion MIL—P—23236, “Paint Coating Systems, Steel Ship Tank, Fuel and Salt Water

Ballast” is a good example of this approach. This specification is a performance

type one , in contrast to specifications for ship bottom paints which specify

the specific ingredients and their quantities.

Among the accelerated laboratory tests which are specified in MIL—P—23236

are such items as:

• immersion resistance during twenty cycles of exposure to salt water ,

boiling salt water , and hot seawater pressure spray
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A.2.2.4_ EFFECTiVENESS EVALUATION PLANS (Con t ’d)

• adhesion of coating by knife tests

• an 18—month shipboard service test to evaluate coating performance in

use.

After successful completion of the tests specified , a qualified products list

has been established listing trade names and manufacturers of products which

have met the requirements.

It is admitted that the coatings of MIL—P—23236 are not formulated to

possess antifouling properties. They do, ho’iever, provide anticorrosion protec-

tion from immersion in seawater . They are brought into this discussion to

illustrate the point that there is working precedent for relatively short term

evaluation of underwater coatings which are intended to have a life expectancy

of eight to ten years in service.

FINDING: Naval shipboard underwater coating systems presently in use are being

specified by “cookbook” type procurement specifcations ; that is, trte exact

ingredients and the quantity of each is spelled out. This procedure intrin-

sically fixes the service life of the coating , assuming that proper application

techniques are followed.

FINDING: The anticorrosive coating specification , MIL—P—23236, is a working

precedent for the use of performance type specifications . The government does

not specify the ingredients of the coating material, which is formulated

propri,etarily by the manufacturer .

FINDING: During the course of this study no instance was observed wherein

extended antifouling properties of a coating could be demonstrated and proven

by means of laboratory tests or extrapolation of short term tests. Advertising

and proprietary claims are being made that a five—year life antifouling coating

already exists based on abbreviated test results 31 .
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A . 2 . 2 . 4  EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION PLANS (Cont ’d)

Some effort was expended looking into the use of the Docking Report ,

NAVSHIPS 9020— 2 , as a tool for evaluation o f underwater coatings and a vehicle

for recording performance. This was perceived as being valuable effort ,

because after all panel tests, laboratory tests, and patch tests results have

been studied , the real bottom line for appraisal remains: How well did the

coating system perform in service use?

A sampling of ten Docking Reports of recent date from the files of the

Naval Ship Engineering Center was perused . Each of these reports was of a

Jacking which had occurred during a regular overhaul, not an interim docking

for voyage repairs. A .ross section of fleet ships was included in the

sample — aircraft carrier, surface combatant, submarine and wooden hull mine-

sweeper.

In addition to the above sampling , the files of docking reports at

Norfolk Naval Shipyard were examined i~ the hope that coating performance

could be evaluated over a long term by looking at the coating appraisals of

one particular ship in three successive drydockings extended over , say, a decade 23.

It was learned that twenty years ago very considerable effort and attention

were devoted to appraising and recording the condition of ship underwater coatings.

At that time, the Docking Report consisted of a series of form sheets , of which

the following were especially germane:

NAVSHIPS 223—1, Docking Report
NAVSHIPS 223—2 , Coating Application
NAVSHIPS 223—8, Wooden Hull Data

All of these forms are labeled as having been newly revised in January 1955,

and it appears that they were in use until 1961.
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A .2 . 2 . 4  EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION PLANS (Cont ’d)

On the 1955 Docking Report , Form 223—1 , nearly half the page was used to

record the following information pertaining to performance of the coat~.ig found

upon the ship “as docked ” :

• Date and place last undocked

• A synopsis of the ship ’s operating area

• Number of days under way/not under way

• Navy f ormula of coatings pr ev iously applied

• Touchups made

• Experimental app lications , if any

• Adjective statement of coating condition in various bottom areas

A lso , on the reverse side of Form 223-2 , the Coating Applicat ion Repor t , a

diag ramatic ske tch of the ship bottom was furn ished  on which the extent  and

location of fouled and corroded areas could be marked.

On the obverse side of Form 223—2, a quite detailed statement was reported

regarding the coating applied at this docking. Among the data reported were:

• Manufacturer of coatings and batch numbers

• Dates of manufacture

• Dates applied , temperature and weather condition

• Dry film thickness

• Time interval between coats

A revised format was adopted in 1961. The elements of information men-

tioned in the above two paragraphs were deleted from the Docking Report. Since

l961,a report is made identifying the coating which is applied during a particu-

lar drydocking ; however , no report is required concerning the condition of the

underwater paint system of the ship in the “as docked” condition .
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A . 2 . 2 . 4  EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION PLAN S (Cont ’d)

The Docking Report Form was revised again in 1967 and assigned a new Form

Number 9070—1 (Revised 1—67). Changes made did not affect the underwater

coating system, and the “as docked” condition of bottom paint is not routinely

reported .

In studying the Navy ’s appraisal practices , it was observe d that bottom

coating evaluation work is now being performed for special cases but is recorded

and reported more informally than through use of the Docking Report. For example ,

in minutes of meetings of the Steering Group , Surface Preparation and Painting

Conference, there are a number of references to underwater coating appraisals

having been made upon Navy ships in drydock. A Docking Report from SIJPSHIP

Newport News regarding SSBN 617 in March 1975 included a Painter’s Report

using a local form (NNS&DDCO Form 2051) which provided adjective descriptions

of marine fouling conditions with identification by phyla. The Superintendent

Painter at Norfolk Naval Shipyard mentioned that, as a matter of professionalism ,

he normally inspects the coating systems of ships as they return to drydock from

sea service.

- - 
- 

FINDING: Use of the Docking Report, Form NAVSHIPS 9070, as a mechanism for

recording the condition of the underbottom coating “as docked” was abandoned

about 1961. At present the Docking Report records only the coatings which

were applied during the drydock period.

RECc~1MENDATIoN: Draw up a form sheet in the NAVSHIPS 9070 series entitled

Underwater Coating Evaluation. Include among the reportable items of information

most (all) of those elements which were contained in the Form 223 of vintage

1955. Utilize only observers with coating expertise to fill out this form,

rather than perfunctory remarks from casual observers.
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A .2 .2 .5 DEVELOPMENT PROGRESS TRACKING PLANS

When this Master Plan has been drawn up and published in the spring of 1977,

it is expected that it will contain a group of recommendations which will win

official approval and which will need to be implemented . Assuming that , some

of these recommendations would modify ongoing programs and practices:

(a) in RDT&E projects , including those sponsored by ONR

(b) in design work, in ship specifications and in military specifications

(c) in industrial production equipmej~t and facilities

(d) in ship overhaul scheduling intervals for both depot level and

intermediate level maintenance

(e) in personnel allocations to naval activities

(f) making it necessary to re—write a multitude of existing directives

and technical manuals

• (g) requiring reprogramming of funding allocations .

The question is who will see to it that the approved recommendations are put

into effect. Who will bring into concert the efforts of the multifarious

activities whose duties and responsibilities , already properly assigned , impinge

upon the goals of the Master Plan?

FINDING: At such future time when certain recommendations of this Master Plan

have received approval, there will be a need for a single manager to assure

that they are implemented .

RECOMMENDATION: A Program Manager in the Naval Sea Systems Command should be

designated at the executive agent to implement the recommendations of this

Master Plan. His responsibilities should include the following:

• drafting a policy directive to be promulgated by OPNAV —
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A.2.2.5 DEVELOPMENT PROGRESS TRACKING PLANS (Cont’d)

• identifying fund resources in the budget necessary to foster these

recommendations

~ ascertaining and tracking the progress of the program.

I
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A.3 NAVY FORMULA 150 SERIES/FORMU LA 121/63

A. 3.1 STATE-OF-THE-ART

These formulas constitute the Navy’s most widely used hull coating system

The Formula 150 (series), the anticorrosive component of the system , is an

epoxy—polyamide coating approved for use on underwater hulls , exterior topsides ,

bilges , tanks, and wet spaces (e.g. wash rooms , water closets, sculleries , etc.).

The series consists of the six formulas listed below which are applied in

different combinations depending upon the usage:

Formula Description

150 Green Primer

151 Haze Gray No. 27

152 White

153 Black, Ro 1.8

154 Dark Gray, Ro 3.6

155 Dark Gray, Ro 6

156 Red

When employed as an underwater hull anticorrosive, single coats of

Formulas 150, 151, and 154 are applied to produce a minimum total dry film

thickness of 8.0 inils
32

. This coating has yielded excellent anticorrosion

protection since its adoption by the Navy in 1972
23
.

Formula 121/6 3, the antifouling component of this coating system, is a

red vinyl paint that is applied over the Formula 150 (series) in two coats to

yield a dry film thickness of 4 m11s
32

. The coating employs cuprous oxide as

its toxic agent and has a maximum effective service life of about 3 years.

Where a black antifouling paint is specified , Navy Formula 129/63 is applied
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A. 3.l STATE-OF—THE-ART (Cont ’d)

as the antifoulant component of the system . Its effect ive service l i fe is

about one year.

ADVANTAGES OF FORMULA 150 (SERIE S) /FORMU LA 121/6 3

• Milspecs currently exist for both components of this system. A logistic

chain for the manufacture, procurement, application, and removal of

this system has already been established .

• From an environmental standpoint, Formula 121/63, which utilizes cuprous

oxide as its toxicant, poses no signficant threat to man or the environ-

ment in the application, use or removal process. The product is currently

registered with EPA ’s Marine Pesticide Division.

• The total dry film thickness of the coating system (12 mils) is rela—

tively small in comparison to other marine hull coatings, thereby

contributing little weight to the displacement of the vessel.

DISADVANTAGES OF FORMULA 150 (SERIES)/FORMULA 121/63

• Due to the chemical formulation of epoxy polyamides, each of the

coatings in the Formula 150 series is supplied as two components which

must be mixed, stirred , and allowed to stand for a prescribed period

of time prior to their application . The potlife of the mixed components

o 32is 6 hours at 73F

• The service life of the antifouling coating is limited to three years

under favorable conditions. Fouling has been known to occur in as

short a period as 6 months, however , on ships operating in tropical

waters.

• The cuprous oxide in Formula 129/63, the black antifoulant topcoat ,

tends to turn green when used on the top side of submarines . This
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A.3. l  STATE—OF—THE—ART (C3nt ’d)

color change undermines the vessel’s camouflage. As previously

mentioned , the service life of this coating is considerably shorter than

that of Formula 121/63.

A.3.2 TECHNOLOGY GAPS

Comparative studies conducted over the last several years have ranked the

Navy ’s current underwater hull coati.ig system as one of the best available. The

Formula 150 series has exhibited superlative anticorrosive protection for periods

of up to 7 years. Formida 121/63 has proven effective for periods ranging

from 18 - 36 months . The major technology gap apparent in this system is the

limited service life of the viny l antifouling coating.

A technology gap apparent not only in this system, but in other systems as

• 
• well, is the inability of the coating to stand up under conditions of high

• 
velocity water flow, such as the flow to which the rudder, sea chests, and

other hull appendages are subjected . Protective paint systems tend to be

scoured off under these conditions.

A.3.3 NEEDED RDT&E

The need for long life antifouling hull coatings that are compatible with

our environment is recognized world wide. I. U. S. Government , as well as

many foreign governments and private industry, is presently conducting research

to develop such coatings.

A.3.4 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

The antifouling component of the Navy’s hull coating system employs

cuprous oxide as its toxic agent. Since cuprous oxide is relatively harmless
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A.3.4 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS (Cont’d)

from an environmental standpoint, it will suff ice to make reference to the

general environmental considerations discussed earlier in this report.

FINDING: The Navy’s current hull coating system is one of the best marine

coating systems available today .

RECOMMENDATION: Continue to use the Formula 150/Formula 121/63 coating system

until a system is developed which offers a major improvement (e.g. doubles

the service life) over the existing system.
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A.4 SEAMASTER SYSTEM

A. 4.l STATE-OF—THE—ART

The Seamaster System was developed by the Norwegian paint manufacturer

JOTUN in consultation with the Ship Research Institute of Norway . The system,

which is categorized generically as a chlorinated rubber , is comprised of the

following coats :

• one 0.6—0.8 mil coat of Securit Zinc—Rich Shop Primer

• four 4 mil coats of Vinyguard

• four 3 mil coats of Seamaster Antifouling on side bottom

• two 3 mu coats of Seamaster on flat bottom area

The effective service life of the Seamaster System in commercial applications

is advertised to be 4 to 5 years , requiring three or four reactivations of the

34
antifouling coating during that time period . Reactivation is accomp lished

by removing the outer layer of the antifouling paint via underwater brushing

and exposing a new layer of antifoulant paint with amp le supp lies of toxicant

to inhibit marine fouling .

It must be noted that the full Seamaster System is currentl y emp loyed on

34
only one vessel , the Norwegian Destroyer OSLO . The system has yielded

excellent results for the 3-1/2 years it has been in service
35
. Two reactiva-

tions have been performed on the coating since its initial application.

In addition to the complete Seaniaster System , JOTUN offers a modified

system which may be applied over a ship ’s existing anticorrosive coating

providing the existing coating is in excellent condition. The effective

service life of the modified system is two years . It is currentl y in use

on 15 vessels
35
.
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A.4.l STATE-OF—THE—ART (Cont ’d)

ADVANTAGES OF SEAMASTER

• The system’s four—five year service life offers extended intervals

between drydockings.

• The system utilizes a form of copper as its toxic agent , as does the

U. S. Navy ’s present hull coating system . Copper is mined domestically

and is available at a relatively low price.

• The JOTUN Marine Coatings Company has 22 distributors in the U. S.,

located on all coasts.

DISADVANTAGES OF SEAMASTER

• Precisely controlled paint application is required for the Seamaster

System to be effective. The manufacturer recommends that “plenty” of

time be allowed for drying between coats and that the paint be given an

opportunity to set thoroughly after the last coat of antifouling paint

• . . 33is applied — ide~Llly for five days

• Because the product is only available from a single manufacturer , the

use of competitive bidding in the procurement process would be precluded .

• The Seamaster System is applied to a substantially greater thickness

than the Navy’s present coating system, resulting in increased displace-

ment of the vessel.

• The cost per gallon of the product is significantly higher than the

cost per gallon of the Navy’s present hull coating system
34
.

• Besides being expensive and inconvenient, the coating reactivation

process tends to increase the roughness of the coating system , and in

some instances, when not properly carried out, may even result in

damage to the anticorrosive coating.
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A.4.2 TECHNOLOGY GAPS
led

A major factor affecting the service life of the Seamaster System is the

quality of underwater brushing achieved during each reactivation period . At

• the present time, the most sophisticated method of reactivating an underwater

hull coating is by use of the Butterworth SCAMP apparatus . Since underwater

brushing equipment and techniques are addressed in detail in Appendix D, let it

suffice to say here that the machine has certain limitations which restrict it

from performing an effective brushing/reactivation of the entire underwater hull.

A.4.3 NEEDED RDT&E

RDT&E efforts are required to develop an automated underwater brushing

apparatus capable of cleaning the entire submerged portion of the hull without

damaging the coating system.

RDT&E efforts might also be devoted to determining a means of reducing the

five—day curing time required after the application of the complete Seatnaster

System.

A.4.4 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

‘The Seamaster System employs cuprous oxide as its toxic agent. Since no

regulations currently exist prohibiting the waterborne brushing of ships ’ hulls

in navigable waters, the use of the Seamaster System poses no probtems at the

present time. Prior to adopting such a coating system, however, the Navy

should consider the possibility that constraints might one day be placed on

waterborne brushing operations, since the evolution results in spent antifouling

paint being discharged into navigable waters. Having to drydock a vessel f or

the purpose of reactivating its long—life antifouling paint would certainly

defeat the purpose of this type of coating system.
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A.4.4 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS (Cont ’d)

FINDING: Though the Seamaster System appears to offer excellent anticorrosive/

antifouling protection for extended periods of time, the System has not yet

been fully tested .

RECOMMENDATION: Establish contact with the JOTUN Marine Coatings Company and

the using commercial shipping lines to monitor the results of the service tests

now in progress.
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A.5 SELF—POLISHING COPOLYMER

A. 5.1 STATE-OF-THE-ART

The Marine Coatings Division of the Intertu ional Paint Company has recently

introduced a three coat Self—Po ishing Copolyin r (SPC) Antifouling Paint System.

The System provides antifouling protection only, and consequently, must be

applied over an anticorrosive coating. According to the manufacturer , the

System is designed not only to give extended freedom from fouling for two years

or more, but also to contribute significantly to the reduction of hull surface

roughness by its built—in self—polishing action
36
.

Unlike other antifouling paints, the toxin in the SPC coating is chemically

combined with the binder, so that leaching occurs only at the surface of the

paint. As the surface wears away under water flow, new layers of toxin are

exposed. The antifouling lifetime of the coating is, therefore, directly

proportional to the film thickness of the applied coating.

A typical SPC application would consist of the following coats:

1st coat Red 3 mils

2nd coat Gray 4 mils

3rd coat White 4 mils

Unfortunately, SPC is not yet licensed for sale in the United States. The

International Paint Company is planning to submit its registration application

to EPA in September l976~~ .

ADVANTAGES OF THE SPC ANTIFOULING SYSTEM

• The SPC System not only prevents fouling but also reduces hull surface

roughness , which is another factor that contributes to increased

shaft horsepower requirements.
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A. 5.l STATE-OF—THE—ART (Cont ’d)

• The System requires no type of cleaning or reactivation during its

service life.

• The SPC antifouling coating could be used in conjunction with the Navy’s

Formula 150 (series) anticorrosive coating which has already proven to

be extremely effective.

• Since the SPC coating maintains itself in a highly polished state during

its entire service life, no abrasive blasting is required prior to

renewal of the coating.

DISADVANTAGES OF THE SELF—POLISHING COPOLYME R

• Though advertised to be two years or more , the service life of SPC has

not been independently verified, at least to date, for a Navy applica—

tion which requires the ship to spend a majori:y of time in port.

Extended in—port periods might result in depletion of the antifouling

toxicant at the surface of the paint since there is no water flow to

wear away the depleted paint surface and expose ne~ layers of toxin .

• SPC utilizes tributyltin oxide as its biocide , which has a relatively

high level of human toxicity6. Tin, the raw material from which the

biocide is produced , must be obtained from foreign sources .

• Procurement of the product for fleetwide use would require an exemption

from ASPR since the product is manufactured by only one company on a

proprietary basis .

• The product is not yet available for sale in the United States.

• Though the product may be applied to the hull appendages , it was not

specifically designed for this type use and, consequently , will not

37
perform as well in these applications .
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A. 5 .2 TECHNOLOGY GAPS

The SPC formulation will not adhere properly to all types of anticorrosive

undercoats. This has proven to be the case with the Navy ’s Formula 150 (series)

anticorrosive coating. The use of a vinyl tar tie coat between the two coatings

is scheduled to be tested on a submarine nose cone at Quincy, Massachusetts

sometime in the near future
37
.

A .5 .3  NEEDED RDT&E

The service life of SPC is said to be directly proportional to the applied

film thickness. Obviously, there are physical and practical limitations on the

thickness to which the coating system can be applied. RDT&E efforts are needed

to alcer the SPC formulation so as to reduce the rate of wear on the coating,

while at the same time, maintaining the system’s superb antifouling properties .

A.5.4 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

The SPC coating employs t r ibutylt in oxide (TBTO) as its toxic agent.

Though highly effective as a marine biocide , TBTO o f fe rs the disadvan tage of

being toxic to humans as well . The use of the product , therefore , brings with

it certain precautionary requirements during the application and removal of the

paint system . Disposal of the wastes from these processes is also complicated

due to the relatively high toxicity of the TBTO biocide .
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A.6 GOODRICH “NO-FOUL”

A. 6.l STATE—OF-THE—ART

“No—Foul” is a proprietary product manufactured by the B. F. Goodrich

Company , and the name itself is a registered trademark. It is an elastomeric

sheet (80 mils thick) which is attached by a proprietary adhesive system to

the underwater portion of steel, aluminum or wooden hulled vessels. The product

may be applied to hull appendages (e.g. rudders, struts, sea chests , etc.) as

well as to the hull proper38. On a test conducted by Batte~1e Columbus

Laboratories and the U. S. Coast Guard, the “No—Foul” system received a rating

of “outstanding” with a projected service life that was longer than any other

system tested. The test results indicated that the Goodrich System offered a

potential of up to ten years ’ resistance to corrosion and fouling6! Predominant

use of “No—Foul” on U. S. Naval vessels is on sonar domes, although a few

installations have been made to other appendages.

ADVANTAGES OF GOODRICH “NO—FOUL”

• The product offers a possibility of up to ten years’ resistance to

corrosion and fouling.

DISADVANTAGES OF GOODRICH “NO—FOUL”

• The initial cost of the material is relatively high .

• The Goodrich Company, which is the only source of the produc t,

manufactures it on a proprietary basis.

• The application of “No—Foul” is a laborious process since the product

is sold in rolls and must be measured, cut, and then attached to the

hull by an adhesive .
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A.6.l STATE-OF-THE—ART (Cont’d)

• Relative humidity and temperature are critical factors in the application

process. The temperature range for applying “No—Foul” is 50—90°F, with

the relative humidity to be controlled within 5 units of the temperature38.

• Problems have been experienced by the Navy in attaining good adhesion

of the elastomeric sheet to sonar dome surfaces and in repairing

13damaged portions of the covering

• Because of its low shear resistance, “No-Foul” is susceptible to damage

by camels , balks, etc. if applied in the vicinity of the water line.

• “No—Foul” is difficult to remove from the substrate to which it was

applied.

FINDING: Goodrich “No—Foul” has exhibited superlative anttcorrosive/

antifouling properties in panel tests6 and in actual service use.

• RECOMMENDATION: Continue to monitor the performance of “No—Foul” on Navy ships.

Evaluate the effectiveness of the product on hull appendages (e.g. rudders ,

struts , roll stabilization fins, etc.) which are subjected to high velocity

water flow,and also in seachests.
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A . 7  NAVY FORMULA 1O2OA

A. 7.1 STATE-OF—THE—ART

Navy Formula 1020A, commonly referred to as “organotin paint”, is a black

antifouling coating which was developed by the Navy in the early 1970s. Its

intended use is for boottopping on surface ships and for exterior topside

surfaces on submarines where camouflage is desired. Trial applications of the

product were made and evaluated on both surface ships and submarines. The

results of these tests were somewhat spotty, with service lifetimes ranging from

t~~~ ’ to three years to only six or eight months
4
. Other problems were encountered

with serviceability of the coating due to softening39 .

Unlike the Navy ’e current copper—based antifouling paints, Formula 1020A

uti~ izes tributyltin oxide (TBTO) and tributyltin fluoride (TBTF) as its

antifouling agents. Both of these substances are highly toxic to marine growth

and relatively hazardous to humans. As a result of the latter, the observance

c~ very rigorous and costly safety precautions during the application, removal

and disposal processes has been required at Naval shipyards11. Some East Coast

shipyards have refused to handle organotin paint operations within the constraints

c f  current environmental protection regulations39. The Commander , Submarine

Force Pacific Fleet, discontinued the use of Formula lO2OA on Pacific Fleet

submarines in July 1975 due to the softening problem , the environmental considera-

tions, and the additional cost of compliance with the Navy’s stringent safety

regulations associated with applying and removing the product.

In view of the above, the Commander , Naval Sea Systems Command , restricted

the use of organctin paints on all Navy submarines in November 1975~~ . Use of

the product was limited to the following applications:
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A.7.l STATE-OF-THE-Ai~T (Cont ’d)

(a) maintenance of those portions of submarine hulls already painted

with Formula 1O2OA .

(b) submarines in overhaul for which organotin paint had already been

ordered .

Thus, Formula lO2OA is in very limited use in the Fleet today.

ADVANTAGES OF FORMULA 1O2QA

• The paint appears to offer a longer service life than the Navy ’s

current black antifouling coating (Formula 129/63)
46
.

• Formula lO2OA is compatible with the Navy’s current Formula 150 (series)

anticorrosive undercoating.

• The product can be used on aluminum as well as steel—hulled vessels .

DISADVANTAGES OF FORMU LA lO2OA

• Since the coating contains an organotin biocide, the rigorous and

costly safety precautions prescribed in NAVSHIPS NOTICE 9190 of 28

May 7411 must be observed during the application and removal processes.

• Disposal of the toxic waste materials generated from the application

— ( and removal processes is extremely costly .

• Tin, the metal from which the antifouling toxicant is produced , must

be imported from foreign sources.

• Softening of the coating during its service life hampers serviceability

(i.e., patch painting of damaged areas).

A.7.2 TECHNOLOGY GAPS

Technology gaps in this system and other coating systems containing

organotin toxin lie in the area of worker and environmental protection during
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A . 7 . 2  TECHNOLOGY GAPS (Con t’d)

the applicat ion , removal , and waste disposal processes . Each of these topics is

discussed in detail in Sections A.2.1.4 and A.2.1.5 of this Appendix.

A.7.3 NEEDED RDT&E

• R&D efforts are currently under way at DTNSRDC, Annapolis to develop a

means of detoxifying both the liquid and solid wastes generated during the

application and removal of organotin coatings.

A.7.4 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATION

The environmental considerations associated with the use of coatings

containing organotin toxins are discussed in Section A.2.l.4 of this Appendix .
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APPENDIX B

NON—COATING PROTECTION SYSTEMS

8.1.0 INTRODUCTION

It has been conclusively proven that ship hull fouling and

related corrosion and hull surface roughening dramatically increase

fuel consumption and ship ’s power requirements, and also impose high

hull maintenance costs. Signific ~t additional fuel consumption is

caused by reduced efficiency of seawater cooling systems due to fouling

and corrosion. It has become increasingly difficult and complex to

select cost—effective systems and equipment to control fouling and cor-

rosion that also comply with environmental regulations and meet Navy

operational needs.

Biological fouling and deterioration of materials used in

marine service necessitate a high annual maintenance expenditure by the

Navy, an expenditure of more than 215 million dollars in 1974.1* This

IS the direct cost attributable to biological deterioration of wood docks

and piers and fouling growth on ship hulls only . Additional costs, both

in dollars and in loss of operational capability , result from impaired

- 
performance and out—of—service time of ships, reduced service life, and

loss of reliability in ocean surveillance equipment such as sonar sen-

sors. These costs cannot be accurately determined but constitute a

significant portion of the total cost of fouling and biodeterioration

to the Navy . Data to support these statements were obtained from authori-

ties from both the marine biological and marine engineering communities.

*NOTE: References are listed in Section 3.3.8.1 (page 3—92).
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B.1.0 INTRODUCTION (Cont’d)

The Navy annually prepares 10 millio n squar e feet of ship hull

surface for antifoulant paints. The cost of labor and materials exclu—

cive of drydocking costs is $15 million.1 The largest number of active

ships in the U.S. Fleet consists of submarines and destroyers. Experi-

ence has shown that these ships, because of service conditions, require

the most frequent antifouling maintenance. Therefore, maintenance costs

probably will not be greatly reduced unless significant improvements in

hull protection are achieved .

Estimates of total Navy costs related directly to corrosion

are difficult to identify. However, some appreciation for the magnitude

of the costs can be obtained from a study performed on destroyers in

1961. It was concluded that a maintenance savings of $10,000 to $20,0002

per destroyer ~~uld be realized through the limited use of sacrificial

anodes. When this savings is multiplied by the fleet size of approxi-

mately 475 ships, it can be seen that the costs are substantial.

An integral part of the overall effort within the ship under-

water body hull husbandry study is the performance of a study on non—

coating protection systems. This study conducted by Tracor Incorporated

- . will involve a review of the state—of—the—ar t of systems and concepts

which will provide alternate methods of preventing fouling/corrosion

of seawater systems and ship hull surfaces. The scope of the study will

generally involve:

• Establishing the state—of—the—art concepts which can

immediately be applied

• Consideration of the environmental impact of system concepts

• Identify necessary future RDT&E

• Recommend effectiveness evaluation and progress tracking

plans

B— 2
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B.l.0 INTRODUCTION (Cont ’d)

B.l.l Problem Description

Existing underwater body surface protection systems such as

anticorrosion and antifouling hull coatings are subject to in—service

degradation and provide limited protection due to their inherent physi-

cal limitations and to a lesser extent due to coating loss caused by

impact and erosion. Paint application techniques occasionally will re-

sult in voids or “holidays” which lead to accelerated corrosion. The

physical limitations result in water absorption over a period of time

due to porosity, and the development of blisters , cracks, etc., which

reduce the effectiveness of the coatings. Consequently , it is necessary

to have supplementary protective systems as a backup to the coating

system.

The problem is to find anticorrosion/antifouling protection

• systems which will allow , in a cost—effect ive  manner , at least 5—year

drydocking intervals and provide effective corrosion and fouling protec—

tion throughout the l ife of the ship .

It is the purpose of this study to evaluate alternate or sup—

plementary systems and concepts which, within the limitations of the

applicable constraints, provide cost—effective anticorroslon and anti—

fouling protection to Navy vessel surfaces.

3.1.1.1 Background. This discussion relates to the basic causes of

underwater hull and seawater system deterioration corrosion and fouling .

Corrosion. Corrosion of metals is an electrochemical process

similar to the operation of a wet cell battery. For ships the electro-

lyte is seawater; the anode is the hull and the cathode may be the pro-

pellers or hull appendages of more noble metal than the hull. In the

corrosion process an oxidation reaction occurs at the anode from which

metal atoms are ionized and go into solution leaving behind electrons.

At the same time a reduction reaction occurs at the cathode, which con-

sumes electrons. This process is called cathodic depolarization. For

example, hydrogen ions in solution are combined with electrons at

B— 3
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3.1.0 INTRODUCTION (Cont ’d)

the cathode and then reduced to hydrogen gas. In brief , if no pro—

tective measures are taken, a current will flow from the anodic hull to

the cathodic propeller and appendages with the hull gradually being

consumed or corroded. In addition to macroscopic galvanic effects

between the hull and propeller, there are galvanic effects between

bare metal (at holidays) and copper in anti—fouling paints, a weld

metal and base metal, and local anodic and cathodic sites due to differ—

ent surface conditions on freely corroding steel.

Oxygen depolarization is often considered to be the dominant

depolar ization mechanism of cathodes in seawater . This occurs where a

suffic ient concentration of dissolved oxygen exists. This cathodic

reaction is represented as:

0
2 

+ 211
2
0 + 4e = 4 OH

Protective measures are, of course, taken to prevent ship

hul l  co ---rosion . One obvious solution is to insulate the hull from the
electrolyte and cathode , so that no current can flow. The hull coat-
ings are most frequently paints. In any event, no coating can be a

perfect electrical insulator or can stay perfect over an extended pe-

riod of time. Holidays in the paint allow severe corrosion to occur

at the metal surface. This will occur due to an increase in localized

current density caused by a high cathode to anode ratio in a galvanic

couple. The small anode (the holiday) is coupled through the hull to

a large cathode , i.e., the cuprous oxide base antifouling paint , oi

propeller.

In the past, for displacement ships fabricated of steel and

designed to operate at speeds below twenty knots, the supplemental pro—

tection has been provided by installing sacrificial anodes of zinc , alu-
mintm~, or magnesium on the hull. In essence, the hull becomes noble with

respect to the sacrificial anodes , thus, being transform ed to a cathode.

B—4
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B.l.0 INTRODUCTION (Cont’d)

The back—up system was naturally ca!lea the cathodic protection system .

Since 1966, impressed current cathodic protection systems have been

increasingly installed on U.S. Navy ships. Most U.S. Navy - ships have

been designed and many others have been backfitted with impressed cur-

rent cathodic protection systems. In this active system a current is

impressed into the seawater to counteract the current that would nor-

mally flow from an anodic hull to the cathodic appendages. Consequently,

the net galvanic (corrosion) current is zero or very small. In compar— 
-

•

ison to the sacrificial anode system, the impressed current system has

the advantages of less weight , less speed loss and noise due to anode
- projection on the underwater hull, control of the protective current ,

and the ability to protect the hull from stray currents (e.g., during

welding wh en grounds are improper). Extended drydock cycles and less

expense over a service period greater than ten years1 are thus possible.

Ship seawater system components such as oil coolers, main

conden se r s , pumps , fir e main , and other such components experience fail-

ures due to corrosion . This type of corrosion damage is attributed to

turbulent aerated high velocity seawater . Dissimilar metals throughout

the seawater system~ also contribute to the corrosion problem .

Fouling. Surfaces continually exposed to seawater soon become

covered with animal and plant organisms called fouling . Fouling is

important to engineers concerned with the oceans because of its effect

on ships, buoys , and marine structures. It increases hydrodynamic drag ,

clogs pipes, increases the weight of bodies , and may lead to increased

corrosion of metals . In addition to fouling organisms, there are boring

organisms that penetrate some materials and can cause structural failure

because they remove mater ial.3

Many species of animals and plants take part in fouling.

Primarily they are the attached , or sessile, forms which inhabit the

shallow water along the coast; however , many mobile animals are found

among the sessile forms . Nearly 2000 species of animals and plants have

B-5
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been reported to make up fouling on man—made structures . Among these are

over 600 kinds of plants and over 1,300 varieties of animals. The most

commonly occurring fouling forms are Pelecypod Molluscs, (primarily

mussels and oysters), Bryozoa, acorn barnacles, goose barnacles, green

algae, Tunicates and Hydroid s. Some other sessile groups such as Sponges

and Corals are seldom observed .

The ensemble of organisms found on a submerged surface depends

upon many factors, among the most important being the speed of water

relative to the body, the season of the year, the geographic location ,

the depth, the texture of the surface, and the effects of light and

gravity. Because some fouling organisms are unable to attach or are

torn loose by the water ’s motion relative to the body, the number of

species of fouling organisms found on ships is generally much fewer

than that found on buoys or fixed structures. Barnacles are the only

group which occur nearly as frequently on ships as on other structures.

• Thi s is accounted for by the rapidity with which barnacles can grow and

the firmness of their attachment.

In regions where there is a marked seasonal change in the

factors controlling the growth of fouling organisms, such as the water ’s

temperature, salinity, nutrient level, and oxygen concentration , there

will be seasonal variations in the abundance of most fouling organisms.

However , in tropical regions where the changes in conditions are much

less pronounced , there may be no appreciable change in tbeir abundance

throughout the year. In addition to the known seasonal variations in

abundance, there are often large, unexplained variations in abundance

of a given organism from year to year. The variation in abundance of

fouling organisms with seasons and for other reasons is cause for con-

cern when testing the effectiveness of antifouling measures. This is

because tests run to determine that the effectiveness of these measures may

indicate that they are effective , when they may merely hav e been run at

a time when the fouling organisms were not abundant . Generally , it is

3-6
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B.l.0 iNTRODUCTION (Cont’d)

best to run tests of antifouling measures in tropical regions where

seasonal variations are a minimum and reproduction and growth is likely

to take place all year long. In any event, fouling tests should be

conducted in consultation with marine biologists who are familiar with

local marine fouling species.

The amount of fouling accumulated on ships depends upon the

length of time that they spend in port , together with the location of

the port. Ships which spend little time in port tend to be less fouled

than those which spend long periods of time at rest in port. Most ships

that have been at sea less than 30 percent of the time are found to be

heavily fouled while very few of those that have been at sea more than

90 percent of the time become badly fouled .3 Generally , fouling of ships

is worst in tropical waters, where growth of organisms iz rapid and there

are no significant seasonal variations. Heavy fouling may occur in the

summer in temperate climates, but little fouling generally occurs during

the cold winter months. Ships which use freshwater ports have a signif I—

cant advantage over those which use saltwater ports because there are

very few freshwater fouling organisms. Those freshwater fouling

organisms that do exist are mostly plants which grow near the water

line.

• As might be suspected , the reason for ships which cruise ac-

tively being less fouled than those which spend much time in port is the

speed of the water relative to a mov ing ship . The movement tend s to

prevent the attachment of fouling organisms and shears off many that do

attach. Barnacles are able to attach themselves to glass surfaces in

curr en ts up to 0.5 knots and tube worms are able to attach to glass

surfaces in currents up to 1 knot.3

The most important effect of fouling on ships is an increase

in drag due to an increase of surface roughness.

3—7
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B.l.0 INTRODUCTION (Cont ’d)

Not only are the hulls of ships subjected to fouling, but

also are the propellers. The decrease in propeller efficiency due to

fouling can be quite astonishing . Speed trial tests have shown that a

substantial increased fuel consumption caused by fouling was due to its

effect on the propellers. Even propellers in moderately good condition

lose abou t 10 percent of the power available with new, well finished

bronze propellers.

An additional important problem broug ht about by foul ing or-

ganisms is the clogging of the interior of pipes and conduits. Fouling

in pipes is most prevalent when the temperature is between 70 °F and

100°F. It disappears when the water temperatt~ -• ~ is maintained at 100°F

and becomes much less when the temperature is kept below 60°F. Pipes

having a constant flow of sufficiently high ye ~y will usually not

become fouled , while those having little flow or flow which stops for

short period s of time generally become badly fouled .

Fouling organisms often cause corrosion of metals to which

they are attached . Materials which have a low tolerance for crevice

corrosion such as stainless steels may pit extensively under marine

organisms. The worst offenders in this respect are barnacles and

bryozoa . Fouling organisms may also inj ure paint meant to protect

structures from corrosion and thereby cause extensive p i t t i ng .  Sulfa te—

reducing bacteria , which are abundant in seawater and the mud bottom ,

are a cause of corrosion of iron and some newer copper alloys. They

cause corrosion by bringing about depolarization of the metals surface

as a result of their metabolic processes.

3.1.1.2 Constraints. The only significant non—techntcal constraints

affecting the solution to the problem are those related to environmental

contamination.

8—8
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B.l.0 INTRODUCTION (Cont’d)

Environmental Considerations

The Department of the Navy has established a philosophy of

protection of the environment and conservation of natural resources in

compliance with all pertinent Federal regulations. Accordingly, the )
Secretary of the Navy stated in SECNAVINST 6240.6D that “the Chief of

Naval Operations shall promulgate implementing directives and initiate

necessary action to comply with the instructions of the Secretary of

Defense.”

OPNAVINST 6240.6D issued by the Office of the Chief of Naval

Operations is applicable to all Navy commands, ashore and afloat . The

policies , procedures , and actions prescribed therein are published with—
out the necessity for implementing instructions from the various com-
mands, bureaus, and offices, except as specifically directed therein.

However, orginzations having significant environmental responsibilities

may find it necessary to provide additional guidance and supplemental

instructions.

Pertinent commands within the Navy are required by OPNAVINST

6240.3D (See Annex B—I) to initiate aggressive action to enhance the

quality of the environment and combat environmental pollution , in accord—

ance with the responsibilities specified therein, and provide the neces—

sary direction to ensure that the provisions of OPNAVINST 6240.3D are

adhered to on a continuous basis.

All facilities owned by, or leased to, the Federal Government

must be designed , operat ed , maintained , and monitored to conform to ap-

plicable air , water , and noise standards established by Fede ral, state ,

and local authorities. However, it is not required that Naval facilities

comply with state or local administrative procedures with respect to

pollution abatement and control. By U.S. Supreme Court ruling on 7 June
1976, Federal facilities are not subject to state air pollution control

permit programs or state issued Pollutant Discharge Elimination Systems

permits.4
B-9 
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B.l.0 INTRODUCTION (Cont ’d)

It is essential that an environmental impact assessment be

made of an action which is judged to have a potential significant en—

vironmental impact , or is likely to be highly controversial with respect

to environmental effects. An initial and continuing evaluation of the

impact of an action on the environment , using established procedures ,

should be prepared . For actions which obviously have no significant en—

vironmental impact or are not highly controversial with respect to en-

vironmental effects , a written and dated memorandum to file should be

prepared but the assessment need not be forwarded . The detail included

is to be consistent with the scope of the endeavor addressed .

If the action is adjudged to have significant environmental

impact , a Candidate Environmental Impact Statement must be prepared

and rorwarded to the Chief of Naval Operations (OP—45) for review. (For

subsequent review and action requirements see OPNAVINST 6240.3D.)

With respect to anticorrosion and antifouling systems , the

areas of environmental concern are limited to liquids , solids, or gases

which would be discharged into the atmosphere or into navigable waters.

Hazardous substances are defined in the Federal Register , Vol-

ume 40, No. 250, Part IV, dated 30 December 1975. Part IV , entitled

“Hazardous Substances ,” defines the characteristics , designation , remov—

ability , harmful quantities , and penalty rates. Part IV is expected to

become law at the end of the third quarter of l976.~ It is also expected

to become a section within the Federal Water Pollution Control Act at

t hat time .5

Enforcement and enforceability of the Act regulating harmful

quantities placed Into navigable waters, etc., depends on the various

hazardous substances selection criteria. To demonstrate the inter—

relation of the selection criteria , pertinent excerpts from Part IV

(Hazardous Substances) are presented as Annex B—TI to this Appendix.

B—lO
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As mentioned previously the anticorrosion and antifouling

systems discharge liquids, solids, or gases into navigable waters or

the atmosphere. Listed substances are designated as hazardous on the

basis of toxicological properties of one component ion or group. As an

example of a potential hazardous compound determination, chlorine dis- )
sociation from seawater may be challenged by the EPA . The Navy Impressed

current cathode protection system develops chlorine as a primary anodic

reaction at the platinum clad anodes in seawater. The Navy is also

currently considering the application of electrolytic hypochlorinator

units , of the Engelhar d design , to the ships ’ internal seawater systems .
The amount of effective chlorine generation to control fouling without

adverse effect on the internal surfaces of the seawater systems will

have to be determined during evaluation testing. Also under considera-

tion , with ultimate application to Navy ships, is the evaluation of a
system which will discharge a chlorine compound out of the Perry Masker

holes around the per iphery of the ship’s hull to reduce fouling on the

ship’s hull.

It is conceivable that under given Navy use conditions, assum-

ing that either the seawater or hull, or both fouling control systems

are installed and operational, in addition to the impressed current

cathodic protection system, that an EPA challenge of chlorine discharge

may be made. Of course, the contention can be made that the amount

of chlorine in the water has not changed , since the chlorine present has

been dissociated from existing seawater. In the event that an EPA

challenge is made, a determination of the applicability of the toxicologi—

cal criteria, removability, and harmful quantities will have to be made.

The problem that the toxicological criteria determination raises is that

the EPA has developed a tentative selection criteria which is based upon

the effect the element or compound has on aquatic animals over a period

of time. This does not consider the sc’urce of the compound but rather

the fact that the element or compound is present.

3—11
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B.l.0 INTRODUCTION (Cont ’d) -

- The materials discharged by s ta t e—of—the—ar t  systems and de—
- veloping system concepts will be discussed under “Env ironmental Consid-

erations” in the Discussion Section of this report.

1

I.
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B.2.0 FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The following findings and recommendations are based upon an

evaluation of the state of development and suitability of a number of

system concepts to fulfill Navy operational requirements. The limita-

tions of applicable constraints and the cost effectiveness of the anti—

corrosion and antifouling systems discussed are also considered .

B .2. l  Find ings

The state—of—the—art systems that have reached a level of ful l

operational readiness , having all required rese-3rch completed , develop-

ment models built and tested , and engineering and production models

developed and evaluated , are relatively few in number. The impressed

current cathodic protection system and galvanic anode installations for

corrosion protection are considered to be fully operationally ready for

fleet use. A seawater antifouling system known as the Engeihard elec-

trolytic hypochiorinator has been used on commercial ships successfully,

but is considered to be in an “evaluation” statu s f rom a Navy viewpoint.

This system has not been fully evaluated for Nav y use , but operational

readiness will be determined only after shipboard tests have been com-

pleted. No other non—coating supplementary antifouling systems are

known to be used as operational systems by the Navy.

Installation of impressed current cathodic protection systems

is planned aboard 637 Class submarines for evaluation . The anodes on

these boats have been mounted on the exterior of ballast tanks where it

is not necessary to meet submarine SUB SAFE requi~ aments .

The Navy impressed current cathodic protection system , the

galvanic anode Installations , and the Engelhard electrolytic hypochlorina—

tor fouling protection system are undoubtedly the only supplementary

systems which approach operational readiness. The F-ngelhard electrolytic

hypochlorinator has been designed and produced and may be installed on

B— 13
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B.2.l Findings i Cont ’d)

board an FF—l052 class ship for evaluation. Operational readiness of

this type of system will have to be determined after operational tests

have been conipleted .

The remaining antifouling and anticorrosion systems discussed

are in various stages of development.

3.2.1.1 Corrosion Protection Systems. In the follo~.ing paragraphs

corrosion protection systems, including current state—of—the—art and

potential future systems, will be discussed .

B.2.l.l.l Impressed Current Cathodic Protection (ICCP) of Steel Hulled

Ships.

Summary: The Navy impressed current cathodic protection

systems have been providing excellent corrosion protection on Navy Fleet

ships. Operational anomalies (such as anode output current ripple) have

delayed general use of these systems on submarines.6

In the time frame prior to the Korean War , ships were protected

primarily with hull paint coatings. The paint coatings were gradually

supplemented with galvanic anodes (zincs) due to the maintenance savings

which could be expected from the cathode protection offered . A 1961

detailed study showed that a savings of $10,000 to $20,0002 per destroyer

per overhaul could be expected from a limited use of zinc anodes. The

disadvantages of sacrificial anodes began to become apparent as the ad—

vantages of impressed current systems began to be recognized . While the

impressed current system is initially more costly to produce and install

and may require some maintenance during its life , it is flexible , light

weight and automatically variable in current output t.o react to vary ing

conditions of speed , salinity, temperature , and increased bare metal

exposure. Figure B—i shows cost comparisons with and without cathodic

protection based upon estimated values for destroyers. The values used

were corrected to 1971 dollars.

B-l4
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Figure B—i. Dollar Costs for 20 Years
C/P and Corrosion Repairs2

The impressed current system has been extremely ef fec t ive  and

is considered to be the lowest cost option for cathodic protection .

The Navy impressed current cathodic protection system is in-

stalled on approximately 1/3 of the U.S. Navy surface ships. A SHIPALT

exists for most surface ships currently in the active fleet and is

scheduled for accomplishment during upcoming regular shipyard overhauls.
• 

~
- No operational fleet submarines are protected by this system at this

t ime , but plans are being prepared for evaluation of systems on two
SSN—637 Class submarines.

Major commercial manufacturers of impressed current cathodic

protection systems are Engelhard Industrial, Union, New Jersey; Wilson ,

Walton International, Inc., Hoboken, New Jersey; Norton Corrosion Limited ,

Inc., Woodinville, Washington; Lockheed Marine , Ontario , California;

and Morgan Berkley & Co. Ltd., Winchester , Hants, England . All of these

companies provide impressed current cathodic protection systems for

shipboard application to a worldwide market .

B—15
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Wilson , Walton International , Inc . has disclosed their develop—

ment of a new anode concept at the 2nd Congress of Corrosion and Protec-

tion at Zaragosa, Spain in May 1976. The concept was developed to over-

come some of the technological problems and costs associated with the

manufacturing of platinum clad anodes. Briefly, their concept , identified

as DSA (Dimensionally Stablized Anode), is a combination of the oxides of

titanium and ruthenium applied to a titanium substrate and baked for a

precise period of time at a controlled temperature above 700°C. The

resulting solid solution is completely crystalline, hard and having an

extremely rough surface. Although these films have relatively poor

electrical conductivity, it is the very high surface area which over-

comes the resistance problems and greatly enhances its electrochemical

activity. The further development of these anodes and the operationa l

evaluation should be monitored for applicability in corrosion protection

systems. The Wilson Walton impressed current cathodic protection system

also has a designed—in feature which prevents the possibility of over-

protection of the ship hull in the event of reference cell failure. The

relative merits of this feature would have to be the subject of a

separate study .

The technological gaps that exist relate to the use of this

type of system on submarine hulls. Pressure hull stuffing glands which

are SUBSAFE or non—pressure hull fittings need to be developed for

anode mounting. Knowledge is also very limited regarding the potent ial

hydrogen embrittlement (stress corrosion) of high strength steels, i.e.,

HY—130, caused by hydrogen evolution at the system cathodes. Gaps also

exist in knowledge regarding the impact of impressed current ripple on

the fire control and sonar systems. Another unknown is the submarine

electromagnetic signature potential (Underwater Electric Field Potentials)

caused by the above mentioned current flow ripp le. Current ripple is of

30 millivolts magnitude with passive filter installed in the system .

B—16
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B. 2.l  Findings (Cont ’d)

The quantities of chlorine/sod ium hypochlorite , or hydrochlor—

ous acid developed at the anodes can be calculated . It is known that

these compounds can form at the anodes due to their interactions with

the seawater.  The environmental concern for  the compound s generated

as free elements in the water is at present in a condition of benign

neglect by the EPA.

The personnel requirement to operate and maintain the system

equipment is normally limited to two people , one to energize ( e . g . ,

watch stander) and mon itor system operation , and one to perform infre-

quent maintenance operations (technician). One person can and often

does operate and maintain this type system.

Equipment support required consists of a volt—ohm meter and

hardware related small tools.

3.2. 1.1.2 Impressed Current Cathodic Protection of Aluminum Hulled Ships.

Summary: The more sensitive impressed current cathodic pro-

tection requirements of aluminum hulled ships create a number of inher-

ent application problems.

The use of impressed current and sacrificial anodes on weight

critical craf t such as hydrofolls  and surface ef fec t  ships , which ar e

constructed of aluminum alloys , and a number of high st r ength steel

components involves a number of inherent application problems . Anode

positioning becomes difficult due to the relative locations of high

strength steel and 5456, 5083, or 5086 aluminum components. Aluminum

hulls can be driven highly cathod ic when high cu rrent densit ies are

required to polarize the cathod ic materials (high s t r eng th  alloys) to

the corrosion potential of the aluminum .7 Under these conditions , an

alkaline condition is developed at the metal surface. The steel and

aluminum is protected by mild alkaline conditions ; aluminum , however ,

is amphoteric and will deteriorate in strong alkaline solutions. Driving

B—l7
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aluminum excessively cathodic , with resultant rapid deterioration , is

called over—protection. Breaks in the shield s between the anodes and

the hulls could lead to high current densities which likewise results

in over—protection .

Separate active (impressed—current) and passive (sacrificial

anode) systems have previously been investigated to provide cathodic

protection . Studies of passive systems have indicated that they impose

weight , drag, and maintenance penalties which are greater  than those

resulting f rom the active system. Therefore , active system concepts

currently are being concentrated on. 7 No practical  exper ience has been

gained to date on such systems where aluminum hulls are subjected to

high operating velocities ; however , a considerable number o~ laboratory

experiments have been performed by Bell Aerospace Company to evaluate

corrosion of dissimilar metals at speeds up to 90 knots.

The environmental and personnel considerations and the equipment

support requirements are identical to those required for protection of

steel hulled ships.

B.2.l.l.3 Impressed Current Cathodic Protection of Seawater Piping

• Systems .

Summary: Impressed current cathod ic systems for seawater sys—

tem corrosion protect ion appears to be in the engineering development
stage.

Cathodic protection levels established within these systems

have been satisfactory. However , much knowledge relative to the proper

anode placement with relation to water velocity to establish the lengths

of protection along the system , appears to require further development.

The environmental and personnel considerations and the equipment

support  requirements are identical to those required for  p ro tec t ion  of

steel hulled ships.
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B.2.l.l.4 Cathodic Protection Using Pulsed Direct Current Systems.

Summary: Pulsed D.C. cathodic protection systems, which are

in the research stage , appea r to o f fe r  power saving advantages.

Pulsed impressed direct current cathodic protection systems

are under development by Shell Development Division in Houston , Texas.

These systems, in the research stage, have demonstrated some beneficial

characteristics, as compared to non—pulsed systems. The electronic

controls reportedly modulate the current outputs better than state—of—

the—art non—pulsed systems ; i.e., radio frequency interference (RFI) is

not experienced in the anode curren t output  although a 20—vol t pulse

level is prohibitive currently . The system has a very low percentage of

ripple on the outpu t current. 8 This type of system also reportedly re—
sults in less power loss to capacitive energy while maintaining the re—

quired surface polarity. Although this type of system has been eval-

uated primarily on off—shore platforms, a ship installation version of

th is system has been designed.

It is anticipated that the environmental and personnel con-

siderations and equipment support requirements will be the same as

those required for protection of steel hulled ships.

B.2.l.l.5 Ship Hull Corrosion and Fouling Prevention Using Copper—Nickel

Clad Materials

Summary: Copper—nickel clad hull structural plate material

development , offer ing apparent substantial corrosion and fouling sav-

ings, is in the hull fabrication state of development. Roll—bond clad

hull plates demonstrate good weldability. At—sea ’ operational tests will

be performed after completion of prototype construction .

The International Nickel Company , Copper Development Associa—

tion, E.I. DuPont , and Lukens Steel Company have been jointly developing

B-19
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copper—nickel clad steel plate for ship hull construction. 9 Preliminary

tests involving use of a 5/16” thick 90—10 copper—nickel material on a

67 foot shrimp boat hul l , the Copper Mariner , were very encouraging .

The performance of the copper—nickel hull over two and one—half years

of operations showed significant savings as compared to a steel hulled

sister ship. The factors contributing to the savings were: (1) reduced

fuel bills, (2) higher speeds, (3) no corrosive deterioration of the

hull material, (4) no expenses for periodic haulout , scraping , and

painting of the hull, and (5) more time at sea.

Representative percentage improvements were:

• Speed Improvement — 15 percent10

• Fuel Consumption Decrease by 15 percent10

The techniques for developing the copper—n,~ckel clad by E.I.

DuPont and Lukens Steel Company are explosive bonding (known as Deter—

clad) and roll bond ing, respectively. Both of these techniques result

in an electron—sharing bond of the copper—nickel with the substrate

steel plate.

The process currently used for manufacturing clad steel plates

suitable for use as ship hull plates is hot roll bond ing of a “pack.”1°

This pack is assembled with two interlayers of copper—nickel plate ,

separated by a parting compound , which are placed between t~o steel slabs

and the edges welded together . Thus, the rolling is done on two steel

faces and the bonding occurs during rolling.

Lukens Steel Company recently supplied 22 Alloy 706 clad plates

(90—10 copper—nickel—clad on ABS structural backing steel) for fabrica-

tion of the hull of a commercial fishing boat.11 The Copper Development

Association , Inc., sponsor of the clad hull project , will closely mon i-

tor both the construction and the service performance of the boat.

The technological gaps that exist relate primarily to manu--

facturing techniques for applying a copper—nickel surface to a steel

B— 20
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plate substrate and its corresponding cost. The process giving the

greatest bond strength is explosive bonding. However , the hot rolling

of such a composite is not an established commercial process. Although

not yet developed as a process , t he preparat ion of a composite slab by

either casting or diffusion bonding would be expected to yield a clad

plate that is less expensive than a corresponding plate produced by

hot r o1.l bond ing from a pack. 12

We lding techniques o f fe r  a method of app lying a copper—nicke l

surface to a steel plate. A solid clad may be obtained by use of a

plasma—arc hot wire process. This process uses a copper—nickel wire

and deposits it through use of resistance heating and a plasma torch.

A hull plate cost which is nearly 50 percent of the cost produced by

r oll bonding cou ld be achieved with a loose cladding pr ocess in which

copper—nickel plate is spot welded to a thick steel plate.12 The weld-

ing technology is well established , but the suitability of this type

of caldding construction to ship hull applications has not been estab—

lished.

Adhesive techniques are another alternative method of cladding,

though no reliable data is available on service in the marine environ—

ment.

B.2.l.l.6 Galvanic Anode Hull Protection.

Summary: Zinc anode materials are used on submarine and sur-

face ship hulls for corrosion protection . They are gradually being

replaced by Impressed current systems on surface ship hulls. Develop—

ment efforts required include the preparation of specifications for

aluminum anodes and the development of environmentally acceptable anode

materials.

Galvanic anodes, primarily zinc types , are still in use on

some Navy ships and foreign ships for hull protection . This represents

B—2l
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the 1960’s state—of—the—art. Zinc anodes are concentrated in the stern

area of the ship in order to better protect propeller and dissimilar

metals. It is noteworthy that galvanic anodes provide very little

cathodic protection when the ship is underway.

Light metal aluminum and magnesium anodes receive very little

use due to lack of manufacturing specifications in the case of aluminum,

and to the potential safety hazards associated with the use of these

light metal alloys.

Reported safety hazards relate to potential ignition of vol-

atile vapors in ship cargo spaces caused by sparks from anodes if acci-

dentally dropped . Coast Guard regulations limit the use of aluminum

anodes to specific heights in the cargo spaces and prohibit magnesium

anodes in cargo spaces for this reason.

Relative costs for installing and maintaining a galvanic

(sacrificial) cathodic protection system are illustrated in Figure B—2

using initial installation costs for an automatically controlled C/P

impressed current system as a base (1.0). Although initial installa—

don costs of the sacrificial system is considerably lower , the cost

advantage of the impressed current system begins after 7 to 10 years

of service.
2
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Figure B—2. Relative Costs for Installing and
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The technological gap that exists is the lack of identifica-

tion of environmentally acceptable anode compositions which do not con—

tam the toxic material “cadmium” and toxic compound forming material

“mercury .”13

The environmental concern is, of course, that zinc anodes,

which are the primary anode material in use today , contain cadmium , and

the aluminum anodes contain mercury. Fortunately, at present there are

no known cases of EPA serious concern about the introduction of these

toxic compounds into navigable waters.

There are no training and manning requ~.rements for operation

and maintenance since, after installation , galvanic anodes perform catho-

dic protection through the process of galvanic anode material dissipation .

They are replaced during periodic maintenance availabilities. It should

be noted that, technically , galvanic anodes do not do the same job as

impressed current systems.

Support equipment consists of replacement anodes.

B.2.l.l.7 Stray Current Corrosion of Steel.

Summary: Corrosion , believed to be due to stray current , has

been of concern to the Navy over the past few years. Several incidences

of severe corrosion on Navy ship hulls have occurred recentlyJ4

Accelerated corrosion on Navy ship hulls has occurred re-

cently. The source of the currents causing the corrosion has not been

locatable in many instances. Field studies have been made where the

recorded hull potentials showed large fluctuations in the positive

direction which indicated that stray currents did exist at some Naval

berthing sites.
14 

A study by NS RDC15 
reported in June 1975 that no

significant stray current sources could be located at State n et , New

London. To gain greater insight into stray current corrosion and miti-

gation, the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) has performed laboratory

experiments to quantify the amounts of corrosion caused by stray currents
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Mr. T.J. Lennox, Jr. and Mr. M.H. Peterson of the Naval Re-

search Laboratory (NRL) conducted experimental studies of stray current

corrosion of steel. The tests utilized two carbon steels in stray di-

rect current fields of two intensities. These studies were conducted

on laboratory scale models in order to minimize the variables inherent

with field studies. In all experiments, a solution simulating seawater

was used. The practical effect on the test specimens which is indicative

of ship corrosion follow.

The metal—loss rate was essentially reduced to zero when the

current density on either a steel cathode or a bipolar cathode was 10

mA/sq. ft. or greater. This indicated that , essentially , complete

cathodic protection was obtained at these current density levels. At

the anodes and bipolar anodes, current densities of 5 and 10 mA/sq. ft.

caused general corrosion over the entire exposed area.

Another type of corrosion could bW caused by improper ground-

ing of a welding power source (on a ship other than the ship being

welded). This type of corrosion has been identified as “imposed volt—

age”1-5 corrosion. A number of people in the corrosion field consider

this to be a specialized case of stray current corrosion . Submarine A

in Figure B—3 would suffer imposed voltage corrosion over the entire

hull due to the imposed voltage source. Submar ine B in Figure B—3

would suffer accelerated stray current corrosion predominantly on its

starboard side, as an induced bipolar anode.

B.2.l.2 Fouling Protection Systems. The relative impacts that fouling

and corrosion have on ship hull smoothness and fuel consumption are

depicted In Figure B—4)-6 As can be seen, the hull roughening caused by

corrosion is cumulative and occurs over a long period . Fouling, on the

other hand , causes a non—cumulative roughening , from the standpoint
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that it can be completely removed during drydocking. However , the

short term impact on speed loss of fouling is much more costly than

that caused ‘by corrosion. Therefore, the importance of fouling preven-

tion systems should be obvious.

~~LO ER
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Figure 6—3. Imposed Voltage Corrosion Situation
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B.2.l Findings (Cont ’d)

B.2.l.2.l Bagging.

Summary: Bagging of propeller assemblies dur ing inactive

periods has not been found to be an effective means of preventing foul’—

ing, or reducing the current output requirements of impressed current

cathodic protection systems.

A comprehensive search of the Naval and commercial experience

with bagging identified that bagging of propellers had been tried on

Navy Reserve Fleet ships at San Diego. No written accounts of the

benefits of this technique to prevent fouling or corrosion could be

found . However, personal association with the experimental technique

revealed that the bagging had negligible effect on the amount of cur—

rent required from an impressed current cathodic protection system to

provide corrosion protection of the stern hull and propeller.1’7 Ex-

perience has shown that , due to the marine fouling existent on the pro-

pellers when the bags are installed around the propellers , hydrogen

sulfide and/or ammonia develops, which causes the bronze material in
- the propellers to pit and/or crack.

No continuing interest has been shown in the techniques at

San Diego.

6.2.1.2.2 Sonar Dome Foulin.g Control.

Summary: A cell/injection system, using state—of—the—art com-

ponents of a hypochlorination system, has been proposed to the Navy.

This systen has not as yet been installed for evaluation.

The state—of—the—art currently consists of a cell injection

system developed by Engelhard Systems. This system uses an operational

chlorine generator and a net to hold the sodium hydrochiorite near the

dome. The net is installed by ships forces. No Navy evaluations have
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B.2.l Findings (Cont’d)

been made on this system, but the manufacturer has provided an unsoli—

cited proposal for a Navy study.

B.2.l.2.3 Fouling Control Via Chlorine Distribution in Seawater Piping

Systems.

Summary: Engelhard electrolytic hypochlorinator systems are

in wide usage in landbased and shipborne installations. Operational

characteristics onboard Naval vessels require evaluation .

Fouling control in 1J S. Navy ships seawater piping systems has

been largely a matter of designing the piping systems so as to provide

for seawater velocities in excess of 3 ft./sec)-8 Electrolytic hypo—

chlorinators are currently available and used in numerous landbased and

commercial shipboard installations. This type of system prevents

fouling in sea chests and seawater piping systems by injecting 0.5 parts

per million (ppm) of sodium hypochiorite generated through electrolytic

decomposition of seawater .

This type of system is currently used on one U~S. Military

Sealift Command ship, the IJSNS WHEELING. It is also planned to evaluate

a shipboard installation on an FF 1052 class ship. The system designs

are simple and the hardware is relatively inexpensive. Effectiveness

of the system in preventing marine fouling has been established by the

British Ship Research Association19 and numerous American Shipping Com-

panies. This system is produced by Engelhard Systems.

Technological application characteristics of these systems ‘

would have to be resolved for Navy ship use in the following areas:

1. The effect of electrochemically generated chlorine on

ships system

2. Determination of effective hypochlorite dissociation rates

for Navy ship seawater systems

8—2 8



B.2.l Findings (Cont’d)

3. The development of a sensor for monitoring effective

chlorine and for providing automatic system control

The personnel required to operate and maintain the systems

equipment is limited to two people, one to energize and monitor system

operation, and one to perform infrequent maintenance operations .

Equipment support required consists of a volt—ohm meter and

hardware related small tools.

The environmental problems associated with the use of this

type of system will depend on the dissociation rates of chlorine from

seawater found necessary to provide effective fouling control. The

design goal for Navy application would be zero discharge of effective

chlorine. The manufacturers literature notes that normal operation of

the system results in a dissociation rate of 0.5 parts per .illion on

a continuous basis. This rate of chlorine dissociation in navigable

waters would be within the EPA requirements for hazardous substances .

B.2.1.2.4 Fouling Control Via “TOXION TWO” Distribution In Seawater

Piping Systems.

Summary: The “TOXION TWO” system, using a tin-based antifoul—

ant, is used successfully in European shipboard seawater systems. This

system warrants U.S. evaluation for potential Navy use.

The “TOXION TWO” antifouling system is produced by F.A. Hughes

and Company Limited in Epson , Surrey , England . The “TOXION TWO” anti—

foulant agent is a tin—based material, mixed with a water carrier fluid .

Two stages of dilution occur in the distribution system, resulting in

approximately 0.01 parts per million of toxin agent discharge into the

seawater system. 2° It is reportedly used with excellent results , in

all types of seawater cooling systems. The TOXION TWO system is used

only on European vessels, primarily in England and the United Kingdom.
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These systems are far enough downstream for U.S. application

that equipment support and technological gaps are not currently obvious.

No environmental problems are caused by the TOXION TWO antifoulant , since

it is an organic tin—based toxicant carried in a water solution and

does not exceed the harmful quantities in the EPA Hazardous Substances

Listing .

These systems are operated and -‘aintained by two people from

the ship’s engineering staff.

B.2.l.2.5 Electrolyzed Seawater System.

Summary: An electrolyzed seawater system, developed in Japan ,

has effectively prevented fouling on a 50,000 DWT tanker and appears to

be technically and economically feasible on a 250,000 DWT vessel. This

system warrants U.S. evaluation for potential Navy use.

This system to prevent ship hull fouling was developed at the

Nagasaki Shipyard in Japan by Mitsubishi Heavy Industries , Ltd . The

system electrolytically develops chlorine from seawater and , after corn—

bining the chlorine laden seawater with pressurized air , delivers the

mixture through nozzle pipes fitted to the bilge parts of the hull. The

mixture rises up to the surface along the ship’s side hull plates as a

minute bubble screen type flow.

The antifouling effect of this system has been confirmed on a

50,000 ton ore carrier.21- Design improvements on this system and analysis

of the application to a 250,000 ton tanker show the system is practical

and economically justifiable, based on a 3 year cost pay back test nor—

mally used in the shipping industry.

The current designs are estimated to have an 8 to 10 year ser—

vice life with minimal maintenance requirements.
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Magnesium hydroxide separated from the seawater is collected

in holding tanks and the hydrogen separated is passed through an anti—

explosion filter and enters a ventilation fan duct , where it is diluted .

Large tankers and ore carriers, if docked at 12 month inter-

vals, would , per the analysis, gain 0.5 and 1.0 knots in service speed

due to electrolytic protection .21-

These systems are far enough downstream for U.S. application

that personnel, equipment support , and gaps in technology are not cur-

rently obvious.

The environmental problems associated with the use of this type

of system will depend on the amount of chlorine or leached copper added

to the water by the system.

B.2.l.2.6 CEPI—COMAV Magnetic Scale Prevention Device

Summary : The Belgium “CEPI—COMAV” magnetic scale prevention

and removal units have been used successfully on European shipboard

seawater systems to remove and prevent calcium carbonate scale deposits.

In heating calcium bicarbonate, normally found in seawater , the calcium

bicarbonate breaks down to the insoluble calcium carbonate. This nor—

mally crystalizes out of solution which forms a filter to trap algae

and other marine fouling substances.

This type of device is used on over 100 Swedish and 1000

Russian seagoing vessels.22 It operates by magnetically converting

dissolved salts (principally calcium carbonate) from the calcite form H
to the aragonite form (a powdery substance which will not form scale as

calcite does). The CEPI—COMAV unit requires no power input ; it is de—

signed for direct insertion in a piping system and maintenance is mini—

mal. The ship degaussing effects on the magnetic characteristics of the

magnets in the CEPI units are not known.
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B.2.l Findings (Cont’d)

These devices, developed and marketed by the S.A. Epuro Con—

pany in Antwerp, Belgium, are used in seawater systems containing

evaporators, heat exchangers, air conditioners, etc. The magnetic

influence, however , is destroyed in system components which have a high

(>9 ,000 BTU ’s/sq. ft./hr.) heat transfer rate. Also , flow of water

through pumping elements degrades the magnetic effect on the dissolved r
salts, such that location in the system of the device becomes important.

U.S. utilization of these devices is currently limited to

universities and commercial applications, although a controlled test

evaluation of these devices is planned to be performed by the Naval

Academy at Annapolis, Maryland .

B.2.l.2.7 Ultrasonic Hull Vibrations Techniques of Preventing Fouling.

Summary: The Soviets use magnetostriction properties of hull

transducers to obtain ultrasonic antifouling hull protection. Distri-

bution of high frequency vibrations over hull structures requires eval-

uation.

The Soviets have done most of the work involving the use of

ultrasonic vibrations to prevent hull fouling over the past 12 years.

The Soviet maritime fleet now has about 20 vessels equipped with ultra—

sonic antifouling protection systems. Despite the fact that the latter

have been in use for over 10 years, there are still no data on the dis-

tribution of high—frequency vibrations over hull structures.23 The

objective of their studies was to check the efficiency of ultrasonic

antifouling protection and study of vibration damping in the hull by

measuring high—frequency vibrations on a KRASNOCRAD—Class ship. The

ultrasonic system on these ships incorporates a vacuum tube ultrasonic

oscillator with a 200—w power output and four more oscillators. The

oscillator ’s output voltage frequency varies within 17 to 30 k}lz. The

oscillator uses a self—excitation and frequency—modulation circuit.
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6.2.1 Findings (Cont ’d)

The magnetostriction oscillator consists of four nickel plates

assembled in a package and soldered to a steel prism , which is welded to

the the iniler side of the hull plating. The plates carry a wind ing in

which a variable magnetic field is produced . Under the effect of the

magnetic field , the plate package, possessing a magnetostriction property ,

undergoes periodic changes in size. The vibrations of the package are

transmitted through the prism (waveguide) to the outer hull plating.

B.2.l.2.8 Aguatron Scale and Algae Elimination System.

Summary: The American produced Aquatron system has the unique

characteristics of preventing algae and calcium carbonate from forming

in water handling systems. This fact should make these systems useful

in preventing marine fouling from accumulating in shipborne seawater

systems.

The Aquatron system , a product of Delta Tech Corporation ,

Dothan, Alabama, stops scale (deposits of calcium , magnesium , and other

salts) formation, dissolves existing scale, and kills algae. The system

stops the formation of scale in water lines, boilers, heat exchangers ,

and other equipment where water flows. The system works by electronically - -

reversing the normal chemical process of scale deposition without tem-

perature changes or chem t cal additions to the water.24

The system will dissolve salt scale already deposited on pipe

walls or equipment surfaces. The electronically treated water dissolves

existing scale deposits and will continue to dissolve deposits and pre—

vent new scale from forming as long as the system operates . It works :~without chemicals, acids , or mechanical cleaning meti-ods and can be

installed in any type of equipment , no matter how thick deposits have

become.

Algae causes blocked water flow, increased fuel costs, and re—

duces machine efficiency in air conditioners , cooling towers, and other
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mechanical shipboard equipment. The Aquatron system creates a water

environment in which algae cannot live by applying an electric charge

to the living micro—organism. This charge effectively dertroys the

plant and prevents new algae from growing.24 It is anticipated that

Aquatron can prevent slime film from forming which precedes attachment

of other marine fouling organisms.

The Aquatron system has three major components: the energy

cell, the ionization chamber, and the ionization electrode assembly.

A safe, completely enclosed energy cell supplies the system with the

proper ionization voltage, constantly regulated for maximum efficiency.

The ionization chamber , for instance, is installed in the feed—

water line for treatment of all water entering a boiler system. A

valved bypass line permits all normal water flow operations such as

blowdown and effluent discharge. A set of insulated stainless steel

electrodes is installed within the ionization chamber or area to de-

liver the proper electric field for scale and algae elimination.

The Aquatron system also lowers energy costs. A very thin

(1/32 inch) coating of scale on a boiler tube will insulate the tube

and reduce heat transfer from 20 to 25 percent . Similarly, a thick

~~~
- I coating of algae on cooling surfaces and pipes will reduce water flow

and cause pumps and fans to work under full or overload conditions.

When scale and algae are eliminated , heat is transmitted more effici—

ently , water flow is increased , and equipment load factors are reduced .

The Aquatron system does not create pollution concerns. The

use of expensive scale control chemicals, algae poisons, and other

pollutants is normally eliminated . No adverse temperature or chemical

changes occur in the treated water and no acids or cleaning chemicals

need be used anywhere in the Aquatron protected equipment . The Aquatron

system operates on low D.C. voltages within sealed , grounded enclosures

and is completely safe for workers and maintenance personnel. The
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6.2.1 Findings (Cont ’d)

system meets or exceeds all applicable OSI-IA regulations for electrical

equipment of this type.

B.2.2 Recommendations.

The current state—of—the—art , gaps in technology related to

the concepts identified , the environmental considerations , the training!

manning required , and the equipment support requirements have been de-

scribed . The most effective techniques to meet Navy operational objec-

tives that can be applied immed iately or in the near future will be

described . The research and development required to resolve existing

technological problems and gaps and to provide for effective utiliza-

tion of current and developing concepts will be identif ied . Effective—

ness evaluation plans and development progress tracking techniques to

achieve the development goals required will be discussed .

Summarizing the immediate applicability of the systems to be

discussed in paragraph B.2.2.l to Navy surface ships and submarines,

‘ the following recommendations are made:

1. That impressed current cathod ic protection systems con-

tinue to be installed on surface ships as the most re—

liable , flexible , and cc-st—effective means of providing

supplementary hull corrosion protection . It is further

reconunended that these protection systems be installed

during the initial construction of ships rather than as

a retrofit in the form of a SHIPALT.

2. That the category of SHIPALT’s for installation of im—

pressed current systems in amphibious ships be changed

from “D” to “K,” which would allow central funding rather

than funding from the Type Commanders maintenance funds ,

which are always very limited . This would allow a higher

priority to the SHIPALT accomplishment and provide more
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assurance of accomplishment at each ship ’s next scheduled

regular shipyard overhaul (ROH) .

3. That research funding be allocated and a program

initiated for threat evaluation of underwater

electric potential fields associated with impressed

current cathodic protection systems on submarines.

It is also recommended that a parallel effort be

undertaken to develop controllers and power supplies

suitable for SES application.

A development program is also needed to develop and

evaluate a SUBSAFE submarine hull penetration fitting for

anode attachment in the pressurized hull area, and a non—

pressure hull type alternate fitting.25

4. That research programs be initiated and funding allocated

to support surface effect ships effective application of

impressed current cathodic protection systems26 in the

following areas (see paragraph B.3.3.3 for additional de-

tails):

• ¶ 
. Remote Anode Studies

• Effect of Protection Potentials on Titanium and l7—4PH

Stainless

• Hull Anode Design

• Controller and Power Supply Design

• Velocity Effects on Dielectric Shield Materials at

High Velocity (50 to 100 Knots)

• Pilot System Installation Evaluation

5. That an awareness be maintained of the progress of emerg-

ing technologies which represent potential auvancements

in the state—of—the—art of cathodic protection , such as

pulsed D.C. current application.
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6. That the Navy , with industry support , continue to evaluate

foreign technology in the areas of anticorrosion and anti—

fouling systems. Antifouling systems which merit further

immediate attention include the operational Japanese elec—

trolyzed seawater system, the British TOXION TWO system ,

the Belgian CEPI/COMAV devices, and the Amer ican Aquatron

system.

7. That the Navy develop prototype full ship hull chlorine

antifouling system and conduc t sea trials of the proto-

type system.

8. That Navy programs be continued in the area of stray

current corrosion evaluation with emphasis on the location

of sources.

9. That the Navy immediately fund additional development ef—

forts to support current and future needs of galvanic

anode technology, such as the development of specifica-

tions for  aluminum anode composition and the development

of environmentally acceptable anode materials.

10. That the Navy initiate and fund development programs to

adapt existing shelf hardware to provide full hull foul—

ing prevention to submarines and surface ships. Two such

candidate systems are the electrolytic hypochlorinator

and the electrolyzed seawater systems.

11. That evaluation of feedback type control system hardware

for seawater system chlorination be funded .

12. Galvanic anodes prov ide adequate corrosion protection , for

ship hulls while the ship is dockside. Irnpress~.d current

cathodic protection systems provide adequate corrosion

protection both during dockside periods and while underway,
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necessitating that the ICCP system be energized at all

times that the ship is waterborne when this type of sys—

tern is use exclusively. It has been recognized that

existing training of the ships ICCP system operating per-

sonnel is less formalized and complete than thought desir—

able. More operational training is considered necessary.

Therefore, it is recommended that a class “C” course be

established on the east and west coasts. In lieu of a

formalized ashore course, an onboard contractor training

course may be far more cost—effective.

6.2.2.1 Applicability of State—of—the—Art Systems. The immediately

applicable antifouling and anticorrosion systems described are those

which would be supplementary to existing protective measures such as

antifouling and anticorrosion paint coatings and velocity control (in

excess of 3 ft/see) in seawater systems. The physical geometric shape

of surfaces, operational requirements of vessels, and the isolation of

surfaces provide the basis for discussion of pertinent systems under

the headings that follow.

B.2.2.1.l External Ship Hulls and Domes.

• Corrosion protection of Navy steel and aluminum ship hulls

and domes as well as propellers and appendages is presently

being provided by impressed current cathodic protection

systems and/or galvanic anodes. The use of galvanic anodes

is gradually being phased out due to the greater flexibility,

long life, and lack of environmental contamination prob—

lems associated with impressed current systems. The gal-

vanic anodes also provide very little protection while

the ship is underway .

Impressed current cathodic protection is considered to

be the lowest cost option available to the Navy . There are
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B.2.2 Recommendations (Cont ’d)

no alternate cand idate systems which are close to an oper-

ational ready status. Shell Development Division in

Houston , Texas is developing a pulsed direct current type

of system. This appears to be the only cand idate techno-

logical improvement in terms of lower power use of existing

non—pulsed D.C. impressed current systems. It is currently

in the laboratory development stage. This type of system

supplies power to the anodes on an on/ o f f  basis which may

create an Underwater Electric Potential (UEP) signature

problem.

• Fouling protection of Navy ship hulls is currently provided

by antifouling paints exclusively. The only alternate sys-

tem identified is an electrolyzed seawater system developed

at the Nagasaki Shipyard in Japan.

The antifouling effect of this system has been con—

firmed on a 50,000 ton ore carrier. Design improvements

on this system and analysis of the application of a 250,000

ton tanker show the system is practical and economically

justifiable based on a 3 year cost pay back test normally

used in the shipping industry.

The current designs are estimated to have an 8 to 10

year service life with minimal maintenance requirements.

The 90—10 copper—nickel clad materials currently under

fabrication and operational tests may , also , become viable

alternate protection techniques in the near future.

The research and development to provide effective hull

antifouling protection is currently being conducted by the

Japanese (electrolyzed seawater system) and the Copper

Development Association and cooperating companies (90—10

copper—nickel clad steel hull materials development).
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The Navy was spending , in 1974, the sum of $215 million dollar

dollars1 on annual maintenance due to biological fouling and deterior-

ation of piers, docks, and ship hulls only. Additional costs , both in

dollars and in loss of operational capability, result from impaired per-

formance and out—of—service time of ships , reduced service life , and

reliability of surveillance equipment . In view of the huge costs of

fouling to the Navy and its effect on overhaul schedules and the Navy ’s

ability to meet operational goals, it is recommended that system level

research and development programs be initiated immediately. Such re-

search and development could benefit significantly by utilizing the

results of materials/fouling research programs being conducted by NARAD

and independent laboratories, such as F.L. LaQue Laboratory at Wrights-

ville Beach, N.C. and the experiences of the U.S. Merchant Marine in
fouling prevention.

Recommended RDT&E Effort

1. Continue evaluation of U.S. materials development and

Japanese system development and integrate with results

of materials/fouling research.

Schedule — Start immediately and reschedule annually.

Estimated cost — $75,000 annually.

2. Develop prototype full ship hull chlorine antifouling

system .

Schedule — FY 77—FY 79

Estimated Cost — $600,000

3. Conduct sea trials of ship hull chlorine antifouling

system .

Schedule — FY 79—FY 80

Estimated Cost — $400,000
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B.2.2.l.2 External Submarine Hulls and Domes.

• Corrosion protection of Navy submarine hulls is currently

being provided by anticorrosion paint and zinc galvanic

anodes. As stated previously , these anodes provide very

little protection while the ship is underway . There are

no alternate systems developed to a level of operational

acceptability which can be applied immediately to prov ide

a state—of—the—art advancement.

Impressed current cathodic protection systems appear

to be the near—term candidate to replace galvanic anodes.

However , development effort is required on these systems

to eliminate the detectability characteristics of the ex-

ternal current flows (underwater electric potential), and

operational evaluations are required to relate the effect

of this system on fire control and sonar systems.

Recommended RDT&E Effort

1. Develop and test current cathodic protection control

circuit designs tc evaluate UEP affects.

Schedule — FY 77—FY 78

Estimated Cost — $225,000

2. Evaluate effect of cathodic protection system output

current ripple on fire control and sonar systems .

Schedule — FY 77—FY 78

Estimated Cost — $150,000

3. Development and test of SUBSAFE submarine pressure hull

and non—pressure hull anode penetration fittings.

Schedule — FY 77—FY 78

EstLmated Cost - $75,000
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B.2.2 Recommendations (Cont ’d)

4. Develop aluminum anode material specifications .

Schedule — FY 77

Estimated Costs — $40,000

• Fouling protection of Navy submarine hulls is also currently

provided exclusively by antifouling paints. There are no

supplementary systems developed to a level of operational

acceptability to provide fouling protection .

The Engelhard proposed cell/injection type system of

sodium hypochiorite dispersion near the submarine dome with

state—of—the—art system is the only candidate system avail-

able in the United States. Study efforts and operational

tests are required before utilization can be further con-

sidered.

An adaptation of the electrolyzed seawater system

developed at the Nagasaki Shipyard in Japan should not be

overlooked as a potential candidate for full hull fouling

protection.

Recommended RDT&E Effort

1. Conduct a comparative evaluation of the U.S. and Japan-

ese chlorine and the Russian ultrasonic hull antifoul-

ing systems.

Schedule — F? 77—F? 78

Estimated Cost — $100,000

2. Develop prototype full submarine hull and dome chlorine

antifouling system.

Schedule — F? 77—F? 79

Estimated Cost — $300,000 (Note: part of development

cost is borne by ship system development)
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3. Conduct sea trials of submarine hull chlorine anti-

fouling system.

Schedule — FY 79—FY 80

Estimated Cost — $400,000

B.2.2.1.3 Sea Chests and Seawater Systems

• Corrosion protection of Navy ship seawater systems is cur-

rently provided by techniques such as design inclusion of

protective coated piping lengths (galvanized , tinned , or

solder wiped), the inclusion of extra—heavy galvanized

steel pipe as waster pieces in mixed material piping sys-

tems, and the use of fouling protection techniques to

minimize corrosion of the concentration cell type. The

primary corrosion protection technique involves the use of

copper—nickel piping materials. No supplementary techniques

have been identified which have been developed to an oper-

ational level of readiness.

Impressed current systems for seawater piping system

corrosion protection appear to be in the engineering devel—

• opment stage. Cathodic protection levels established with—

in these systems have been satisfactory. However , much

background knowledge relative to the proper anode placement

to establish the lengths of protection along the system

appears to require development.

Recommended RDT&E Effort

Continue development efforts on impressed current cathodic

protection anode placement in systems.

Schedule — F? 77—F? 79

Estimated Cost — $200,000
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B.2.2 Recommendations (Cont’d)

• Fouling Protection in Navy ship seawater piping systems has

been a matter of ship systems design to provide water vel-

ocities in excess of 3 ft./sec. which prevents fouling from

forming. During extended periods in port , the main

auxiliary seawater circulation systems are drained or

operated daily.

Engelhard/Systems electrolytic hypochlorinators, which

are currently available, are the prime candidate for a

supplementary system to prevent fouling. These systems

prevent fouling by injecting sodium hypochiorite into the

sea chest as seawater enters the system. This chlorinated

water is subsequently circulated through the system and

returned to the sea. These systems require ship installa-

tions, for operational evaluation, before full operational

readiness can be claimed .

Although the Engeihard hypochiorinators have a greater

history of shipboard successful application, the future

potential of the CEPI—COMAV magnetic scale preventing and

removing devices and the Aquatron scale and algae remov-

ing and preventing systems should be thoroughly evaluated

for seawater system antifouling application. See the

discussions of the characteristics of these devices and

systems in the Discussion Section of this report.

Recommended RDT&E Effort:

The required research and development to ensure an oper—

ational capability with existing Navy seawater systems, to

provide adequate chlorination levels, and to provide for

automatic operation is as follows:
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B.2.2 Recommendations (Cont ’d)

1. Evaluate through system installation and test , the

effect of chlorine on internal system surfaces.

Schedule — FY 77—FY 78

Estimated Cost — $100,000

2. Determine adequate chlorine dosing ratio.

Schedule — F? 77—rI 79

Estimated Cost — $150,000

3. Evaluate commercially available chlorine measuring

instrumentation for use ir an automatic feedback

chlorination system.

Schedule — F? 77—F? 79

Estimated Cost — $60,000

4. Evaluate commercially available magnetic (CEPI—COMAV)

and ionization (Aquatron) techniques of preventing

marine fouling in seawater systems.

Schedule — F? 77—FY 79

Estimated Cost — $300,000

B.2.2.l.4 Recommended Priority of Research and Development. The great-

est near term benefit to the Navy in terms of cost pay back, proximity

to operational readiness, and need would have the following recommend ed

ranking:

Priority Research Cost xK

1. Develop ship hull chlorine anti— $600

fouling system

2. Conduct sea trials of ship hull $400

antifouling system
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Priority Research Cost xK

3. Continue evaluation of U.S. ma— $ 75
terials (Cu—Ni) development and Annually

Japanese electrolyzed seawater

system

4. Conduct evaluation of U.S., $100

Japanese, and Russian hull anti—

fouling systems

5. Evaluate chlorine effect on $100

internal seawater system sur-

faces

6. Determine adequate chlorine $150

dosage rate

7. Evaluate seawater chlorine sys— $ 60
tern feedback instrumentation

8. Evaluate commercial ionization $300

techniques of preventing marine

fouling in seawater systems

9. Develop a corrosion criterion and $300

related data bank.

10. Evaluate ICCP system UEP on sub— $ 75
marines

11. Evaluate C/P system ripple on $150

submarine fire control and

sonar systems

12. Develop submarine pressure hull $ 75
penetration fittings
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B.2.2 Recommendations (Cont’d)

Priority Research Cost xK

13. Develop aluminum anode material $ 40
specifications

14. Develop prototype full submarine $300

hull and dome antifouling system

15. Conduct sea trials of submarine $400

ant ifouling system

16. Continue development of seawater $200

system ICCP corrosion prevention

equipment

Total $3,325

B.2.2.2 Effectiveness Evaluation Plans. The effectiveness of the

antifouling systems from a hull operational point of view should be

measured against meeting the objective of no structural repairs and the

maintenance of a smooth hull over the life of the ship or submarine.

With reference to hull condition, since corrosion is such a

slow process, under the condition of having primary and secondary pro-

tection systems applied , inspections of hull condition would be made at

periodic overhauls. Assuming that the overhaul periods, where primary

protection systems, such as paint coatings, were removed thus exposing

the underlying metal surface conditions , occurred every 5 years, this

would be the frequency of hull corrosion inspections. Corrosion that

would be judged to be likely to cause structural repairs prior to

reaching the predicted life of the hull, would be considered as a fail-

ure to meet the performance objective. Surface roughness, caused by

corrosion, which would result in an increase in ship propulsion power

requirements, would be considered as less than fully effective perform—

ance of the corrosion protection system. Quantification of the degree

of roughness could be established with surface roughness measuring

instrumentation , such as, a profilometer (a roughness indicator).
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Hull smoothness evaluations could be made on the basis of com-

parisons of ship speed versus time out of dry dock curves at constant

power or RPM delivered by the propulaion system. A criter ion indicative

of when hull cleaning due to fouling was required could be used to es—

tablish a failure to meet the objective of maintaining a smooth hull

over the life of the ship. Two criteria which have recently been pro-

posed to establish the point at which hull fouling removal is required

are as follows:

• Proposed Criterion No. 1 — A 5 percent reduction in speed

at constant propeller RPM

• Proposed Criterion No. 2 — A 10 percent increase in power

at constant ship speed

Upon drydocking the ship, a visual inspection, by an experienced

inspection team, should be made to assess the amount of fouling and

corrosion causing the speed loss or power increase. Accurate documen-

tation of hard copy and video—audio tape would be obtained on each

Inspection. A comparative record bank could thus be developed. It is

considered that this comparative record bank would provide a reasonable

guide to reduce the degree of subjectivity in the evaluations.

The effectiveness of the anticorrosion and antifouling sys-

tems, when viewed from the standpoint of operation of the seawater

piping systems, could be measured against lower order objectives than

when viewed from hull performance point of view.

The specific plan should be formulated after experimental

evaluation of a proposed plan. The proposed plan would entail the

following:
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B.2.2 Recommendations (Cont’d)

1. Make comparative evaluations of records of system para-

meters. Antifouling system performance degradation to an

unacceptable level would be based upon such criteria as:

a) A 10 percent drop in efficiency of heat transfer units

b) A 10 percent increase in pressure drop across system

components

c) Visual accumulation of fouling in the sea chests

2. Make periodic inspections of piping system components such

as waster pieces. Anticorrosion system performance of

an unacceptable level would be based upon a visual deter-

mination of the amount of corrosion present in the ex-

amined system component.

As in the case of fouling, a video—audio tape and hard copy

documentation record bank would provide the means of reducing subjec-

tive judgements. A criterion of an unacceptable amount of corrosion

would have to be developed.

8.2.2.3 Development Progress Tracking Plans. The development progress

tracking plans must consider all of the program elements from the pro—

posed Executive Committees development of policy, budgets, and priori-

ties to the individual system development . As a result of the inter--

faces between and the interrelationships of the five general areas of

concern within the ship Underwater Maintenance, Evaluation , & Repair

Master Plan, the Program Manager will have to perform initial management

functions, such as:

• Development of overall policy, objectives, and guidelines

• Evaluation of and the setting of priorities

• Establishment of coordination responsibilities

• Establishment of an analysis function

- -  
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B.2.2 Recommendations (Cont ’d)

• Determination and assignment of primary and support act iv—

ities

• Estimation of program funding requirements

• Performance of budget allocation to primary and support

activities

• Establishment of a management function to provide continu-

ing overall program management

The continuing management function should :

• Develop lines of authority and responsibility

• Administer budgetary control

• Develop reporting and monitoring procedures

• Monitor overall and individual program progress

• Conduct overall program coordination activities

• Determine necessary changes in program initiatives

It should be noted that the monitoring of individual and over—

all program progress is recommended to be centered in one management

function. This gives the overall program the overview, coordination ,

and direction felt necessary for efficient and timely accomplishment

of program elements.

The additional program elements foreseen, related to the non—

coating protective systems area of concern, are the systems development

efforts of (1) the primary activities, (2) the support activities, and

(3) the fleet implementation phase of development. The primary area

of responsibility for development should involve the U.S. Navy and

domestic or foreign commercial interests dependent upon facilities,

expertise, proprietary interests, etc. The support areas of responsi-

bility should involve U.S. Navy activities such as all Navy laboratories,
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8.2.2 Recommendations (Cont’d)

NSRDC, NAVSEC , NAVSEA , and commercial supporting activities. The fleet

implementation phase of development would again involve NAVSEC , NSRDC ,

and Navy Fleet Commands. Many of the elements of system development

are interdependent and consequently must be carried out concurrently or

in sequence depending on their relationship. Progress scheduling and

tracking, therefore, would involve all levels of responsibility from

the overall program manager to all subsequent program elements.

Program development visibility and control could be estab—

lished through the use of milestone and Pert/Event charting techniques.

The implementation and utilization of these techniques is well known

and would , with appropriate identification of elements and interrelated

events, serve as a progress tracking technique.
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8.3.0 DISCUSSION

This section contains result of an in—depth survey of existing

techniques and state—of—the—art technology to provide fouling and corro-

sion protection of ship underwater hull surfaces and seawater piping sys-

tems. The survey includes on—going Navy programs , and programs of other

U.S. Government Agencies as well as foreign and domestic commercial efforts

to provide fouling and corrosion protection.

Hull corrosion and seawater protection systems discussed in

the following sections involve sacrificial anodes, impressed current

systems, and hull cladding technology. Fouling prevention techniques

discussed relating to hull and seawater systems involve a magnetic de-

vice, internal systems and external hull chlorine distribution systems ,

toxin injection systems, hull cladd ing techniques , and a water ioniza-

tion system.

The sacrificial anode and impressed current corrosion protec-

tion systems are relatively well—developed techniques. Quality control

problems exist in the manufacturing of anode materials , along with prob-

lems related to environmental impact and the lack of specifications de—

fining the specific characteristics of the anodes, in the case of aluminum

anodes. In spite of these prob lems, these systems are widely used in both

military and commercial craft in the United States and foreign countries.

The other systems, concepts, or devices discussed are in the research

and develDpment stages or the test and engineering development stage.

B.3.l Introduction

In recent years the number of active ships in the U.S. Fleet

has been markedly reduced . The largest proportion consists of submarines

and destroyer types. Experience has shown that these ships , because of

service conditions, require the most frequent antifouling maintenance.

If antifouling coatings lasted twice as long , scheduled drydocking
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8.3.1 Introduction (Cont’d)

intervals could be extended . The expected service life of anti~ouling

coatings containing copper toxins, for instance, ranges from 3 to 18

months for submarines in tropical waters to 3 years for surface ships

in temperate waters. The relatively long periods in port of Navy ships

as opposed to commercial craft allows more rapid and heavy fouling to

occur.

Countermeasures to prevent fouling of seawater systems, such

as filter screening, daily operation of systems during extended idle

periods in port, draining of idle systems, and maintaining system water

velocities abo~a 3 feet per second are either not adequate , or are eco-

nomically impractical. Mechanical removal, such as water lance and

chemical cleaning, the method most frequently used for fouling removal ,

also has shortcomings.

An understanding of the process of corrosion provides an

understanding of the nature of the ship ’s hull, propeller , and appendage

corrosion problem.

The tendency for materials to seek a stable state , often that

found in nature, is quoted as a fundamental principle. Thus, iron as

a dominant element in steel tends to oxidize (release electrons) or

corrode to form rust. Metals differ in their energy level or potential

for continuing the release of electrons. This is evident from the range

of corrosion rates in seawater shown in Table B—i.

“Higher rates mean the metal yields electrons more
vigorously and dissolves away more readily; that is
the galvanic reaction proceeds more vigorously. The
comparative energy levels are usually expressed in
terms of the steady state potential in volts. A
more elaborate comparison of metals which may be
used in construction of a vessel is listed in Fig-
ure B—5. Metals with more negative potentials cor-
rode or dissolve more readily (when coupled with
metals of less negative potential). Thus, the volt—
age of magnesium at —1.64 is indicative of a dis-
tinctly more energetic corrosion tendency than a
mild steel at —0.62 volts. This difference enables 

28
magnesium to protect against corrosion galvanically.”
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8.3.1 Introduction (Cont’d)

TABLE B—l 28

REPRESENTATIVE CORROSION RATES IN SEAWATER

Corrosion Rate in Quiet Seawater (1)
Metal Miis per Year Millimeters per Year

Aluminum i_so (2) 
0.02—1.2

Zinc 1—lO 0.02—0 .25

Lead >l_15(2) >0.02—0—0.38

Iron (Steel) 4—10 0.1—0.25

Silicon Iron 0—3 0—0.07

Stainless Steel 0—5 0—0.12

Copper Alloys O.5_l5(2) 0.01—0.38

Nickel Alloys 0—i 0—0.02

Titanium Nil Nil

Silver Nil Nil

Platinum Nil Nil

Notes: (1) Rates are ranges of general loss in seawater at ambient
temperatures and velocities no greater than 3 feet (1 M)
per second. Pitting penetration is not considered.

(2) Various alloys display widely different rates

At this point, it is important to note that these natural gal—

U vanic reactions can result in undesirable drastic corrosion. It occurs

when two metals or alloys of different natural corrosion potentials are

electrically connected and in contact with seawater (an electrolyte).

Inadvertent couples, however , can rapidly destroy an important

vessel component. Some examples are:

a) Bronze propeller coupled to a steel hull

b) Mill scale on a ship ’s steel plate , internal or external

c) Steel water boxes coupled to copper—nickel tube sheets of

a condenser
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B.3.l Introduction (Cont ’d)

d) Bronze impeller in a steel pump casing

e) Brass valve in a steel piping system

f) Aluminum fairwaters fastened to steel hulls

Stray current corrosion has been of concern to the Navy over
— 

the past few years. Several incidences of severe corrosion on Navy ship

hulls have occurred recently. The possibility that the corrosion was

caused by improper grounding during welding has been eliminated In at

least some of the cases. Sources of the currents in many instances

have not been established. Field studies have been made where the re-

corded hull potential intermittently showed large fluctuations in the

positive direction, which indicated that at some naval berthing sites

stray currents did exist. At berthing sites, direct current driven

electric trains traveling along finger docks have been considered as

potential sources to cause stray D.C. currents which could enter the

water and subsequently pass from ship to ship through the water .
15

Ship seawater system components such as feed tube oil coolers,

main condensers, pumps, and other such components experience failures due

to corrosion. Companies in the United Ringdom have reported corrosion

failures of aluminum brass tubes attributed to erosion corrosion as an

example. This type of corrosion damage is attributed to turbulent

aerated high velocity seawater. Dissimilar metals throughout the sea-

water systems also contribute to the corrosion problem . Attempts to

combat internal systems corrosion have included rubber linings for water

boxes and injection of iron or ferrous sulphate in dosage rates less

than 1 part per million to provide protective films over aluminum brass

tubes in condensers.29 In the United States, the Navy installs ttwaster

pieces” in such systems to allow replacement when corrosion occurs In

these sections of the system.
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B.3.2 Sacrificial Anodes

B.3.2.1 State—of—the—Art. In 1960, the first specifications for gal-

vanic anodes were developed , although they had been in use for many years.

In 1963, the Navy shifted to a 3 year drydocking interval, at which time

galvanic anodes began to come into more general use. Experimentation

with the location of the anodes to provide the most effective protection

has resulted in a current practice of placing 60 percent on forward sec—

tions of the hull and 40 percent on the aft section. The anodes arer normally attached to the bilge keel in a butted arrangement. In essence,

the anodes are butted end to end in an array rather than being individ-

ually spaced. This arrangement tends to minimize fuel consumption and

noise generation by keeping the total number of projections low.

The operational flexibility and efficiency (fuel consumption,

noise generation, etc.) of a galvanic system is poor. Flexibility of

the system is defined as the system’s ability to increase or decrease

the emanating current flow under varying conditions of speed and salinity.

The operational flexibility is limited since the optimum sacrificial

anode system can only be designed for a given ship operating speed.

- 
The “three year” zinc system currently specified by the U.S.

Navy has normally provided complete cathodic protection while the ship

is moored or moving at speeds up to 5 knots. Much of the time that the

ship is underway, it receives only partial protection from anodes in-

stalled . Also, the phenomenon of increasing exposed areas of metal and

the development of porosity of the paint films with increasing time Out

of drydock increases the current density demands on the anodes in order

to provide protection with increasing intervals between drydockings. A

current density value of 3.9 milliamperes per sq. ft. of hull area has

been used by the Navy for a 3 year interval installation. Figure B—6

contains curves relating expense (installation cost plus projected up—

keep for the life of anode) per sq. ft. of hull area to provide the
cathodic protection (C/P) current required. It can be seen from
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3.3.2 Sacrificial Anodes (Cont ’d)

Figure B—6 that a current density of 5.2 milliamperes per sq. ft. nec-

essary for a 4 year drydock cycle is not within the optimum cost range

for corrosion control using a zinc system. However, a sacrificial system

using aluminum anodes can provide a 4 year period of protection ~t a
minimum cost.

4
5 —

ZINC OR
MAGNESIUM

4 SYSTEM

1 - OPTIMUM RANGE

I I I I I I I 1_ I
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

PROTECTIVE CURRENT (MA /SO FT.)

Figure B—6. Expense Per Square Foot for Galvanic Anode
Cathodic Protection8

Based upon a number of unstatisfactory service reports of

magnesium anodes used on a 3 year basis, these anodes are limited to

a 2 year drydocking cycle. The magnesium anodes are only 50 percent

efficient in seawater. Consequently , half the anode deteriorates in

seawater without providing useful protection . Additionally , the

high potential of magnesium necessitates the use of dielectric shields

on the hull beneath and at least 2 feet around the periphery of the anode

array.
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Aluminu m anodes provide an installation advantage due to their
‘I light weight and high current output . On a weight basis they can provide

3 times the current per pound when compared with zinc . Eriulvalent surface

areas of aluminum and zinc have approximately the same .~urrent output.

Galvanic anodes are specified in the NAVSHIPS Technical Manual, Chapter

9190. The zinc and magnesium anode quantities for stern area and corn—
— plete systems are life rated for 3 and 2 years, respectively. Specif i—

cations for aluminum anodes require development.

The installation arrangements of anodes on a ship are normally

identified on the ship plans (class plans in the case of Navy ships).

The identification of the number , type , size, and current output are

specified for existing Navy ships on the basis of the “wetted surface”3°

of the hull. NAVSHIPS 0901—190—002, Section 9190.232, identifies the

specific utilization requirements for magnesium and zinc anodes . Alum-

inum anodes are evaluated for use on a case by case basis . For new

construction , the Specification for Building Navy Ships contains a Sec-

tion 633 which delineates the application of galvanic anodes.

“Aluminum (sacrificial) anodes are commercially available
from Alcoa, Reynolds , and many other smelters under Dow
license and are being used for cathodic protection by some
ship owners. The test program undertaken by the Navy on
various types of aluminum anodes indicates that thus far
only one aluminum alloy composition containing a trace
amount of mercury has proven reliable in both laboratory
and service tests. Small variations in grain size, heat
treatments, impurities , and other variables associated with
other aluminum anode compositions have resulted in erratic
performance . The mercury bearing anode is undergoing
further service evaluation , as well as further laboratory
testing to determine, among other things , the effect the
mercury will have on non—ferrous alloys. Upon successful
completion of this test program , a specification will be
written for the procurement of aluminum anodes.”2
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B.3.2 Sacrificial Anodes (Cont ’d)

B.3.2.2 Technology Gaps. The technological gap that exists is the

lack of identification of environmentally acceptable anode compositions

which do not contain the toxic material , cadmium , and toxic compound

forming material, mercury .

B.3.2.3 Needed RDT&E. The required research includes the development

of environmentally acceptable zinc and aluminum anode assemblies.

B.3.2.4 Environmental Considerations. The environmental concern is

that zinc anodes, which are the primary anode material in use today,

contain cadmium, and the aluminum anodes contain mercury , which forms

toxic organic mercury compounds. Fortunately, at present there are no

known cases of EPA serious concern about the introduction of these toxic

compounds into navigable waters.

B.3.2.5 Personnel Considerations. There are no training and manning

requirements for operation and maintenance since, after installation ,

galvanic anodes perform cathodic protection through the process of

galvanic anode material dissipation. They are replaced during periodic

maintenance availabilities .

B.3.2.6 Eq~ipment Support. Support equipment consists simply of re—

placement anodes, welding and painting facilities.

B.3.2.7 Effectiveness Evaluation Plan. Performance effectiveness

evaluations of the anode assemblies have been performed by shipyard

inspection crews during drydock periods. Their interest has been the

occurrence or lack of occurrence of corrosion . The inspectors also

note the condition of the anode materials and , if required , the anodes

are replaced.

Based upon the Effectiveness Evaluation Plan presented in

Paragraph B.2.2.2, it is recommended that a measure of the protected

area surface roughness be established through the use of profilometer
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8.3.2 Sacrificial Anodes (Cont’d)

or similar instrument during the inspection. This quantitative value

may then be used to evaluate the degree of effectiveness of corrosion

protection actually achieved .

B.3.2.8 Development Progress Tracking Plans. The tracking of anode

research and development effort worldwide is considered necessary to

ensure that the U.S. Navy has the most environmentally acceptable ar.d

consistently performing anode materials that technology can supply.

This subject has been discussed at a higher topic level in this study

(see Paragraph B.2.2.3).

B.3.3 Impressed Current Cathodic Protection Systems

3.3.3.1 State—of—the—Ar t. In order to provide the necessary supple-

mentary protection over the underwater hull coating system, the U.S.

Navy has installed approximately 160 Engelhard produced Navy systems

on its surface fleet ships and is currently retrofitting others. Out—

side of one or two Lockheed type systems evaluated , this is the only

type of industrially produced , impressed current system which has been

used on Navy surface ships.

The use of protective coating systems considerably reduces

the area of bare metal requiring cathodic protection and the amount of

protective current required . Research has shown that bare steel immersed

in quiet seawater requires 4 to 6 milliamperes (ma) per sq. ft. of

steel surface for complete protection . This would amount to about 265

amps for the bare hull of a vessel with a wetted surface of over 53,000

sq. ft. In actual practice , the insulating effect of the hull anti—

corrosion and antifouling paint coatings could reduce the current re—

quired for full protection to about 4 amps.31

The impressed current cathodic protection systems used by the

U.S. Navy and commercial shipping on large active ships consists of anode

assemblies (number dependent on ship size), insulating shields at the

point of anode attachmen t to the hull , a control unit , a power supply,

and a reference cell.
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8.3.3 Impressed Current Cathodic Protection Systems (Cont’d)

Systems of this type are applicable to large ocean—going vessels

and are , therefore , generally operated from 60—cycle alternating current .

This makes it possible to deliver high voltage power to remote anc-des

through the 440 volt 3 phase distribution lines already available in the

ship. This is an important consideration since anodes may draw as much

as 150 amperes at low voltage and the distribution of such current would

present a real problem.

The power supply component receives the relatively high voltage

at the anode location and transforms and rectifies it through several

diodes to supply direct current at the anodes. The power supply consists

of a saturable reactor with several diodes for power control. A suitable

indicating meter permits observation of each local power supply. This

equipment should deliver the proper electrical power to protect the hull

no matter what speed , salinity, or paint condition may be encountered .31’

Navy anodes are a platinum clad tantalum wire mounted on a

rectangular frame . The plastic frames are mounted on a neoprene shield

which is f aired with and surrounded by a “capastic” material shield

which is applied over the painted surface of the hull. Navy platinum

clad anodes are rated at 75 to 150 amps (Types I and II).

The majority of ocean service size ships have two anodes mounted

on the hull in the stern area plus four in forward sections of the hull.

The anodes are located below the light waterline forward of the propeller

plane . The silver—silver chloride reference cell is located to give an

accurate potential on the hull. On four anode installations , a reference

cell is located midway between each pair of anodes on both sides of the

hull.

An ICCP system makes use of a reference electrode to regulate

the current output. The electrode is made of metal/metal—salt com-

bination (e.g., silver mesh coated with silver chloride) which exhibits

a stable potential in seawater. The potential of the hull is corn—

ared to this reference cell. A change in the hull potential of the
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B.3.3 Impressed Current Cathodic Protection Systems (Cont’d)
ship hull due to the impressed protective current is reflected in a

shift in the potential difference measured relative to the reference

electrode. A marked change in the potentia l occurs when full protection

(polarization) is achieved . Experience has shown that a potential of

0.85 V for steel indicates complete protection. Experience has also ‘1
shown that these systems tend to hunt above and below the current

densities required to provide the desired hull polarization level when

first energized dependent upon paint condition . This is a short—term ‘ I

characteristic and is not considered a system problem requiring current

action. This change in potential measured by the reference electrode

is used as a basis of control of the current output of the power source.

The control unit is the “brain” of the ICCI’ system. The

voltage signal obtained between the reference electrode and the hull

is compared with a preset voltage in the power control unit. If the

reference voltage is smaller than the preset voltage, the control unit

will increase the anode current until the reference potential and the

preset potential are equal, and vice versa. In this manner, an optimum

hull potential is maintained at all times.

Ship propellers, being constructed of materials different than - -

the hull, are often cathodic relative to an anodic steel hull surface.

To ensure cathodic protection of the propeller, the shaft is grounded

to the hull of the ship . Current drains of 10 amperes and more are corn—
manly carried by the grounding system. Thus, the current provided to

the stern area of the ship and propeller assemblies through the water

by the anodes is effective in preventing corrosion.

Engeihard Cathodic Protection Automatically Controlled (CAPAC)

systems are provided in three classes of equipment suitable for m etal—

lation on craft from pleasure size to the largest Naval vessels.
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8.3.3 Impressed Current Cathodic Protection Systems (Cont ’d)

The total cost of installing a CAPAC system is dependent large—

ly on the installation costs. The material costs of a six anode system ,

such as would be used on a DD—963 Class Destroyer32 would be $13,000.

After adding the installation costs, the total cost would be approx i-

mately $30,000. The material costs for a carrier would be $30,000 to

$45,000. The complete S}IIPALT has been costed Out at $350,000.
25

Surface—effect ships are very weight—critical. Therefore,

aluminum alloys are used in major structural applications , including

external plating on the sidewalls. In contrast, auxiliary structures

such as rudders, stabilizers, and propulsion equipment frequently re-

quire materials with higher strengths than aluminum. Since aluminum

alloys are anodic to all major structural metals in seawater, use of

these high—strength materials will establish galvanic couples that will

accelerate corrosion of the aluminum ht~1l plating , with possible loss

of watertight integrity.

To prevent this adverse galvanic action , cathod ic protection

should be employed . The action of a cathodic protection system is to

polarize the cathod ic materials (high—strength alloys) to the protective

potential of the aluminum hull plating , thereby eliminating the driving

force for the galvanic attack. A design investigation has been conducted

to establish design parameters for an active, impressed current C/P

system for these high velocity hulls. This study has identified a

number of areas where future research is required (see Paragraph B.3.3.3).

B.3.3.2 Gaps in Technology. The design requirements of impressed

current C/P systems, i.e., the minimum current requirements , the number

of controllers , and the number of referenc e cells and anodes , are

determined based upon the wetted surface of the vessel to be protected .

This is a relatively rough technique. Also , the adequacy of the level

of protection is based upon predetermined polarization voltage level of

the surface to be protected . A reference cell in the impressed current

system maintains the hull potential at a preset value during operation
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8.3.3 Impressed Current Cathodic Protection Systems (Cont’d)

of the ship. Obviously, none of these pred ictive techniques nor the

hull potential maintenance system actually measure the rate of corrosion.

Instruments to effectively measure the instantaneous corrosion rate do

not appear to be available. A meter known as “Rust Reader,” developed

by Morgan Berkeley Ltd , Winchester , Rants , is currently in use within

SSBN submarine domes to indicate the voltage differences between a

silver—silver chloride cell in the “Rust Reader” and metallic hull

surfaces of the AN/BQR—20 sonar. This instrument, however , does not - ‘

indicate the “corrosion rate.” Refined techniques of establishing the

number of anodes required are also seen as required by DTNSRDC.
33

Another area requiring development effort is in the develop-

ment of dielectric shield materials which are less susceptible to

surface failure than existing materials. This is particularly important

in the application of impressed current systems to aluminum hulled

craft such as hydrofoils and surface effect ships. The problem of over

protection of the aluminum hull at the point of shield failure could

cause structural failure of the aluminum .

Operational problems exist in the use of impressed current

systems on aluminum hulled craft. For instance, the use of various

materials such as 17—4 PH stainless, 5456 aluminum , Inconel 625, and

titanium on the same craft creates complex corrosion protection problems

in the area of current levels required and the location of anodes to

prov ide optimum protection without achieving over protec tion , or

hydrogen embrittlement (stress corrosion) of high strength steels.

Additional development effort is needed to define installation design

criteria on hydrofoils and surface effect ships.

Impressed current C/P systems are not currently being install-

ed on submarines because of two basic problem areas . Satisfactory sub—

marine hull penetration fittings for anod e attachmen t have not been

identified and require design development. The effec t of the ripple

of the current emanating from the c/P system , with passive filter
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B.3.3 Impressed Current Cathodic Protection Systems (Cont ’d)

installed , on the submarine underwater electric potential signature ,

and fire control and sonar sensors has not been fully evaluated . There-

fore, research and developmen t is required in both of these areas. Then ,

if the current ripple is found to be unacceptable , additiona l research

effort using active filters should be directed toward reduction of the

ripple.

B.3.3.3 Required Research. Research and development efforts are re-

quired to develop effective corrosion monitoring instrumentation to

evaluate the protection systems on surface ship hulls.

Evaluation programs are needed to determine the effect of

electrical current ripple of currents emanating from anodes on sub-

marines in the following areas:

• Underwater electric potential

• Impact on sonar sensors

• impac t on fire control systems

A program is needed to develop and evaluate a SUBSAFE sub—

marine hull penetration fitting or a non—pressure hull alternate

fitting for anode attachment .

Additional recommended research to support surface effect

ships effective application of impressed current C/P systems is a,a
follows:7

• Remote Anod e Studies. Conduc t a feasibility study and

develop a working design for a remote anode system to

be used on SES. Use of such an anode would eliminate

the dielectric shield and associated problems and provide

a more uniform distribution of anode current , and

mitigate some of the hydrogen embrittlement problem s of

high—strength steels.
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• Effec t of Protection Potentials on Titanium and 17—4 PH

Stainless Steel. Conduc t experiments to determine if the

highly electronegative potentials associated with a cathodic

protection system will induce adverse effects such as

hydrogen embrittlement on the 17—4 PH stainless steel SES

appendages.

• Effect of Seawater Temperature on Protection Current

Densities. Conduct systematic experiments to determine

the effect of seawater temperature on the protection

current density of SES materials.

• Hull Anode Design. Design a streamlined hull—mounted

anode for SES use which will have minimum drag and cavita-

tion characteristics combined with high current capabilities

and long life.

I. • Controller and Power Supply Design. Design a controller

and power supply which are compatible with SES . Both

units should operate from craft power , 28 volts , 60 Hertz.

The controller should have provisions for current suppres-

sion if the reference cell at the shield edge exceeds —1 .5

volts , and should be fail—safe. The power supply should

be of the SCR type with maximum current limiting circuitry

and current bypass circuitry to allow reduction of output

to zero amperes .

• Velocity Effects on Dielectric Shield Materials. Determine

the effects of high velocities on the cand idate dielectric

shield materials. Determine the optimum shield edge

configuration to minimize the possibility of shield damage.
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B.3.3 Impressed Current Cathodic Protection Systems (Cont ’d)

• Pilot System. Install a pilot impressed current cathodic

protection system onboard a 100—ton SES, preferably the

SES—lOOB , in order to verify the design methodology and

current data , and to gain operational experience on such

a system before installation on the 2000—ton SES.

B.3.3.4 Environmental Considerations. In cathodic protection systems,

the point in the system where current discharges into navigable waters

would occur is at the anodes. Mr. Robert Baboian , Manager of the

Electrochemical and Corrosion Laboratory at Texas Instruments Incorporated ,

Attleboro , Massachusetts, has identified the anodic reactions on plat inum

in seawater. Since the Engeihard cathodic protection system presently

installed on U.S. Navy ships utilizes platinum ( anode assemblies,

the following reactions are typical.

Under any condition in seawater, the following reactions occur

or can occur :34

a. Primary anod ic reaction on platinum in seawater involves

dissociation of seawater to yield chloride ions which

forms chlorine.

b. Another reaction that can occur in a chloride environ—

ment is that hypochlorous acid can be developed .

c. Ionization of hypochlorous acid gives hypochlorite ions

and hydrogen ions.

It should be noted that chlorine is formed as a product of

the primary anodic reaction. Chlorine is identified as a toxic substance

within the Hazardous Substances List of the EPA in either the gaseous

or liquid f o r m . It is also identified in the (A) category in the EPA

Harmful Quantity Categories. (See Annex 8—2.) This means tha t if

chlorine generation is in excess of 1 part per million (ppm), an EPA

violation would occur.
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8.3.3 Impressed Current Cathodic Protection Systems (Cont’d)

It should be noted that hypochlorite ions are formed in the

above reactions. It is also known that electrolytically treated sea-

water such as occurs in the Engelhard Chioropac chlorinator results in

the production of sodium hypochlorite. This compound may also be

developed at the anode and is listed in the Hazardous Substance List

Harmful Quantities Category (A). Again, the generated quantities must

be less than 1 ppm to be within the EPA requirements.

I - Since no reference can be located identifying the quantities

of these compounds generated at the impressed current anodes, it is

questionable whether an EPA violation could be cited .

8.3.3.5 Personnel Considerations. The Engelhard impressed current

C/P system can be operated , monitored , and maintained by one man.
For Navy ship installations of these systems, an Interior Communica-

tions (IC) technician and an Electronic Mate (EM) are trained to provide

the necessary skills to perform these tasks.

Training is provided at the installing shipyard by ships design

and test personnel. Navy training films, shipboard system test proce-

dures, and the manufacturer ’s equipment manual are used to present

the training. The normal training period is three hours. This is

-
~~ considered to be significantly too short.

Operating and monitoring time requires only ten minuts per

day, while maintenance is performed on an infrequent basis as required .

Recommendat ion

Recommendations prev iously made should be pursued , that a

class “C” course be established on both the East Coast

(Por tsmouth , Va.)  and the West Coast (Long Beach , Calif.)



8.3.3 Impressed Current Cathodic Protection Systems (Cont’d)

This is considered necessary to improve operation and main-

tenance personnel knowledge of system equipment character-

istics, and to prevent the occurrence of system misuse. It

is also considered necessary to ensure that the system

operating safety precautions are understood.

8.3.3.6 Equipment Support. No spare parts are requested by the Navy

for the Engelhard—produced Navy system.

The test and maintenance equipment consists of a volt—ohm-

meter (VOM) and small hand tools, normally available onboard ship.

8.3.3.7 Effectiveness Evaluation Plan. Performance effectiveness

evaluations have been performed by shipyard inspection crews during

drydock periods. Their interest has been the occurrence or lack of

occurrence of corrosion on the protected areas and the frequency and

general degree of corrosion. The in ;pectors also note the condition

of the anodes and anode shields and , if required , the anodes or shields

are replaced .

Based upon the Effectiveness Evaluation Plan presented in

Paragraph 8.2.2.2, it is r ecommended that a measure of the protected

area surface roughness be established through the use of a profilo—

meter or similar instrument during the inspection. This quantitative

value may then be used to evaluate the degree of effectiveness of

corrosion protection actually achieved .

8.3.3.8 Development Progress Tracking Plans. The tracking of impressed

current cathodic protection research and development efforts worldwide

is considered necessary to ensure that the U.S. Navy has the most

acceptable and consistently performing systems that technology can

supply. This subject has been discussed in greater detail at a higher

topic level ir this study (see Paragraph B.2.2.3).
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B.3.4 Fouling Control via Chlorine Distribution in Seawater

Piping Systems

8.3.4.1 State—of—the—Art. Fouling control in U.S. Navy ships ’ sea-

water piping systems has been largely a matter of designing the p iping

systems so as to provide for seawater velocities in excess of 3 ft./sec .

Electrolytic hypochiorinators, such as the Engelhard “Chiorapac” system,

are currently available and used in numerous land—based and commercial

shipboard installations.

To be effective, a reliable supply of hypochiorite is needed

intermittently. It is needed to keep mollusks, algae, slime, and marine

growths of all kinds from thriving In the sea chests and invading the

ships’ seawater systems, where they cause destructive turbulence at

inlets, block pipes, and retard heat transfer in tubes. Chlorination

protection is needed wherever seawater is used, i.e., condenser cooling

and general engine room services, circulating water in ship ’s air

conditioning system , fire system , and seawater pip ing throughout the

vessel. Electrolytic decomposition of seawater eliminates the need to

ca rry hazardous gas equ ipmen t on board or to give up payload space to

bulk storage of commercial sodium hypochlori te or other treatmen t
chemicals .

The Engeihard “Chioropac” system was orig inally designed

specifically for  shipboard use. Power supply and generating cells are

separately housed for optimized installation. No backf lush is needed

to keep the system working at capacity. Chloropac generating cells

are completely corrosion resistant. They are made of flanged titanium

pipe , accurately spaced by inert plastic insulating supports and

assembled with stainless hardware. The platinized titanium anode is

coated with 200 microiriches of platinum , adequate for long life on sea-

water operation , and conservatively rated for five years. Longer—life

anodes can be supplied for special conditions. The cells are assembled

in pairs and arranged electrically in series. Low voltage power is fed
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8.3.4 Fouling Control via Chlorine Distribution in Seawater Piping

Systems (Cont ’d)

to the center two cell assemblies , from which the assemblies at each
end d raw their power , an arrangement assuring maximum rec t i f i ca t ion
e f f i c iency and preventing possibility of stray current corrosion , as

the electrical potential at inlet exactly equals potential at outlet.

Cells have a design operating pressure of 150 psi at 180°F and will

withstand test pressures of 1000 psi (burst pressure of titanium pipe

Is 7000 psi). Power supplies for the Engeihard 5—5M and 5—iON models

operate on 120 V , 10, 60 Hz input. Models lO—20M , lO—40M , and lO—60M

operate on 440 V , 30, 60 Hz, input .

The marine shipboard systems are rated and priced as follows :

Engelhard Equivalent Chlorine 35Model Number Capacity Lbs./Hrs.  Export Price

5—5M 1/2 $ 3,800

5—lOM 1 5, 290

lO—20M 2 7 , 425
l0—40M 4 11, 300
lO—60M 6 15,000

The above capacities are equivalent to ratings for seawater systems

with rated flows of 2,000 to 24 ,000 GPM. Multi ple systems have been
installed to provide up to 3250 pounds of equivalent chlorine per day.

Chloropac system s are installed on numerous land—based com-

mercial installations and on U . S . ,  foreign military , and commerc ial
ships. The U.S. military shipboard installation is on the Military

Sealift Command vessel IJSNS WHEELING. The foreign countries where

shipboard installations have been made include Venezuela , I ran (Navy) ,
England , Saudi Arabia , and South Africa.
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The U.S .  Navy has pu rchased equi pment fo r  an ins ta l l a t ion  of

an electrochemical chlorine system on a FF—1052 class shi p for opera-
tional tests. The installation and testing has not been started due ,

reportedly, to a lack of adequate funding.

8. 3 .4 .2  Technology Gaps. Technologcal deficiencies inheren t in these

systems would have to be resolved in the following areas:

1. The e f fec t  of electrochemically generated chlorine on
ships’ seawater systems

2. Determination of e f fec t ive  hypochlori te dosing rates

3. The development of a sensor for  monitor ing e f f e c t i v e

chlorine and for  providing automatic system control

8. 3.4 .3  Needed RDT&E. The required research and developmen t to

ensure an operational capability with existing Navy seawater systems,
id entified to f i l l  the technology gaps , are as follows :

1. Evaluate through system installation and test the e f f ec t

of chlorine on internal piping system components

2. Determine adequate hypochlorite dosing rates

3. Evaluate commercially available chlorine measuring in-

strumentation for use in an automatic feedback chlorina-

tion system

The above RDT&E required effor t was expanded upon in a
letter from the Commander , Naval Ship Engineering Center , to the

Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command (SEA 03), as follows:

“Technology Deficiencies for Navy Application of Electro—
chemical Fouling Control Systems.
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B.3.4 Fouling Control via Chlorine Distribution in Seawater Pip ing

Systems (Co nt ’d)

a. E f f e c t  on Navy Shipboard Systems — Operat ional  informa-
tion is available for  some materials  under some condit ions ,
but long te rm informat ion  which would correspond to the
Navy ship operatio n is not available.  Hypochlor i te
solution can be agg ressive to the metals  used in ship
p iping systems. Investigation should be made to determine
the influence on Navy ship systems of varying chlo r ine
concent rations. The parameters in this investigation
include temperature of waters , concentrat ion of chlorine ,
cyclic operation , etc . The investigation should also
include materials app licable to the hypochlo r i te
dist r ibution piping.

b. Dete rmination of Hypochlorite Quantit i tes and Ef fec t ive
Operating Cycles for  Fouling Control — Marine organisms
can attach [primar ily] to surfaces [where slime films
remain only] under stagnant or slow moving conditions.
The fouling problem is more severe on Navy ships vice
comnier :ial ships because Navy ships spend a greater
po rtion of their time moored or at dock. The chlorine
generator operational requirements for  Navy shi ps would
thereb ’.’ be dif feren t from commercial d emands. In this
phase of the task the mi n imum hypochiorite solut ion
and cyclic operation necessary to prevent foul ing  would
be determined by studies at an immersion test f a c i l i t y .
This would en su re tha t unnecessary power is not wasted
to generate chlorine nor would the p iping system be
exposed to more ch lorine tha n is necessary .

c. Availability of Chlo rine Sensors for  Monitoring and
Automati ng the System — The manual or cyclic programmed
system will preven t foul ing, but could result in occa-
siona l hig h concen tra tions of chlorine which was te power
and may mildly attack some metal surfaces. Automatic
control would eliminate this problem and also eliminate
most ship opera tional requirements. In the past this
type sensor was not available, but recently a cell has
been put on the market  which could be app licable to
chlor ina ted shipboard seawater systems . At this time
the manufac t urer  of this sensor only makes provisional
pe rformance claims . With laboratory development as
proposed it could provide th e moni toring capab il ity
necessary to control the ch lor ina t ion  system .”36
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8.3. 4 Fouling Control  via Chlorine Dis t r ibut ion in Seawater Pip ing
Systems (Cont’d)

8. 3.4 .4  Environmental Considerations. The environmental problems

associated with the use of this type of system will depend on the

dosage rates of chlorine found necessary to provide effec tive fouling

control. The manufacturer ’s literature recommends a dosage rate of

0.5 parts per million on a continuous basis. This rate of chlorine

generation in navigable waters wou ld be within the EPA requirements

for hazardous substances. However, if the effective dosage rates

for Navy shipboard use are found to exceed 1 ppm , an EPA violation

could be cited . No OSHA violations can be seen to be involved .

B.3.4.5 Personnel Considerations. The personnel required to operate

and maintain the systems equipment is limited to two people, one to

energize and monitor system operation, and one to perform infrequent

maintenance operations.

The training , duration of training , number of personnel and

skill types, and the operation and manning requirements are similar to

those required for the impressed current cathodic protection system

ident i f ied  in Section 8.3.3.

8.3.4.6 Equipment Support. Equipment support required consists of a

volt—ohm meter and hardware—related small tools.

8. 3 .4 .7  Ef fec t iveness Evaluation Plan. The specif ic  plan should be

formulated after experimental evaluation of a proposed plan. The

proposed plan would entail the following :

1. Make comparative evaluations of records of system para—

meters. Antifouling system performance degradation to an

unacceptable level would be based upon such c r i t e r ia  as:
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Systems (Cont ’d)

a) A 10 percent drop in e f f i c iency of heat t ransfe r  uni ts

b) A 10 percent increase in pressure drop across system
components

c) Visual accumulation of fouling in the sea chests

A video—audio tape and hard copy documentation record bank

would provide the means of avoiding subjective judgments. A criter—

ion of an unacceptable amount of corrosion would have to be developed .

8.3.4.8 Development Progress Tracking Plan. The developmen t progress
tracking plan, seen to fall within the total context of the tracking

effort, would be specifically related to the development of the

electrochemical chlorine AF system described above .

B.3.5 TOXION TWO Seawater Ar itifouling System

8.3.5.1 State—of—the—Art .  A British manufacturer , F.A. Hug hes and

Company, Ltd., Surrey, England , has developed a new saltwater fouling

control system. This system , known as the TOXION—T W O System , is
capable of treating up to 30,000 tons of seawater an hour.37 It

provides fouling protection by injecting an organic tin—based anti—

foulant, mix ed with freshwater , into the inlet water boxes (sea chests)
of the ship ’s seawater system.

The system is contained in a free standing cubical case ap-

proximately 36” x 23” x 43”. The main components of the TOXION TWO

system are a storage tank, a stirring device, a distribution metering

pum~ , and an electrical control panel. U p to six pumpheads can be

accommodat ed , each of which has a sepa rate  micrometer  adjustment  capa— $
ble of metering the freshwater and antifoulant mixture to a final

injection level of 0.003 ppm (parts per million) of the tin—based

toxicant in the seawater .
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8.3.5 TOXION TWO Seawater Antifouling System (Cont ’d)

The electrical power to the system can be supplied by a 220 V
s ingle phase 50 or 60 Hz , 750 volt—amp source.

This system is current l y used on la rge tankers and bulk 
)

ca rriers in European waters. The system is suitable for  and capable

of being applied to any size vessel . The ma intenance on the system

is limited to pum p ma intenance and topping the storage tank with
toxicant.

The purchase and installation costs for  the system have not

been supplied but could be considered to be extremely nom inal per
installation. Typical system operating costs based upon 1974 dollars
are shown in Table 8—2.

B. 3 .5 .2 Tec hnology Gaps. Technology gaps which exist involve a deter—

minat ion of a f f e c t  of the TOXION—TWO an t i fou lan t  upon U . S .  Navy ship
seawater systems .

B. 3.5.3 Needed RDT&E. The needed test and evaluation involves the

eva luation of the ef fec t  of the TOXION—TWO toxicant upon Navy ship
seawater system components. Developmen t of automatic feedback control
of the system would also be desirable.

B.3.5.4 Environmental Considerations. No environmental problems are

anticipated related to the use of this system. The singular organic tin

compound , stannous floride, listed in the EPA Hazardous Substances List ,

is identified as a category “D” substance. This category of substances

is not prohibited up to 100 parts per million (ppm). The final effluent

discharge from this system conforms to the International Maritime Consul—

tative Organization (IMCO)37 
and the United Kingdom Department of Trade.2°
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8.3.5 TOXION TWO Seawater Antifouling System (Cont ’d)

TABLE 8— 2

“TOXION TWO” INLET BOX SYSTEM

TYPICAL RUNNING COSTS

EXAMPLE 1 15,000 DWT CARGO VESSEL TWO INLET BOX SYSTEM

Cooling Water Flow Approx. 2000 m~/hr Main Inlet
“ “ “ 1000 m /hr Auxiliary Inlet

Toxion Two/Freshwater Mixture Ratio 1:15
Dosage of Toxion Mixture 1.00 Lit/hr Main Inlet

I’ 0.50 Lit/hr Auxiliary Inlet
Toxion Mixture Consumption 36 Lit/day
Toxion Fluid Consumption 36/l6 2.25 Lit/day

At £2.45 per lit . Daily Cost = ~2.45 x 2 .25  = £5.53

Assuming ship is alongside for say 100 days per year , the annual cost

= fLlOO x 5.53 = £553.00 Approx .

EXAMPLE 2 100,000 DWT TANKER SINGLE INLET BOX SYSTEM

Cooling Water Flow 7,000 m
3/hr Main Inlet

Toxion Two/Freshwater Mixture ratio 1:5
Dosage of Toxion Mixture 1:5 Lit/hr
Toxion Mixture Consumption 27 Lit/day
Toxion Fluid Consumption 17/6 = 4.5 Lit/day

At ~2.45 per lit Daily Cost =~~4.5 x 2.45 
= £11.02

Assuming ship is alongside for say 25 days per year , annual cost

= ~.25 x 11.02 
= 

~275.50 Approx .

EXAMPLE 3 250,000 DWT VLCC TWO INLET BOX SYSTEM

Cooling Water Flow 9,000 m~/hr Main Inlet
“ “ 4,000 m /hr Auxiliary Inlet

Toxion Two/Freshwater Mixture ratio 1:10
Dosage of Toxion Mixture 3 Lit/hr Main Inlet

“ “ “ “ 1.3 Lit/hr Auxiliary Inlet
Toxion Mixture Consumption 79.2 Lit/hr
Toxion Fluid Consumption 79.211 = 7.2 Lit /day

At £2.45 per lit Daily Cost = .7.2 x 2.45 = ~l7.64

Assuming ship is alongside for 25 days per year, annual cost

= £25 x 17.64 = £441.00 Approx .
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8.3.5 TOXION TWO Seawater Antifouling System (Cont ’d)

8.3.5.5 Personnel Considerations. The personnel required to operate

and maintain the systems equipment is limited to two people , one to

energize and monitor system operation, and one to perform infrequent

maint enance operations .

B.3.5.6 Equipment Support. Equipment support required consists of

onboard small tools.

B.3.S.7 Effectiveness Evaluation Plan. The specific plan should be

formulated after experimental evaluation of a proposed plan. The

proposed plan would duplicate that required for fouling control via

chlorine distribution in seawater piping systems.

B.3.5.8 Development Progress Tracking Plan. The development pro—

gress tracking plan is seen to fall within the total context of the

general plan described in Paragraph 8.2.2.4. All elements of track—

ing effort would be specifically related to the development of the

TOXION—TWO system described above.
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B.3.6 Electrol yzed Seawater Hull Fouling Prevention Sy stem

B.3.6.l State—of—the—Art. This system to prevent ship hull fouling

was developed at the Nagasaki Shipyard in Japan by Mitsubishi Heavy

Industries, Ltd . The system electrolytically develops chlorine from

seawater and , after combining the chlorine laden seawater with pressur-

ized air, delivers the mixture through nozzle pipes fitted to the bilge

parts of the hull. The mixture rises up to the surface along the ship ’s

side hull plates as a minute bubble screen type flow. The antifouling

effect of this system has been confirmed on a 50,000 ton ore carrier.

Design improvements on this system and analysis of the appli-

cation to a 250,000 ton tanker show that the system is practical and

economically justifiable based on a three year cost pay back test

normally used in the shipping industry . The current designs are

estimated to have an 8 to 10 year service life with minimal maintenance

requirements.

Magnesium hydroxide separated from the seawater is collected

in holding tanks . The hydro gen separated is passed th r ough an anti—

explosion filter and enters a ventilation fan duct , where it is di—

lut ed.

Large tankers and ore carriers, if docked at 12—month in—

tervals, would , per the analysis, gain 0.5 and 1.0 knots, respectively,

in service speed due to electrolytic seawater protection .21

The electrolytic antifouling system , as shown in Figure B—7 ,

is principally composed of:

(1) Seawater pump with piping

(2) Electrolyzer

(3) Rectifier

(4) Cyclone

(5) Air Compressor with air piping

(6) Nozzle pipe
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B.3.6 Electrolyzed Seawater Hull Fouling Prevention System (Cont’d)

_______ 
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______ 
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~~~~~~~
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .L ~ELECTROLYTE~ 
~~

Figure 8—7 . Ship Installation, Electrolyzed Seawater System21

For compactness, the electrolyzer is built of a number of

parallel spacing plate type electrodes . The cyclofle separates the

magnesium hydroxide and hydrogen gas, formed as by—products of elec—

trolysis , to prevent choking the nozzles and to protect against gas

explosion.

The nozzle pipe mixes the electrolyte and air , breaks up the
mixture into minute bubbles , and distributes the electrolyte over the

hull surface. Resistors are applied to the nozzles to provide uniform

gas flow over the hull, that will r ema in unaffected by changes in the

trim of the hull.

The electrolyzer unit, housed in a container having a capacity

of about 3— 1/2 cubic meters , is installed on the deck or in the upper

part of the eng ine room. The container also houses rectifiers, elec—

trolyzers, cyclones , an air tank , strainers, a switchboard , and various
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B.3.6 Electrolyzed Seawater Hull Fouling Prevention System (Cont ’d)

gauges. The electrolyzer unit treats the seawater and air supplied ,

respectively, by the seawater pump and air compressor installed in the

lower part of the engine room , and feeds them into the main electrolyte

and air pipes , respectively .

Due to the flexibility of the electrolyzers in which the

chlorine concentration varies in proportion to the amperage , rectifiers

with somewhat larger capacities than are normally needed could be

designed . This would permit operation at a slightly higher concentration

of electrolyte when the generator is working belo~i its full capacity .

If an electrolyzer is actuated without seawater in it, not

only will its insulators burn , but hydrogen and oxygen may also accumu—

late , causiLi g fir e and explosion. To prevent such dangers, the elec—

trolyzers are so designed that they cannot be switched on unless the

seawater pump is operating and there is a difference in pressure be—

tween their inlets and outlets.

The magnesium hydrox ide is removed by the continuous blowing

of about 10 percent of the underf low of the cyclone and separated wi th
a smaller secondary cyclone. The gas passes through an antiexplosion

filter, is adequately diluted , and then discharged by a ventilator fan.

Those portions of the inner surface of the electrolyzer unit

which may come into contact with the electrolyte are lined with plastic

or neoprene. As the whole unit is housed in a sturdy container , pipes

and valves co u ld be of hard vinyl chloride.

Double seawater strainers, with 16—mesh nets and slightly

larger in diameter than the pip ing , are provided .

Table B—3 lists, as an example , the particulars of equipment and

electric power consumption of principal units of the system for a 250,003—

ton tanker. With one rectifier provided for each of the three electro—

lyzers, a sudden overload on the generator would automatically switch
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off  one, two , or all three rectif iers when required , depending on the

seriousness of the overload. They would then be switched on aga in

automa t ical ly,  when the overload on the generator is relieved .

TABLE B-3

PARTICULARS OF EQUIPMENTS AND POW ER CONSUMPTION (250 ,000 DWT TAN KER)

No. of Powe r
Item Units Consumption

Rectifier 3 75 ‘
~~‘ 150 V X 660A 126 kW

Electrolyzer 3 Platinum—coated t i tanium ——
plate (pt.  l.5~.i)

Seawater pump 1 280 m
3

/h x 500 m TH. 54 kW

Air compressor 1 250 m3
/h (F.A.) x 7 kg/cm

2 28 kW

Air tank reservoir 1 800 1 x 7 kg/cm2 ——

Ventilator fan 1 10 m
3
/min x 60 nun H

2
0 0.6 kW

Total 209 kW

The costs of system hardware and installation will depend

on f inal syst em configu rations.

Thes e systems are far  enough downstream for U.S .  application

that personnel , equipment support , and gaps in technology and environ—
mental considerations are not currently obvious.

8.3.7 Aguat ron Scale and Algae El imination Sy stem38

B.3.7.l State—of—the—Art. The Aquatron system developed by Delta

Tech Corporation , Dothan, Alabama , was designed to electronically treat

water to prevent earth salt scale from forming on water wall surfaces,

to remove earth salt scale from these surfaces, and to kill micro—

organisms. It is anticipated that Aquatron can prevent slime films ,
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B.3.7 Aquatron Scale and Algae Elimination System (Cont ’d)

which precede attachment of other marine fouling organisms , from form-

ing in seawater systems. This system can be installed in any water

circulation system.

The Aquatron system operates electronically, charging in

water with 12.56 VDC potential across an anode and a cathode. The

current flow range is normally measured in milliamps , varying with

the level of totally dissolved solids (TDS) and water volume. 12.56

VDC is the exact ionization potential for water. This value was de-

termined over one hundred years ago and is listed in most chemistry

and physics handbooks. Ionization potential is the work (expressed in

electron volts) required to remove a given electron from its atomic

orbit and place it at rest ~.t an inf ini te  distance. Ionization of
water occurs most readily at 12.56 VDC with no measurable increase in

ionization achieved above this voltage. The effectiveness of ioniza—

tion is retained f or a period of some 14 to 15 hours.

Research has determined the effective designs of the activa-

tion chamber . In the activation chamber , the quantum level of the

electrons is increased in the water molecule , allowing ionization to

readily occur . The ionization produces an increased supply of both

hydrogen ions (positive) and hydroxide ions (negative) in the solu-

tion. These ions act as a buffering agent , surrounding oppositely

charged ions dissolved in the solution and prevent ing their prec ipita-

tion or combination with other ions buffered by hydrogen ions or

hydroxide ions. This reaction has long been known to interfere with

chemical reactions in solution. Ionized water provides both of these

ions, thus being effective in solutions of vary ing PH, and reacts

with all totally dissolved solids.

The cause and effects of this ionization in various applica-

tions are listed below :
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B.3.7 Aquatron Scale and Algae Elimination System (Cont ’d)

a. Prevention of earth salt scale formation. In various

water circulation systems such as boilers , chillers ,

equipment cooling systems, and water piping system s

precipitation of earth salts on the water wall surfaces

have historically been a techn ical problem faced by

industry. Aquatron prevents formation of such scale

on the water wall surfaces and heat exchange surfaces

through the buffering effect of ionized water. The

TDS is held in solution in ionized fo rm surrounded by

the hydrogen and hydroxid e ions .

b. Removal of earth salt scale. The surface of earth salt

exists in a semi—equilibrium state, exchanging ions with

the solution at a rate dependent upon the level of

solution saturation. As this exchange takes place , the
released ions from the scale are captured by the buff er—

ing effects and held in solution. By this method , the

scale is dissolved and removed. Ionized water also

increases the level of TDS required to saturate  water.

c. Killing of microbiological organisms. An ion exchange

between microorganisms and water is necessary fo r the

growth of the organisms . The buf fe r ing  action of ioni—

za tion o f water prohibits this exchange , therefore

starving the organisms .

d. Ionized water reacts like soft  water. Some of the
physical and chemical characteristics of this phenomenon

are that the water acts as sequestrant , the surface

tension is significantly reduced , and foaming is reduced

in a boiler .
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8.3.7 Aquatron Scale and Algae Elimination System (Cont ’d)

Numerous applica t ions of the Aquatron system are cited by

Delta Tech Corporation . The installations thus far have been pri-

marily in fresh and well water land—based systems. The descaling

effect and the killing of algae has been spectacular , occuring in 3

to 4 week periods in most cases cited . A sampling of installations

cited by Delta Tech Corporation were at the following companies:

• Union Carbide Battery Division, Charlotte , N.C.

• Craftsmen Fabrics Incorporated , Concord , N.C.

• C. Galvan Industries, Harrisburg , N.C.

• U. S. Marine Corps, Camp Lejune, N.C.

In 1974, Mr. John Yandell, developer of Aquatron Systems,

set up a test to determine the feasibility of the system in seawater .
The test was run with a small 1500 pound—per—hour f i r e  tube boiler for

two weeks. The uni t  successfully operated using seawater from the

Atlantic Ocean and prevented scale formation on the heat exchange

surfaces of the boiler. The extreme level of dissolved solids in the

boiler from the seawater required a high rate of continuous blowdown

to remain in operation; this blowdown reduced boiler capacity signifi—

cantly as expected . Conclusions drawn were: (1) that Aquatron can

operate successfully with seawater and (2) Aquatron can be used in

emergency cases to steam Naval vessels back to port using seawater .

The advantages of electrolytic systems over electrostatic

system s are as follows.

1. Aquatron which is an electrolytic system is not l imited

by heat exchange rates (BTU/Hr.) because the system

utili z es buffering by ionization rather than polariza-

tion of water molecules.
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B.3 .7  Aquatron Scale and Algae Elimination System (Con t’d)

2. Aquatron can theoretically operate up to 1750 psi or to

that point at which steam and water begin to become

mixed . Ionization can occur as long as curren t can

flow through the water. Therefore, a steam/water mixture

found at the extreme pressures would prohibit this

action.

3. - Maintenance of the Aquatron system is a simple exchange

of probes in the course of the preventive maintenance

program . The design of the unit is constructed to

withstand extreme operating conditions .

4. No deteriorating effects to ionization occur as the

ionized water is passed through pumps or other mechanical

devices which change the energy level in ionized water .

8.3.7.2 Technology Gaps.

1. Engineering is in the planning stage to evaluate ionized

water action under high pressure, with a goal of 1200

psi. There are no known problems in the effects of
ionization at this pressure.

2. Engineering design within Delta Tech Corporation is

presently preparing for studies in extreme flow rate

applications of 5000 GPM and above. The primary problem

is the physical size of the system versus the layout of

presently installed equipment.

3. Test and evaluation is required to determine proper

application of ionized water to the skin of a naval

vessel for prevention of fouling. Tests might also be

performed to determine the effectiveness on improved

ship speed when traveling through ionized water which
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B.3.7 Aguatron Scale and Al~~~ Elimination System (Cont ’d)

has reduced surface tension . Note that the Aquatron

system reduces the surface tension of water treated.

8.3.7.3 Needed RDT&E

1. A complete analysis of the effective app lication of

ionized water systems for cleaning ship hulls is re-

quired . It is anticipated that Aquatron can prevent

the slime film forming , which precedes attachment of

larval macroorganisms . Further testing of this applica-

tion is required .

2. Testing is required to verify that ionized water does

not reflect any wave form change in radar cooling systems .

3. Corrosion tendencies in an ionized water environment

should be evaluated.

B.3.7.4 Environmental Considerations. After approximately 14 hours,

ionized water reverts back to its original state. Thus, after one—half

day , effluent is indistinguishable from pure water. In normal boiler

operations , water discharged in blowdown is the same chemically as the

makeup water , except that the concentration of chemicals is slightly

higher due to redissolving of precipitates. Some crystalline forms are

noted as changing due to higher energy levels, although the chemical

makeup is the same. No effect on the environment is discernable .

B.3.7.5 Personnel Considerations. Units are designed to be operated

by monitoring devices with the following planned maintenance time re-

quired :

Daily - One man , E—4 , 0. 4 Man-hour

Weekly - One Man , E—4 , 1 Man—hour

Monthly - Two Men, E—4 , E—3 , 4 Man—hours
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8.3.7 Aguat ron Scale and Algae Elimination ~ystem (Cont ’d)

Training required for operation and maintenance is based on

a two—day seminar and training manuals. The seminar can be held by E—7

personnel or equivalent . Skill required to maintain  uni ts  is basic

electronic skill. Repair work on units is done by module replacement

well within the time allowed for monthly planned maintenance.

8.3.7.6 Equipment Support. The basic configuration of this system

consists of :  (1) the power supply, (2) the activation chamber , and (3) ;
the replacement probes. The power supply is modulized for ease of

repair and reported ly has a mean time between failure of over 200 days .

Spare parts can be carried to support the unit for a two—year period .

The activation chamber is constructed of standard materials easily

repaired if structural damage occurs. The replacement probes are to

be rep laced on a planned basis and are to be stocked as low—cos t spare

parts which are standardized for universal bid spares design .

B.3.7.7 Effectiveness Evaluation Plan. The specific plan should be
formulated after experimental evaluation of a proposed plan . The

proposed plan would entail the following:

Make comparative evaluations of records of system

parameters . Antifouling system performance degradation

to an unacceptable level may be based upon such criteria

as:

a. A 10 percent drop in efficiency of heat transfer units

b. A 10 percent increase in pressure drop across system

components -

c. Visual accumulation of fouling in the sea chests

A video—audio tape and hard copy documentation record bank

would provide the means of avoiding subjective judgments. A criterion

for  an unacceptable amount of corrosion would have to be developed.
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8. 3.7 Aquatron Scale and Algae Elimination System (Cont ’d)

8. 3.7.8 Development Progress Tracking Plan. The development progress

tracking plan is seen to fal l  wi thin  the total  context  of the general

plan dt~crlbed in Paragraph 8.2.2.3. All elements of the tracking

effort would be specifically related to the development of the Aquatron

syste~ described above .
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POLICY AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Part l

DISCUSSION AND POLICY

1101. Purpose

The purpose of this chapter is to promulgate policy ,
assign responsibilities , and to prescribe Navy-wide actions
for the protection of the environment and conservation of
natural resources.

1102. Discussion

a. Continued emphasis and direction related to com-
bating environmental pollution by Federal agencies have
been demonstrated by Presidential Executive Orders and
Congressional legislation. All facilities owned by, or
leased to, the Federal Government must be designed , oper-
ated , maintained and monitored to conform to applicable
air , water , and noise standards established by Federal ,
state, and local authorities. Executive Orders 11514 and
11752 emphasize the role of the Federal Government and
its agencies in providing leadership in the nation-wide ef-
fort to protect and enhance the quality of our environment.

b. The policies of the Department of Defense re-
garding the development and submission of plans for in-
stalling improvements needed to abate air , water and noise
pollution emanating from DOD facilities and the issuance
of references implementing these policies are promulgated
in DOD Instruction 4120.14.

c. The National Environmental Policy Act is one of
the most all—encompassing laws passed in this decade. It
requires Federal agencies to build into the mainstream of
their decision—making , down to every level of organization ,
an awareness of environmental factors at the very inception
of the formulation of plans and programs. Any major
Federal action that may have a significant impact on the
quality of human environment , or that may be highly con—
troversial in environmental eff ects , requires the filing
of an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) with the
President ’s Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ).
Therefore , in implementing procedures and assigning
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responsibili ties within the Navy , this manual covers , in
detail , the preparation and processing of Environmen tal
Impact Statements.

1103. Policy

a. The Navy will actively participa te in a program
to protect and enhance the quality of the environment ,
through adherence to all applicable regulatory standards,
and by initiating actions to conserve natural resources ,
protect historical and cultural properties and prevent
or control pollution caused by Navy facilities.

b. In accordance with E.O. 11752, Navy shore
activities and forces afloat , as appropriate , will coop-
erate with Federal , state , and local environmental pro-
tection organizations and comply with the official sub-
stantive standards and criteria promulgated by such
agencies. However , it is not required that naval facil—
ities comply with state or local administrative procedures
with respect to pollution abatement and control. Where ,
in the interest of national defense or other relevant
reasons , it is considered impracticable to comply with
such standards and criteria , the matter should be referred
to the Chief of Naval Operations (Op-04) via the chain of
command , for resolution .

c. The Navy will establish an integrated multiple—use
program for the renewable natural resources in forests and
woodlands , fish and wildlife , soil , wa ter , grasslands , out—
door recreation , landscaping , natural beauty, protection of
endangered species and preservation of cultural and histor ic
properties in consonance with federal programs and compatible
with the military mission.

d. It is Navy policy that Navy installations overseas
will cooperate with the host country in implementing Navy
environmental programs to the extent practicable and conform
at all times to the environmental quality standards of the H
host country, international agreements and status of forces
agreements.

e. Navy ships in foreign harbors and units over-
seas will conform to environmental quality standards set
forth in applicable international , bilateral and status
of forces agreements to which the U.S. Government is a
party.

f. The Navy shall insure that policies and pro-
cedures for the prevention , control and abatement of air ,
water , and noise pollution comply with E.O. ’s 11514 and
11752.
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f g. Where resources to accomplish pollution con-
trol are limited , priority of effort will be afforded in
accordance with the following order : (1) those situa—
tions which constitute a direct hazard to the health of
man; (2) those having economic implications; and (3)
those which affect the recreational and esthetic value of
our natural resources.

h. RDT&E efforts and engineering investiga t ions
shall be initiated , when required , for Navy environmental
pollution problems to meet existing pollution abatement
standards and anticipated standards for national policy
regarding pollution . RDT&E studies utilizing Navy funds
should be directed towards solving specific Navy—caused
pollution problems. Broad studies for improvement or
surveillance of non—Navy environmental problems should
normally be funded by the Federal agency that has primary
responsibility for the effort.

i. Environmental pollution controls , procedures ,
methods , and systems shall be coordinated with standards
promulgated pursuant to the Occupational Safety and
Health Act , as amended , and related Navy directives , in
order to insure safe and healthful work conditions for

S 
naval personnel.

j .  Cost—effectiveness studies shall be conducted ,
as applicable, prior to making  a decision among options
for meeting environmental quality standards. For example ,
in some cases it may be more efficient or effective to
phase out and transfer activities to other activities ,
rather than install pollution control devices. In other
instances, it may prove more economical to install new
equipment or systems rather than control existing sys-
tems. Where alternatives such as construction of new
waste treatment systems or connection to munici pal sys-
tems , particularly regional systems , are available , the
alternatives will be analyzed and evaluated as required
by regulations on the economics of proposed DOD invest—
ments as well as for environmental considerations.

k. Executive Order 11752 provides that h eads of
agencies shall not use for any other purpose any of the
amount s appropriated and apportioned for pollution abate—
ment projects necessary to meet the requirements of the
Executive Order. Accordinqly, all funds appropria ted
and apportioned for pollu tion abatement projects under
the Navy Environmental Protection Proqram shall not he
used for any other purposes.
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1. Environmental pollution prevention features
will be incorporated in the basic design and requests for
funding for weapons systems , naval vessels , a i r cra f t ,
logistic systems and materials , tests and exercises , and
projects for conversion , alteration , expansion , extension
and construction of facilities. The preferred method
for abatement and control of environmental pollution is
at the source of the pollutants. Therefore , environ-
mental pollution prevention shall be integrated into any
planned industrial process , operation , or product and be
considered as part of the cost of daily operations.

m. Insofar as feasible , the Navy shall parti—
cipate in regional community pollution abatement systems
and shall purchase services from such systems in lieu
of constructing and operating such facilities.

n. The use , storage , and handling of all materi-
als , including , but not limited to, solid fuels , ashes ,
petroleum products , and other chemical and biolog ical
agents , shall be carried out to avoid or minimize the
possibilities of water and air pollution. When appro-
priate , preventive measures shall be taken to entrap
spillage or discharge to prevent accidental pollution.
Each command and activity shall establish appropriate
emergency plans and procedures for dealing with accidental
pollution .

o. No waste shall be disposed of or discharged in
any manner which could result in the pollution of ground
water and endanger the health or welfare of the public.

p. Discharges of radioactive materials shall be
in accordance with the applicable rules , regulations , or
requirements of the Energy Research and Development
Administration or the Nuclear Regulatory Commission , as
appropriate , and with the policies and guidance of the
Environmental Protection Agency as published in the
Federal Register.

q. Under applicable Federal laws and EPA regula-
tions , no Federal agency shall enter into any contract
for the procurement of goods, materials or services , to
be performed in whole or in part , in a f a c i l i t y  which has
given rise to a conviction of an offense in violation of
a Federal environmental law.
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r. The transportation and discharge to the sea , or
any waters , of oils , oily wastes , sludges , industrial wastes ,
or refuse , that have been collected ashore or from ships in
port is prohibited. The disposal of unserviceable ammunition
to the sea is also prohibited except as may be specifically
authorized on a case—by—case basis by the Chief of Naval
Operations and in accordance with appropriate EPA ocean
dumping regulations (40 CFR 220—227).

s. Each Navy command operating a waste collection
or treatment system shall have positive control over the wastes
which are delivered to that system for transportation and/or
processing . As appropriate , intra—base procedures for such
control shall be established , as for example , in host/tenant
agreements and in inter—service support agreements.

t. Pollution abatement funds shall not be used for
recurring operation or maintenance costs nor will they be
used to fund costs of pollution control aspects of new

— 
facilities or modifications or alterations.

Part 2

RESPONSIBILITIES

1201. Office of the Chief of Naval Operations

a. Within OPNAV the Deputy Chief of Naval Opera-
tions (Logistics) or his designee shall:

(1) Have responsibility for establishing policy ,
directing , coordinating , and monitoring the environmental
protection program wi th in  the Navy .

(2) Assure effective coordination with the
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Health and Environment) , the
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations and Logistics)
and with non-DOD agencies involved in environmental quality
matters.

(3) Provide Navy focal point for review of en-
vironmental impact statements.

b. Deputy Chiefs (DCNO ’s) and Directors of Major
Staff Offices (DMSO ’s) of Naval Operations shall :

(1) Take continuing actions for the furtherance
of environmental quality to include establishing require-
ments and priorities within their rc~pective areas of
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cogniz ance , in accordance with their missions and functions
assigned in the Chief of Naval Operations (OPNAV) Organization
Manual.

(2) As Program Sponsors, make provisions in their
respective plans, programs , and budgets for attaining environ- H
mental quality and management of natural resources consistent
with the provisions of this instruction.

c. The Chief of Information (CHINFO) shall coordinate
and supervise the release of information concerning environmental
quality matters to the public media. CHINFO will also , on
request , provide guidance on the conduct of envi~~onmental
public affairs efforts which might be considered .~omplex and/or
sensitive .

1202. The Chief of Naval Material

The Chief of Naval Material shall , in accordance with
the broad requirements and priorities established by the Chief
of Naval Operations :

a. Identify and evaluate on a continuing basis , naval
systems and equipments affecting environmental quality , in-
cluding but not limited to air and water pollution , solid
waste management and disposal practices , noise , scurces of
thermal energy , ionizing and non-ionizing radiation , chemical
agents , and biological research materials.

b. Validate all material—related facility projects
and programs to correct environmental deficiencies prior to
their inclusion in the Office of Management and Budget reports
as promulgated by DODINST 4120.14 and in accordance with appli-
cable instructions.

c. Perform research to define and study environ-
mental pollution problems associated with the fulfillment
of naval material development and acquisition requirements ,
including those requirements associated with weapons systems ,
ensuring that consideration is given to the control of en—
vironmental pollution through research , development , test
and evaluation of such systems. Coordinate such research
actions with other Navy commands , other Department of Defense
components and Federal agencies.
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d. Identify and develop , in coord ination with ap-
propriate commands , manpower and material requirements
in support of the environmental protection program .

e. Ensure that  environmental  qua l i t y  problems
associated with the use and production of new materials

t are recognized and programs are established for their
control , abatement and eventual disposal.

f. When required , provide technical advice con-
cerning the probable consequences affecting the quality of
the environment of Navy facilities and operations. Provide
technical advice and assistance to other naval offices and
commands on environmental quality matters under the cogni-
zance of the Naval Material Command .

g. Establish and maintain , in support of the Naval
District Commandants and other commanders and commanding
officers, a focal point of contact at each Engineering
Field Division (EFD) of the Naval Facilities Engineering
Command , for the purpose of providing technical assistance
and coordination in carrying out the requirements of this
instruction , and ensuring development and maintenance of
a common Navy position with respect to compliance with
applicable state , interstate , and local requirements for
the control and abatement of environmental pollution .
Coord4 nation and technical assistance in this respect
shall be accomplished with due regard to governing regula-
tions (Navy Regulations , Article 0765) , which place pri-
mary responsibility for cooperation and coordination with
state and local pollution control agencies on the individ-
ual commanding officer. In view of the absolute necessity
for maintaining a consistent and uniform position through-
out the Navy with respect to compliance with state , inter-
state , and local pollution control requirements , it is
emphasized that maximum communication and cooperation be-
tween individua l commanders/commanding officers and the
cognizant EFD is essential. Implementing instructions
are to ensure that advance clearance with NAVSEASYSCOMHQ
(08) is made for ar.y visit which could include discus-
sions concerning shipboard related radioactive waste
associated with U.S. nuclear propulsion plants and their
supporting tenders , bases , and shipyards.

h. Ensure that all matters concerning those as-
pects of environmental pollution control which relate to
the control of radioactivity associated with naval
nuclear propulsion plants and their support facilities
are referred to NAVSEASYSCOM (08) for action or comment ,
as appropriate.
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i. Operate the Nava l Environmental Protection Sup-
port Service (NEPSS) program which has the function of pro-
viding support to naval activities with respect to environ-
mental data collection and monitoring. This service is in-
tended to determine the ex tent to which  the envi ronmen t
is a f f e cted by nava l facilities and assist all elements of
the Navy to comply wi th  Navy , Federal , state and local en-
vironmental quality standards.

1203. The Chief, Bureau of Medicine and Surgery

The Chief , Bureau of Medicine and Surgery shall :

a. Determine , validate , and establish health cri-
teria and standards.

b. Provide occupational environmental health pro-
gram coordination in the office of the Chief of Naval
Operations (Op—45 and Op—09F) to assure that measures to
meet environmental protection standards are compatible
with health and safety standards.

c. Identify and evaluate , on a continuing basis ,
naval systems, equipments , procedures and facilities
affecting environmental quality , assuring that health
problems are recognized and programs of corrective action
recommended.

d. Maintain Navy Regional Medical Center
(NAVREGMEDCEN) occupational health program interface with
NAVFAC Engineering Field Division environmental protection
program , and promote the close coordination of both pro—
grams to ensure that health and environmental protection
standards are appropriately considered and in accord at
field level.

e. Participate in all planning and programming
actions to assure that full and appropriate consideration
is given to personnel health in the development of naval
systems, material , and facilities.

f. As required , provide technical advice and
assistance to other naval offices , bureaus , and commands
concerning the health aspects of Naval environments.

g. Perform research in environmental medicine
and environmental toxicology to determine the health and
environmental impacts of unique Navy pollutants.

B-I-8
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h. As required , provide assistance to the Naval
Environmental Protection Support Service in environmental
monitoring and data collection related to heal th  problems .

i. Collect , collate, and disseminate, in coordi—
nation with the Naval Environmental Protection Support
Service (NEPSS), technical data related to health problems
associated with specific sources of environmental pollu-

S 
tion and environmental pollution control systems .

1204. The Chief of Naval Education and Training

The Chief of Naval Education and Training shall
direct the establishment of training programs for naval
personnel in fur therance  of the foregoing program policy ,
and as necessary assist other offices and commands in
meeting the responsibilities stated herein.

1205. Area Coordinators

Area Coordinators shall coordinate and implement the
National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency
Plan (40 CFR 1510), within their respective areas ; promote
environmental protection and enhancement efforts being con-
ducted under the primary responsibility of subordinate and
other commands; and coordinate and foster public release
of information on environmental quality matters.

1206. The Oceanographer of the Navy

The Oceanographer of the Navy shall :

a. Assist the CNO in identifying and conducting
those research , survey and investigative activities neces-
sary to assess the impact of naval operations and Navy
generated waste upon the marine environment.

b. Validate and comment upon adequacy of proposed
Navy sponsored investigations related to marine environ—
mental quality.

c. Serve as the focal point within Navy for coor-
dinating and/or conducting field investigations in the
marine environment related to ocean dumping .

d. Provide oceanographic data and technical support
to those commands investigating the marine environmental
impact of new systems , equipments and procedures.

e. In consonance wi th  the NEPSS , provide Navy an
information source of Navy sponsored research related to
marine environmen tal quality.

B—I—9
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1207. The Commander, Nava l Weather Service Command

The Commander of the Naval Weather Service Command
shall provide meteorological/oceanographic forecasts  as re-
quired , to support Navy pollution control measures. The
Naval Weather Service shall forecast atmospheric phenomena
affect ing dispersal of airborne emissions and reports to
on—scene coordinators for movement predictions of reported
oil slicks at sea. 4

1208. Major Claimants and Subordinate Commands

Due to the important role of major claimants in the
planning , programming , budgeting and execution cycle , major
claimants are principally responsible for adequate environ--
mental quality and natural resources management programs.
Major claimants and subordinate commands shall be responsible
for identifying and maintaining current information concerning
all aspects of their operations sign i f i can t ly a f f e c t i n g  en-
vironmental qua l i ty ,  and shall determine the f e a s i b i l i t y  of
taking any necessary actions to improve environmental  qual i ty.
A focal point for environmental matters shall be established
in each major claimant , with the responsibility of coordinating
all internal Navy actions and programs, in nis area of interest,
that a f fec t  the environment as delineated in th is  ins t ruc t ion.
Pursuant to governing regulations (Navy Regulations , Article
0765), and in furtherance of paragraph 1202.g., commanding
of f ice rs  bear primary responsibil i ty for  coordination and
cooperation with Federal , state, interstate and local pollu-
tion control agencies with respect to control and abatement
of environmental pollution. To ensure proper coordination
and to maintain a focal point of technical expertise for
assistance and support of major claimants and other commands ,
each command will  coordinate environmental matters relating
to Federal , state , interstate, and local pollution control
agencies , with the cognizant Eng ineering Field Divis ion of
the Naval Facilities Engineering Command , in accordance with
paragraph 1202.g .

1209. General

It is incumbent upon all Navy personnel , m i l i t a r y
and civilian, to become more innovative and imaginative
in finding ways to reduce pollution of our land , air and
water. Moreover , some long accepted and routine pro-
cedures and practices , although technically legal , may
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impact the environment and become subjected to external
scrutiny and criticism. It is necessary to periodically
review practices which may affect the environment and
study whether measures can be taken to lessen or eliminate
undesirable e f fec t s .  Actions which do not s ign i f ican t ly
a f fec t  the environment may at times be construed by the
public as harmful .  In these cases , the Navy must ensure
that the facts in each action are made clear to all
interested persons , including as appropriate, the
general public.
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CONDENSATION OF SIGNIFICANT ASPECTS AND

EXCERPTS FROM THE FEDERAL REGISTER, VOLUME 40, NO. 250, PART IV

“HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES ”

I. DESIGNATION

Toxicological Selection Criteria3

Tentative selection criteria set forth in the August 22, 1974 ,

Advance Notice were as follows:

1. Any element or compound produced in excess of research quan—

titles possess sufficient danger potential to be considered

as a candidate hazardous substance if it is lethal to:

F (a) One—half of a test population of aquatic animals in

96 hours or less at a concentration of 500 milligrams per

liter (mg/i) or less; or (b) one—half of a test population

of animals in 14 days or less when administered as a single

oral dose equal to or less than 50 milligrams per kilogram

(mg/kg) of body weight; or (c) one—half of a test population

of animals in 14 days or less when dermally exposed to an

amount equal to or less than 200 mg/kg body weight for

24 hours; or (d) one—half of a test population of animals

in 14 days or less when exposed to a vapor concentration
equal to or less than 200 cubic centimeters per cubic meter

(volume/volume) in air for one hour; or (a) aquatic flora

as measured by a 50 percent decrease in cell count , biomass ,

or photosynthetic ability in 14 days or less at concentrations

equal to or less than 100 mg/i.

2. To be further considered for designation as a hazardous sub—

stance , any element or compound meeting the above criteria

must have a reasonable potential for being discharged ; i.e.,

spilled into a water body. Factors being considered in making

this evaluation Include the production quantities , modes of

B—II—l
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t ranspor ta t ion , handling and storing practices , past sp ill
experience, and physical/chemical properties of each substancc.

APPLICABILITY

The regulation of this part designates hazardous substances un—
*der Section 3l l(b )(2) (A) of the Act.  The proposed regulation applies to

discharges of substances designated herein into navigable water or ad-
joining shorelines or the waters of the contiguous zone from vessels and

onshore and of fshore  facilities.

— “Vessel” means every descr iption of watercraf t  or other a r t i f i ca l
contrivance used , or capab le of being used , as a means of transportation

on water other than a public vessel.

LIST OF HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES

The lis t of hazardous substances include pure substances and com-
pounds wh ich are considered hazardous in solid , liquid or gaseous form .
The listed substances are designated as hazardous on the basis of toxicologi-
cal properties of one component ion or group. The toxicological criteria

met by each substance are denoted by the number on the left of the common

name according to the following key :

1 = aquatic animal toxicity 4 = inhalation mammalian toxicity
2 or al mammalian toxicit y 5 = phytotoxicity H
3 dermal mammalian toxicity

The underlined headings in the list are provided only for ease

of referencing and are not designated hazardous substances ; e.g., Fluorine

compounds does not mean that all fluorine compounds are designated as

hazardous substances .

*
Federal Water Polutlon Control Act.
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II. DETERMINATION OF REMOVABILITY OF HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES

“Remove” or t t removalt’ refers to removal of the oil or hazardous

substances from the water and shorelines or the taking of such other ac-

tions as may be necessary to minimize or mitigate damage to the public

health or welfare, including, but not limited to , fish , shellfish , wild—

life, and public and private property, shorelines, and beaches 

The determination that the designated substances that canno t

actually be removed by chemical , physical, or biological means does not

relieve the discharger f r om damage mitigat ion liabilities under

Sections 311(f) and 311(g) of the Act.

III. DETERMINATION OF HAZARDOUS QUANTITIES

The smallest container used in commerce for a typ ical catego ry A

material, for example an inorganic cyanide , is a one—pound (0.454 kilo-

gram) bottle . Consequently, this amount has been chosen as the “harmful

quant i ty” of all category A materials. Other categories are thereaf ter
assigned quantities on a proportional basis as shown in Table II. Basi-

cally, if the upper aquatic toxicity limit of a category is ten times

hi ghe r than the upper limit of the proceeding, more toxic category, then
the harmful quantity is set as ten times larger, and so forth .

TABLE II
EPA CATEGORIE S

FOR HARMFUL QUANTITY DETERMINATI ON

Representative Harmful Quantity
Category Range lb.(kg.)

A LC5O*<l ppm 1.0 (0.454)

B 1 ppm ~ LC5O 10 ppm 10 (4.54)

C 10 ppm < LC5O 100 ppm 100 (45.4)

D 100 ppm < LC5O 500 ppm 500 (227)

* LCSO means that concentration of material which is lethal to one—half
of the test population of aquatic animals upon continuous exposure for
96 hours or less.
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1
The representative range means that substances in Category A have LC SO

values of less than 1 ppm, Category B substances have LCSO values of

1 ppm or greater up to 10 ppm , Category C substances have LC5O values

of 10 ppm or greater up to 100 ppm , and Cat egory D substances have LCSO

values of 100 ppm up to and including 500 ppm .

IV. PENALTY RATES

The only cotmnon unit of measure is a weight unit , the po und . The

penalties using these common units of measure shall be based on ~he toxic—
- 

. i ty,  degradability, and dispersal characteristics of the substanc e (Section

3 1l(b)(2) (B )(iv) ) in a manner similar to the determination of those quan—

titles of hazardous substances which are harmful to the public health or

welfare at certain times, locations, circumstances and conditions (Section

311(b)(4)). Thus the weight corresponding to the smallest commom commercial

container size, one pound (0.454 kilogram), previously adopted as the

“harmful quantity” for materials in the most toxic EPA harmful quantity

category, has also been adopted as the “unit of measurement” for materials

in that category and assigned a base penalty rate of $1,000 per unit. Other

categories are assigned larger units of measurement which are multiples of

the ba sic one pound unit and are found as a direct proportion between the
upper aquatic toxici ty  limit of the less toxic category and the upper aqua—

tic toxicity limit of Category A substances. The aquatic toxicity ranges

for various hazard categories and the units of measurement derived from the

appropriate ratios are found in Table II under Harmful Quantit ies .

The proposed system recognizes that not all substances within a

category exert their damaging effects equally. The law requires that the

penalties range between $100 and $1,000 per unit of measurement. For each

category in the proposed system the upper penalty limit is modified by

physical/chemical adjustment factors which reflect  the substance ’s ability

of disperse.
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The adjustment factor (01 to 1.0) arises from a second profiling

operation based on the solubility, densi ty,  volat i l i ty, and associated

propensity for dispersal in water of each hazardous substance. Each sub —

stance has been p laced in one of eight categories combining these physical!

chemical/dispersal properties in various ways. The relative harm these

categories pose to the environment was then ranked . The terms involved

and final relative ranking of physical/chemical/dispersal categories , in

increasing order of relative damage potential , are shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2
PHYSICAL/ CHEMICAL/DISPERSAL (P/ C/D)

ADJUSTMENT FACTORS

P/C/D P/C/ D
Mate rial Classification Category Rank Factor

Insoluble Volatile Floater IVF 1 0.10

Insoluble Nonvolatile Floater INF 2 0.23

Insoluble Sinker IS 3 0.36

Soluble Mixer SM 4 0.49
Precipitator P 5 0.62
Soluble Sinker SS 6 0.75
Soluble Floater SF 7 0.88
Miscible M 8 1.0

LEGEND :

IVF (insoluble volatile f loater)  — materials lighter than water with a
vapor pressure greater than 10 mm Hg and a solubil i ty of less
than 1,000 ppm (weight per weight basis) or materials with vapor

pressure greater than 100 mm Hg and solubility less than 10,000 ppm.

INF (insoluble nonvolatile floater) — materials lighter than water with

a vapor pressure less than 10 mm Hg and solubility less than 1,000
ppm (weight per weight basis) .

IS (insoluble sinker) — materials heavier than water and of solubility

less than 1,000 ppm (weight per weight basis).
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LEGEND: (Cont ’d)

SM (so lub le mixer ) — solid substances which have a solubility greater than

1000 grams of solute per 1000 grams of water.

P (precipi ta tor ) — salts which dissociate or hydrolyze in water with

subsequent precipitation of a toxic ion.

SS (soluble sinker) — materials heavier than water and a solubility

greater than 1,000 ppm (weight per weight basis).

SF (soluble f loater)  — materIals lighter than water and of a solubility

greater than 1,000 ppm (weight per weight basis).

M (miscible) — liquid substances which can freely mix with water in any

proportion.

In summary , the adjusted rates of penalty, in dollars per unit of

measurement, arising from all possible combinations of toxic category and

P/C/D factor are seen in Table 3 below.

TABLE 3
RATES OF PENALTY

IN $/UNI T OF

P/C/D Classes
Category IVF INF IS SM P SS SF M

A 100 230 360 490 620 750 880 1000

B 100 230 360 490 620 750 880 1000

C 100 230 360 490 620 750 880 1000

D 100 230 360 490 620 750 880 1000

* Unit of measurements for categories are A = 1 ib , B 10 lb , C 100 lb .
D = 500 lb.
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For convenience , Table 4 shows the adj usted rates of penal ty ,  in

dollars per pound , for all combinations of toxic category and P/C/D fac tor .

TABLE 4
RATES OF PENALTY

IN $/LB
. -fl-

P/C/D Classes “-

Category IVF IN F IS SM P SS SF M

A 100 230 360 490 620 750 880 1000

B 10 23 36 49 62 75 88 100

C 1.0 2.3 3.6 4 .9  6 .2  7.5 8.8 10

D 0.20 0 .46 0.72 0.98 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.0

I

— 
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APPENDIX C

FOULING DIAGNOSTICS AND INSPECTION METHODS

C. 1.0 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of developing fouling diagnostics and inspection

methods is to determine the optimum time and conditions for the cleaning

of ships ’ underwater hulls . The constant assessment of shi ps ’ hulls and

consequent periodic wet docking not only maximizes time between drydock—

ing, but has considerable impact on energy conservation owing to greatly

reduced fuel usage.

The applicability of several fouling/corrosion diagnostic

methods f~ r monitoring fouled hull conditions is discussed in this

section. Recommendations are made concerning those methods presently

available as well as actions for development of improved diagnostic

methods for the future.

The specific objective of this study is to develop cost—

effective methods that will be capable of alleviating the necessity of

drydocking ships for ‘bottom cleaning jobs ’ for as long as 5 to 7 years.

During this S to 7 year time frame , the degree of fouling is not to ex—

ceed a level at which the ship ’s speed or fuel consumption will be

adversely or substantially affected .

Although several methods are used as course indicators of hull

degrada-tion , and others are in the RDT&E stage, there are no well devel—

oped or routinely established fouling diagnostics currently used other

than subjective inspection of the underwater hull. In exploring diver

inspection procedures and related support equipment , it became readily

apparent that the need existed to expand the study effort to include the

underwater inspection process in its entirety . This need derives from

the program objective of developing 5 to 7 year drydock cycles for ships.

In order for ships to remain waterborne for such extended periods of time ,-

C—l 
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C.l .0  INTRODUCTION (Cont ’d)

it is necessary to be assured of the integrity or seaworthiness of the

hull at all times. Therefore, the type of inspection performed on the

ship ’s underwater hull must be comparable to that which occurs when the

ship is drydocked. Thus, the discussion on inspections is of consider-

able length and includes processes and equipments needed for hull integ—

rity or seaworthiness purposes as well as for fouling diagnostic purposes.

C.l. l Problem Descript ion

Dramatic increases in ship fuel costs combined with the need

to maximize the operating range of Navy ships make it imperative to
develop diagnostic methods for evaluating the effect of fouling on ship

power and speed . It has been proven conclusively that foul ing of the

ship ’s underwater body , including propeller and other appendages , has a

significant effect on ship ’s power requirements and speed. However, a

precise means of diagnosing or measuring this eff ect is not within the

normal capabi li ty of most ships. Correlation factors relating to the

severity , type , location, distribution , and time—rate of fouling growth

are needed in order to arr ive at economically and operationally sound

decisions as to when, how, and where to remove the fouling . Consequently,

it is essential to be able to quantify all aspects of fouling . It is

necessary to define the trade—offs among such factors as cost of cleaning,

paint life, and fuel savings. Therefore , an accurate evaluation and

assessment of all related factors must be made available to the decision

maker.

C.l.l.1 Backgtound. The one universal fouling diagnostic method

currently used , from which only a gross evaluation of the effect of

fouling on ship ’s power can be derived , is diver inspection of the ship ’s

underwater body . Such underwater inspection techniques are highly sub-

jective and are carried out primarily by visual means reinforced by some

still photography and television . In addition to being subjective in

C-2
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C.l.O INTRODUCTION (Cont’d)

nature , such methods are handicapped , among other things , by a lack of

precision in ‘mapping ’ locations of the underwater body, water conditions

(visibility , temperature , current), poor knowledge of divers and decision

makers on the identity of fouling mechanisms and their growth rates , and

low inspection rates .

Systems of quantification and acceptability criteria are

essential if underwater hull inspections are to be used successfully.

These systems will have to be developed , as none now exist , and conf i—

dence in these systems among ship managers will have to be instilled .

Credibility of diver inspections is currently considered to be low .

Repeatable and demonstrably objective inspection results are required

to improve credibility . This in turn requires measuring instruments

which are not currently available in service approved form , although

several types of instrumentation are in use in the offshore industry

and other related Navy and commercial applications.

In order to effect and maintain a 5 to 7 year drydocking

cycle for all or even most ships of the Navy , the decision maker must

have total confidence in the information presented to him on all the

factors relating thereto . Actual data obtained from controlled tests

recently conducted by Navy DTNSRDC Code 2705 indicate that torsion—

meters provide a degree of accuracy and repeatability of ship power

deterioration resulting from fouling. This will give the decision

maker , i.e., commanding officer , operational commander , or maintenance

officer quantitative high—level confidence information so that he can

make economically and operationally sound decisions in a timely manner.

The torsionmeter , or any other hull resistance measuring device

or system , only gives the end result of the fouling effect of the under-

water body. In order to specify the trade—off points relating to the 
- 

-

cost of cleaning versus fuel savings , it is necessary to know the in— H
creased resistance and power losses associated with various degrees of H

C —3
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C.1.O INTRODUCTION (Cont’d)

fouling severity, their types , location , distribution , and growth rates .

These elements and associated factors can only be correlated by accurate

and repeated inspections of ship ’s underwater body, propeller , and other

appendages. This, coupled with the need to be assured of the physical

integrity of the hull and its protection systems (anticorrosion and anti—

fouling) at all times , results in a requirement to be able to conduct

underwater inspections to essentially the same degree of thoroughness

and accuracy as is now done when a ship is drydocked . More specifically,

inspection methods/equipments must be developed which will be as complete ,

efficient , and reliable as current inspections made in dry dock. Such

inspection ‘system ’ must support the hull cleaning project; it must be

capable of quantifying fouling severity , type , location , distribution ,

volume, and roughness, and be able to permit a quantifiable evaluation

of the installed anticorrosion and antifouling systems .

A means of identifying and quantifying hull roughness is also

essential so that correlation to ship ’s power/speed deterioration can be

predicted . In addition to increased resistance, hull roughness has been

shown to increase wake, which results in decreased propeller efficiency .

lt has also been shown that bottom roughness is more important in this
1*regard than a similar degree of roughness on the sides of the ship .

Such factors of a variable nature lend further credence to the need for

accurate and detailed underwater inspection processes.

In order to be cost—effective , the following inspection rates

are considered to represent the approximate order of magnitude required ,

which is considered to be within the current technical state—of—the—art .

• Hull plating , antifouling coating condition , and fouling

severity inspected at the rate of SO to 75 sq. ft. per minute.

*NOTE: References are listed in Section C.3.iO.1 (page C—93).

C—4 
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C.l.0 INTRODUCTION (Cont ’d)

• Propellers , struts , tail shafts and other appendages ,
cathodic protection systems, and sea chest section/

discharges inspected in 2 to 3 days time with between

10 and 30 man—day s depending on ship type.

In summary , the objective of a fouling diagnostic and inspec-

tion system is to provide Navy ship commanding officers and other deci-

sion makers with reliable fundamental data from which cost—effective

hull cleaning and hull integrity trade—off decisions can be made during

the 5 to 7 year interval between drydockings. In order to meet this

objective it is necessary , expressed briefly , to be able to quantify

(1) all aspects of fouling , (2) condition of hull coatings , (3) physical

integrity of the hull and, (4) power increases associated with fouling

or other hull/propeller deterioration. It then becomes necessary to

correlate power increase with specific causative fouling factors such

as fouling severity , location, distribution , and type. This correlation

can come about only by measuring power increase and by a knowledge of

the above quantified fouling factors obtained by accurate and repeated

inspections of ship ’s underwater body , propeller , and other appendages .

C.l.1.2 Constraints. There are no known governmental (federal , state ,

or local) rules or regulations that would constrain the development of

any fouling diagnostic concep t being contemplated at this time . The

Navy Diving Manual must be complied with if Navy divers are to be in-

volved in any manner . The basic constraint established therein is that

a four—man team is the minimum team size permitted for shallow water

diving.

C.l.l.3 On—going Navy RDT&E Hull Cleaning Efforts. The Navy ’s Ship—

board Energy Conservation R&D Program being pursued by David W. Taylor

Naval Ship Research and Development Center (DTNSR DC) in the areas of

hull cleaning and formulation of antifouling coatings is closely related

to the development of fouling diagnostic and inspection me thods discussed

C—S 
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C.l.O INTRODUCTION (Cont’d)

herein. The hull cleaning portion of the DTNSRDC Code 2705 Energy

Conservation Program , which commenced in Fl 75 , is a 4—year program
— terminating with Fl 78. The elements of this program relating to fouling

diagnostics and inspection methods are basically those involving the

determination of ‘when ’ and ‘how ’ to clean the underwater hull and

appendages of ships and are summarized as follows :

• Evaluation of commercially available hull cleaning methods

including assistance to Fleet Commanders in support of hull

cleaning efforts

• Development of cleaning methods for Navy ships where gaps

exist

• Laboratory evaluation of paint wear with cleaning

• Conduct , by sea trials , economic trade—off analysis between

cost of cleaning and fuel costs associated with fouling

(hull cleaning frequency determination)

• Determination by sea trials of long term impact of

repetitious cleaning

• Development of Fleet instruction on ‘when ’ and ‘how ’ to

clean

C—6
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C.2.O FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

C.2.l Findings

Formal fouling diagnostic methods and procedures have not been

developed for either naval or commercial use. The existence of criteria

for fouling diagnosis results largely from the efforts of companies that

are involved in hull cleaning . These companies have shown the ship

operators that costs can be saved by cleaning the ship waterborne . Ship

classification societies are also cooperating with this cost saving

effort by conducting inspections with vessels waterborne . The develop-

ment of underwater inspection tools and equipment has been accelerated

by the offshore oil field industry . Specific findings relating to the

state—of—the—art , gaps in technology , needed RDT&E effort , and other

considerations are listed in more detail in the sections that follow.

C.2.l.l State—of—the—Ar t Findings. State—of—the—art findings relating

first to fouling diagnostics and then to underwater inspection methods

are presented in this section.

C.2.l.1.l Fouling Diagnostic Findipgs.

a. Formal fouling diagnostic methods and procedures have

not been developed for naval use. The major tool used

today for fouling diagnostics is diver inspection . This

inspection only gives a subjective view of the fouling

condition as the diver has no available standards or

criteria with which to compare observed conditions .

Many Navy ships’ propellers and sonar domes are now

being routinely cleaned prior to getting underway for

extended operations and/or after extended periods in

port.

b. Research leading to the development of a fouling diag-

nostic system is presently being conducted by DTNSRDC

C— 7
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C.2.l Finding~ (Cont’d)

Code 2705 as part of the Energy Conservation Program.

This program is utilizing torsionmeters and Sperry

Doppler speed logs as well as monitors for propulsion

plant parameters to develop a fouling diagnostic method .

The current emphasis is on verifying the correlation

between shaft horsepower as measured by a torsionmeter

and first stage H.P. turbine shell pressure. To date ,

results have been very encouraging ; however , several

additional data points will be required over a period of

time to obtain an adequate confidence level . If such

verification is obtained , a built—in diagnostic tool then

exists on all steam—propelled ships—the first stage H.P.

turbine shell pressure. However, this turbine shell

pressure must be correlated with shaft RPM and ship ’s

speed through the water . The latter requires either

speed logs with higher degree of accuracy and repeatability

than currently exists in the Fleet , or access to measured

ranges which are few in number .

In the event that test results fail to verify high cor—

relation over time between SHP and first stage H.P. tur-

bine shell pressure , the utilization of a torsionmeter

and/or other instrumentation will have to be considered

as the basic diagnostic tools.

c. The state—of—the—art of torsionmeters is well advanced

with thousands of units in use worldwide , many of which

are on ships, including approximately 28 currently aboard

U.S. Navy ships , most of which were installed for purposes

other than for fouling diagnostics. The unit cost of

torsionmeters for Navy shipboard application ranges be-

tween $11,000 and $40,000 with installation costs

C—8 
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C.2.l Finding~ (Cont ’d)

running between $8,000 and $15 ,000 per unit. Therefore,

the use of torsionmeters solely as a diagnostic method

will involve a considerable expense.

d. An accurate ship speed measuring device/method is required

to complement any power measuring device (torsionmeter ,

first stage H.P. turbine shell pressure , etc.) in forming

a fouling diagnostic system . Essentially, all speed logs

on Navy ships are the electromagnetic (EM) type which

theoretically can be very accurate. However , many ships

experience accuracy errors ranging up to S percent or mcre .

e. Very few measured ranges readily accessible to Fleet units

exist which could be traversed to determine accurate ship ’s

speed through the water. Also , very few sites for such

visual ranges exist , especially for ships operating out

of Navy ports in the southeastern section of the U.S. in

that a minimum water depth of 150 feet is required for

destroyer type ships. A greater depth is needed for

larger ships. This minimum water depth requirement would

place the ship about 25 miles off the coastline and thus

out of visual range of the range markers.

f .  Speed logs exist which may prove to have the required

degree of accuracy for fouling diagnostic purposes . The

Sperry Doppler SRD—301 currently being evaluated by

DTNSRDC Code 2705 Energy Conservation Program appears to

provide such accuracy . It is possible that a properly

calibrated FM log may have a useful speed range within

which the degree of accuracy is high enough for fouling

diagnostic purposes . This has yet to be explored . The

Westinghouse ACULOG has the potential to be very accurate;

however , the elements external to the ship ’s hull consist

C—9 
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C.2.l Findings (Cont’d)

of three sword—like devices which in turn are subject to

deterioration by fouling and damage.

g. Several other techniques have potential as fouling diag-

nostic methods. However , they exist either in concept

form or as just rough diagnostic indicators at the pres-

ent time and , therefore, require developmental effort

in varying degrees. These concepts and techniques may

be summarized as follows :

• Electrical Measurements of Hull Coating. Measurement

of the electrical resistance of hull coating through

impressed current cathodic protection system instrumen—

tation provides a rough indication of the condition of

the hull coating at the present time. NAVSEC 6101C is

studying this technique. Further development of the

technique , refined instrumentation , and correlation

factors are required to determine the effectiveness of

this technique.

• Temperature/Flow Differential Monitoring. Monitoring

flow rates and temperature differentials in the sea—

water side of heat exchangers and other seawater piping

systems offers an exciting prospect of diagnosing foul—
• ing of sea chests and associated piping systems . There

is no current ongoing effort in this area; however, the

state—of—the—art of sensors and algorithms necessary

for the development of a fouling diagnostic system are

well established .

• Propulsion Parameter Correlation. In addition to first

stage H.P. turbine shell pressure as part of a fouling

diagnostic system , other propulsion plant parameters

C—lO
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may also prove valuable . Condensate flow, condenser

pressure, and temperature could be monitored and a

program designed to correlate these parameters with

ship fouling could be instituted . Several software

programs of this nature have been designed in the aero-

space industry with positive results. No other related

ef fort is known.

• Measured Distance at Constant RPM. This concept is in

limited use in merchant ships for fouling diagnostics

and the distance used is either the port to port dis-

tance or the distance between navigational fixes. A

principal limitation of this method is the limited

availability of measured mile ranges convenient to

Navy operating areas. It is possible, however , to use

navigational satellites for obtaining real—time fixes over

long distances by those one hundred plus Navy ships so

equipped. For this information to be accurate , it is nec—

essary to compute Out all effects of wind , sea state , ship

pitch , etc.; this is currently very difficult to do for

other than very low wind and sea state conditions . No

RDT&E is needed other than the development of a computa-

tional scheme and collection of baseline data if this

method is adopted for diagnostic purposes .

• Noise Measurement. Noise measurements are routinely

made by submarines and occasionally surface ships to

ensure that they are not rad iating excessive noise.

Without being thought of as a diagnostic tool, noise

levels are being used in the submarine community as

an indication of excess ye fouling and other noise

C—li
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C.2.l Findings (Cont’d)

producing sources. Although the equipment and tech-

nology are presently available to obtain noise signa-

tures of ships , the technological gap which exists

today and prevents general use of noise as a fouling

diagnostic indicator is the correlation between the

level and frequency of the noise and a quantified level

of fouling . This concept also has the disadvantage

that it militates against the individual ship

determining when to clean.

• Time Indexing. Most fouling diagnostic systems in

use today , especially in the maritime field , are based

on time. The average time—based criteria utilized by

several commercial companies are to clean the ship ’s

bottom after nine months out of dry dock and then every

three to four months thereafter. A more methodical

scheme of indexing could yield more accurate results.

A fouling point system could be implemented now using

arbitrary standards such as 1 point for a day in a

known fouling port , 1/8 point when underway at more
than 15 knots, etc. An accumulation of , say , 100 points

could then be cause for cleaning . The details of the

point system could be worked out on a feedback system .

However , the biological phenomena which govern fouling

and the interaction with various protective systems

are not fully understood . Also , the complexity of

fouling dependence on location and time makes it diffi-

cult to define in a su:~ficiently precise manner . An

active research program would have to be pursued to

obtain a data base for eac.h port.

C—12
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h. Hull resistance due to plate roughness increases with

service life and with the size, depth , shape , and fre-

quency of roughness as factors in resistance. Plate

roughness due to corrosion , coatings, and surface prep-

aration can contribute to resistance increases as great

as 30 percent even In the absence of visible fouling . L
Therefore, methods of quantitatively evaluating hull

coating roughness and detecting corrosion beneath the

coatings are needed in addition to the power loss as

measured by torsionmeters or other forms of power meters.

I. Decisions to clean the hull or perform other forms of

maintenance thereon will frequently be based on more

complex factors than cost—benefit trade—off s. This is

• particularly true of sonar domes whose cleaning is deter—

mined by operational considerations.

j. Cost—benefit trade—off decisions can be quite varied

depending upon the time integration of different effects.

For example , a growth of barnacles 3/8” in diameter may

have a small effect on hull resistance and therefore

signify small immediate savings if removed . However , as

barnacles increase above that size, they tend to become

difficult to remove, in i~Jdition to having a deleterious

effect on the paint and eventually the hull plating

itself . Therefore, a cost—benefit analysis over longer

time periods , say five to seven years , may indicate that

cleaning when barnacles are 3/8” in diameter is cost—

effective independent of the condition or extent of other

foulants.

C—13
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C.2.l Findings (Cont ’d)

k. Regardless of the measurement techniques involved in

determining the increased hull resistance caused by

fouling or hull roughness, it is necessary to actually

inspect the underwater hull so as to confirm and evaluate

the fouling as to location, extent , type , etc., to arrive

at the proper maintenance action to be taken.

C.2.l.1.2 Underwater Inspection Findings. The findings addressed in

this section relate to the state—of—the—art associated with the two

functional types of underwater hull inspections : (1) inspections as a

fouling diagnostic method and (2) inspections relating to the physical

integrity or seaworthiness of the hull of Navy ships.

a. Underwater hull inspections are currently conducted by

• -divers who have received little or no training in con-

ducting either fouling Inspections or hull integrity

• inspections.

b. The Underwater Work Techniques Manual gives little guid-

ance for conducting underwater inspections.

c. No standards exist to aid divers in diagnosing fouling

typ3 and quantification thereof.

d. Standardized procedures for conducting an underwater —

inspection are not in use although the Underwater Work

Techniques Manual contains a suggested report format.

However , this form is not in general use and , consequently,
the quality of underwater inspect ion varies from command

to command.

e. No standard diver inspection tools exist; however, most

divers have assembled an assortment of tools that are

relatively effective in aiding them .

C— 14
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f. The Navy has virtually no capability for conducting NDT

inspections with the ship waterborne . What capability

that does exist results from judicious use of flexible

plastic covers for land—based equipment which can utilize

a long cable between the sensor and the readout devices.

g. Several commercial companies are involved in the field

of underwater inspection who use the full range of NDT

equipment .

h. The most widespread hull/swimmer location device employed

by Navy divers is the use of keel hauling lines .

i. Acoustic pinger location devices are emerging from the

developmental phase and after suitable evaluation should

become available to Navy divers . NCSL is conducting

effort on such a system.

j. U.S. Navy divers are trained from almosL any rating group

and frequently have less than adequate organizational

support . In the Royal Navy (Britis~t), diver is a rate

and underwater inspection is a functional part of the

rate.

k. Navy divers do not have standard work boats from which

to work. Various adaptations of existing available boats

have been made but few are equipped for effective opera-

tion.

1. COMNAVSEA INST 9597.1 contains a listing of approved

diver support equipment. However , few fleet diving units

have all the essential equipments listed therein because

funding for initial outfitting of approved equipments is

generally from the users ’ O&MN funds which are always in

short supply. Thus , as new and better tools are developed ,
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C.2.l Findings (Cont ’d)

they frequently do not become available to the diver

because funds are not specifically designated for such

purposes.

m . There are no measurement instruments for quantification

of the following parameters available to Navy divers for

underwater inspection purposes:

• Crack detection

• Leak detection

• Fouling level

• Corrosion deterioriation

• Liquid level, oil/water

• Surface profile or roughness

• Coating evaluation

n. In the commercial ship industry , divers are used as

observers in many cases where a problem is suspected .

However , for required ship inspections , trained surveyors

are used. Some inspections are being conducted with the

inspector/surveyor topside observing a closed circuit TV

monitor from a diver—held camera . The SCAN system , used

by Underwater Maintenance Co., Ltd., in Las Palmas ,

Canary Islands, positions the TV camera by remote control.

Some companies are considering training their qualified

inspector/surveyors as divers.

o. Clear—field underwater viewing devices , generally of an

ad hoc nature , are in limited use in commercial diving

operations; however , none have been officially designated

for Navy use .
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C.2.l Findings (Cont’d)

p.  NCSL has recently been assigned responsibility for

development , test , and evaluation of diver inspection

tools. Funding commensurate with this responsibility

has not been provided. 

~1
q. Historically , efforts relating to ship underwater hull

maintenance have lacked coherency in both management and

funding support. The bulk of the required RDT&E effort

relating to underwater hull inspections is deemed to be

in the Engineering Development (6.4) and Operational Sys-

tems Development (6.6) categorIes. However, most of the

past funding for Inspection—related efforts has been

largely of the Exploratory Development (6.2) and Advanced

Development (6.3) categories.

C.2.2 Recommendations

This section contains recommendations consisting of two

parts—recommendations relating to fouling diagnostic methods followed

by recommendations concerning underwater hull inspections .

C.2.2.l Fouling Diagnostic Recommendations. It is recommended that :

• In the absence of any formal fouling diagnostic program ,

Navy ships in tropical waters be cleaned at 4 to 6 month

intervals and ships in temperate waters be cleaned at

9 to 12 month intervals, based on underwater inspections

every 3 months . This is the procedure currently being

recommended by DTNSRDC Code 2705.

• A fouling diagnostic data bank be established . All data

on fouling trials and feedback from underwater diagnostic

inspections to be included In this data bank.
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C.2.2 Recommendations (Cont ’d)

• Torslonmeters not be procured and installed on ships

solely for use as a fouling diagnosdc tool until results

of DTNSRDC Code 2705 Energy Conservation Program show con-

clusively that no other less costly method will be avail-

able ir the near future.

• Ships equipped with torsionineters be required to traverse

existing measured ranges (e.g., Guantanatno Bay , Cuba;

Roosevelt Roads, P.R.; Barbers Point , Oahu , etc.) in

accordance with established speed/power trial procedures

periodically when in the vicinity of such ranges recording

SHP and other appropriate data and send to DTNSRDC for

evaluation and analysis.

• After ships complete drydocking with a new underwater hull

coating , their performance be cataloged to form a bascline

for diagnostics. The performance parameters selected to

be tailored to individual ships. For example, H.P. turbine

pressure, torsionmeters , speed logs, etc., may be most

appropriate for some ships while others may employ fixed

ranges and precision navigation (OMEGA, SATNAV) in place

of speed logs.

• An R&D effort be directed toward development of high accur-

acy speed logs commencing with modifying existing types to

improve accuracy or repeatability to the degree required

for use as part of a fouling diagnostic system.

• The present DTNSRDC Code 2705 Energy ConservatIon Program ’s

data baseline accumulation work be expanded as follows :

— To investigate the correlation of other propulsion

plant parameters , Including condensate flow , steam

quality , etc., with shaft horsepower and ship speed .

C—18
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C.2.2 Recommendations (Cont’d)

This correlation may either improve or complement the

level of information derived from the correlation of

H.P. turbine shell pressure wIth shaft horsepower .

Also, this effort , coordinated with the Code 2705

machinery efficiency program , may lead to a cost—

effective fouling diagnostic method especially when

incorporated into the design of new ships or new

engineering plants.

— Conduct sea trials of currently installed EM speed

logs to determine existence of a speed range/window

within which , when log properly calibrated , the indi-

cated ship ’s speed is sufficiently accurate or

• repeatable/predictable to serve as part of a fouling

diagnostic system.

— Evaluate cost—benefit trade—of fs for the proposed five—

to seven—year drydocking integration times so that

optimization results include important second order

effects such as hull plating as well as coating

deterioration .

• In order to be able to evaluate the effect of frictional

resistance and assess its economic impact, the following

be developed :

— Standard measurement techniques for describing surface

profiles to permit quantification of roughness.

— Correlation of In—service speed loss data with surface

roughness and time out of dry dock.

— Correlation of standard profiles and hydrodynamlc

smoothness

C—l9
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C.2.2 Recommendations (Cont ’d)

• Diagnostics indicated by measurement techniques to be
• confirmed and pinpointed by diver inspection . This in-

spection is necessary for a proper decision to be made

with regard to the specific of the maintenance action .

Additional funding required for DTNSRDC to implement the

foregoing recommendations having significant funding impact is estimated

as follows:

FY-$K

77 78 79 80 81

• Establish and maintain

data bank 200 200 150 150 150

• Expand DTNSRDC diagnostic

effort , including propulsion

plant parameters and speed

log development/evaluation 350 350 350 350 350

C.2.2.2 Underwater Inspection Recommendations. Recommendations

relating to the several elements of an underwater hull inspection system

are provided in this section under the identified elements.

C.2.2.2.l Diver Inspection Systems.

a. Life support equipment. It Is recommended that:

• Approved life support equipment be provided to each

hull husbandry diving activity to ensure that each

activity has a complete inventory of approved equip-

ment for shallow water diving .

• A new diver face mask which does not restrict visi-

bility be developed for hull husbandry divers.
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C.2.2 Recommendations (Cont’d)

• • The UNI—SUIT be approved for use in a variable volume

configuration and be procured for hull husbandry use.

• Currently approved diver air compressors be procured

for each hull husbandry diving activity .

• A surface umbilical be approved for hull husbandry

use and be provided to each hull husbandry diving unit.

b. Video equipment. It is recommended that :

• Commercially available underwater TV systems , includ-

ing color , be evaluated to determine if they have

greater capability than UDATS for underw3ter U1L~ll

inspections . This evaluation should incli~de the

feasibility of utilizing components of the system

such as lights and cameras with existing UDATS monitor—

ing and controlling equipment .

• The Navy consider standardization of component cable

interfaces of TV systems so that improved components

can be added as they are developed .

• Commercially available photographic equipment be

evaluated for inspection purposes .

c. Measurement Instruments. It is recot:~mended that measure-

ment instruments be developed and eva 1 uated for the

following :

• Tank liquid level, including oil/water interface

• Fouling level, quantification of

• Surface profile/roughness for both hull and propeller

• Leak detection

• Corrosion rate (local and general)
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C.2.2 Recommendations (Cont ’d)

• Coating effectiveness

• Crack detection (may be by NDT device)

• Hull plate thickness (may be by NDT device)

d. Non—Destructive Test (NDT) EQuipment. It is recommended

that commercially available underwater NDT equipment of

the following categories be evaluated for Navy underwater

use :

• Wet magnetic particle

• Ultrasonic

• Eddy current

• Gamma radiography

e. In evaluating the foregoing types of equipments, the

following approach is recommended :

• Organize an evaluation team consisting of Navy labora-

tory , shipyard NDT, Navy Photo Center , and shipyard!
tender diving and engineering personnel.

• Select the most promising equipment and evaluate in

terms of training requirements , operability , relia—

bility , maintainability , support , and human engineering
factors .

• Collect and process data required to obtain service

approval for equipment procurement.

• Issue approved equipment to Fleet units and provide

appropriate training .

1. Working Platforms/Boats. It is recommended that LCM—3

work boats confIgured as In NAVSEA Drawing No. 145—4777404

C—2 2
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C.2.2 Recommendations (Cont ’d)

Code Ident . 80064 be designated as the standard diver

work boat for afloat activities and be procured for each
• afloat hull husbandry diving activity . For more efficient

operations, ashore activities may require a larger boat.

In either case, the diver work boats should be outfitted

with the following :

• Air compressors and air bottles

• Dry area for TV monitors and communication equipment

• Welding equipment

• Repair equipment

• Electric , hydraulic , and pneumatic power supplies for

cleaning and other equipments

• Warm area

• Suit storage

• Tool lockers

g. Swimmer Locator/Navigation System. It is recommended

that :

• A high priority hull location R&D effort be initiated

immediately.

• Development of the NCSL swimmer area navigation or

comparable system be expedited .

• A lightweight net type grid and/or a two—line triangula-

tion location device be developed .

h. Software. It is recommended that :

• A training program be developed immediately for Navy

divers on hull fouling inspection/diagnostic procedures.
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C.2.2 Recommendations (Cont’d)

This could be an expansion of DTNSRDC Code 2841

current efforts in support of COMSUBLANT. Coverage

to include foulant identification and their growth

characteristics and effects on ship ’s power as a func-

tion of location, size, and density as well as the

relative importance of fouling properties.

• A training program be instituted immediately on

qualifying hull inspectors/surveyors at shipyards and

other maintenance actIvIties as shallow water divers.

• Standards for evaluating underwater Inspection results

be provided to the underwater inspector. For hull

integrity inspections , these standards should be as

close as possible to existing drydock inspection

standards. For fouling diagnostics , divers

should be provided with color photographs of hulls in

various conditions of fouling with an approved verbal

description of the fouling level. DTNSRDC is currently

• developing inspection procedures relating to hull clean-

ing which are planned to be presented in an interim in—

- • - 
struction to the Fleet in F? 77.

• Underwater hull inspection procedures and reports be

standardized .

• The Underwater Work Techniques Manual be reissued to

all hull husbandry diving activities. The manual should

also be updated to include inspection standards.

• The Sonar Dome Handbooks, Vo’~ ntes I through IV , be

updated (as has been done with Volume V) to include
underwater hull inspection requirements and procedures ,

with particular applicability to AN/SQS—26 sonar domes

with rubber windows.
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C.2.2 Recommendations (Cont’d)

C.2.2.2.2. Fixed, Remote, and Mobile Inspections. It is recommended

that:

• One port on each coast with clear water and little current

be designated as a hull integrity inspection facility .

• Feasibility studies be undertaken to determine the cost—

effectiveness of fixed and mobile inspection facilities.

• Hull Inspection Platform (HIP), a mobile inspection vehicle

designed by NUC, be redesigned for ship inspections and be

evaluated for use as an inspection vehicle. Underwater

lighting , TV , and a manipulator arm , fitted , for example ,
with devices for sea chest inspection and cleaning , should

be included in the design .

• SCAN inspection system be evaluated for Navy use .

C.2.2.3 Funding. It is recommended that :

• NCSL be adequately funded to expedite the development ,

test and evaluation of tools, equipments, techniques ,

and procedures recommended above.

• Funding of inspection—related tools and equipment be

controlled at NAVSEA and that initial allowances and

newly approved equipments be centrally funded instead

of funding by user activities O&MN funds.

C.2.2.3.l Underwater Inspection System Program Fundiflg Recommendations.

Recommendations having significant funding impact beyond the scope of the

ongoing DTNSRDC Code 2705 Energy Conservation Program are summarized and

listed below in order of priority within each funding category . Funding

levels recommended are only class “F” budget estimates .
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C.2.2 Recommendations (Cont’d)

FISCAL YEAR $K

RDT&E ACTION 77 78 79 80 81

• 1. Develop Inspection NCSL/ 200 300 200 200 50
Program DTNSRBC

2. Develop Measurement NCSL 100 100 75 75 75
Instruments

3. Develop Locator Sys— NCSL 100 100
tems

4. Develop Clear—field NCSL 25 25 25 25 25
Viewing Devices

5. Redesign HIP System NUC 150 150

6. Evaluate SCAN NCSL 50 50

7. Evaluate Underwater NCSL 100 100 50 50 50
NDT Equipment

8. Improve Underwater TV NCSL 100 100 100 100 75

9. Improve Life Support NAVSEA 50 50 50 50 50
Equipment

O&MN

1. Conduct Diver—Inspecting NAVSEA 150 150 150 50 50
Training

2. Determine Training In— NAVSEA 50
spector as Diver
Feasibility

3. Revise and Republish NAVSEA 50 25 20 20 20
Underwater Work Tech-
niques Manual

4. Establish Clear Water NAVSEA/ 200 50 50 50 50
Pilot Fleet Facilities FLT CDR
Inspection/Evaluation

5. Update Sonar Dome NAVSEC 50 50 50 -— --
Handbooks
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C.2.2 Recommendations (Cont ’d)

FISCAL YEAR $K

OPN/SCN ACTION 77 78 79 80 81

1. Establish and procure NAVSEA 500 500 600 600 500 - •

full allowance tools,
equipments, and systems
for diver—inspection units

2. Procure Standardized NAVSEA 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000
Diver Work Boats (20 at
$250x)

C.2.2.4 Effectiveness Evaluation Plans. Effectiveness evaluation plans

for both fouling diagnostics and underwater hull integrity Inspection sys—

tems will be based largely on empirical data and feedback.

It is recommended that a comparative analysis be used to evalu-

ate the effectiveness of the fouling diagnostic system. After , say , every

second or third hull cleaning based on a diagnostic trade—off analysis , the

ship will immediately conduct another at—sea trial, using the same diagnos-

tic method to measure the decrease in hull resistance resulting from the

cleaning. The resulting iterative feedback process will lead to refinement

and further improvement in the diagnostics. This is the approach being

used by DTNSRDC Code 2705 to develop frequency determination and other

criteria for cleanings.

The most objective criterion by which to evaluate the effective-

ness of the underwater hull integrity inspection process is to conduct and H

document such an inspection immediately prior to a regular scheduled dry—

docking of a ship. The comparative analysis of the pre— and post—drydock—

ing inspections provides an excellent evaluation of the effectiveness of

the underwater hull inspection . This p~:ocess also allows more than one

team of inspectors to be evaluated by just one drydocking .

In making cost—benefit trade—off decisions pertaining to hull

fouling—cleaning , it must be kept in mind that for Navy ships cost—effec—

tiveness criteria also include mission performance. That is, pure dollar
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C.2.2 Recommendations (Cont’d)

cost trade—off points are not always in the best interest of the Navy .

t 
For example, it may be necessary to clean sonar domes more frequently

and at greater cost than the associated fuel cost savings would indicate.

However , it may be cost—effective to clean propellers each time a ship

gets underway after a relatively short period in port because of the

great impact roughness has on propeller efficieney .

These two general concepts should provide the basis for

developing a more detailed effectiveness evaluation plan after the pro—

gram is implemented.

C.2.2.5 Development Progress Tracking~ Plan. The development progress

• tracking plan is addressed in the context of the overall program , rather

than on the basis of individual diagnostic methods or concepts. This

approach is desirable because of the interrelationships among the various

diagnostic methods considered in Section C.3. Until specific diagnostic

methods are decided upon , only broad program policy guidance is warranted .

Accordingly , this section discusses policy considerations relating to

development progress tracking plans.

There are three essential elements to consider In establishing

a development progress tracking plan. These elements comprise a monitor—

ing center, a communications network, and a reporting system .

The function of the monitoring center is to track and review

the programs being followed , with respect to both the administrative and

the technical activities of the program. An efficient monitoring center

with data bank is required because of the broad scope and the variety of

participants in the program . The work efforts and other activities to

be tracked are dispersed literally worldwide and include overlap between

commercial and naval efforts.

The communications network is needed to provide input data to

the monitoring center , as well as output to the performing activities.

C—28
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C.2.2 Recommendations (Cont’d)

This network should serve both the administrative and the information
requirements of the monitoring center , performing the followiag functions :

• Coordination of information flow and data handling

• Progress monitoring

— Field support activities

— Shipyards and facility support

— Laboratories (Navy and commercial)

— Shipboard pilot projects

— Worldwide commercial R&D efforts

— RDT&E milestones H

• Systems and equipment status

— Acquisition

— Acceptance

— Inventory

— Distribution

• Cost data

— For program reviews

— For cost—effectiveness evaluation

The reporting system function is to keep management informed

of overall program status and progress and to disseminate information

to performing activities. Periodic reviews of the various projects and

tasks will be required ; results of these reviews may impact other projects.

Reports also provide a vehicle for initiating the establishment of diag-

nostIc procedures and criteria , for follow—up on developments or problems ,

and for program modification .
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The monitoring center , communication network , and reporting

system should be established soonest , in order to beg in the integration

of ongoing efforts into the overall program . These essential elements

will assist the program manager to effectively and efficiently coordinate

the program . Once established , they will also enable him to make plans

for expansion, to consider the development of timely R&D projects, and

to take action on procurement of long lead—time items needed for program I
development and support .

C.2.2.6 Policy and Organizational Recommendations. Effective implemen-

tation of the foregoing recommendations requires the establishment of an

appropriately structured organization having well—def ined lines of control.

The key to such an organization is a strong program manager and charter in

NAVSEA with appropriate OPNAV sponsorship . The recommended structure re-

quired to direct an integrated hull husbandry program includes the

following:

• Program Sponsor in CNO

• Program Manager in NAVSEA

• Advisory Committee

• Task Groups

• Industry Support
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C.3.0 DISCUSSION

This section contains results on an In—depth survey of existing

methods, state—of—the—art technology , and new approaches relating to foul-

ing diagnostics and underwater hull inspections. The survey includes

ongoing Navy programs, and programs of other U.S. Government agencies

as well as foreign and domestic coinmerical efforts involving underwater

hull husbandry and related efforts of offshore industries. The new

approaches are primarily based on the condition of parameters fundamental

to plant operation.

C. 3.1 Introduction

Although coarse indicators of hull degradation are used, there

are no well developed or routinely established fouling diagnostic programs

currently in use by the U.S. Navy. However, ongoing tests being conduc—

ted by DTNSRDC Code 2705, Energy Conservation Program , indicate that
power measuring instrumentation has the potential to become a basic unit

of an accurate fouling diagnostic system. In addition, a survey of the

state—of—the—art indicates that it may be possible to correlate several

parameters of the ship ’s power plant in order to obtain a constant monitor

on ship ’s hull condition.

The current technology used in many fouling diagnostic concepts

is based on the fact that hull resistance increases as surface roughness

increases. The problem then becomes one of measuring the change in hull

resistance as the ship becomes fouled. There are several ways In which

this can be accomplished. One of the oldest concepts (and a difficult one)

for measuring hull resistance is to tow the ship at a fixed speed in calm

water and to measure the tension In the towing line. Increases in towing

line tension as the hull becomes fouled can then be correlated with the

amount of fouling, the amount of power required, or the loss in speed

encountered , provided an accurate measure of all the parameters is obtained .
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C.3.l Introduction (Cont ’d)

Interestingly , if the speed and power on a real—time basis are available,

other more reliable correlations and approaches are available. Several

old as well as novel approaches such as using external propulsive power,

coasting techniques, electric drives, etc. suffer since they tend not to

be easily repeatable , stable, and are expensive and difficult tools to

use for constant real—time monitoring. This leads to the question of

exactly which are the preferred methods of diagnostics that are cost—

effective and can be used for constant monitoring.

One way to assess the condition of the hull is to monitor the

time and fuel rate usage as a ship traverses a fixed and known distance

under reproducible conditions. Then, time and fuel rate become indicators - -

of the hull condition in that as the hull deteriorates, the time to tra-

verse a fixed distance at constant fuel rate increases. This means that

the fuel usage goes up in order to maintain a given speed as time measured

from dry dock elapses. The difficulties with this method are, of course,

(1) the lack of fixed ranges located neaz ship operating areas and (2)

the difficulty of obtaining reproducible environmental conditions . Another

difficulty relates to the problem of ensuring repeatable propulsion plant

efficiencies for successive trials.

The use of torsionmeters in conjunction with ship speed is

another method that gives an indication of the increased shaft horsepower

necessary to maintain ship speed as a function of time. The difficulty

here is associated with the fact that any fouling of the propeller cannot

be separated from the effects of hull fouling. The torsionmeter, when

used to measure shaft horsepower, only gives the end result of the fouling

effect of the underwater body and/or propeller. It does not differentiate

between the power increases associated with Increased hull resistance

due to fouling and decreased propeller efficiency caused by fouling. In

order to differentiate between these two delet~~ious factors in a rigorous

manner, it is necessary to measure the thrust applied at the main propulsion
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C.3.1 Introduction (Cont ’d)

thrust bearings. Thrust measuring devices which operate on hydraulic or

strain gauge principles are used by Navy on a limited scale during some

trials of new ships. However, there are many problems associated with

the use of thrust measuring devices aboard ship that militate against

their use either as a test or an operationally effective device. These

include costs, both initial and installation; maintenance of calibration;

accuracy; and sensitivity to ship trim and dynamics.
2 

Consequently , it

is considered more practical to use well—trained diver inspectors as the

basic means by which the effects of propeller fouling are differentiated

from the total power increase as measured by the torsionineter. This is

based on several factors, (1) the assumption that divers will be required

for underwater cleaning, repair, and hull integrity inspections, (2) the

propeller is easily and readily located by divers and can be inspected

for fouling or roughness by feel by well—trained divers in low visibility

conditions, and (3) the assumption that means of correlating various

degrees of propeller fouling or roughness to specific power increases for

operational use aboard ship will be developed in the near time frame. A

significant problem associated with the use of torsionmeters is the neces-

sity of obtaining true ship speed’or an accurate indicated speed through

the water.

Other fouling diagnostic methods that are dependent upon the

correlation of parameters such as turbine pressure , condenser temperatures ,

shaft horsepower and RPM etc. all require some indication of ship speed.

Therefore, fundamental to the development of several diagnostic methods

is an accurate ship speed determination.

There are several methods and available instrumentation used

for ship speed determination . Briefly, they can be summarized as follows:

• Marine log type SAL—24 (Junger) works on the principle of

pressure transmission and requires calibration via measured

mile runs.
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C.3.l Introduction (Cont ’d)

• EM log (Chesapeake) is based on the electromagnetic

induction principle and requires calibration via measured

mile runs.

• ACULOG (Westinghouse) works on the principle of different

times of transit of acoustic signals with and against flow. 4

This also requires calibration via measured mile runs.

• SRD—30l doppler speed log (Sperry) is based on doppler

techniques requiring no shipboard calibration if installed

with sensor in region of undisturbed water flow.

It is important that a very careful survey of these instruments

be made and compared in order to obtain the most desirable speed informa—

tion for diagnostic purposes.

In addition to instrumentation and correlations, it is clear

that inspection also plays an important role in diagnostics. For this

purpose, it will be necessary to train personnel to develop an objective

and repeatable inspection system that can yield quantifiable information.

Clearly, therefore, a quantifiable, accurate, and repeatable underwater
inspection system must be developed , especially during the initial stages

of the development of a fouling diagnostic system, to ensure that the

physical integrity of the hull Is maintained. Therefore , the discussion

of underwater hull inspections as a fouling diagnostic method is combined

with the development of hull integrity inspection requirements and systems

In the final subsection of this discussIon.

The remaining sections present the res ults of an in—depth

survey of the state—of—the—art technology as well as new approaches

related to fouling diagnostics and underwater hull inspections. An over-

view of the diagnostics is illustrated in Table C—l.

_ _ _ _ _  — -  
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C.3.2 Torsionmeters

Since an increase in propeller RPM, to maintain a fixed ship
speed , is required as a functIon of days out of dry dock, the correlation

of this Information suggests a method for foulIng diagnosis. For the

method to be implemented, it is necessary to obtain the following informa—

tion as a function of time:

• Shaft horsepower developed

• Ship speed

C.3.2.l State—of—the—Art. The shaft horsepower developed - by a ship

can be conveniently obtained by the use of an appropriate torsionmeter .

A torsionmeter is placed on the ship ’s main propulsion shafting to measure

the instantaneous torque being applied to the propeller. Knowing the

modulus of elasticity of the shaft, its RPM , and torque, the shaft horse-

power is readily determined . A survey of several torsionmeters appears

in Annex C—I. Details of the Mark I MTI device are well documented by
NAVSHIPS and are not reproduced in Annex C—I. Also, the instrumentation

by Lebow is not included since this class of information is covered by

others and has a lower torque/power range than required for most Navy

ships.

The current population of ships equipped with torsionmeters is

very small. The DD 963 class is equipped with ACUREX strain gauge torsion—

meters on each main propulsion shaft. Approximately 20 MTI (Mechanical
Technology Incorporated) “torductor” type torsionmeters are in the fleet

on the CGN—36 , 37, and 38, the CVN—68, SSN 688 Class and on some CV’s.

A SHIPALT has been issued for the installation of MTI torsionmeters on

all CV ’s for the purpose of preventing over—torquing the propulsion sys—

tern because of the hull fouling. The installation of torslonmeters on

the other ship/submarine classes listed above is for other reasons; how-

ever , thIs does not preclude their utilization as a fouling diagnostic
tool.
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C.3.2 Torsionmeters (Cont’d)

The use of a torsionineter as a fouling diagnostic tool requires

the monitoring of shaft RPM and ship speed. The shi p speed is cu r ren t ly

generally obtained with an electromagnetic (EM) log for speed measurement .

The EM log rodmeter protrudes from the hull, measuring the velocity of
the water passing by. Experience has shown that the typ ical EM log
installation, especially aboard Navy combatant ships, does not have the

accuracy or repeatability required for trial purposes. The rodmeter and

sensing electrodes are subject to fouling and to any changes in the water

flow characteristic in the vicinity of the sensor. Hence, rodmeter

measurements are subject to water flow changes due to fouling and hull

cleaning. Therefore, for fouling diagnosis or whenever an accurate

measurement of ship speed is required, it is recommended that a measure—

ment of the time to traverse a known range be made , or an alternate ap—

proach such as Sperry ’s SRD—3O1 Doppler Speed Log be further refined.

Once shaft horsepower and ship speed are obtained , an algorithm

needs to be designed for correcting the effect of other parameters such

as ship ’s displacement , trim , wind direction and speed , currents , and sea

state as well as the ship ’s dynamics.

- 
. C.3.2.2 Technology Gaps. The principal gaps in technology are:

• Higher accuracy needed in speed logs

• Correlation data

Higher speed log accuracy is required since the error in the

correlation between torsionmeter reading and speed is almost entirely

due to error in accurate speed determInation. Correlation data on a long—

term basis is needed to assess the stabIlity of the instrumentation .

C.3.2.3 Needed RDT&E. For the fouling diagnosis to be effective, a

program to assure repeatability, stability, and reliability must be under—

taken as a part of this effort. The required RDT&E can be summarized

as follows :
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C.3.2 Torsionmeters (Cont ’d)

• Continued shipboard T&E

• Long term reliability and stability

• Integration with shipboard instrumentation

Currently, the torsionmeter and its associated software are installed as

experimental devices and independent of other instrumentation . Once the

experimental phase is over, it will be necessary to integrate this instru-

mentation with other shipboard instrumentation .

C.3.2.4 Environmental Considerations. No environmental problems are

anticipated .

C.3.2.5 Personnel Considerations. Owing to the relatively simple nature

of this instrumentation, there should be minimal impact on shipboard

personnel. The only requirement will be basic indoctrination on the

operation and care of the instrumentation as well as interpretation of

results obtained during monitoring.

C.3.2.6 Equipment Support. There is no equipment other than a low

voltage power supply for the software electronics.

C.3.3 Electrical Measurements of Hull Coating

An impressed current cathodic protection system contains the

elements for diagnosing the integrity of hull coatings on an overall or

average basis. The deviation of the reference cell against set voltage

is essentially an indication of the degree of corrosion and/or deteriora—

tion of the hull coating.

Essentially , all new ships are being built with an impressed

current cathodic protection system. SHIPALT’s have been issued to install

impressed current cathodic protection systems in nearly all classes of

ships that are not currently so equipped. Utilization of the systems

reference cell, along with appropriate algorithm and circuitry , provides
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C.3.3 Electrical Measurements of Hull Coati~g, (Cont’d)

a conceptual method of measuring the effectiveness of the antifouling

hull coating by its electrical resistance. Indications from this system

could serve as a monitoring or warning system that the antifouling coat-

ing was deteriorating and that the corrective maintenance thereto was

required. These systems as presently configured provide diagnostic Infor-

mation only of a very gross and subjective nature. Also, hull coating

deterioration can occur much slower than fouling build—up ; therefore,

this concept may be of very limited use.

Modifications as indicated above could improve the diagnostic

capability significantly.

C.3.3.l State—of—the—Ar t. An indication that the hull coating system

has seriously deteriorated is when the voltage of the reference cell

cannot be maintained at the protective potential. In other words, so

much deterioration has occurred to the hull coating that the capacity

of the power supply has been exceeded, such that it cannot deliver enough

current to protect the hull.

Work is also progressing on a more accurate method for monitoring

the condition of hull coating by Naval Ship Engineering Center (NAVSEC)
Code 6101. This method is to measure the ‘time constant ’ on the potential.

The time constant Is the period needed to make a specified increase in

potential for a specified power output. Low time constants (such as in

seconds) are associated with effectively intact coatings, while large

time constants (such as in minutes or hours) are associated with deteri—

orated coatings.

The state—of—the—art is currently limited to the above scheme

and does not include any available technologies that can measure corro-

sion rates on a local basis. Although such measurements are state—of—

the—art for industrial applications , they have not been developed for

ship use. For example , Petrolite Instruments Corp., Stafford , Texas 77477 ,
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C.3.3 Electrical Measurements of Hull Coating (Cont’d)

has a line of corrosion meters for food, chemical , and other industries

but they have not developed hardware for shipboard use. These instru—

ments generally utilize a test electrode that does not take into account

the ratio of anode area to cathode area existing on a ship that Is induc-

ing galvanic current nor take into account the effects of hull coating

deterioration. The effect of hull coating deterioration is to cause a

continuous change in the anode to cathode area ratios. Therefore, such

instruments presently designed are not effective in measuring corrosion

rate of a ship ’s underwater hull. Further study is needed to determIne

the application of these type instruments as viable hull corrosion meters .

Petrolite is currently investigating techniques for inhibiting seawater

corrosion of water tanks.

Cathodic protection system parameters , as well as other elec-

trical parameters, are not now used as a fouling diagnostic tool by the

U.S. Navy and no application of this method has been found in the cominer—

cial area. More accurate methods of measurements for the cathodic protec-

tion systems as well as new techniques for measurement of electrical

parameters is necessary before this can be used as an effective diagnostic

tool.

c.3.3.2 Technolo,gy Gaps. The use of cathodic protection system and

other electrical parameters as a fouling diag- .tic tool is presentl y

just a concept . There is almost no technology established on which to

base the utilization of this system for fouling diagnostics. Wha t is
known is that the impressed current system usually requires more power

as the time out of dock increases .

The measurement of such electrical properties of hull coatings

as resistance, capacitance , and ‘time constant ’ of potential can give an

indication of their anticorrosive and perhaps antifouling effectiveness.

However, there are currently no known correlation factors which would
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C.3.3 Electrical Measurements of Hull Coatin~g (Cont’d)

relate the value of these properties to any degree of fouling corrosion.

Therefore, a system for obtaining the necessary electrical measurements

and correlating these to quantified coating conditions would be required

before this concept could be used as a meaningful diagnostic.

This general area of correlating the condition of hull coatings

with electrical measurements appears to be a promising diagnostic tool

requiring a long—term R&D effort.

C.3.3.3 Needed RDT&E. Laboratory tests are needed to correlate

electrical measurements with condition of coating. Panels of hull materials,

e.g., ship steels or marine aluminum alloys, should be covered with the

coatings currently used (or proposed) for hull protection . These coated

panels should be exposed to seawater and periodic measurements over long

periods of time taken of electrical resistance, capacitance, and ‘time

constant’ of potential. The panels should be examined from time to time,

so that the condition of the coating can be noted and correlated to the

value of electrical measurement. It is necessary that the coating condi-

tion be quantified. Essentially, the electrical measurement versus time

curves are calibration curves on the effectiveness of the coating to

protect the underlying substrate. These calibration curves could be

used in monitoring the hull coatings aboard U.S. Navy ships.

The system for making the electrical measurements , i.e.,

resistance, capacitance , ‘time constant ’ of potential , aboard ship is

needed. For those ships having an impressed current cathodic protection

system, the installed electrical equipment should be used as much as

possible. For example, the reference cells (electrodes) could be connec-

ted to a device that would measure the time constant directly and even

plot this time constant on a strip chart , so that the change in time

constant over extended periods of time can be monitored and compared to

the corresponding calibration curve on coating effectiveness. This

equipment development involves design, shipboard installation , and test
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C.3.3 Electrical Measurements of Hull Coating (Cont’d)

at sea. The measurements taken at sea should be compared to the cali-

bration curves taken in the laboratory . The condition of hull coating

examined when the ship is drydocked should be related to the values of

electrical me~surements taken prior to drydockiag. Correlation is then

needed between shipboard electrical measurements and laboratory measurements

for various levels of coating effectiveness.

The electrical measurement versus time data taken in the labo-

ratory and aboard ship must be carefully analyzed and interpreted. The

analysis is needed to develop operational doctrine for drydocking a ship

to repair/replace the hull protective coating. The electrical measurement

versus time plots must have the proper interpretation defined for the

captain of the ship to alert him that the hull coating must be repaired.

In other words, criteria based on the electrical data must be established

to alert the captain . The alert can be two stages:

• A yellow alert that the hull coating has deteriorated to the

point where plans must be made to repair the coating.

• A red alert that the hull coating is seriously impaired

and that coating repair is needed in the near future .

Finally , detailed planning is needed to implement a research

and development (R&D) program for a shipboard electrical system for

diagnosing the integrity of hull coatings.

C.3.3.4 Environmental Considerations. No adverse impact anticipated.

C.3.3.5 Personnel Considerations. If the diagnostic concept of using

impressed current cathodic protection system parameters is adopted , there

should not be any need for additional personnel to operate the equip-

ment , maintain the equipment , or record data.

Training of cognizant shi pboard engineering personnel to make

proper and timely measurements would result in only a minor burden to

ship ’s crew .
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C.3.3 Electrical Measurements of Hull Coating (Cont ’d)

C.3,.3.6 Equipment Support. Calibration and test equipment for the

instrumentation developed would be required . Software in the form of

operating procedures and records would be essential to successful imple—

tnentation of such a fouling/corrosion diagnostic method . The actua l

needs can only be established after some RDT&E is completed .

C.3.4 Temperature/Flow Differential Monitoring -

It has been well established that fouling on the sea chest

strainer plate cuts down drastically the intake area and also the amount

of seawater that can flow through the condensers and other heat ex-

changers and seawater pip ing systems. Therefore, measuring the velocity

of entering seawater, a small distance downstream from the sea chest ,

offers a means of developing a seawater piping system fouling diagnostic.

C.3.4.l State—of—th
’
~-~~rt. The fundamental scientific principles under—

lying the proposed concept have been well established although not used

in the present context. The state—o f—the—art as far as the principle is

concerned is best understood by reviewing the steady state behavior.

Under steady state conditions, the product of the velocity and

the effective cross—sectional area at location 1 is equal to that at

location 2 shown in Figure C—i. Right after drydocking, this is a maxi-

mum . Clearly, the velocity at point 2 is directly correlated with the

ship ’s velocity . If this correlation is established , then the constant

monitoring of the velocity at point 1 allows the determination of the

effective area at cross—section 2. This is only true provided the cross—

section at point 1 is itself not noticeably diminished by fouling. For

this diagnostic approach to be implemented , the following information

is required:

• Monitoring of the velocity of the intake , upstream from the

sea chest
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C.3.4 Temperature/Flow Dlfferen .Ial Monitoring (Cont ’d)

• Monitoring of the ship ’s velocity

• Effective cross—sectional area at locations 1 and 2

It may be desirable to correlate this information with a visual inspection

of the sea chest.

A second scheme depends upon the quantity of heat transferred

from the engine/pump room into the flowing seawater. Ordinarily, the

amount of heat transferred is dependent on the heat transfer coefficient

of convection inside and outside the pipe, thermal conductivity of the

pipe , and the temperature difference between engine/pump room and seawater

flowing through the pipe. As the fouling builds up inside the pipe, the

coefficient of heat transfer due to convection decreases. It is possible

to predict this inside heat transfer coefficient by making measurements

of certa in selected temperatures. Specifically, we need to monitor the

following at location 1:

• Temperature of seawater at the center of pipe

• Temperature at surface of pipe

• Temperature of the engine/pump room outside the pipe

This scheme works as a diagnostic aid as long as there is a temperature

gradient between the seawater and engine/pump room. It is perhaps worth

noting that such a scheme has also been recommended for monitoring fouling

effects on the heat transfer coefficients in the heat exchangers of solar

seawater power plants (SSPP) .

C.3•4.2 Technology Gaps. The instrumentation needed for measuring

temperature and flow conditions is currently available. The only gap

then exists in the development of suitable computational algorithms and

the necessary software.-

C.3.4.3 Needed RDT&E. Since the principles are well understood and

instrumentation is available, it is recommended that RDT&E be carried
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C.3.4 Temperature/Flow Differential Monitori~~ (Cont ’d)

vs

Figure C—l. Sea Chest Intake

Out to support an experimental program. The RDT&E required for this

is:

• Design of suitable equipment

• Full scale experimentation

• Data interpretation and analysis

C.3.4.4 Environmental Considerations. No impact in this area is

anticipated.

C.3.4.5 Personnel Considerations. Although no additional shipboard

personnel will be required , the extent and nature of training needed to

log and analyze data can be determined after RDT&E Is completed.

C.3.4.6 Equipment Support. Other than some power (less than 100 watts)

for software electronics, no additional support Is anticipated.

C.3.5 Propulsion Parameter Correlation

There are several parameters available on board a ship that

could be correlated with each other yielding relationships that could
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C.3.5 Propulsion Parameter Correlation (Cont ’d)

be used as diagnostic aids. During runs, parame rs such as turbine dl

pressure, condensate flow, condenser pressure and temperatures , ship

speed, etc., could be monitored and a program designed to correlate

these parameters could be instituted. Any positive correlation could

then be used for diagnostic purposes. Several software programs have

been designed in the aerospace industry with positive results.

C.3.5.i State—of—the—Art. Recently, the Navy began an effort in the

Energy R&D office at DTNSRDC to use the USS HAROLD E .  HOLT (FF—lO74) for

making correlation studies in order to come up with an assessment tech-

nique for indicating the extent of hull/propeller fouling. Specifically,

during trial runs, the first stage H.P. turbine pressure was correlated

with the shaft horsepower. It was found that a near linear relationship

existed with a correlation coefficient approaching unity. Additional

work is progressing in that shaft horsepower is being correlated with

the ship speed in order to establish the effects of fouling. If the

correlation between the first stage H.P. turbine shell pressure and

5 
shaft horsepower is repeatable over a period of time , an important

diagnostic aid would be available, viz, the correlation between ship 
i 

-

speed and the first stage H.P. turbine shell pressure. This information

gives an indication of the hull condition and allows for a scheme to 
I 

-

predict the time at which it is cost—effective to drydock.

C.3.5.2 Technology Gaps. Instruments for automatic reading of tempera—

tures, pressures, flow rates, and shaft horsepower are currently available

and with sufficient accuracy to be useful for this application , although 
I 

-

not normally installed aboard ships. Therefore, no technology gap

exists in this regard. However , necessary computational algorithms and

supporting software would have to be developed to relate this to fouling.

C.3.5.3 Needed RDT&E. Since parameter correlations are currently

being studied by DTNSRDC Code 2705, it Is recommended that this work
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C.3.5 Propulsion Parameter Correlation (Cont ’d)

be enlarged to include other parameters. Specifically, it is suggested

that:

• Present work at DTNSRDC Code 2705 cont inue

• Data base be expanded to include additional parameters

previously mentioned (see Section C.2.2.l) such as con—

densate flow, steam quality , as well as temperatures and

pressures at key points in the propulsion system

• A p rogram be established to analyze resulting correlations

C .3 .5 .4  Environmental Considerations. No adverse environmental effects

are anticipated.

C.3.5.5 Personnel Considerations. Although no additional shipboard

personnel will be required , the extent and nature of training needed to

log and analyze data can be determined after RDT&E is completed.

C.3.5.6 Equipment Support. Other than some power (less than 100 watts)

for software electronics, no additional support is anticipated.

C.3.6 Measured Distance At Constant RPM

The time required to travel a fixed distance is a measure of

the ship ’s average speed. If this fixed distance is run with the ship

maintaining a constant RPM, the time to traverse the distance will in—

crease as fouling increases as long as ambient conditions are the same.

C.3.6,,l State—of—the—Art. If a fixed and measured distance is available

so that a ship could traverse it back and forth, then the time It takes

to traverse this distance becomes an indication of its speed provided the

shaft RPM is constant . Actually , the time is inversely proportional to

the velocity and as the velocity drops at constant RPM one gets an indica—

tion of degradation by fouling if a comparison is made with baseline data

obtained right after drydocking work. The principal limitation of this

scheme is the limited availability of measured mile ranges convenient to
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C. 3.6 Measured Distance At Constant RPM (Cont ’ d)

Navy operating areas . It is possible , however, to use satellites for
obtaining real—time fixes by those one hundred plus ships so equipped

and compute distance traveled. For this information to be accurate , It

is necessary to compute—out all e f fec t s  due to sea state , wind , e tc . ,
which is currently very d i f f i cu l t  to do in all but very low wind and sea

states.

This concept is in limited use in the merchant fleet for

fouling diagnostics, but the distance used is either the port to port

distance or the distance between navigation fixes. This can be done

because much merchant shipping runs at constant RPM ’s for long periods
of time over the same zoutes. The Exxon—Butt erworth system recommends

cleaning the hull when the ship speed decreases 1/2 knot.

C.3. 6.2 Technology Gaps. If measurement courses are not readily avail—

able and satellite fixes are used , then the necessary software needs to
be deve,i.oped. The necessary technology exists, however.

C.3.6.3 Needed RDT&E. No RDT&E is needed other than collection of

baseline data once this method is adopted for diagnostic purposes. If

a sufficient number of measurement courses are not available, a program

to eva luate the use of satellite fixes should be established.
‘F

C.3 .6.4 Environmental Considerations. No adverse environmental e f f e c t s
- 

are anticipated.

C.3 .6 .5  Personnel Considerations. No additional pe rsonnel are required.

Very minimal training in logging and interpreting data is ‘rnticipated.

C.3.6.6 Equipment Support. None required.

C .3 . 7  Noise Measurement

Through the years, fouling has become recognized as a source

of own—ships ’ noise wh ich degrades the performance of instal led sonar

systems . The concept of using this noise as a fouling diagnostic tool may

be worth pursuing.
C—4 9
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C.3.7 Noise Measurement (Cont’d)

As water flows past any surface which is not hydrodynamically

smooth, the water is forced into excursions which are necessary to main-

tain continuity of flow . These excursions generate random noise which

usually has a wave length proportional to the size of the object or . 

-

discontinuity. This noise usually shows up as high frequency sound and

is therefore subje:t to more rap id decay than other sounds .

C.3.7.l State—of—the—Art. Noise measurements are roLtinely made by

Navy submarines and occasionally surface ships to ensure that they are not

radiating excessive noise. Equipment for recor ding and analyzing this
noise is also available and is in use at selected sites. Without being

thought of as a diagnostic tool, noise levels are being used in the sub—

marine community as an indicator of excessive fouling and other noise

producing sources.

C.3.7.2 Technology Gaps. Although the equipment and technology are

presently available to obtain noise signatures of ships and submarines,

the technological gap which exists today and prevents general use of noise

as a fouling diagnostic indicator is the correlation between the level of

noise and the level of fouling. There is also a problem in interpreting

the noise data with the exclusion of extraneous noises such as high

frequency harmonics and random background water noises.

C.3.7.3 Needed RDT&E. An RDT&E program to use own—ships ’ noise as a

fouling diagnostic indicator would have to pursue two paths. First,

DTNSRDC, Carderock , or other activity would have to identify the data

processing equipment and criteria which would best show the fouling pro—

duced noise and provide correlation of this noise with observed fouling.

The second path would be to correlate information obtained from

presently installed own—ships ’ noise monitors with fouling condition on
submarines . This will require a complete visual inspection of the

underwater body each time the own—ships ’ noise monitors exceed the pres—

ently es’ abllshed level.
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C.3.7 Noise Measurement (Cont’d)

The results of this RDT&E program would be utilized to obtain

the best method for obtaining and analy zing this data .

C .3. 7.4 Environmental Considerations. The use of own—shi ps ’ noise
as a fouling diagnostic tool would not have any environmental effect.

C.3.7.S Personnel Considerations. If own—ships ’ noise is to be used

as a fouling diagnostic tool, the personnel requirements will depend on

the method used to obtain and evaluate this informat ion.

If the installed own—ships ’ noise monitors presently installed
F- on submarines are considered adequate for this function , then no addi—

tional personnel would be required. However, additional training would

be required for personnel to monitor and maintain this equipment on ships
which do not now have the equipment installed.

If additional equipment is required , the pe rsonnel considera—
- tions will depend on the equipment and the mode of operat ion.  A fixed

hydrophone array with one set of monitoring equipment fo r  each major

Navy port will require additional personnel, either civilian or military,

but will not require the procurement and installation of as many pieces

of hardwa re as would be required for shipboard Instal lat ion.

C. 3 . 7 . 6  EQuipment Support. Equipment support will be dependent on the

results of the R&D program . It could range from procurement of moni-

toring equipment for each Navy ship to the installation of special moni-

toring facilities.

C.3.8 Time Indexing

Most f ouling diagnostic systems in use today are based on t ime.

This is expected as it allows data to be correlated between many experi-

ments or trials. The most common use of time is a plot of the power

required against time Out of dock. An analysis of this data leads to the

conclusion that most ships collect little fouling during the first few
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C.3.8 Time Indexing (Cont ’d)

months out of dock and frequently reach the 10 percent extra power level

between the ninth and twelfth month. Plots of fouling rate after hull

cleaning show that the 10 percent power level is reached much sooner , quite

often at about 3 months. Using these results, a time based diagnostic

system can be established.

c.3.8.l State—of—the—Art. Based on experience , one could decide that

ships should be cleaned, say, 9 months out of dry dock and then every

3 to 4 months thereafter. However, a more methodical scheme of indexing

could yield useful results. We observe that although sea conditions ,

current, speed , etc., all have an effect on fouling, no concrete corre—

lations are currently available. However, some locations and conditions

are more conducive to fouling than others. Based on this available fact ,

every location could be given a relative rank (say from 1 to 10) where

1 refers to poor conditions for fouling.

The proposed time indexing system would assign fouling points

to the ship for each day . The points would be based on where the ship

is and what it is doing. When the ship obtained the required number of

points, the ship could then be cleaned.

The state—of—the—art in time indexed fouling diagnostics is

such that it could be employed today with some assurance of accuracy . As

in most diagnostic systems , the need to clean is not based entirely on

the diagnostic system but on a visual inspection which is conducted after

the diagnostic indicator exceeds its specifications. With time based

diagnostic systems this does occur.

The fouling point system could also be implemented today using

arbitrary standards such as 1 poInt for a day In a known fouling port ,

1/4 point underway less than 10 knots, and 1/8 point for underway more
than 15 knots. An accumulation of , say, 100 points could then be cause

for cleaning. The details of the point system could be worked out on a

feedback basis ; however , a considerable data base is required.
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C.3.8 Time Indexing (Cont’d)

!~.3.8 .2 Technology Gaps. The point system proposed in the previous

paragraph and , in fact , all time based systems are examples of statis-

tical analysis of limited data. The biological phenomenon which governs

fouling and the interaction with various protective systems is not fully

understood.

C. 3.8.3 Needed RDT&E. The statistical data base on foul ing versus time

must be increased. The amoun t of data presently available is small and
most of it is not being utilized as a diagnostic data base. NAVSEC and
DTNSRDC , Annapolis , are now receiving this data but only in regard to
underwater cleaning procedures. An active program would have to be pur-

sued to obtain a data base for each port . The information should also

enable an analysis of the effect of ship ’s speed on fouling for each

basic f ouling organism. Samples of water should also be analyzed to

dete rmine a correlation between the water and ship fouling which will
lead to a simple test to be conducted by each ship for self determination

of the fouling potential .

C. 3 .8 .4  Environmental Considerations. Fouling diagnostics based on t ime

will have no effect on the environment.

C. 3.8.5 Personnel Considerations. This system of basing the amo unt of

fouling on time should not require any additional personnel or t ra ining.

If a self fouling potential diagnostic kit  is developed , it will require
some small amount of t raining in its use.

C. 3.8.6 E quipment Support.  No equi pment support  required.

C.3 .9  Underwater Bod y Hull Inspections

As mentioned previously in Section C.l.l.l , current underwater

inspection methods are highly subjective . Quantifiable and repeatable

inspection results and associated evaluation cri ter ia  are needed not

only to permit rational and cost—effective maintenance and repai r action

decisions , but also to permit the development of a complete fouling
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C.3.9 Underwater Bod y Hull Inspections (Cont ’d)

diagnostic system. The achievement of objective inspection and evalu-

ation standards will alleviate the need for drydock inspections more

frequent than every 5 to 7 years.

Before exploring current underwater hull inspection methods

and equipments , it is desirable to develop the basic requirements to be

met by a viable underwater hull inspection system and prograni if it is

to meet the above needs.

Requirements for top—level underwater hull inspections were

reviewed in discussions with the Naval Coastal Systems Laboratnry (NCSL),

Panama City, Florida, and with Fleet personnel. In addition , reports from

NCSL , from the Maritime Administration (MARAD), and from related indus-

tries were reviewed . The inspection requirements developed from these

sources include :

• Acceptable informat ion on which to base repair  and main—

tenance (including hull grocming) act ion decisions

• Low maintenance and h ig h re l iabi l i ty  of hardware

• Low manpower requirements for  inspection and hardware

maintenance

• Skill levels of inspectors compatible w i t h  equi pment

sophist icat ion , and wit h accuracy and c r ed ib i l i t y  re-

qui rements for  making the necessary action decisions

• Operator safety

In meeting these requirements , it is also necessary to de—

termine:

• The set of conditions (fouling, bent propellers , degree

of hull corrosion , etc.) which must be found satisfactory

prior to determining the hul l and hull appurtenances (sonar

domes, rudders , sea chests, etc.) to be satisfactory
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C.3.9  Underwater Body~Hull In~p~ ctions (Cont ’d)

• For the hull and for each appurtenance or condition:

— An objective measurement system or reliable go/no—go

criteria

— The functional requirements for  measurement or obser—

vation tools

• Quantified indications of current inspection capabilities

• The reliabili ty and logistic requirements for  available

and developed hardware

Development of the following specific software and hardware

elements is required.

1. Software

• A list of all features and conditions to be inspected

• Sampling criteria for measurements or observations

on a statistical basis

• Data reduction and interpretation systems

• Quantified conditions and criteria of acceptability

for hull appurtenances

-
- 

- • Baseline for comparative evaluation

2. Hardware

• Crack detection

• Leak detection

• Fouling level measurement

• Corrosion deterioration measurement

• Hull thickness gauging
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C.3.9 Underwater Body Hull In~pections (Cont’d)

• Coating condition (physical and chemical)

• Liquid level, oil/water indicator

• Detection of looseness and integrity 01 attached

structures

• Sonar dome integrity , smoothness, etc.

• Propeller condition

Some instruments relative to the above requirements exist

primarily for use with ships when drydocked , such as propeller pitch—

ometers.

To conduct comprehensive , accurate inspections of the under—
water hulls of ships cost—effectively , a complete inspection ‘system ’

must be developed , comprising properly trained personnel and sufficient ,

adequate , and reliable support equipment . In the case of inspections by

divers, the system would include life support equipment , satisfactory

working platforms, suitably designed tools, and training.

Many individual equipmen ts designed for diver use are available ,
but there is no formally designated and completely integrated diver hull

inspection ~ystem. Therefore , before discussing specific equipments and

methods in use or applicable to diver underwater inspections , it is

necessary to define the elements of a complete diver inspection system.

The major elements and examples of subelements of such a system are :

1. Life—Support Equipment

• Suits, helmets , air (primary and secondary)

2. InspectIon—Related Equipment

• Video equipment

— TV, photographic , recorders
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C.3.9 Underwater Body Hull Inspections (Cont ’d)

• Measurement Instruments

— Pit depth gauges

• NDT Equipment

— X—ray, ultrasonics, dye penetrant

3. Working Platform

• Boat (standard) and equipment

4. Underbody Hull Location System

• Hogging lines, acoustic p~ngers, grid markings

5. Software

• Training, inspection standards , and reports (standard)

C.3.9.l State—of—the—Art. A state—of—the—art study of underwater

inspection methods and equipments was sponsored in fiscal year 1976

by Commander , Naval Sea Systems Command’s Ocean Engineering Research

and Technology Branch , NAVSEA—0353. The study, completed in June 1976,

was conducted by NCSL. The NCSL report , “State—of—the—Ar t Study—Diver

and Remote Vehicle Underwater Inspection ,” is attached herewith as

Annex C—Il and will serve as the baseline for further discussions of

underwater inspection methods and systems. Data for the report was

obtained through contact with cognizant organizations in the United States

and foreign countries , including both manufacturers and user activites.

Data is presented for photographic , television , non—destructive

testing, and remote inspection systems . The report also makes known the

equipment and methods available and lists the sources of supply, prices ,

and inspection rates where possible . An additional basic purpose was to

recommend the developments and evolutions that appear essential for Navy

ship and submarines underwater inspection in connection with the overall

ship husbandry program.
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C.3.9 Underwater Body Hull Inspections (Cont ’d)

As mentioned above, the NCSL report will serve as the baseline

for further discussion of underwater inspection . The following additional

information is provided to supplement the NCSL report.

C.3.9.l.l Diver Inspection Systems. Many individual equipments have been

designed for diver use, but there is no formally designated and totally

integrated diver hull inspection system. The two documents that come

nearest to addressing this topic are: (1) COMNAVSEA INST 9597.l~ of

18 March 1976, which lists approved diver equipment and (2) the Under-

water Work Techniques Manual (NAVSHIFS 0994—007—8010), Volume II. The

latter document lists tools required for about 34 different inspections.

However, neithe r of these documents list all equipments needed to con—

duct underwater hull inspections.

Hull husbandry divers are usua]ly a small group within a command ,

and receive little dedicated funding support for their needs. Navy Fleet

diving units do not have all the essential equipments listed in NAVSEA

INST 9597.1 because funding for Fleet introduction or initial outfitting

of approved new equipments is generally from the user commands ’ O&MN
funds , which are always in short supply. Thus, as new and better tools

are developed , they frequently do not become available to the diver be—

cause funds are not specifically designated for such purposes .

Another major problem area is training. Inasmuch as hull

husbandry is a recently awakened art , the state of diver training re-

lating thereto is very low.

As a result , not only the state—of—the—art , but also the ex-

pertise of Navy diver inspection capabilities varies from activity to

a c t i v i t y .

A state—of—the—art discussion of diver inspection equipments

is presented In the section that follows. 
—
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C.3.9 Underwater Body I-lull Inspections (Cont’d)

C.3.9.l.l.l Diver Life—Support Equipment. The most closely managed

element relating to underwater inspections is diver life—support equip-

ment. The Navy Diving Manual contains extensive guidance and specific

regulations pertaining to life—support equipment. Comments on selected

state—of—the—art diver equipments follow :

• Masks. The Navy ’ s only approved diver shallow water  masks
are the “USN” Divers Mask, MK 1 Mods 0, S, and T.

3 Effort

is underway on development of a new band mask and of the

Nk 12 helmet for deep sea use , which would also be appli—

cable to underwater hull husbandry for inspection and

repair efforts. The Mk 1 mask restricts peripheral vision

of divers in tight spaces. Little use of SCUBA or Mk V

mask is encountered in hull husbandry work.

• Suits. Discussions with a large number of divers from the

Atlantic Fleet diving community in June 1976 revealed

their dissatisfaction with the current wet—suits for ex— i -

tended underwater operations. They are unanimous in their

need for the Poseidon UNI—SUIT for extended time in most - -

water temperatures other than tropical and subtrop ical.

The Poseidon UNI—SIJIT Is the only currently Navy approved

dry suit. Its present configuration is one of constan t

volume ; however, NAVSEA—OOC expects approval shortly of a

variable volume configuration , which should overcome the

discomfort because of improper fit that some divers ex-

perience.

• Air Compressors. Approved shallow water diving compressors

are listed in NAVSEA INST 9597.l .~~~ These equipments are
among those that must be procured by the user command from

its normal O&MN funds.
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C.3.9 Underwater Body Hull Inspections (Cont ’d)

• Umbilicals. No approved umbilical exists for shallow water

use. The U.S. Navy Diving Manual, page 4—18, requires a

surface umbilical as part of minimum lightweight diving

equipment.

• Fins. Divers are authorized to use fins of their own

preference .

C.3.9.l.l.2 Inspection—Related Equipment.

Underwater TV Systems

Many underw ater TV systems are presently available on the

commercial market. Tables 3—2 and 3—3 of Annex C—Il include manufac—

turer ’s data for a number of such equipments. The U.S. Navy is presently

using the Underwater Damage Assessment Television System (UDATS) manu—

factured by Hydro—Products . This system consists of a Model TC—l25Dl

Camera, Model SC—3—3HW Control Unit, Model LT—8 Light Assembly, Model

AV—3650 Video Tape Recorder, and a Model KMB—lO Kirby Morgan Mask.

The UDATS has been used by many Navy activities with varying

degrees of success . The Underwater Ship Husbandry Workshop , conducted

in January 1975 and sponsored by the U.S. Navy Supervisor of Diving,
4discussed this system and made some recommendations for improvements.

One area of improvemen t which was not discussed is the need for color

television .

Color TV cameras are available for underwater use, but cameras

tested by Underwater Maintenance Company , Ltd. of Southampton , England ,

were judged not to have the required light sensitivity for hull inspection

purposes .5 This company conducts underwater ship inspections in the

Canary Islands where the waters are very clear . Color pictures used

in these inspections for examination of details are made with a 35 mn-i

still camera .
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C.3.9 Underwater Body Hull Inspections (Cont’d)

Cohu, Inc., San Diego, California, markets a Color TV camera

(Model 1220) which is claimed by the manufacturer to be suitable for

depths to 250 ft. This camera is available with several different in-

tensified image lenses for low light level work. Its application to

hull husbandry has not been demonstrated.
6

MARAD issued a report in July 1974 on the effectiveness of I:-

underwater television equipment .7 In a series of five tests, equip—

ment from four manufacturers was evaluated in Galveston Harbor. An

analysis of the tests indicates the following:

• Clear , recognizable pictures can be taken with TV cameras

and transmitted through submarine cables to a distant

monitor.

• Television is subject to interference generated by elec-

trical and welding equipment in operation near the site

of the inspection .

• Water conditions play a very important role in the success—

full performance of underwater inspection. In spite of

equipment manufacturers’ claims, there is a limit to the

capacity of camera and light systems to penetrate turbid

water. The sites for inspection will have to be selected

with care, and will be subject to change.

• Still color photographs (stereo and otherwise) taken under-

water in some circumstances are superior to TV pictures.

• Tapes of TV pictures were noted to be superior to those

viewed in the monitor at the time of the trial. Audio

commentary can be Introduced into the tape during or after

the test .
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C.3.9 Underwater Body Hull Inspections (Cont ’d)

• Briefing the diver prior to the inspection speeds the in-

spect ion .

• Or ienta t ion  marks are a necessary aid to the d iver .  The

small f ie ld of view sometimes needed makes remote ident i—

f ica t ion  d i f f i c u l t .

• Communication is required between the diver and the sur—

face .

• Inspection by dive r is time consuming.

• Adjus t ing  li ght ing to f i t  water  conditions is d i f f i c u l t .

These comments indicate some of the problems of utilizing under-

water TV as an inspection tool. Since 1974 , several comp anies have

developed improved underwater light i ng systems and crude , but  e f fec t ive
small area clear—field  viewing devices. The Naval Coastal Systems

Labo ratory has also been develop ing and evaluating such equi pments.

Innerspace , Inc., Dickinson, Texas, a company that has been

engaged in underwater hull inspection and cleaning of commercial vessels

for several years, recommends the following three underwater TV systems

for the reasons indicated :8

1. Hydro—Products , San Diego , California. Model “Surveyor” .

Estimated Cost — $15,140.

Lightweight ; focus 3 inches to infinity with optional remote

focus ; provides high resolution picture down to light levels

as low as 0.02 foot candles at the sensor tube; Surveyor

camera/light unit mounts to any type diving hat using a

unique “template” interface molded to fit the particular

helmet; pistol grip handle also permits hand—held operation .

One fault — system is restricted to a tape reel size of

- 5’~ in diameter.
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2. General Açuadyne , Santa Barbara, California. Model

Observer II. Estimated Cost — $16 ,000.

This monitor  and reco rder is also encased , as wi th  the

others, in a suitcase type housing . However , the system

entails only one case. This unit is restricted to 5”

diameter reels, 1/2” wide 30 m m .  tapes. The coaxial

cable for power to the camera and video transmission to the

surface gives the system a capability of up to 2000 feet

in length from monitor to job site.

3. UDI Group , Houston , Texas. Model UDI “Seafly”. Estimated

cost — $20,000.

This system is comparable in specifications to both the

General Aquadyne unit and the Hydro—Products unit , except

that it is a hand—held unit. A solid—state D.C. to A.C.

converter can also be supplied for operation from batteries.

The whole system is continued in two aluminum suitcases

and can be taken as personal baggage on aircraft.

The camera and light assembly weighs only 2 pounds in the

water and can be made neutrally buoyant if required. UDI

has a new underwater cable in which weight is dramatically

reduced to one—half pound per 100 feet of length underwater.

Reliability of the system is primarily due to the fact that

all the power ccmponents are constructed underrated to

assure the maximum 11f~ of the unit.

UDI is a leading supplier of underwater TV systems to the

North Sea oil industry .

As with the General Aquadyne system and the Hydro—Products

system there is an integral two wire diver communication

system package. The intercom system can be adapted to any

mask or helmet in the commercial diving industry .
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In summation , Innerspace , Inc., finds through much experience

that in diver working ability, considering visibility and swimming in

currents , the General Aquadyne system is the most advantageous. This

is because the camera is enclosed in the diver ’s helmet out of ‘harms

way ’ and leaves his hands free.

A contrary point of view was expressed by Supervisor of Diving, - 

-

,

Charleston Navy Shipyard .
9 His divers have found the hand—held TV

essential in viewing the interior of sea chests and other openings too

small to accommodate the diver ’s head/helmet.

Measurement Instruments

Until recent years, diver inspection tools have been very

primitive . The Underwater Work Techniques Manual (NAVSHIPS 0994—007—

8010) Vol. 2 lists the tools required for about 34 different inspections

in Part 3 of the manual . These tools are:

• Calipers , Inside spring

• Calipers , outside spring

• Gauge, screw pitch, set

• Gauge, thickness feeler, set

• Gauge, wire, standard gauge , set

• Gauge, pit depth

• Ruler, folding , 6 feet

• Clay , impression

The proceedings of the Ship Husbandry Workshop in January

l975~ indicate that inspection is performed on about 47 percent of ship

nusbandry related dives . Inspections involve all important aspects of

underwater hull features more or less equally . Visual inspections are
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most common . The civilian ship husbandry diver is using the same tools

that the Navy is using, but the commercial market for hull husbandry

diving and underwater inspection is still in its infancy. Companies in

the field are developing tools for specific applications as the need

arises. Most mechanical measurement instruments which are used on the

surface can be used underwater , if required .

Some basic tools used to perform certain underwater inspection

functions are :

• Liquid Level Indicator. The standard method used by di~-~-r~-

to determine the level of liquid in a tank is tc sound the

boundar’ ‘- ;,‘ striking it with a hammer. Underwater ultra-

sonics can also be used to determine the liquid level in a

ship ’s tank tha t is bounded by the skin of the ship.

• Fouling Level Indicators/Instruments. There are no fouling

level indicators In existence to replace visual examin-ition .

Standards for measuring fouling have not been determined.

Most laboratory experiments that seek to measure fouling

le iel use foulant weight as an indicator. This is a simple

measurement for a test plate but is impractical for ship-

board use.

• Profilometers. In order to measure roughness or profile ,

the Navy diver presently uses a template and feeler gauges.

This template may be shaped to fit the expected contour ,

but most of the time it is just a straight surface.

Other methods exist for measuring roughness but they are

not in general underwater use. In one experiment , a mold

was made of the surface In question for furthe r laboratory

stud y. However, divers frequently use putty or dough to

take an impression of a small area.
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Profilometers exist but are not presently used by U.S. Navy

divers . In England, roughness is generally measured with

ship in dry dock using the British Ship Research Association

(BSRA ) gauge. This profilometer utilizes a track with a

gauge length of 760 mm (30”) clamped magnetically to the

ship and a measuring head which is rolled along it. A

pointer follows the surface of the ship and a trace is pro—
10duced mechanically on a glass slide.

• Leak Detection. No Navy approved underwater leak detection

instruments exist. Leaks in ships ’ hulls are now detected vis-

ually. If the tank or space can be pumped dry , the internal

surface is visually inspected for signs of seawater. In the

case of a tank, air pressure can be introduced at slightly

above external water pressure and the external boundaries can

be visually inspected for signs of air or the tank fluid . A dye

may be added to the leaking tank to assist in visual location.

Sonic leak detection instruments are available for dry

environment use. These detectors measure the noise produced

by air entering or leaving the leak. The extent of use of

these instruments underwater is not known . Acoustic emission

analysis, non—destructive testing technology, called ‘NDT —

Acoustics ’ by Exxon Nuclear , is being applied for the quali-

fication of industrial structures. With this method , the

integrity of the entire boundary of a pressure containment

system can be evaluated accurately and rapidly requiring

only limited access for attaching transducers. This method

has been used underwater.~~

• Corrosion Measurement. No shipboard corrosion indicators

exist; however , instruments are widely used in industry to
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measure corrosion rates. These instruments generally utilize

a small cylindrical rod of the metal under examination .

This test electrode does not take Into account the ratio of

anode area to cathode area existing on a ship inducing

galvanic corrosion , nor does it take into account the

effects of hull coating deterioration .
12 

Therefore,

as presently designed , these instruments have no

application to large scale hull corrosion measurement.

However , the Morgan ‘Rust Reader ’ will give an indication

of local potential for analysis by corrosion engineers at a

later time . This instrument has potential for ship corrosion

measuring.
13 

In addition to determining uniform or general

hull corrosion/erosion , it Is necessary to be able to meas—

ure the depth of localized corrosion (pits). A few pit

depth gauges are currently in use. The Civil Engineering

Laboratory (CEL) Port Hueneme, California, uses a reverse

reading micrometer type of pit depth gauge. The pit depth

gauge manufactured by W.R. Thorpe & Co. Tulsa, Oklahoma,

operates on the same principle. However , measurement of

the combined effect of uniform corrosion and localized

corrosion , which is generally the case , is of more signifi—

cance. This determination is currently best performed by

measuring the hull thickness from ‘ inside to outs ide ’ by

such means as ultrasonics.

• Coating Evaluation Tools. There are no known methods or

tools available to the U.S. Navy for inspection of the con—

dition of the underbody hull coating. As a result , the

diver can only report when corrosion , discolored paint , or

the absence of paint is observed. The commercial ship

industry does not have any methods or tools specifically
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dedicated to the evaluation of coatings by divers. Since

merchant ships are still routinely docked at about 2 year

intervals, they do not require diver inspection of coating

adequacy.

Magnetic paint thickness gauges are available and suitable for

underwater paint thickness measurements because the sensor can be sepa-

rated from the readout instrument . Reference 14 contains a study of

tests conducted on various underwater paint thickness meters and recommends

a development program.

Non—Destructive Testing (NDT) Equipment

The Navy has promulgated no list of approved NDT equipment.

Table 3—6 of Annex C—Il lists several NDT equipments manufactured by U.S.

companies. These equipments consist of a metal thickness gauge , an eddy

current crack detector , and several ultrasonic gauges. The state—of—the—

art in application of NDT underwater in the commercial shipping field has

advanced over that in the U.S. Navy. Most of this advance has taken

place in support of the offshore oil industry . Almost any NDT inspection

which can be performed on land can be performed underwater. The major

exception is X—ray radiography, which is being replaced by gamma ray

radiography .

Equipments are available for magnetic particle (MT), ultrasonic

(UT), eddy current , dye penetrant (PT), and gamma radiography (RT) testing.

Most underwater NDT inspection companies make their own

adaptation of dry land equipment based on the type of work involved.

Unit Inspection Company of Swansea, England , has provided sales

brochures on NDT equipments to be used for:

• Survey of structures and ships ’ hulls for general damage,

cracks , and corrosion
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• Inspection of cathodic protection systems

• Examination of marine growth

These equipments include an ultrasonic set , an eddy current

meter, and a gamma radiography equipment.

Sylvester Underseas Inspection , a Division of J. C. Sylvester

Associates, Inc., Rockland , Mass., a 25 year old land based structural

inspection and testing firm, is now offering complete underwater struc-

tural inspection and testing services to depths of 600 feet (present
15

capability.) Specific available services are the following:

1. Visual inspection including televised and video recorded

inspections and underwater photography of structures , hulls ,

platforms and the like. They have a patent for a device

which enables excellent photography in dirty water environ—

ments. Essentially, the device is a membrane which lays

against the object being photographed and replaces the

dirty water with filtered water. Very large sections can

be photographed using this method. They also hold a patent

for a flexible , easily portable ~~~ habitat which can be

used for dry inspection and repairs underwater. Although

this habitat has certain limitations, its portability and

ease of use should make it most useful in many situations .

2. Underwater gamma radiography . Gamma radiography is performed

using modified conventional land based equipment using

special geometric techniques which have evolved from a

detailed study and experimentation Into the scattering and

attenuation effects of water. Underwater radiography may

now be performed effectively and routinely to radiographic

standards currently used for land based radiography such

as MIL—STD—271E or the ASME or AWS Coder.
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3. Underwater ultrasonic inspection is now performed with a

comp letely housed submersible ultrasonic unit in which all

functions required to conduct the inspection are operable

under the water by a highly trained technician/diver. This

firm currently has five technician/divers trained as ultra—

sonic inspectors under the requirements of MIL—STD—410D.

The instrument is currently in use on underwater structural

inspection of offshore platforms in connection with a Coast

Guard inspection contract.

4. Underwater magnetic particle inspection may now be performed

routinely and effectively underwater to determine surface

and near surface flaws and defects.

5. Evaluation of marine growth , encrustation , and species

composition on structures may be performed by a marine

biologist.

Much of the commercially available underwater NDT equipment

could be purchased off the shelf and used now by Navy technicians while

waiting for the formal test and evaluation process. However, it would

be preferable for Navy Headquarters to centrally procure equipments in

sufficient categories , capabilities , and quantities to provide the full

spectrum of NDT capability needed for each Inspection activity. This

would result in standardization as well as procurement economy of scale.

Boat/Working Platforms

The basic hull husbandry related diver working platform in the

Navy is a boat , 35 ft. to 45 ft. long. However, there is no boat of any

configuration specified for diver use, much less a designated standard

boat. Some commands use 35 ft. to 45 ft. wooden or fiberglass personnel

boats , modified by self—help. Other activities utilize 35 ft. aluminum

hull boats or boats of other sizes and configurations. Most boats in
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use, especially by Afloat Intermediate Maintenance Activities (AD’s,

AR ’s, AS ’s), are inadequate in capacity and con figu ration to accommodate
all of the required hull husbandry diver support equipment. The hull

husbandry diver must have a completely outfitted work boat with air

supply (both an approved air compressor and a bank of air bottles) , fresh—

water, welding and other repair equipment , hydraulic and pneumatic power
(

supplies for tools, a warm area for diver to get dry and change clothes ,

suit storage, and tool lockers. Additionally, the boat must be easily

maneuverable and controllable in relatively high wind and current states.

The boat should be capable of supporting a minimum of seven divers for

at least 16 hours some distance from shore support . A boat meeting these

requirements would be in the 40 to 50 ft. length range and would have

two engines to provide the required degree of maneuverability and control

alongside a ship. The LCM— 3, as configured in NAVSEA Drawing No. 145-

4777404 Code Ident. 80064, meets these requirements. Only minor modifi-

cations would be required to this boat in order to outfit it with the

required support equipment. The lifting weight of this boat is less

than 50,000 lbs., which allows over 10,000 lbs. of support equipment to

be installed before reaching the lifting limit of the AD—37 and subse—

quent class destroyer tenders, which are equipped with two 30 ton cranes.

There are only four AD/AR ’s remaining in the Active Fleet that do not

have a 30 ton lift capability, viz, VULCAN , AJAX, HECTOR , and SIERRA ;

these ships have a 22—1/2 ton lift capability . It may be determined

that a larger boat of greater than 30 ton weight is the optimum size for

ashore maintenance activities.

The six Shore Intermediate Maintenance Activities (SIMA ’s) that

will become operational in the early 1980’s at Norfolk , Charleston , Mayport ,

Pearl Harbor, San Diego, and Alameda will assume an increasingly larger

share of the hull husbandry program , especially as the older IMA ’s are

decommissioned. Thus, within about 5 years, all AD ’s will be capable of
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lifting 30 ton boats. It is, therefore , fitting that the LCM— 3 as
configured in the aforementioned NAVSEA drawing become the standard Navy

diving boat for at least the afloat IMA ’s.

Swimmer Propulsion Units 4.

The primary swimmer propulsion unit available in the U.S. is

the Rebikoff DR 14 “Pegasus” swimmer pro- i lsion unit. This unit is powered

by a 1.3 horsepower motor energized by a 4 volt , 100 ampere—hour battery .

It can be fitted witl-~ photographic equipn. and lighting for use as an

inspection vehicle . It can also be used to deliver tools and equipment

to divers from their primary support platform . A swimmer propulsion unit

is especially valuable where strong currents are encountered , by giving

greater physical endurance to its operator diver.

c.3.9.l.l.4 Underwater Hull Location Systems. There are no formal

underwater hull location systems in existence , nor are any equipments

designated for such use. However, several crude but relatively effective

methods of underbody hull swimmer location are used by the diving commun-

ity. Such methods and other concepts are:

• Keel Hauli~~ Lines. Discussions with numerous divers , both

Navy and civilian, indicate that the most widely used device

for underwater hull location fixing is the keel hauling line,

or hogging line . This line consists of a gunwale to gunwale

keel hauling line with a weight (usually about 10 pounds,

attached to a free riding pulley) at the center of the line .

Using a pair of keel hauling lines in leap—frog fashion,

most of the underbody hull can be surveyed with a rough

degree of locational accuracy .

• Bottom Search Lines. A variation of the keel hauling line ,

described in the NOAA Diving Manual,
16 Chapter 7, uses

search lines laid out on the bottom by anchors. This method
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probably has very limited application In most Navy ports

because of the soft mud bottom and water depths.

• Grid Markings. The Royal Navy has experimented with the

use of grid markings painted on the underwater hull of at 
4.

least one ship, with the grid sizes about 10’ x 80’. This

may result in a minor adverse effect on camouflaging. Long—

term evaluation results by the British on this method are

not available at this time .

• Net Grid Concept. Consideration might be given to develop-

ing a light fishnet type grid which could be supported at

the deck margin line and dropped overboard. Major blocks

of the net , on the order of 10 foot squares, might be appro-

priately color coded for major sector location . An inter—

mediate smaller squared network on the order of 2 foot squares

would assist the diver inspector in location/mapping of

underwater sectors. In order to stabilize the net against

the hull, magnets could be installed at junction points of

the network for holding the system against the hull. Inter-

mediate points within the smaller net squares could be

either estimated or measured with a short tape for more

accuracy in mapping.

• Hull Striking by Hammer. Another crude type locational

system frequently used to locate specific areas of inspec—

tion ott the hull consists of a sailor striking the inside

hull plating or fitting with a hammer while the swimmer

homes in on the sound .

• Acoustic Pingers. Innerspace , Inc. of Dickinson, Texas,

has designed an acoustic pinger/receiver system , which they

consider to be proprietary . Therefore , information on the

design is not available at this time .
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• Acoustic Nav i~~~ ion System. NCSL is in the process of

developing a “Swimmer Area Navigation System ,
17 based on a

pair of acoustic transmitters attached on or near the under-

water hull of the ship to be inspected~ Swimme r location

is displayed in X—Y coordinates via LED readouts on the diver

held receiver unit , which is neutrally buoyant. This system

has a potential locaticn accuracy of about 2 feet or less,

depending upon the diver ’s location relative to the baseline

of the two transmitters. Theoretically, use of more than

two transmitter pairs arranged in an optimum confi guration

on the harbor bottom or on an alongside pier would result

in a location accuracy measured in inches.

The MARAD Research Center , Galveston , Texas, conducted five

TV camera tests in the area of waterborne hull inspections for corrosion

damage . The tests indicate that turbid water conditions provide a formid—

able deterrent to obtaining intelligent definition of hull surface condi-

tions. Hull marking to determine location during inspection was found

to be mandatory due to the relatively small field of view of the camera. 
- 

-

C.3.9.l.1.5 Software. This section contains state—of—the—art discussions

of diver training and inspection standards and reports.

Diver Training

The success of nearly every aspect of the hull husbandry program

is directly related to the qualification and motivation of the personnel

conducting inspections of the underwater body and appurtenances of the

ship. The current state of training of Navy divers vis—a—vis all aspects - 1
of hull husbandry inspections leaves much to be desired.

It may be too much to expect the Navy diver to become a qualified

hull integrity inspector. Some commercial companies, particularly in

Europe, have made the decision to train ship inspector personnel as divers
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rather than vice versa. It Is questionable , however , whether a qualified

inspector who normally works in an outside , drydock environment would be

comfortable as a diver , if he was even inclined to want to dive in order

to do his job.

The hull seaworthiness inspection is a highly specialized field ,

and it normally takes a relatively large amount of field experi9nco to

traIn a good inspector. Most of the highly qualified hull inspectors in

the maritime field either grew up in the profession or came from U.S.

Coast Guard billets. They are generally older than the average Navy

diver.

In order to provide the Navy with underwater inspection capa-

bility , it is necessary to develop a program for training the personnel

to conduct the inspections. If sailors are to be trained for this task,

those personnel selected should be divers with hull, deck, or machinery

rates. The divers should be given a course in what to expect when under

a ship while conducting an inspection and what to look for. The Under-

water Work Techniques Manual, upgraded as required , should be utilized

as the best available textbook. After completing this course , the diver!

inspector should conduct an underwater inspection of a ship which is •

drydocked.

The diver/inspector should accompany and observe a shipyard

hull inspector during a regular drydock inspection . The diver should

assure himself that he has covered all of the items which a hull inspec-

tion entails. This process may take several weeks.

Next , the diver/inspector should make another inspection of a

waterborne ship and submit a written report of his findings to his super— ¶

visor. This inspection should also be of a ship which is scheduled for

drydocking. The supervisor should compare the inspection report with

the drydock f indings  and grade the inspector. Three satisfactory pre—

drydock inspections would probably be rec~uired before the diver is

certified as an underwater hull diver/inspector.
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Critiquing of individual and team efforts should be a routine

procedure in this training program. Specially designed short tests

should be developed to assist trainees in determining their assimilation

of information and assist supervisory inspectors in evaluating individual 
4

trainee progress as well as the effectiveness of the training program ,

weaknesses, and the need for improvements in material used, techniques

employed , etc.

Some commercial operations , as well as many Navy UDATS users,

station their most knowledgable hull inspector topside to monitor and

direct the diver through the UDATS video monitor and communication circuit.

This enables the Inspector to view areas of interest at will as well as

to query the diver as to what his eyes and sense of touch tell him of

the condition of the area being inspected. Training for both inspector

and diver in this team mode is needed on a high priority basis.

In~pection Standards

The Hull Husbandry Work Shop discussed the problem of inspec— 
-

¶ tion standards in many work groups. In every case , the lack of inspection

standards or procedures was such that the diver was concerned over the

results of his inspection . The Underwater Work Techniques Manual is the

basic reference for diver inspections ; however , it does not contain

standards for inspector use.

In most underwater inspections the diver is told only to inspect

and report the condition found. Standards for evaluation of these observa—

tions are not provided. This sometimes results in divers not recognizing

defects which exist. Cominerical concerns are encountering similar prob-

lems. Some firms are considering training inspectors and surveyors as

divers in order to eliminate this problem.

The following excerpt from -a commerical inspection form for

pre—sea trial inspections indicates one -3spect of the inspection problem.
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“Acceptance/rejection of the Sea Chest Proper shall be bas ed on the diver ’s

judgment of whether or not the existing conditions will cause a flow

restriction which would interfere with operation . If , In the op inion of

the diver , excessive interference will occur, sufficient cleaning shall

be accomplished to correct the condition.”

Such direction makes the diver responsible for performance of

the ship ’s system. in most cases , divers would probably clean the sea

chest whether required or not, just to be safe.

In Inspecting for hull fouling, a diver must rely on his own
judgment , as no standards exist. Fouling is usually reported in subjec-

tive terms such as light , medium , heavy, patchy, or scattered. Part 5,

Section 3, of the Underwater Work Techniques Manual provides no guidance

for inspection of fouling conditions . This manual , for many areas of

the hull, tells the diver what to look for, but does not identify what

is acceptable and what is not acceptable.

Afloat inspection requirements for submarine sonar domes are

treated in considerable detail in Sonar Dome Handbook , Volume V , Submarine

Sonar Domes, NAVSEA 0967—412—3050. Recent correspondence between Commander ,

Naval Sea Systems Command (SEA—06H4) and Commander , Navy Ship Engineering

Center on the subject of submarine sonar dome maintenance indicates a high

level of interest and appreciation in the development of inspection cri-

teria for fouling and paint thickness, cleanir g techniques between over-

hauls to extend antifouling life , and criteria for frequency of cleaning.

Results of this development are to be incorporated into a revision of

the Sonar Dome Handbook.

Sonar Dome Handbooks, Volumes I through IV (for Surface Ships)

NAVSEA 0967—412—3010, 3020 , 3030, and 3040, respectively, give scant
treatment to surface ship sonar dome afloat inspection requirements or

procedures.
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y

It is worthy of note that the MARA D Research Center Galveston
has proposed development of an underwater hull integrity/seaworthiness

program involving a 5 year effort. It is considered that such a program 4
can be developed in a significantly shorter period than 5 years.

Inspection Reports

The Underwater Work Techniques Manual contains a suggested

report form for use by divers reporting results of underwater inspections .

This form lists the many areas to be checked during this Inspection .

A review of report forms being utilized by five Navy diving

activities revealed that not all of the items listed on the suggested

report form were being Inspected. This indicates that most activities

are not conducting inspections to the degree of thoroughness expected by

the requestor. The quality of the inspections varies significantly from

activity to activity . It is standard practice to provide inspection

reports to the ship ’s commanding officer only. Copies are not provided

to other activities for analysis of the information reported.

C.3.9.1.2 Fixed, Mobile, and Remote Controlled Underwater Inspection

~y~tems and Concepts. Inspection equipment discussed so far have related

to diver use only . A few equipments In use or under development that

apply to the underwater inspection of ships do not rely upon the use of

a diver. Other concepts also exist that may result in cost—effective

methods of conducting underwater hull inspections and other hull husban-

dry related functions . These systems and concepts are arbitrarily defined

herein as being either fixed, mobile , or remote controlled inspection

facilities. Many of these facilities are designed to allow a t~ ained

hull inspector to observe the condition of the underwater body close—up

in a dry environment. 
I -

A fixed inspection system Is defined as a designated location

which contains fixed facilities either for viewing the underwater hull
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of a ship or for controlling the movement of an enclosed underwater

Inspection vehicle. A mobile inspection system is defined as an in—

spection vehicle whiL l may be attached to a fixed facility but which

can be moved from location to location . A remote controlled inspection

system is one that is controlled by an inspector who is not at the

actual Inspection site.

All fixed, mobile, and remote controlled inspection facilities

either require water with good visibility or need to incorporate high

quality clear viewing devices if the primary sensor is the huma n eye or
TV/photographic equipments.

Fixed Inspection Facility Concep~~

Specially designed , fixed inspection facilities have the

potential of being less labor intensive, hence likely more cost—effective ,

than other types of inspection systems , at least for some inspection

purposes. The determination of the condition of hull coatings and the

extent of fouling, for example, may be effectively accomplished by one

or more sensor/observation systems based on principles to be discussed

later, that would be compatible with a fixed facility . One such facility

concept would involve the installation of track system , parallel to the

keel line of a ship alongside, mounted on the face of a pier. On this

track , which may be either above or below the water surface , a vehicle

would operate on which would be mounted the inspection head or array .

The vehicle with inspection array attached would observe and record the

condition of the hull from waterline to keel and from bow to stern in a

relatively few passes. The inspection head or array would employ equi p—

ment operating on one or more of the following principles:
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• TV or Phot r~~h~ : ~~~~~çolor, and Stereosc.~~~~ Under—

water TV and photography enjoy wide commercial usage ;

however , most of this takes place in very clear water

conditions , usually tropical or subtropical which affords

good natural light. For the turbid waters of Navy ports ,

significant effort in increasing the visible range of these

systems is required to improve the quality of the image

and increase inspection rates. Effort toward optimizing

the type of lighting system, e.g., thallium iodide , mercury

vapor , quartz iodide , stroboscopic, etc., is needed , as

are improvements and standardization of clear viewing

attachments to TV/photographic cameras. Stereoscopic

photography has been used on a limited scale for underwater

work (NCSL has conducted some tests in this area). Stereo—

photographs can also be obtained with a single camera by

taking a sequence of photographs , with the camera under—

going a small displacement between exposures. Sequential

images are readily produced if the camera is mounted on a

stable platform traveling at a uniform speed. A simple

intervalometer can be used to trigger the camera at fixed

time intervals, corresponding to the desired constant

displacements of viewing position . The principal use of

stereo would be to better determine the extent , types,

and depths of fouling on the hull.

• IR Heat Sensors. The concept of using an IR heat sensor

to determine the extent of hull foul ing, based on the

insulating properties of the foulant , should be examined .
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C.3.9 Underwater Body_Hull I~~pections (Cont ’d)

• Reflectometer. The measurement of li ght r e f l e c t ed  or

scattered by a surface may provide a useful indication

of the degree of roughness of the surface . Hull resistance ,

whether resulting from fouling or from rough substrate or 
)

coating surface, causes increased power requirements. It

is, therefore, necessary to know the maximum degree of

actual hull/coating roughness that can be tolerated. This

is particularly true for sonar domes and propellers . The

use of reflectometers to measure roughness may prove to be

a valuable diagnostic tool.

• Acoustic Holography (Sonoptography). Inasmuch as the

specific acoustic impedence of most hull foulants is very

nearly that of water , the use of acoustics to detect

fouling is very unlikely. However, acoustic holography,

which is still in its infancy, may prove effective in

determining the extent of fouling that exists on a ship ’s

hull.

The location of a fixed inspection facility based on the

foregoing concepts should be In water having the best possible visibility.

One such facility in each of the three major ports in each Fleet may be

unaffordable , in which case one such facility in each Fleet should be

considered.

Possible fixed inspection facilities include:

• A graving dock—like facility. This would be essentially a

dry dock filled with clear (filtered or treated) seawater

except that ships would remain afloat while being inspected.

This facility may be cost—effective only where an unused

dry dock exists, which is not a likely si tuat ion . However ,
the feasibi l i ty  of this  concept should be s tud ied .
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• A mooring berth , either pier or ancho rage , In ve ry clear
and undisturbed water. For example, the pier at U.S. Naval

Station , Roosevelt Roads , Puerto Rico , is located in very

clear, undisturbed water over a sandy coral bottom. Divers

could , at this momen t , cond uct reasonably thorough in-

spections of the underwater hull of ships with currently

available equipment. The maximum utilization of this pier

should be realized by all ships operating in or passing

th rough that area . Divers and UDATS equi pment can readily
be flown to Roosevelt Roads from most any U.S. Navy operat-

ing port having divers , if it is not considered cost—

effective to have them stationed there .

A similarly beneficially endowed mooring may be available to
the Pacific Fleet—perhaps a p ier at San Clemente Island exists sui table
fo r this purpose. In any event , fo r the immediate fu ture , as many
locations as possible should be ident i f ied (and used) that would provide
an environment suitable for conducting acceptable underwater  inspections .

• Afloat Docking Concept. A unique containment floating

dock can be employed to avoid environmental contamination ,

and which may be helpful in minimizing visual interference

in connection with hull  inspection a f l oa t .  The system

consists of a large plastic envelope which normally lies

on the harbor bottom. Af t e r  posit ioning a vessel over the

submerged “bag ,” the peripheral boundary of the bag is

inflated , causing the boundary to rise to the surface , form-

ing a giant flooded enclosure about the hull, with the

boundary “ring” surrounding the ship at the waterline.

This “wet dock” minimizes water sedimentation activity

about the underbody of the vessel, keeps floating debris
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away from the hull , and similarly precludes waste matter

or cleaning matter from moving into the sur rounding  marine

environment . It would be possible to circulate clear!

freshwater into this “dock” area and remove sedimentary

water to some degree, providing a more desirable working

environment in the vicinity of the hull for inspection or

working.

This concept needs further research and development to

determine design criteria and ef fec t iveness/appl icabi l i ty

to the program.

There are no fixed underwater inspection facilities in

existence today.

Mobile Underwater Inspection Systems

Naval Undersea Center (NUC), San Diego, has been involved in

the design and development of four specialized submersibles which ,

conceptually, could have application to the underwater hull inspection

portion of the hull husbandry program.

The f i rs t  three , NEMO , NAXAKAI, and DEEPVIEW , are evolutions

In a family of vehicles with relatively similar characteristics . Each

vehicle is only a means for visual observation, though TV cameras could

be added. NEMO was the first vehicle in the family and was the first

to use an acrylic sphere at depth. MAKAKA I was larger and again used

acrylic , while DEEPVIEW used a glass and steel pressure hull with an

acrylic aperture . All three vehicles are basically observation plat—

forms , with a self—powered , untethered capability and an operational

depth of 600 feet. The vehicles have a far greater potential range of

usage than would be necessary in the hull  observation task which should

not require more than a 60—foot operating depth capability. The added
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C.3.9 Underwater Body Hull Inspections (Cont ’d)

depth capability in this family would increase cost substantially with

no equivalent added payoff for the tasks being envisioned for the

current project. Each of these vehicles was built as a single proto—

type and costs are not available. A practical conclusion can easily be

reached that th is family has far more capability than is necessary

for the task in mind here and certainly would not be cost—competi t ive

with alternate methods for accomplishing underwater hull Inspections .

Future efforts at NUC in the NEM O family area are pointed toward

development of working tools and attachments.

The fourth vehicle , Hull Inspection Platform (HIP) is a mobile

vehicle that is radically dif ferent  from the NEMO vehicles. The p lat-

form consists of a self—propelled catamaran hull with hydraulic crane

attached . Mounted on the outboard end of the crane is a capsule capable

of supporting an observer in a shirt—sleeve environment. The capsule

is lowered into the water and provides a movable platform for the

inspection of ships ’ hulls. The boom can be con t rolled from the hull

or from the capsule.

When deployed , HIP will allow a person without diver qual i f i—

cations to inspect a medium—size ship in less than one day even in waters

that are relatively murky and infested with hostile sea life. Because

the observer Is at atmospheric pressure, none of the support personnel

generally needed for scuba or hard—hat diving operations will be re-

quired. The functionally designed HIP may require only a crew of three

f~ r performance of the hull  inspections . Two of the crew members would

remain on deck while the observer is performing the actual inspection .

In addition to the primary function of hull inspection , the

underwater capsule and hydraulic arm subsystems could be equi pped wi th

an array of tools for  hull—bottom maintenance operations currently per—

formed by divers. For example, inspection and cleaning of specific hull

regions or fittings with various types of devices appears feasible.
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The limiting factors  in the use of the current  version are the
36—foot length of the boom and the lack of angular ro ta t ion  of the

obse rvers station . The la t ter  would be a de f in i t e  requirement  if an

observer is to examine the underside of the flat sections of a hull.

As presently configured , the observer’s seat does not rotate , is too

narrow to use gimbals, and is limited to side observations only . Extensive

re—engineering would be required for an observer to be able to inspect the

flat bottom of a ship .

HIP is currently in a dismantled state at the NUC Laboratory in

Hawaii. It has been man certified , with operational procedures and safety
precautions writ ten.  There are no known fu ture  plans for  HIP.  The limita-

tions in the HIP vehicle as presently configured are too extensive to make
this system a viable candidate. However , it represents a valid inspection

platform concept.

Another mobile system for underwater inspection existed at one

time . This system consisted of a floating obervation box which was con-
nected to an underwater device by fiber optics. The underwater device

was positioned against the area to be inspected by a diver. Lighting

was t ransmitted through the fiber optic cable. The present s ta tus  of
this device is unknown.

Remote Controlled Inspection Systems.

Remote control Inspection vehicles are becoming more abundant

as the need for Information on underseas pipelines and cables increases.

Most of these remote vehicles are designed and constructed to perform

specific missions and are of little value as hull inspection tools ; how—

ever , the concepts employed must be analy zed to determine the concept
applicability for  underwater hull inspection vehicles.

Table 3—7 of Annex C—Il is a listing, with basic characteristics ,

of five remote controlled inspection systems In use by indus t ry . All
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five systems utilize , among other equipments, a TV system. The U.S.

Navy has no remote controlled underwater inspection systems. The only

system listed that is used for the inspection of ships’ hulls is SCAN

which is employed by the Underwater Maintenance Company, Ltd. , of
Southamp ton , England , at their  Las Palma s , Canary Islands , “wet dock”

ship maintenance facili ty . This system has two specific limitations
(not mentioned in Annex C—Il) which were reported in correspondence from

the Company . First , because the SCAN system is remotely operated and
has positive buoyancy, it is ef fective only on the flat bottom section
of the underwater hull portion of ship. Second , wate r visibility is
a very limiting factor in the use of SCAN . The waters in Las Palmas

harbor are approximately an order of magnitude less turbid than the
waters in the major i ty  of U . S .  Navy ports .  Therefore , SCAN as presently
configured would have limited application in the overall U . S .  Navy hull
husbandry program.

One SCAN TV camera looks forward at a shallow oblique angle to

display a large trapezoidal area . The second TV camera and the photo-

graphic camera are set at almost right ang les to the hull in order to

show a smaller area in close up. The control console enables the operator
to vary lighting, focus, pan, and vehicle movement. The console operator

also controls the 35 mm camera shut ter .

SCAN was desi gned to supplement diver inspection of the ship

and to cover the large flat expanse of a ULCC bottom. Its applicability

to most Naval ship hull forms is doubtful , although carriers , tankers ,
landing ships, and ammunition ships have large flat bottoms. A similar

vehicle could be developed for Naval ships if it can be imp roved and re—
configured so as to be effective in turbid waters and for use on sides

of ships.
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C.3.9 Underwater Body Hull Inspections (Cont ’d)

C. 3.9.2 Technology Gaps. The basic technology gaps in the area of

Navy underwater hull inspection relate largely to the lack of applica—
tion of existing commercially available equipment . The following
categories are representative:

• NDT Equipment . 
-

— Wet magnetic particle

— Ultrasonic

— Eddy Current

— Gamma radiography

• Low light level and color TV

• Clear field viewing devices

• Photography, Including stereoscopic

It Is not intended to give the impression that all of the

above—listed equipments are pushing the technological state—of—the—art.

Considerable effort is still needed in redesigning and refining these

and other equipments to make them more e f fec t ive  for  Navy underwater use.
Human factors engineering as well as ocean engineering disciplines need
to be applied to the development process.

C.3.9.3 Needed RDT&E . The need for basic research is minima l , as many
equipments and systems relating to underwater hull inspections exist in

the commercial and of f—shore  communities. What are needed the most , and
at high priority, are test and evaluation of commercially available
inspection tools and equipments and the development of underwater  hull

inspection software , e . g . ,  standardized inspection procedures and re-

ports , and diver training.

Concepts , equipments , and systems requiring RDT&E e f f o r t s  are

discussed in three categories (Basic Research , Dev elopment , and Test

and Evaluation) below:
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• Basic Research. Research effort Is needed to develop

measurement instruments for the following funct ions :

— Liquid level

— Fouling levels

— Surface roughness/profiling

— Leak detection

— Corrosion rates

— Coating degradation and coating effectiveness

Basic research is also needed to explore more concepts f or

underwater hull location application . Accurate location

fixing is essential to an effect ive underwater hull in—

spection system. Technioues or devices that can be de-

signed into the ship ’s hull should be explored in depth , as

should portable devices for application on ships currently

afloat .

Research in design , materials , and fab rication of mini—docks

and cofferdams for  inspection and repair purposes should be

pursued .

— • Developmental E f f o r t .  A significant developmental e f f o r t

is needed to adapt and refine many equi pments , tools , and

techniques that exist in various forms in both commercial

and Navy application. Further developmental work is needed

in the fo llowing areas :

— Clear field viewing devices both for inspector use and

fo r attachment to TV/photographic systems
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— Hull Inspection Platform (HIP) prototype built by NUC ,

San Diego, needs greater positioning capability , improved

visibility for inspector, and incorporation of manipula— —

tor arm

— Diver face mask which does not restrict visibility

Perhaps the most significant developmental effort needed is

that relating to inspection software as described below:

— Develop standard inspection and diagnostic procedures

— Standardize terminology for reporting

— Develop standardized reports

— Develop training program for Inspector/Diver Teams

— Develop standard inventory of support equipment

— Develop fouling diagnostic inspection criteria

— Develop classifications and descriptions of foulants

and incorporate into diver training.

• Test and Evaluation. At present, there are many inspection—

related equipments available on the commercial market and

in use by the offshore and maritime industries that are

suitable for Navy underwater hull inspection purposes. Most

of these equipments can be used at this time by Navy divers ;

however , for the long—term benefit of the program, a test
and evaluation effort should be undertaken on these so as

to ensure optimum characteristics and standardization. It

is essential that equipments designed for underwater use be

optimized as to size, weight, shape, color, etc., keeping

in mind the man—machine interface in the development pro-

cess. The following equipments fall into this category:
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— TV (both B&W and color) and still photography including

stereoscopic systems

— NDT equipment

• Ultrasonic devices

• Gamma radiography devices

• Wet magnetic particle inspection devices

• Eddy current equipment

— Swimmer propulsion units to increase swimmer effectiveness

in currents

In addition to the foregoing, it is desirable to conduct

feasibility studies in the following areas :

— To match commercially available underwater TV components

such as lights and cameras with existing TJDATS.

— To standardize component interfaces of TV systems to

match developing add—ons.

— To determine effectiveness of and need for fixed under-

water hull inspection facilities, such as graving docks

and specially con figured piers.

C.3.9.4 Environmental Considerations. The effect on the environment

of equipments , systems, and procedures relating to underwater hull in—

spections at the present , and well into the foreseeable future , is

negligible . However, it is the environment (turbid water , currents ,

foulants, etc.) that imposes the greatest constraint on the development

of an underwater hull husbandry program.

C.3.9.5 Personnel Considerations. Personnel factors account for some

of the greatest constraints on an underwater hull inspect iun program .
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The human being is the key to all aspects of the inspection process from

observer (diver) to topside decisionmaker. Training of all key personnel
is the foundation of the program. It is outside the scope of this study
to determine the optimum mix of divers, observers , and inspectors and
their specific functions. However, if Navy divers do all underwater in-

spections using UDATS and other available equipments , whether for fouling

diagnostic purposes or for hull integrity/seaworthiness purposes , the

present manning allowance of divers is insufficient. The total number

of divers needed in the hull husbandry program will be driven by the

number required for the underwater cleaning function. Therefore, total

numbers are not addressed in this appendix. On the other hand, if hull

integrity inspections are conducted by personnel from the Navy Shipyards ’

QA Inspection Division , a significant increase in numbers of these per-
sonnel will be needed. It is doubtful, because of age, motivation , and

Civil Service position description guidelines, that a sufficient number

of shipyard QA hull inspectors will ever be available as underwater ~-iull

inspectors. Thus, for the near future the most workable solution is to

utilize Navy divers, after intensive training, as the UDATS vehicle, and
utilize trained hull inspectors on the UDATS TV monitor topside. This

— would require special team training as well as individual training for

each principal involved . In any event, more Navy divers and more hull

inspectors are needed than no~ exist.

C.3.9.6 Equipment Support. It is difficult in discussing a subject

as broad as underwater hull inspections to isolate for evaluation one

toDic such as “equipment support .” Equipment support will vary consider-

ably between the modes or methods of inspection to be selected. However,

the most extensive support required relates to the use of divers as the

primary inspection element. The basic equipment support relates primarily

to tools, a standard fully equipped boat , and life support equipment ,

which have been discussed earlier in the state—of—the—art section and

will not be repeated here.
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C.3.9.7 Effectiveness Evaluation Plans. The development of effective—

ness evaluation plans for underwater hull inspection methods cannot be

addressed until the methods to be employed have been decided upon. — 
-

However , an ar~proach to effectiveness evaluation would be to conduct a

controlled test whereby a ship was inspected separately and serially by

several teams utilizing different inspection equipments and procedures.

Accurate documentation of hard copy and video—audio tape would be obtained

on each inspection. The ship would then be drydocked and all parties
involved would reinspect the ship, a critique would be held by a “senior

Inspector ,” and the results compared.

This type of comparative evaluation will provide the best 
- -

short—term evaluation of the inspection methods to be employed. It is

proposed that eff ectiveness evaluation of individual equipments and tools

involved in underwater hull inspections be performed by NCSL as an on-

going effort assisted by specially designated Fleet introduction units,

one each in the Atlantic Fleet and Pacific Fleet.

c.3.9.8 Develqpment Progress Tracking Plans. The tracking of underwater

hull inspection research and development effort worldwide is necessary

to ensure that the U.S. Navy has the most cost—effective equipments and

tools that technology can provide. Discussion of such a broad topic is

best done at a much higher topic level than here. Therefore, this topic

has been elevated to a higher element in the study and is add ressed in
Section C.2.2.5.
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T O R S I O N M E T E R  S TAT E-O F-T i lE-A R T

The current survey of six manufacturers represents a compre-

hensive effort to determine a cost-effective device for shipboard

diagnosis of hull/propeller fouling. The data which follows includes

a brief description of the operating principles of each device and

a comparison matrix (Table 1) of data accumulated . The operating

principle descriptions are arranged alphabetically by manufacturer.

The final page contains a complete mailing address for each man-

ufacturer within the survey . The manufacturers included were :

Acurex Corporation

Galbraith—Pilot Marine Corporation

The Indikon Company , Inc .

Mechanical Technology , Inc .

Simmonds—Precision

Ultra Products Systems , Inc.

Two additional manufacturers  were contacted. McNab Inc . (New Y o r k )

produces a horsepower meter practically identical to the Gaibraith-

Pilot device. Since McNab represents no significant technological

difference from the Gaibraith-Pilot device, it was not directly

included in the survey. Jungner Instrument AB (Sweden) manufac-

tures a torsionmeter similar to the Simmonds-Precision device.

Operation involves two clamp—on gears, one mounted directly to

the propeller shaft, the second attached to a cantilever sleeve .

Shaft twist is measured by transducers which physically contact

the rotating gear teeth. Since .Jungner Instrument represents

foreign manufacture of a device similar to a U.S. product , it was 
F

not included in the survey .

1
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Acurex Corporation

A signal proportional to shaft twist is measured via a

hermetically sealed strain gage bridge mounted on a bending

beam . The bending beam is supported between two clamping rings

installed on the propeller shaft approximately 18 inches apart.

Power to drive the rotating electronics and strain gage bridge

is provided by a rotary transformer. The bridge output signal

I is modulated and transmitted to a stationary antenna by a low —

power transmitter . The torque signal is then demodu lated and

made available for display .

Shaft speed is determined from the measurement of the

period of shaft rotation , obtained from timing pulses generated

from a metal trigger attached to the sensor. Ship speed is cal—

culated from - the period by analog means.

Shaft horsepower is calculated from the torque and speed

information by an analog circuit.

F Typically, installation of the precali brated device is

accomplished aboard ship with the zero adjustment iv~tde by drag

shaft operation of the plant.

2 F
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Galbraith-Pilot Marine Corporation

A signal proportional to s h a f t  twist is measured via a

linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) attached to a

rotating husk assembly clamped to the propeller shaft. The husk

assembly consists of two cylindrical portions clamped to the

propeller shaft at their outer ends and capable of independent

rotation resulting from the shaft twist between the clamping

points. The LVDT core is attached to one portion of the husk

while the transformer windings are attached to the second portion.

Thus shaft twist causes displacement of the core within the wind—

ings and generates a signal proportional to shaft torque . Power

to the rotating husk and the torque signal generated by the husk

are transferred by a brush and slip ring assembly.

A direct current signal representative of shaft speed is

provided by a tachometer generator mechanically coupled to the

shaft via the husk.

Shaft horsepower is computed from the torque and speed infor-

mation by an analog circuit.

Installation of the device is readily handled aboard Ship

with zero adjustment by drag shaft operation of the propulsion

plant.

3
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The Indikon Company , Inc .

A signal proportional to shaft torque is measured via a

strain gage bridge bonded directly to the rotating propeller

shaft. Power to the bridge and torque signals from it are

transmitted through rotary transformers. An internal self-

calibration procedure periodically unbalances the strain gage

bridge to produce a precise calibration voltage. The cali-

bration voltage and torque signal are both processed by the

same electronics providing a continuous recalibration of the

bridge during operation .

Shaft speed is measured by a proximity probe using marks

on the shaft.

Shaft horsepower is computed from the torque and speed

information by an analog circuit.

Installation may be accomplished aboard ship but is better

handled by the manufacturer at the factory . Permanent factory I 

-

installation on an existing shaft coupling or a replacement

coupling eliminates need for change in the torsional stiffness

of the drive train . No zero adjustment aboard ship is required .

I’
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Mechanical Technology Inc .

A signal proportional to shaft twist is measured by magneto-

strictive techniques. Three rings of laminated steel poles

contained within the cylindrical sensor completely surround the

propeller shaft. For ease of installation the sensor is composed

of two halves bolted together mounted concentric to the shafting

and Supported by the ships structure. The middle ring , displaced

a half pole pitch in relation to the outer rings , provides the

primary excitation of the device. Tension or compression in steel

affects its ability to carry magnetic flux when subjected to a

magnetic field . The outer rings of poles sense this change in

the magnetic characteristics of the steel due to torsional loading

of the shaft. There is no physical contact with the shaft.

No shaft speed measurements or horsepower calculations are

made.

* I Installation of the device aboard ship requires full scale

calibration using a secondary torsionmeter and zero adjustment

using drag shaft techniques.

5
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Simmonds Precision

A signal proportional to shaft twist is measured from the

phase difference in signals generated by the magnetic teeth of

three gears spaced an equal distance apart. The torque gear is

mounted directly to the shaft while the reference (center) gear

and position gear are mounted to a reference sleeve. As the

shaft rotates a three pole electromagnetic transducer senses

the relative position of the gear teeth, generating three voltages

whose frequency is proportional to shaft speed . The phase dis-

placement between the torque and reference gears is proportional

to shaft twist. Variations other than shaft twist generate phase

displacements with respect to the position gear , these phase

shifts are used to eliminate the errors caused by the other shaft

variations. In addition the reference sleeve is clamped to the

shaft in a cantilever fashion allowing the gears to be placed close

together while sensing shaft twist over a more significant distance.

Shaft speed is determined from the number of teeth passing the

sensor per minute.

Shaft horsepower is calculated from the torque and speed infor-

mation by an analog circuit.

Permanent factory installation on an existing shaft coupling or

replacement coupling design eliminates the need for changes in the

torsional stiffness of the shafting or major shafting modifications .

A clamp-on model is available from the manufacturer for temporary

installation or when no shafting redesign is permitted . No ship-

board zero adjustment is required .

6
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Ultra Products Systems, Inc.

A signal proportional to shaft twist is measured from the

phase difference in signals recorded on hermetically sealed

magnetic tapes bonded concentric to the shaft at two points

— along its length. Recording and reading of the magnetic tapes

is accomplished by inductive read/write heads similar to those

used in computer tape systems . Recording is accomplished by low

speed turning (about 20% of full scale speed) under no load

conditions or during drag shaft operation. The noncontacting

magnetic heads are rididly mounted adjacent to the shaft with

separation of the signal tapes as small as twice the shafting

diameter. No power transmission to or electrical signal extraction

from the rotating equipment (other than the magnetic signals on the

tapes) is required .

Shaft speed is measured using the frequency of the sensed

signal from one of the magnetic heads.

Shaft horsepower is computed from the torque and speed inform-

ation by an analog circuit.

Installation aboard ship involves the bonding of the magnetic

tapes to the shaft surface and encoding tapes using the installed

magnetic heads. The magnetic tapes may be installed on each side

of a bearing housing providing a stable mounting point.

7
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Comparison Factors for Table 1

The factors listed in Tab)e 1 are defined as follows :

Principle of Operation - brief description of method employed

to sense shaft torque

Shaft Contact - brief description of required physical contact

with the shaft

Cost/ Shaf t  - Budgetary estimate in 1976 prices of currently

available devices on a per shaft basis , not including

installation. For nonmilitarized designs , the cost of

available commercial devices is given .

Current Military Use - Currently in use in NAVY test and

evaluation programs (NTE) , aboard NAVY ships (NAVY)

or aboard Coast Guard Ships (CG )

Installation Time - Approximate number of man—hours required

by manufac tu re r’s representat ive or qualified shipboard

personnel to perform sensor and electronics installation.

Estimate does not include time required to pull cables ,

to prepare bed plate or mounting devices or to perform

drag shaft zero adjustment since these ~imes are highly

unpredictable.

Calibration - specifies factory precalibrated or method of

shipboard cal ibrat ion

Zero Adjustment — specif ies method of shipboard zero adjustment

if required

Accuracy — electronic test point accuracy in percent of full

scale for shaft horsepower , shaft torque and shaft speed .

The ability or inability to measure torque at zero speed

is noted .

8
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Display — parameters (power , torque, speed) available for

display and whether current models display these para-

meters simultaneously or by selection.

Operating Ranges

Temperature (Sensor) - acceptable temperature operating

range for the sensor and its associated electronics

to be mounted in the shaft alley

Temperature (Display) - acceptable t.~mperature operating

range for the display and computational electronics

to be mounted in a habitable area

RPM Limit - Upper or lower limit to shaft speed imposed

for technological reasons which might restrict

applicability to ship propulsion

Shaft Diameter Limit - Upper or lower limit to shaft

diameter imposed for technological reasons which

might restrict applicability to ship propulsion.

Meters capable of the diameter range of 7 to 40 inches

are indicated as not restricted (NONE).

Installation Clearance

Length - Length of shafting over which twist is measured

Radius — Distance measured radially from shaft surface

including the maximum dimension of rotating components

and telemetry equipment or electronics which completely

surround the shaft. This distance does not include

protective covers.

Electrical Power Requirements - voltage, frequency and power

requirements for currently available units

9
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Items denoted as NA indicate information was not applicable to

the particular device .

The ability to measure torque or horsepower within about

one percent appears quite adequate for fouling diagnosis. Long

term stability and good repeatability are more important than

true accuracy . However , comparison data on drift and repeatability

often was not available. Similarly no information on mean time

between failure (MTBF) was readily available from all manufacturers.

When MTBF data was available good documentation as to its method

of computation was lacking . Thus repeatability , stability and

reliability were not compared in the matrix .

10
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Table l,a

Comparison Matrix

Factor Acurex Corporation

Principle of Operation Rectilinear motion sensed by strain
gage bridge on bending beam

Shaft Contact Clamp-on metal rings to support
bending beam

a*Cost/Shaft $13 ,000 to $15,000

Current Military Use NAVY , NTE, CG

Installation Time 4
Man—hrs

Calibration Factory pre-calibrated

Zero Adjustment Drag shaft

Accuracy (%FS)
Power 1.25
Torque 1.0
Speed 0.25
Torque at zero speed Yes

I Simultaneous/ All , selectable
Selectable

Operating Ranges
Temperature (Sensor) -5°C to 65°C
Temperature (Display) 10°C to 50°C

*See notes pp. 23-24 11
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Table l,a

Comparison Matrix

Factor Acurex Corporation

RPM limit Above l0%FS~ to max of 1000 rpm
’
~

Shaft Diameter Limit None

Installation Clearance
Radius, inches 6”
Length , inches 18”

Electrical power 115/230 VAC 50-400 Hz 200 Watts
Requirements

*See notes pp. 23-24 12
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Table l,b

Comparison Matrix

Factor Galbraith-Pilot Marine Corporation

Principle of Operation Linear motion by LVDT attached to
husk

Shaft Contact Clamp—on husk with slip rings

Cost/Shaft $12,000 to $15,000

Current Military Use CG

Installation Time 16
Man—hrs

Calibration Factory pre-calibrated

Zero Adjustment Drag shaft

Accuracy (%FS)
Power 1.0
Torque 0.5
Speed 0.5
Torque at zero speed Yes

Display , Simultaneous/ All ,simultaneous
Selectable

Operating Ranges
Temperature (Sensor) 0°C to 57°C
Temperature (Display) 0°C to 57°C

13
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Table l,b

Comparison Matrix

Factor Galbraith-Pilot Marine Corporation

RPM limit None
Shaft Diameter Limit None

Installation Clearance
Radius, inches 6”
Length, inches 40”

Electrical Power 115 VAC 60 Hz 300 Watts
Requirements

*See notes pp. 23-24 14
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Table l,c

Comparison Matrix

Factor The Indikon Company , Inc.

Principle of Operation Strain gage bonded to shaft

Shaft Contact None, except strain gage and attached
portion of rotary transformer

Cost/Shaft $8000

Current Military Use None

Installation Time
Man-hrs

Calibration Factory pre-calibrated

Zero Adjustment None — internal continuous automatic
• readjustment

Accuracy (%FS )
Power 1.0
Torque 1.0
Speed 1.0
Torque at zero speed Yes

Display , Simultaneous ! All , simultaneous
Selectable

Operating Ranges
Temperature (Sensor) 0°c to 100°C
Temperature (Display) 10°C to 70°C

*
See notes pp. 23-24 15
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Table l,c

Comparison Matrix

Factor The Indikon Company , Inc .

Rpm Limit None
Shaft Diameter Limit None

Installation Clearance Strain gauge and rotary transformer
Radius , inches combined require 4” radial clearance
Length , inches and 6” longitudinal clearance.

Electrical Power 115 VAC 60 Hz 115 Watts
Requirements

16
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Table l,d

Comparison Matrix

Factor Mechanical Technology , Inc .

Principle of Operation Change in shaft magnetic characteris-
tics - magnetostrictive

Shaft Contact None

Cost/Shaft ~40 000a~ b
*

Current Military Use NAVY

Installation Time 6
• Man—hrs

Calibration On line using secondary torsionmeter
or strain gage device

Zero Adjustment Drag shaft

Accuracy (%FS)
Power NA
Torque 1.0
Speed NA
Torque at zero speed Yes

Display ,SimultafleOUS/ Torque only , NA
Selectable

Operating Ranges
Temperature (Sensor) -1°C to 74°C
Temperature (Display) —1°C to 74°C

*See notes pp. 23-26 17
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Table l,d

Comparison Matrix

Factor Mechanical Technology,  Inc.

- e*
- 

RPM Limit None
- Shaft Diameter Limit None

Installation Clearance
Radius, inches 4 ”
Length, inches 8”

Electrical Power 115 VAC 60 Hz 200 Watts
Requirements

*See notes pp. 23-24 18
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Table l,e

Comparison Matrix

Factor Siminonds-Precision

Principle of Operation Phase d i f ference  in signals generatec
by magnetic gears

Shaft Contact Gears mounted on existing coupling
or clamp on husk

Cost/Shaft $8,000 to $12,000

Current Military Use None

Installation Time NA
Man-hrs

Calibration Factory pre-calibrated

Zero Adjustment None

Accu racy (%FS )
Power 1.0
Torque 0 . 9
Speed 0 .9
Torque at zero speed No

Display , Simultaneous! All , simultaneous
Selec table

Operating Ranges
Temperature (Sensor) -54°C to 204°C
Temperature (Display) 0°C to 49°C

19
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Table 1,e

Comparison Matrix

Factor Simmonds-Precision

RPM limit Above 10% FS
Shaft Diameter Limit None

Installation Clearance
Radius , inches 1”
Length , inches 18”

Electrical Power 115/230 VAC 50/60 Hz 100 Watts
Requirements

*See notes pp. 23-24 20
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Table l, f

Comparison Matrix

Factor Ultra Products Systems , Inc.

Principle of Operation Phase difference in signals generated
by magnetic tape

Shaft Contact Nonmetallic tape bonded to shaft

Cost/Shaft

Current Military Use NTE

dInstallation Time 4-12
Man—hrs

Calibration On line, no load recording of
signals

Zero Adjustment Drag shaft or no load turning for
signal recording

Accuracy (%FS)
Power 0.5
Torque 0.4
Speed 0.25
Torque at zero speed No -‘

Display , Simultaneous/ All , simultaneous
Selectable

Operating Ranges
Temperature (Sensor) 0°C to 50°C
Temperature (Display) 0°C to 50°C

*See notes pp. 23-24 21
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Table l,f

Comparisoft Matrix

Factor Ultra Products Systems , Inc.

f h*
RPM limit Above lO%FS to max of 600 rpm
Shaft Diameter Limit

Installation Clearance
Radius, inches less than 1”
Length, inches 1 1/2 to 2 times diameter3

Elec trical Power 115 VAC 60 Hz 25 Watts
Requirements

*See notes pp. 23-24 22
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Notes:

a For a recent NAVY purchase of torsionmeters for propeller

shafting application , the following bids for 24 units were

received :

Ultra Products Systems, Inc. — $260,200.

Acurex Corporation — $693 ,987.

Mecha nical Technology , Inc. -$l099 , 85 0.

The prices above from reference 4 reflect the cost of first

article testing for both the Ultra Products Systems and

Acurex Corporation devices .

b The cost of $40,000 per shaft is based on military version

currently in use by the NAVY .

c Rough estimate by manufacturer , no shipboard installation

experience , prefers to handle installation at factory on

existing or replacement shaft coupling .

d Upper limit on installation time wi’l  be approached for

retrofit installation. Well cleaned and carefully prepared

shafting surface is essential for lasting adhesion of tape.

e An upper limit in shaft speed is imposed by constraining the

number of sensing poles (a function of shaf t  diameter) and

the excitation frequency . For fixed diameter (number of poles)

the upper limit to shaft speed may be raised by an increase

in the excitation frequency .

f Method for sensing shaft speed or torque is inaccurate below

10% of full scale speed .

g Upper l imi t  on f u l l  scale speed imposed by telemetry , suff i-

ciently hi gh to be immateria l for most Naval propulsion plan t

appl’Lcat ions.

23
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• h Upper limit on fu l l  scale speed imposed by maximum permissible

tape speed past sensing head , sufficiently high to be immaterial

for most Naval propulsion plant applications.

i For 25 inch diameter shaft , measurement is typically over 40

inches. Length varies with diameter .

j  Twist may be measured over a distance as small as 1 1/2 to

2 times shaft diameter . The only rotating devices are the

bonded magnetic tapes and may be installed on each side of a

bearing housing.

I~.
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List of Manufacturers

Acurex Corporation , 485 Clyde Ave., Mountain View , CA 94042

Gaibraith—Pilot Marine Corporation , 166 National Rd.,

Edison , NJ 08817

The Indikon Company , Inc., 76 Coolidge Hill Rd.,

Watertown , MA 02172

Jungner Instrument AB , Marine Division , Svetsarvägen 15,

Fack , S—171 20 SOLNA 1, Stockholm , Sweden

McNab , Inc., 20 North MacQuesten Pkwy., Mount Vernon , NY 10550

Mechanical Technology , Inc., 968 Albany Shaker Rd.,

Lathani, NY 12110

Simmonds Precision , Instrument Systems Division , Pan ton R d . ,

Vergennes , VT 05491

Ultra Products Systems, Inc., 5015 idver Rd. ,

New Orleans , LA 70123

25
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SUMMARY

The primary purpose of the report is to determine the state—of—the—art
for underwater inspection methods and equipment through contact with cognizant
organizations in the United States and foreign countries.

Information was obtained through questionnaires and telephone conversa-
tions and through a visit to the Charleston Naval Shipyard.

Detailed data is presented for photographic , television , nondestructive
testing and remote inspection systems .

Conclusions and recommendations are made concerning the inspection
equipment , operational and maintenance personnel and system evaluation methods.
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

The primary purpose of this report is to determine the current
state—of—the—art for underwater Inspect ion methods and equipment through
contact with cognizant organizations in the United States and foreign
countries. Both manufacturers and performing activities have been contacted .

Underwater inspection is one of the maj or subdivisions of a proposed
underwater ship husbandry program. The overall program would also include
underwater hull cleaning, painting , repair , and maintenance. The objectives
of the ship husbandry program are to increase dry dock interval to seven
years and to reduce fuel consumption by at least 10%. The basis for such
requirements is the increasing shortage of dry dock facilities and fuel, and
the increasing need to keep the ships of our reduced fleet in a high state of
readiness.

This report is intended to serve the purpose of making known the equip-
ment and methods available and listing the sources of supply, prices, and
inspection rates where possible. An additional basic purpose is to recommend
the developments and evaluations that appear essential for Navy ship and sub—
marine underwater inspection in conjunction with the overall ship husbandry
program.
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SECTION 2

METHODS

2.1 GENERAL APPROACH

The basic approach has been to gain as much information as possible
through correspondence and telephone conversations with manufacturers  of
equipment used for underwater inspection and performing activities. Special
questionnaires were used. A visit was made to the Charleston Naval Shipyard
to discuss dry dock and underwater inspection, Coast Guard officers were
interviewed, and pertinent documents and reports were studied , Section 5,
reference. The coauthor , Profes sor Wyman ltas served as a Coast Guard
Inspector of ships in dry dock and his knowledge of related procedures hns
been utilized.

2.2 ORGANIZATIONS CONTACTED

Questionnaires were mailed or telephone conversations were held with
approximately seventy different organizations. The names and addresses of
responding organizations are listed in Section 3.3. It is expected that the
replies of many of the overseas activities contacted will be delayed . The
full  list of activities contacted will be furnished upon request.

2.3 COORDINATION WITH NAVAL SHIP ENGINEERING CENTER AND CONTRACTOR - 
i

i 

-

PERSONNEL

The Naval Ship Engineering Center has awarded contracts for prelimi—
nary studies in the underwater inspection and hull cleaning areas. A coordi--
nation meeting was held at the Naval Coastal Systems Laboratory , Panama City ,
Florida, in June 1976. The purpose of the meeting was to exchange information
in order to avoid duplication and to facilitate program progress. The follow-
ing personnel participated :

Sherman Cauldwell, Code 6136 NAVSEC, Sponsor Representative
Keith Hallain, Tracor Sciences & Systems
Tom Sullivan, Vitro Laboratories, Div. of Automation Industries,

Inc.
K. H. Wellinan , West Oceanics Div. of Westinghouse Corp.
J. Quirk , F. Barrett , J. Mittleman , and Robert Elliott ,
Naval Coastal Systems Laboratory .

As planned , both the Naval Ship Engineering Center studies being performed
by the above contractors and the study herein reported , sponsored by the Naval
Sea Systems Command, will be utilized in formulation of a master plan for
underwater ship husbandry research and development.
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SECTION 3

RESULTS

3.1 CHARLESTON NAVAL SHIPYARD DISCUSSION S

A trip was made to Charleston Naval Shipyard to gather background
information as related to underwater hull inspection and cleaning. The visit
was coordinated by Mr. Bill Stamey , Diving Supervisor at the shipyard . The
visit consisted of discussion with shipya rd diver s , p lann ing and estimating
personnel at both surface and submarine type desks, and cleaning, painting ,
and nondestructive testing supervisors.

A variety of hull and appurtenance cleaning , maintenance and repair tasks,
and inspection tasks are performed. The Underwater Damage Assessment Tele-
vision System (UDATS) is used extensively and effectively by the diving group
for underwater inspection. The use of the TV monitor located topside permits
technical personnel and supervisors to view the underwater structures and the
progress of the repair work. Permanent records may be made using the video
tape recording subsystem.

The four major types of testing performed by the Nondestructive Testing
Department are radiographic, ultrasonic, magnetic particle, and dye penetrant .
Both ultrasonic and radiographic testing may be done underwater.

The trip report constitutes Appendix A.

3.2 DRY DOCK INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES

Much of the inspection work currently performed in dry dock will have to
be performed underwater to meet the goals of the overall ship husbandry program.
The fo llowing inf ormation is , therefor e , consider ed to be of basic importance
in understanding underwater inspection requirements .

All ships require periodic inspection of their external submerged areas
to determine their structural adequacy and to plan any needed repairs. To
accomplish the inspection of the underwater hull areas, ships have tradition—
ally been drydocked (i.e., removed from the water so the necessary inspection
and repairs could be accomp].ished in an air environment). The drydocking of
vessels , particularly large vessels, is costly—the out—of—pocket cost for
physically placing the vessel in drydock must be paid , the cost of the vessel
being out of service during the drydocked period and other costs associated
with moving the ship to the drydock such as fuel to steam to t~ie drydocking
port , and extra expenses incurred in providing hotel services for the crew.
Conversely , an underwater hull inspection could be performed with minimal
interference to the normal ship routine (i.e., whenever or wherever the vessel
is moored in calm water provided the necessary equipment and trained personnel
are available). She could also be easily activated by suspending the inspec-
tion and have her get underway . This would be difficult to do if she were in
drydock.
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U.S. Naval Ships.

The United States Navy requires that most of its seagoing ships be given
a drydock inspection every three years~’~ . Certain types of ships such as
wooden—hulled minesweepers must be drydocked more often (2). The drydock in-
spection consists of a complete visual inspection of the underwater bod y of
the vessel and detailed physical inspections of such items as bearing clear-
ance , condition of sea valves , propellers , rudders , etc.

The drydock inspection starts with a propeller vibration survey conducted
prior to docking the vessel. The results of this test will determine the
advisability of removing the propeller and withdrawing the tail shaft for a
detailed inspection of each. If the tail shaft is not pulled (about one out
of seven drydocked ships need the shaft pulled),(3) the shaft bearing clear—
ances are taken by removing the fair waters and rope guards and then using a
feeler gauge . The clearance on rudder bearings and any other external bear-
ings are also measured . Prior to inspecting the hull , it must be cleaned of
marine growth , loose paint , and any other foreign matter . Once cleaned , the
drydock inspection team consisting of a ship ’s representative , a SIJPSHIPS
representative, and various shipyard representatives conduct a general hull
inspection . They will be looking for the condition of the coating system ,
general condition of the underwater hull plating and evidence of any damage to
the underwater hull structure. Welds are checked for corrosion . Specific
items such as the cathodic protection system and sea chests will be examined
in detail. Areas of high stress such as the stern frame and the rudder are
examined for cracks. The thickness of the hull plating may be gauged if con-
sidered necessary. Later, sea valves are disassembled and inspected . The
propeller is also carefully examined for cracks and other damaged areas . (4)
A typical drydock Inspection Report is comp leted .

Drydock Inspection Requirements and Procedures for U.S. Government Ships Other
Than U.S .  Navy

Ships are operated by many U.S .  Government agencies in addition to the
Navy, a few of which are the U.S. Coast Guard , U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. These agencies all
require that their vessels be drydocked at regular intervals for inspection.
For example, the Coast Guard requires routine drydocking at two—year intervals
with an option for an additional year if the expected life of zincs and coat-
ing systems is adequate and the general hull condition from the last drydock
inspection or diver inspection is satisfactory. (5) When the vessel is dry—
docked , the following items are routinely inspected : the coating system ; the
cathodic protection system ; all appendages such as rudders , bilge keels, skegs,
etc.; general hull condition with regard to corrosion ; plate thickness and
mechanical damage . Welds and rivets are also examined , the bearing clearances
fo r propel ler  sha f t s  and rudder sha f t s  are measured , and sea chests and sea
va1v~s are inspected.~

6) The Coast Guard Ship ’s Technical Manual , Chapter 9070,
and Coast Guard Drydocking Forms CC 2926 and CC 4815 provide basic instructions.
The importance of maintaining records of the underwater hull condition is
emphasized particularly as a basis for extending the drydock interval.(3)
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These records are also important in assessing the rate of gradual deteriora—
don ( i . e . ,  corrosion of the underwater hull s t ruc tu re ) .

Drydocking Inspection Requirements and Procedures for Merchant Ships

Most merchant ships are required by law and/or their insurance contracts
to be drydocked at regular intervals—the usual interval between required dry—
dockings is two years. (7) The inspection of United States merchant vessels is
carried out both by the U.S. Coast Guard , which has a legal responsibility to
verify the seaworthiness of the vessel , and the Ameri can Bureau of Shi pp ing
(ABS), which classes ships for insurance purposes. After the vessel has been
placed in drydock and cleaned , the inspec tion par ty made up o f the owner ’s
representative , U.S. Coast Guard Inspector , ABS Surveyor and a sh ipyard repre-
sentative inspect the hull for  general cond ition of hull plating and append-
ages , the condi tion of propellers and rudders and their bearing clearances ,
the condition of sea chests and sea valves. The coating system is the concern
of the owner but not the regulatory bodies .~

8
~

The Marit ime Administration of the U.S. Government is charged with aiding
the development of the U.S. merchant fleet . Drydocking , because of its sub—
stantial cost , both in money and ship ’s time , has recently been studied to
detetmine if there are more cost—effective ways to inspect and maintain the
underwater portion of a ship ’s hull and appendages .

The basic results of the Maritime Administration studies point to the
(9)

development of underwater inspection and maintenance of merchant vessels.

Specific Items Inspected at Drydock Inspections

U.S. Navy , U.S. Coast Guard , and merchant ship drydock inspection proce—
dures have been reviewed and all appear to require essentially the same items -

‘

to be inspected and with similar criteria . This is natural because most sur-
face ships ’ underwater hull areas and appendages are basically the same. The
following is a general list of items inspected during a ship ’s rou t ine drydock
inspec tion :

Routine Drydock Inspection — Items Inspected

General Hull Structure:
Pla ting — corrosion , wastage , cracks , leaks , pitting
Plating thickness gauged
Welds — deteriorated or cracked
Dock~ng Plugs
Inden ts
Rivets — loose , deteriorated heads
Large scale distortions (setup areas)

ExternaI Structural Members:
Stern frame — cracks —

Bil ge keels
Stem frame
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Sonar Transducers:

Bow Thruster:
Bearing clearances
Propeller
;uards

Rudders:
P ating — thickness, cracks
Welds — deteriorated , cracks
Bearings — clearance , loose pintles
Rudder palms — cracks , loose bolts

Propellers:
Blades — bent , cracks , missing parts , corroded areas
Locknuts
Cap , rope guard

Tail Shafts:

• Bearing clearance measured
Oil Leaking
Drawn fo inspection

Sea Chests:
Master pieces
Strainers
Welds — deteriorated
Plated — thickness, corrosion, pitting

Sea Valves:
Disassembled for inspection

Cathodic Protection :
Zincs

• ¶ Impressed current system

Coating System :
Antifouling system
Anticorrosive system

Current Practices in Underwater Inspections

A. Underwater Hull Inspections.

For many years the U.S. Navy , like most other ship operators, has
used underwater inspections of ships ’ hulls to assess damage or to verify the
condition of specific items, but not to take the place of the required routine
drydock inspections . Divers have been employed to determine the condition of

• the bottom of a ship prior to drydocking if it had suffered a grounding type
of accident.  The diver would , by feel and by sight , determine the condition
of the bottom . This proved to be inadequate in many cases because of the many
difficulties the diver encountered (i.e., limited visibility, diver unfamiliar
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with the ship, difficulty of finding a given location on the ship ’s bottom ,
etc.). The advent of underwater television has helped because it allows the
topside decision makers to look at the areas of in teres t .  The Navy ’s Under—
water Damage Assessment Television System (UDATS) is one of the systems in
regular use , wh ich has made possible a significant step forward in underwater
inspections .

At present , there is a push to extend drydocking intervals to longer and
longer periods. Ten years ago every seagoing U.S. merchant ship was drvdocked
for inspection every 18 months ; now the requirement is every two years(~

O) and
in the future , it will probably be extended . The push for extended drydocking
periods from commercial ship operators is two—fold , both due to the nonavail—
ability of drydocks for the very large ships and also the cost. Recently an
underwater ship inspection station was put into operation in the Canary Islands.
It appears that this station has already completed underwater hull inspections
on a few very large tankers that have been acceptable to foreign classification
societies in lieu of a drydock inspection .~~~

)

It also appears that the U.S.S.R. is presently using underwater inspection
and repair techniques for some of their ships as indicated in a translation of
a Russian report on “Underwater Ship Repair” by N. M. Madatov .~

1-2)

B. Underwater Inspections of Offshore Structures.

The Offshore Oil Industry has used underwater inspection techniques
on its offshore tixed structures because these cannot be removed from the water

• for inspection of their structural adequacy . Visual inspections are carried
out by divers and by television , both diver operated and remotely controlled
from the surface. Other types of nondestructive testing have also been used .(1-3)

This is an area where it appears that a great deal of work has been
done and needs further investigation by this group because much of it may be

• applicable to underwater inspection of ships.

3.3 STATE-OF-THE—AR T SURVEY

3.3.1 Questionnaire Response Summary

Approximately 63 organizations involved in underwater inspection or the
manufacturer of underwater inspection equipment were contacted by phone or
letter .

Underwater inspection performer type questionnaires have been returned
by the fol lowing:

Coastal Diving Company
P.O. Box 1552
Vallejo, Calif. 94590
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Comex Diving Limited
Unit 8, Bessemer Way , Har f reys
m d .  Estate , Great Yarmouth ,
Norfolk, Va.

Harter Underwater Corporation
2824 Solomons Island Road

• Edgewater , Md. 21037

H. M. Tiedma n and Company , Inc .
• 25 Greenwich Avenue

Greenwich , Conn. 06830

• Isle—Dive
• P .O .  Box 17417

Honolulu, Hawaii

Oceaneering International
6269 Leesburg Pike
Falls Church , Va. 22044

Ocean Systems, Inc.
11440 Isaac Newton
Industrial Square N.
Reston , Va. 22090

Peabody Testing Services
7300 W. Lawrence Avenue
Chicago , Ill. 60656

Perry Oceanographics, Inc.
Perry Building
100 E. 17th Street
Riviera Beach , Fla. 33404

Subservices, Inc.
P.O. Box 5034, Cristobal
Canal Zone

Tidewater Diving Services
2407 W. Rogers Avenue
Baltimore, Md. 21209

It is expected that many more replies will be received as a consider—
able number of the questionnaires were mailed to organizations located in other
countries.

The replies are listed in Table 3.1.
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3.3.2 Underwater Television Systems

All of the underwater television systems for which information has been
received are listed in Tables 3.2 and 3.3

It is beyond the scope of this report to evaluate the relative effective-
ness of such systems .

The UDATS is the only system known to be built  to Navy military
specifications . The UDATS Is used very effectively by Navy enlisted and
shipyard diving groups .

3.3.3 Underwater Photographic Systems

All information received concerning underwater photographic equipment
has been listed in Tables 3.4 and 3.5. It is beyond the scope of this report
to evaluate the relative suitability of such equipment . The evaluation require—

• ments are discussed in the Conclusions and Recommendations sections of this
report.

3.3.4 Non—Destructive Testing Systems

It was çarticularly difficult to obtain information in this area. It has
been determined , however, that nondestructing testing is used extensively in
inspection of offshore petroleum platforms. It is also used in inspection of
ship hulls and other structures , particularly by foreign inspection teams .

All nondestructive testing equipment for which information was received
is contained in Table 3.6.

3.3.5 Remote Inspection Systems

The remote systems are listed in Tables 3.7 and 3.8. SCAN appears to be
the only system designed specifically for use in ship hull inspection .
Unfortunately , the system is ~tot available commercially and it has not been
possible to directly contact the developers to date. The other listed system s
appear to be better suited for such tasks as underwater cable , pipeline and
offshore structure inspection .

9
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TABLE 3. 1

QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES
FROM

INSPECTION PERFORMING ORGANIZATIONS

1. Type of structures or vessels inspected .

HARTER UNDERWATER CORPORATION . Commercial ships, bridge piers, dam
intakes, pier supports, pipelines, sunken ships.

H. M. TIEDMAN AND COMPANY . Ships , barges , offshore structures including
fixed structures , semi—submersibles and jack—ups .

• ISLE DIVE. Civilian merchant and U.S. Navy vessels (suppor t and ships
of the line).

OCEANEERING INTERNATIONAL . Typically ,  aircraf t, satellites or pieces of
ordnance which have sunk at sea and occasionally sunken ore carriers.

OCEAN SYSTEMS, INC . Pipelines, ships, barges, structures and piers.

PERRY OCEANOGRAPHICS, INC. Offshore petroleum structures.

• SUBSERVICES, INC. Over 150 vessels have been inspected (1973—1976) at
ports in Cristobal, Balboa, Las Minas, Tobago, and Colo’n.

COASTAL DIVING COMPANY. Dam trash racks, vessels, piers and piling ,
gate valves, pipelines , cables and fire—water tanks.

PEABODY TESTING SERVICES. Ship hulls, storage vessels and offshore
platforms .

TIDEWATER DIVING SERVICE. We have inspected every type of craft from
experimental submarines through very large crude oil tankers.

COMEX DIVING LIMITED. Oil rigs, offshore platforms and anything that
floats.

2. Usual location of inspection site.

HARTER UNDERWATER CORPORATION. In harbors or rivers.

H. M. TIEDMAN AND COMPANY . On offshore structures , the inspection would
be done at the site; on ships it would be done in harbors at any location .

ISLE DIVE. Usually the ships are located in Honolulu Harbor , Pearl Harbor
Naval Base or anchored off—shore.

OCE AN E E R IN C ~NT E RN AT EONAL. At sea.
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OCEAN SYSTEMS, INC. Any water location : bays, lakes, harbors, and
at sea.

PERRY OCEANOGRAPHICS , INC. Gulf of Mexico.

SUBSERVICES, INC. Harbors of Cristobal and Balboa.

COASTAL DIVING COMPANY. May be taken anywhere.

PEABODY TESTING SERVICES. Both In harbors and at sea.

TIDEWATER DIVING SERVICES. Shipyards to off—shore.

COMEX DIVING LIMITED. At sea.

3. Maximum and usual depths at which inspection was accomplished.

HARTER UNDERWATER CORPORATION. 190’ - 5’ to 100’.

H. M. TIEDMAN AND COMPANY. 200’ for SCUBA — 60’ to 110’.

ISLE DIVE. No limit — bottom of ship.

OCEANEERING INTERNATIONAL. Remote at 1~,100’ — SO’ to 200’.

OCEAN SYSTEMS, INC. 1500’ for diver and TV — varies.

PERRY OCEANO CRAPHICS , INC. Recon II — 1500’; Recon IV — 3000’ Usual
0—250’.

SUBSERVICES , INC . 250’ — 40’

COASTAL DIVING COMPANY — 200’ 0—70 usual.

PEABODY TESTING SERVICES. 600’. Usual up to 200’.

TIDEWATER DIVING SERVICES. 150’ max.

COMEX DIVIN G LIMITED . 1000’. 160’ usual.

4. Primary purpose of inspection .

BARTER UNDERWATER CORPORATION. Damage assessment or compliance with
instruction specifications .

H. M. TIEDMAN AND COMPANY. Our SCUBA, video inspection techniques which
use ultrasonic testing devices were inaugurated about 12 years ago when we did • -

the offshore structure Argus Island Tower, off the coast of Bermuda. This
technique has been developed for ships and other floating structures. As a
new development , we are proposing the seismic vibration analysis technique
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which we have pioneered over the last five years. This technique allows us to
check the structure in a very short time to determine whether or not we have a
failure in either a primary or secondary strength member.

ISLE DIVE. To ascertain condition of hull with an eye towards cleaning
or repairs.

OCEANEERINC INTERNATIONAL . Usually accident or salvage inspection
purposes.

OCEAN SYSTEMS , INC. They were varied but usually assessment of wear ,
corrosion , damage and need for maintenance.

PERRY OCEANOCRAPHICS , INC. To determine the condition of various compo—
nent parts of offshore structures .

SUBSERVICES , INC. To locate and repair damage, determine the extent of
fouling and the condition of bottom structures, pipes and piling.

COA STAL DIVING COMPANY. Engineering , work progress/completion and
locating problem areas.

PEABODY TESTING SERVICES. Determine existing material thickness and weld
quality .

TIDEWATER DIVING SERVICES. To determine whether or not hull cleaning is
required and to assess propeller shaft , rudder, zincs, sea chests and other
damage that may have occurred .

COME X DIVING LIMITED. To locate faults in structures.

5. Who makes the decisions as to what repairs or actions are required as a
result of inspection .

HARTER UNDERWATER CORPORATION. Ship repair facility consulting engineers,
general contractors , etc .

H. M. TIEDMAN AND COMPANY. The owners, American Bureau of Shipping..or
U.S. Coast Guard Inspectors and recommendations of our company .

ISLE DIVE. Ship owner or representative or master ship repairer.

OCEANEERINC INTERNATIONAL . As these are salvage operations , the customer
makes the decisions .

OCEAN SYSTEMS , iNC . The owner of the inspected structure .

PERRY OCEANOGRAPHICS , INC. All decisions ~.re made by the contractor,

SUBSERVICES, INC. Our marine superintendent , along with classification
surveyors if they are involved . Salvage Association Surveyors are also consulted .
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COASTAL DIVING COMPANY. Customers.

PEABODY TESTING SERVICES. Quality control and structural engineers
and owners representatives.

TIDEWATER DIVING SERVICE. The owner of the vessel through his appointed
representative who may be an operations officer or a part captain.

COMEX DIVING SERVICES. The client.

6. What data must be furnished as the basis for such decisions?

BARTER UNDERWATER CORPORATION. Locations, dimensions, bottom conditions,
current , general conditions, openings in hulls, pipe fittings, etc.

H. M. TIEDMAN AND COMPANY. Data output from our SCUBA video—ultrasonic
team or with the new pickup device technique, the data from our transducer
pickups. Utilizing the new technique, we would need the structural details
of the structure being analyzed.

ISLE DIVE. Verbal observations, written reports, 35 mm still photographs,
and UDATS video.

OCEANEERING INTERNATIONAL. We usually furnish recommendations as to the
feasibility of salvage and cost estimates.

PEERY OCEANOGRAPHIC , INC . Video tape recordings.

SUBSERVICES, INC.
1. Nature and extent of damage.
2. Manner we propose to effect repair, along with estimates for

time and cost.

PEABODY TESTING SERVICES. Original material thickness, weld configuration
and location of structural members.

TIDEWATER DIVING SERVICES. Verbal report, video tapes and photographs.

COMEX DIVING LIMITED. Full written report of findings plus sketches of
damaged areas.

7. Please furnish as much technical information as possible concerning the
inspection equipment used.

HARTER UNDERWATER CORPORATION. It varies, but diver sense of touch for
the most part due to lack of visibility .

H. M. TIEDMAN AND COMPANY. Hydro Products TV and Krautkramer ultrasonics
testers and recorders and our proprietary vibration equipment.

13 “1
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OCEANEERING iNTERNATiONAL. Hydro products TV, Varian or Geometrics ,
magnetometers and Klein or EGG side scan sonar.

OCEAN SYSTEMS, INC. Esso Products Research ultrasonic gear and Sub—Sea
and Aquadyne TV equipment.

PEABODY TESTING SERVICES. We use a Magnuflux Corporation Model PS—702
portable pulse ultrasound test instrument.

TIDEWATER DIVING SERVICES. Our equipment ranges from underwater TV
through ultrasonic submarine electronic calipers.

COMEX DIVING LIMITED. Closed circuit television. Comex developed portable
magnetic particle inspection for use in depths to 300’, ultrasonic inspection
“D “ meter , Hydroscan camera and Calyposo—Nikkor photo system and radiographic
inspection equipment.

8. Man—days required to inspect different types of structures or ship hulls.

PEABODY TESTING SERVICES.
Tanker (empty) 4 belts — 60 man hours
Tanker (full) 4 belts — 150 man hours
Using two men—empty and two divers full.

TIDEWATER DIVING SERVICES. The only work that takes in excess of 16 hours
of diver time to perform is ultrasonic testing which may take up to 40 diver
hours for a very large vessel.

H. M. TIDEMAN AND COMPANY. About 3 days using SCUBA for large ships.

ISLE DIVE. Two man days for the usual ship. A 1000 super tanker can be
inspected with UDATS in eight man hours.

9. Please describe any special equipment or methods for working in turbid
water.

COASTAL DIVING COMPANY . For dark water we use one or two standard movie
lIghts (110 v) attached to the camera . Quartz lights with red or green
spectrum are used . We also u~e a clear water box or bag , lens to object.

TIDEWATER DIVING SERVICE. We have special equipment but it is
proprietary.

H. M. TIDEMAN AND COMPANY . On the vibration signature technique (proprie-
tary) it makes no difference if the water is turbid .

OCEAN SYSTEMS, INC . We use clouds of clear or fresh water.
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SECTION 4

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Underwater inspection in general is a well established field . The greatest
progress appears to have been made in the field of offshore petroleum structure
inspection . Other countries such as Norway, Sweden and France appear to be the
most advanced in this specialized area.

There are many different underwater television systems which may be well
adapted for underwater inspection . Low light level and high resolution tele-
vision systems may be of great value, especially in very dark murky water. The
use of lights results in “back scatter” or reflection of light off the particu-
late matter. This greatly interferes with clarity and resolution .

UDATS is the only television system known to be developed to Navy military
specifications. If other systems prove to be more effective , special develop-
ments may be required to insure compatibility with the marine environment.

There are also a wide variety of underwater cameras which could be used
for underwater inspection . Some of the systems have been designed for great
depths and other special requirements and are excessively expensive. Others
are very complex and require a high degree of training and skill to use effec-
tively. Maintenance could clearly be a problem .

The SCAN underwater inspection system developed by Underwater Maintenance
Company Limited has many features which appear desirable for the effective
and rapid inspection of large naval vessels. The photographic and television
cameras are held at fixed distances from the ship hull , forward motion may be 41

accurately controlled . One television camera is angled forward for more rapid
scanning and another pointed at 900 to the ship hull for detailed viewing of
-~reas with suspected defects or damage .

Two additions to such systems appear necessary. It is of crucial importance
to incorporate an accurate navigation and vehicle control system such that
the motion of the vehicle may be accurately controlled and that the vehicles
position is known within close limits. It would also be advisable to have
coordinate or real time information picked up on the video or photos in order
to easily relate them to exact ship structure locations.

There is some use of clear water cones or flooding forward of the camera
lenses for use where the turbidity is severe.

The author and Mr. John Mittleman have developed an inspection device for
use by divers that permits illuminated , magnified viewing of small areas of
underwater structures in zero visibility conditions.

The selection and evaluation of underwater photographic and television
systems is a very comp lex problem that clearly requires team effort . Use in
the severe environmental conditions required will increase the problems of
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operation , maintenance , repair and logistic support. The selection and evalua-
tion team should incl ude exper ts in eng ineering , diving , photography ,  television ,
human engineering , and in tegra ted log istics.

It is expected it will be very difficult to train technicians with the
requ ired skill to e f f e ct ively opera te and main tain pho tograp hic , television ,
remote vehicle and nondestructive testing equipment. It appears probable it
will be necessary to create two separate civilian underwater inspection billets ,
i.e., (1) television and pho tography and (2) nondestructive testing. Probably
bo th groups could be trained in other general underwater inspection tasks such
as measurement of bearing clearances.

Discussions with Navy enlisted and officer diving personnel have con-
sistently stressed the great difficulty of training and retraining enlisted
divers with high skill levels in special areas other than diving. For this
reason , it will be more realistic to use civil ian inspec tion techn icians unless
there is some basic change in personnel policies. Similar problems are often
experienced by civilian diving lockers. This could best be eliminated by a
requirement for diver/inspectors to be under the direct supervision of the
diving supervisor. It does not appear probable it would be possible to expect
such personnel to be expert in the interpretation (Sf complex underwater inspec-
tion data. Generally, it would be most satisfactory to have the data resemble
tha t which would be seen and doc umen ted as a resul t of dry dock ship or sub-
marine hull inspection . Clear, high resolution television video and clear
photographs with close up shots of defective areas are commonly used and are
well accepted . The decision makers could not be expected to interpret raw
nondestructive testing data. It will , therefore , be necessary for the diver!
nondestructive testing technician to interpret the data. This is currently
the prac tice.

It would be most effective to evaluate underwater inspection systems in
conjunction with a shipyard servicing both submari~0es and ships. The inspec-
tion requirements for submarines in particular is very detailed and complex.
The inspection tasks must be realistic in order to select equipment which will

10 be effective for Navy use.

It will be necessary to have individual diver held items of inspection
equipmen t as there are areas where access is d i f f i c u l t such as sea chests
and others where a remote wheeled inspection vehicle could not travel. Pro-
peller arid rudder inspection are samples of the latter. Evaluation should
beg in with d iver held equipmen t to insure the mos t e f f e ct ive possible componen ts
for bo th diver held and remote systems.

The current state—of—the—art survey task should be extended by abou t
two months to allow more time for overseas replies.

Reportedly decision making as to action required as a result of underwater C

inspection is done by suh people as ship engineering officers , dry dock
officers , shipyard engineers , owner representatives , Coast Guard Officers ,
etc.
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APPENDIX A

TRIP REPORT — CHARLESTON NAVAL SHIPYAR D - 22-24 MARCH 1976

A trip was made to Charleston Naval Shipyard to gather background informa-
tion for the Underwater Hull Inspection and Clearning project. Arrangements
for the shipyard visit were made through Bill Stamey, diving superv isor a t the
yard. The visit consisted of discussions with shipyard divers , planning and
estimating people at both surface and submarine type desks , cleaning and paint-
ing people , and nondestructive testing people . A great deal of background
information was gathered and a better understanding of U.S. Naval Shipyard over—
hauls was gained.

Throughout our two—day visit at the shipyard , we discussed diving ac tivities ,
underwater jobs accomplished , arid tools developed with Bill Stamey and his
divers. These discussions were interspersed with meetings with other people
in the yard . The following is a descri ption of the jobs and tools with which
the Charleston Naval Shipyard divers have been involved.

a. Complete cleaning of a submarine hull and propellers (SSBN) at the
end of a yard overhaul (9 to 12 months in water alongside pier). One pneumatic
“Acqaclean” brush was used with a wooden paddle used to knock off barnacles.
Time required — 9 shifts of 8 hours each with 7 men (6 divers and 1 supervisor)
504 man—hours. Bill Stamey estimates that the job could be done by the same

crew in 5 shifts if two brush units were available. The group also does
41 various partial cleaning jobs , i.e., propellers , 3 feet around the waterline

to remove grass, sonar domes , etc.

b. Underwater touch—up painting , using the CEL developed paint. They
have done areas up to 15 feet square.

c. Replace propellers underwater. This is a relatively easy job with
the hydraulic propeller puller that they have developed. Because no staging
is req uired , it can be done faster underwater than in a dry dock.

d. Install full fittings on nuclear submarines before drydocking so that
a continuous flow of cooling water is supp lied to the vessel throughout the
dry dock period .

e. Inspect a submarine as it is put in dry dock to ensure that the
block ing f i ts. C

1. Install blanks on various hull openings for work on valves while
the ship is afloat.

g. Inspect vessels for condition of underwater hull area , propeller ,
sonar dome s, etc.

h. Inspect and make repairs in submarine ballast tanks .
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i. UDATS inspections of various items have been conducted , a selected
group of tapes were borrowed for review here at NCSL. UDATS is used to observe
many of the jobs with experts on the surface directing the divers ’ work on
the more involved jobs.

j .  Various other repair jobs, such as fairing a damaged propeller blade
and replacing sonar transducers , etc. , has been done.

Bill Stamey ’s group is working with Chris Cologer at David Taylor Model Basin 4
in a progressive hull cleaning project. Tests of cleaning and the effect of
cleaning on ship ’s speed will be conducted on a suitab ly fouled surface ship.

Discussions were held with Planning and Estimating people from both sur—
face and submarine type desks. The contact at the surface type desk was

C I Mr. A.D. Nelson, AV 794-.4340, with others in the group joining the discussion .
The planning and estimating people attempt to project what type of work the
ship will require and how much labor and of what types will be required. “Thin
hull inspections” are carried out on older vessels prior to arrival at the
shipyard to determine if hull  struc ture replacement will be required. Hull
and propeller vibra t ion surveys are conduc ted to determine the condition of
various pieces of rotating machinery on the ship. Appendix 1, a copy of the
“Ship System Work Description” (inspection items only) of DEG—6, USS JULIUS A
FURE R gives an example of the estimating done on the tasks to be accomplished.
The man—days and cos t estima tes are “should ” costs if ideal work conditions

C exist; the actual costs average about 15% more . From the discussion , it became
apparent that surface ships are not usually drydocked just for inspection .
The usual interval between drydockings is about 4 years which coincides with
a major overhaul of the ship. Underwater hull inspections at regular intervals
could help to make the planning and estimating more accurate and possibly to
allow longer periods between drydockings . The cost of just placing a ship in
dry dock was estimated to be $20 ,000 — $30 ,000.

The submarine type desk people explained that the inspection and re—
painting of submarines is more critical than surface ships and that it is
usual for a submarine to be drydocked about once a year. Shipyards do the
drydock ing with major overhauls but in between , ARDM ’s in conjunction with
Tenders do the work. At present , the nuclear submarines are overhauled after
44 months , but a new program will probably extend this to the following schedule:
22 months of operation , 2 months limited availability , 22 months of operation
and a major overhaul period . The hulls of submarines are built with high
strength steels and , as a result , are subject to cracks. The inspection for
these now can be done with eddy current testers which do not require the removal
of pain t to bare metal. Detailed records of hull welds are kept and areas of
discon t inuity are regularly checked by ultrasonics or eddy current. Appendix 2
concerns the cleaning and inspecting of sonar dosnes.

Discussions were held with the Painter ’s General Foreman , W. H. Hall ,
concerning cleaning and painting of ship and submarine hulls. At major overhauls,
the steel hull is sandblasted to bare metal and then three coats of anticorrosive
and two coats of antifouling paint are sprayed (usually airless spray) onto
the hull. Epoxy paint systems are most favored at this time. At intermediate
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drydockings , the hull is cleaned of fouling and defective paint , bare spots are
touched up, and the hull is given two coats of antifouling paint. At inter-
mediate drydockings , a “hydroblast ,” 10,000 psi waterjet cleaning system is
now favored by the shipyard because other work can be done within 15 feet of
the area being cleaned whereas, when sand brushing is used , it greatly inter-
feres with other work. To clean a hull with the “hydroblast ,” four machines
are used with two men for each unit , individually controlled snorkel lifts
are used ins tead of stag ing. It takes the eight men about five shifts of
eight hours each , i.e., approximately 320 man—hours to clean a ship with the
“hydroblas t” system. To completely sandblast a hull takes eight machines
(ten men) a total of 21 eight—ho ur shifts , i.e., approximately 1680 man—hours.
The complete repainting requires 600 to 700 man—hours (three coats AC and
two coats AF). Submarines come into dry dock quite clean , surface ships
usually come in fairly clean. While some come in quite fouled , most are sand—
blasted completely and repainted due to the interval between drydocking.

Discussions were held on nondestructive testing with T.D. Glenn , Depart-
ment Head , and W.O. Williams, General Foreman (telephone 794—4517) of the
department. The four major types of testing done at the sh ipyard are Radio-
graphic Testing (RT), Ultrasonic Testing (UT), Magnetic Particle Testing (MT),
and Dye Penetrant Testing (PT). Ultrasonic testing of welds is increasing
beca use it gives more information and is cheaper than radiography. It ’s
one drawback is that no permanent record such as the x—ray f i lm  is prod uced
and thus , the reason why mos t welds are radiographed. The dye penetrants and
magnetic particle testing are used for crack detection . Both ultrasonics and
radiography can be used underwater. The shipyard divers have placed film
packs on the outside of a hull so x—rays could be taken. In the Navy ’s Planned
Maintenance System (PMS), a great deal of nondestructive testing is being done .
In a complete overhaul of nuclear submarines , about 22,000 man—hours of non—
destructive testing is being done , about 40% of which is on the hull.

This trip to Charleston Naval Shipyard gave us a lot of informat ion about
drydocking, cleaning, and inspecting of naval ships and submarines. The walk—

IC 
ing tour of the shipyard and the boat tour of the sh ipyard , f l oat ing dry dock
ARDM—2 , submar ine tender , and the Naval Base gave us an appreciation of the
magnitude of the U.S. Navy ’s ship husbandry task. 
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D. WATERBORNE CLEANING
D.l INTRODUCT I ON
D. l . l  PROBLEM DESCRIPT I ON
1). 1.1. I Background

Hull fouling and roug hening have a major impact on the perfor m ance of shi ps between
drydockings . Studies indicate that the speed loss of a tanker at full power can exceed 2 knots ,or the
required power and daily fuel consumption to maintain a constant reduced speed can increase more
than 30 percent’ Similar effects have been measured on naval ships. With today’s high fuel costs
merchant ship operators have found it to be economically effective to clean ships’ hulls periodically
between regular drydockings while the ships are wa terborne .

Di.I.2 Constraints

This study was undertaken to determine the state-of-the-art, to identify gaps in the technology,

to develop needed RDT&E. to determine personnel and support facility requirements , and to
recommend imp lementation action concerning waterborne cleaning of ships’ hulls , propellers , sonar
domes, sea chests and adjacent piping, and appendages. While some consideration was given to ability
to strip a hull to bare metal before drydocking to facilitate drydock usage . it is believed that such

operations will have very limi ted applicability as water quality control measures for shipya rd
operations become more defined and stringent. Consequently the bulk of the study addresses the
problem of cleaning fouling ~ ith minimum damage to the antifouling coating.

NOTE: References are listed in Section D.4 (page 0-28).
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D.2 FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDAT iONS
0.2. ! FINDINGS

• Underwater hull cleaning is a well-established practice among tanker operators 2 3 and the
more progressive cargo liner operators 4; ~

• The technology of underwater cleaning has developed to the stage that it can be applied to
U.S . Navy shi ps now . In fact , fleet commanders are beginning to use the services of
established hull cleaning firms to clean hulls prior to shi p deployment.
N A VS U RFLA N T~ - 4 (as of July 1976)

C 
NAVSURFPAC 7 

- Approximately 60 (as of July 1976)
• One cargo liner operator~ has let an annual contract with a ~ ving company to groom his

ships with hand-held, powered brushes each time a ship is in Honolulu, about once a
month.

• The best known operation to U.S. shi p opera tors is conducted by Butterworth Systems
with a unit known as SCAMP (Submerged Cleaning and Maintenance Platform). There

are over twelve licensed stations worldwide. More are being established.
• EXXON International studies ’ indicate the following average net fuel cost savings over a

24-month drydock cycle:

At Constant 2 1K DWT 50K DWT 250K DWT
Speed of (Knots ) Diesel ($K) Steam ($K) Steam ($K)

II 3 1 127 144 
C

12 33 14 1 16 1
13 35 157 188
14 38 185 228

The savings have been achieved with a policy of cleaning hull each time speed at constant
power drops 1/2 knot .This occurs about 12 months - out of dock , thence every 3 to 4 months
un t i l  the next docking.

• Underwater  hull  cleaning equipment has been evaluated at Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard ’

• Ini t ia l  trails with USS HAROLD F . HOLT (FF 1074) indicate average annual fuel cost
savings at nominal  cruising speed to be $86K ”.

• B R U S H  K A R T . a mult i-brush unit  s imilar  to SCAMP , also is being introduced in
cleaning stations worldwide.

• Hig h pressure (6 ,000 to 10 .000 psi) water jets are being used to clean substructure s,
platform legs . pi pelines , p ilings , etc. in the oil industr y ’0 They are applied by a reactionless
gun with a diffuser-shielded counter jet to eliminate back thrust  and to protect the diver
operator.

0-2
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0.2. 1 Findings

• C A v I J E r .  being developed b\ Hyd ronautics . Inc.. offersa lo~ er pressure system (1500 w

2000 ps-i). Point high pressure is generated by the hrcakdo~ ii ofca’~ ita tion generated by the

noii Ic -

• SEA ME SH , an e sp los i~e net techn i q u e t o r  foul ing removal proved toodiff icult  to handle
and too errat ic  in re sults. Further  interest has been dropped b y M A R A D ’.’

• (‘leaning rates wi th  “a~cra ge” foul ing for  the most promising systems are:

SCAMP (Merchant  Shi p ) 17 ,800 sq f t h r  
C

B R U S H  KART 2 1 .000 sq ft hr
I) iver-hel d rotai~ brush 180 - 2000 sq ft hr
Hig h pressure water  ISO - 900 sq ft hr (Lab result onl y )

jet (single)
C\VIJFI (s ing le) 900 se ft ,  hr (E .a h result only)

• Exper imental  ~~~~ conducted at I ) TNS R DC ’~ with various brush cleaning methods ,
ty pes of b rushes . etc..  and exper ience to date ~ ith commercial and Nav y in-house diver-
held rotary brush cleaning of naval shi ps should permit current prepa ration of a viable
performance specif icat ion for hul l  cleaning contracts.

• Current go~ernm cnt  appropria t ion procedures preclude the use of fuel cost savings to
offset  ma intenance fund expenditures from current  appropriat ions for hull  cleaning ’4

• A study ol SC-\MP operations by Al p ine Geophysical Assoc iates ’~ showed vir tual l y no
inorganic matter  in discharge water and neg ligible dissolved oxygen demand by organic

C matter from hea ’. I~ foul ed shi ps. As a result of the studs’ Al p ine concluded that there
would he no threat  to the qu aI~tv of estuarine or harbor waters. Nevertheless , debr i s
catching nets can he and are attache d to the impeller discharge at some SCAMP stations”.

D-3
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0.2.2 RECOMMEND ATIONS

• The Navy should establish a policy , and the necessary appropriation support , to clean shi p 
C

hulls  when a certain threshold (fo r examp le . 1/ 2-knot speed degradation at constant power C

of the tanker operators ) has been exceeded .
• Concurrent with the above, accurate methods for measuring actual fuel savings resulting

from cleaning programs should be verified or developed , and adopted , as currently
included in the Nav y ’s on-going energy (fuel) conservation R&D program.

• Accurate records of hull  cleaning costs and resulting fuel savings should be maintained and C

evaluated to optimi z e cleaning frequenc y cr iter ia .

• Because of ethical  constraints  on licensor s ol such systems as SCAMI ’  and B R U S H
K A R r  against establishing competing facil i t ies to their  licensees in the same geographical
areas , cleaning generall y should be accomplished b~ established commercial firms in the
princi pal operating areas under a master contract or contracts.

• If operating patterns warrant , consideration should be given to the establishment of Nav y -
operated hull cleaning facilities on selected tenders , or other intermediate maintenance
activit ies outside the U .S.

• R&D should be ini t iated ,  or commercial de~elopment work p lanned by Butterworth

Systems . lnc. ’~’ f ol lowed , to reduce the minimum radius of curvature accommodated by
multiple brush systems such as SCAMP , to simp lify control systems , and to provide more
flexib le control sy stems , in order to reduce the percentage of a combatant shi p hull  which
must be cleaned with diver-held rotary brushes.

• A research program should be established to determine whether hi gh pressure water jet

C 
systems or CAVIJET offe r superior cleaning capabilities to brush systems in:

Protection of an t i fou l ing  coating
Recurrence of fouling
Flex ib i l i ty  in t ight  areas

• Should water jet sy stem s show potential  superior i t y  to brush systems in the areas noted
above , an R [) 1&E program should be ini t ia ted to develop prototype uni ts  of ganged water
jets which will  match the product ivi t y  of brush sy stems.

• As an t i fou l i ng  sy stem fo rmula t ions  change to pr os ide the  desired 5 to 7-year drvdocking
interval . par a l le l  re search programs should be established to develop brush systems

C 

compatible ss i th  the i r  fou l ing  removal and or surface protection rene~~al requirements. C

• Cont inue the s tudy of the biology of foul ing organisms , not only to provide the basis for
impro ~cd an t i fou l ing  toxin s , hut  also for impr o~ement in wat crh orne cleaning methods.
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D.3 DISCUSSION
1)3.1 IN I RODUC1ION

Brush systems are the onl~ method by which wat erh or ne ship hul l  cleaning operat ions are
carried out today. These arv  f rom re luti sc lv simple diver—held rotar y brushes to more comp lex
ganged brushes in diver-controlled or remotel y controlled vehic les. Other methods which ha v e  been
tried exper im enta l l ~ a re based on high pressure water  jets and exp los i~ e charges. High pressure water
jets may employ either water alone or a gri t  s lurry to achieve varying degrees of an t i fou l ing  and
antic orrosive coating removal as well as foul ing  removal. At least one system has been developed with
ga nged water Jets to increase produ cti s  i t y .  One explosive removal system has been tried 4

exper imenta l l y .  h ut wi th  l i t t le  success.
[).3. 2 B R U S H  SYS I  I M S
D.3.2. I Genei -a l E) iscussion

Brush sy stems which currently are in use include a var ie t y  of h ydraulically or pneumaticall y
driven diver-held rotary brush uni t s . B R U S H  BOA I , SCAM P. B R U S H  KART . and ade~elop menta l
Japanese automat ic  underwater  cleaning machine. C

A major element in the achievement of successful brush cleaning is the characteristics of the
brush. Its bristles should be suf f ic i ent l ~ s t i f f  to remove the fouling . hut they should not roug hen . and in
most cases they should not abrade the ant i fou l ing coating. An exception to the prohibi t ion on
abrasion is the Norwegian-developed JOTUN system of an t i fou l ing  coating which depends upon the
periodic removal of a couple of mi ls of spent surf ac e paint to renew its toxic qualities and significantl y
extend the t ime between dockings. Typ ical brushes for the removal of sl imes . grasses , and barnacles up
to one quar te r  inch in diameter range from 10 to 14 inches in diameter and are fitted with
pol ypropylene hri st les ’~ . A .Japanese-developed automatic cleaning machine will use a 0.4m
d iameter brush wit Ii 0. Kmm diameter ny lon bristles turning at 46() rpm. Stiff steel bristles are reported C

to he req iured t or  the removal of large barnacl es and tube worms . hut these tend to abrade and damage
- - the pain t , hen ce the i r  pr imar y  usefulness is for cleaning unpainted steel sonar domes.

Lightl~ fou led  test  panels with paint 3 to 6 months old ha se  been cleaned under laborator y
condi t i on s  at 1) 1  \ SRI)C.  Annapolis  to confirm the capabilities of p olv propy lene brushes l. Reports
of p r e l i m in a r ~ e~ a lu a t ion  indicate that  less than 0. IS mils  of paint  is removed on each pass. As many as
IS passes were made on a sing le panel wi thout  adversel y affect ing the paint performance. This is part o t

the on-going \ C \ \~~~~ j - C\ R&D effort. The work must he repeated wi th  aged panels.
Brist le  o r ien ta t ion  var i es  from normal to the pl ane of rotat ion of the brush , and to the surface

being cleaned , to angles up to about 30 degrees to the normal. I he  manufac turer  of BR USH K A R T
C 

- 
makes a d is t inc t ion  in his l i te ra ture  between brushes which because of their  orientation , density ,  and
l1exi hilt t~ tend todelk’ct and ‘.~ pc or ‘~shc ar” the fo ul ing,  and ti ght l y packed stiff brushes which remain
nol ma I to the fouled sui lace. I he former  arc said to he adequate b r  marine animal growth . hut the
Li tter also accomp lish a superioi tob of di gging weed and grass roots f rom minute cracks in the surface .
t h us prolonging the I n t e r ~ ~i l het~~ecti ckanings (see fo l lowin g comment ) .
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D.3.3. I General Discussion (Continued)

It has been noted h~ commercial ship operators that  subsequent clean iri gs to the first must he C

undertaken at much shorter in tervals  in order to main ta in  the same degree of hull  efficienc~ . [he
nominal period between cleanings has been reported as 3 to 4 months by EXXON ’ , but .t British

repo rt ’7 indic ate s cleaning at regular intervals of I to I - I  - 2 months has been necessary to mainta in
service speed . It is qui te  possib le that  the EXXON and British experience is essentiall y the same . si nce
EXXON uses a I 2-knot speed decrement to tri gger cleaning and the British report speaks of
mainta ining service speed.

An explanation for the more rap id growth of fouling af te r  the first cleaning is afforded b~ tests

conducted h~ the Br i t i sh  Shi p Research Association (B SRA ) ° as repo rted before the Nor th  East
Coast Ins t i tu t ion  of Eng ineer s and Ship builders ’

~ To quote from reference 
I C

:

“In a study of specimens from ships ’ hul ls  using a scanning electron microscope under take n (b v
the BSRM for the Chamber of Shi pp ing, scrubbing was seen to have been more effect ive on smoother
surfaces. Considerable quant i t ies  of al gae were left  in crevices: unicellular and colonial algae remained
intact whilst the  top , or th a l l us . of  Enier omorp lia and Eetocarpu .s was torn o f f  leaking the basal part
intact. Culture c\periments in the laborator y showed that  if a plant like En u ’roniorpha is broken off .
the basal part can give rise to sc~ era! new branches where previousl y there had onl been one. M inute
pieces of weed broken oft dur ing  scrubbing and caug ht among other algae give rise to dozens of ne~
plants. There was also es idence tha t  scrubbing encourages the liberation of algal swarmers. From the
fouling point of ~ Ci e~ then ,  scrubbi ng off the al gae is l ike mowing the lass ii to promote a more luxur ian t
grow th .”

It i.s evident f r o m  these studies  that much remains to he investigated in the hiolog~’ of fouling
organisms and the  ssa~ in which an t i l ou l i ng  t o x ins  work .  In  the end , h owever , the criterion of a
successful an t i fou lan i  (or cleaning method ) will  he the maintenance of the standard speed. ”

Reference ‘ ‘  also s ir L -sscs ihc need f o r  the selec t ion of the correct brushes to suit the paint to he
cleaned , and the emp loy ment of sk i l led  personnel to use them.  It indicates that  for each I mil increase
i n roughness caused by the  improper choice ol bru shes , or poor brushing technique . shaft horsepower
and thereh~ f o e !  eoiisuniption to m a i n t a i n  st andar d  speed can he expected to rise 2 -I 2 percent. That

u bse rs a t ion  is s u b s t a n t i a t e d  by the result s of a ca ret Lil l y  conducted series of t r ia ls  of a class of
i ntermediate  t anker s  operated h~ Shell I ankcr s  I t d .  I he t r i a l s  ssere conducted by the BSRA and
re ported before the R Os . i l  I ns t i t  iii ion ut ~as a I - \rL h lcd

-\s noted in refei  cric c 
- _ 
. required horsepuwt - i to m a i n t a I n  4 5 kno t s  ssas measured foreach of

tw o ships opera t ing  at ~4 .2 Sf ) t o l l s  di sp l acem ent  when ne ss -ly de l i sered w i t h a  clean ,  fresh bottom , then
subsequent ly  just  prior to  and su bseq uent to mainten ance dr~docking os e r a  period of several years . In
eac h case bot tom roug hness s s i s  measured \ plot of percen tages  of posscr des iatiofl from the baseline
val ue ( sh ip  A in nev. c o n d i t i o n )  s . mean h u l l surt.ice~ roug hness salucs shossed some scatter . hut ssas
well def ined  by a t rend  line ob t a ined  f ro m the  r e su l t s  of N kurad ,c ’s sand roug hness tests Ihe trend

line shows that ss i th  a se r . i g i  roug huie~ ot 6 t r iu l s . req uur cd posscr to m a i n t a i n  14 . ~ knots ss i l l  increase at
a rate of 2-f 2 1 mu of i nughncss . I he HSR \ reports that the Ci ~ci age r oug hness of new commercial

shi p bot tom s sa r i c s  between 6 .111(1 7S mu l s . \s the  r ong hness increa ses to  12- 13 mils . which ssas
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D.3.3. I General Discussion (Continued )
C 

observed in both shi ps after the first docking and repainting, the rate of power increase of the t rend line
drops to I-I ~~ mil . At the roug hest condition observed . 24 mils , the rate of increase was only 3 ~~
mil. However , it must be recognized that in attempting toachieve clean bottom conditions . roug hness
w ill be at the lower level where its increase has a relatively greater adverse effect. C

C

D.3 .2. 2 Diver-Held Rotary Brushes
Figures 1)- I and D-2 show two typical diver-held hydra ul ica lt ~ powered rotary brushes. The

uni t  in Figur e 1)- I is fitted with a diver dead-man switch. It has the added flexibil i ty of a support
handle which can be fitted at 90° or 180° from the control handle. These machines operate at speeds 4.

from 0 to 450 rpm.
Much of the cleaning of Navy ships to date has been accomplished with diver-held brushes.

Nav y experience indicates cleaning rates of 180 to 240 sq ft per hour under average water conditions ~,
with  rates up to 800 to 2000 sq ft per hour under most favorable laborator y condit ions~

4 The Matson
Navi gation Company~ has an annual contract wi th  Isle Dive of Honolu lu  to groom its shi ps with
diver-held rotary brushes each time they are in Honolulu.  The light to uch” app lied frequentl y .
roug hly once a month , is considered by Matson to be the best overall solution to good fuel econom~ .
All “production ” cleaning by SCAMP and similar machines must be backed up by diver-held rotar \
brush cleaning of propellers , bow bulbs , sonar domes , stems , sterns , sea ch ests , and similar areas with
small curvature and or ti ght access.
0.3.2.3 BRUSH BOAT

BRUSH BOAT has a long cyl indrical brush which is mounted on a work boat . Figure D-3. The
brush extends verticall y below the surface approximatel y 8 to 12 feet. It is most effective on the large
flat sides of bulk carriers . Cleaning is reported ~ to be carried out at a rate of about 26.000 sq ft per
hour.  1hi s wi l l  keep up ss-ith the 15 .000 tons per hour  discharge rate of a VLCC permit t ingc l eanin g of

most of the ship ’s sides down to the turn  of the bilge as it discharges cargo . It is not a viable system f -or

ships bas in g  large transverse hul l  curvature e.g . most naval combatants .  C

1) 3 2 4  SCA M P
S(’ A \Cj P appears to he the most widel y used of the hig h p rodu ct ion . mult iple  brush sy stems .

l) eveloped by But ter w or th  Sy stems . Inc.. E S . and Butters sort h S~ste ms. l t d .  I - K. it is operated at

tss c lse c leaning  s t a t i o n s  ssor ldwide h~ licensees Stat ions of par t icular  interest to I S  N ass  operation s
ar e those operated by R M P  M A R I N E  Sers ices at l .ong Beach CA and Nor fo lk . \A There also is a
stat ion at Crist ohal . (‘ana l  Zone, and tsso s ta t ions  are located in .Japan.  -\dd i t u ona l  sta t ion s  are being
planned.  (‘ost to clean commercial ships ranges from 55 to  59 per foot of length between

C perpendiculars for “normal ” dlea n ing~~. Normal  cleaning includes the  sides to the t u r n  of the bu l ge . the
p ropeller , the rudder , and t he how bulb.  Cost to clean flat bottom ía nges I rom I OW~ to 2O0~ of

normal  charge s Only about ~~~ of ships cleaned hase more than  the normal work  done e g. . h a sc
the f l a t  bottom cleaned . I he cost to clean mrs al shi ps is greater than compa rable merchant  shi ps
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D.3.3.4 SCAMP (Continued)

because the SCAMP unit  must be operated under local diver  control , and because of the large
percentage of diver-held brush work required. It was reported 42 to have been $14 ,000 or $32 per foot

on FF1052.

The SCAMP machine is 6 feet in diameter and 20 inches deep. [he underside is shaped like a
saucer with a central  ape l-ture for an impe l ler.  The saucer shape and the action of the impeller generate
a clamping force to hold the machine to its work , Figure D-4 . Power is supp lied b~ a I S - H P
submersible electric motor dr iv ing  a duplex h ydraul ic  pump. One unit  of the pump drives the impeller ‘ -

while  the second unit  powers three tractor wheels (one of which provides steering) and the cleaning
brushes. Tractise effort ofapproximate l y  450 pounds enables the mac hine to travel at constant speed
against most current  forces. It travels a horizontal  path at a preset speed of54 feet per minute . The path
of the cleaning brushes us approxima t e l~ 5 feet 6 inches wide given a cleaning rate of approximatel Y
17 , 800 sq ft per hour.

SCAMP is handled from a variety of small surface craft . Typical l y at the Bahrain station the
tender is a converted trawler. The SCAM P cleaning uni t  is connected toacon t ro l  console . Figure D-5. C

on the support craft by a coaxial cable. Electrical controls on the SCAMP unit  are built  into a sealed
power distr ibution box. The machine wil l  advance , sto p. or reserse e i ther  by remote control from the
console, or by local diver  control.  It also can he ss~ itched to automat ic  control  whereb y it will  maintain

C a horizontal  parallel path on a vertical surface. Nasa l  shi ps , and the flat bottoms of merchant ships
require local diver control .

Because of its  general confi gura t ion . S( ’A M P  is limited to operation on surfaces having a
radius of curva ture  greater than 7 feet (Na s  ~ experience indicates  the l imi t  may in fact be l O t o  12 feet).

C 
and its r el ative l~ large diameter  prevents its use in ti g ht corners . A l t h o u g h a quick survey of the lines of

C 
the new FE indicates over 95(~ of the hul l  has greater curvature . experience s vu th  FF 1052 in San 1)iego
indicates 20 to 30’ of the surface had to he cleaned b y hand wi th  40 to S0~ of the man-days
expended 24 As noted previous I~ . even on merchant  ship s . sea ch ests . how bulbs , propellers . etc. are

cleaned by disers  w i th  hand-held powered brushes. Propellers on na s al shi ps are required to be
cleaned by hand scraping or rubbing with ny lon  pads . Sources at I3ut terwor th Svstems ’~ has -c
indica ted that one of  the i r  p lanned development proj ects is to reduce the m i n i m u m  radius of curva ture

of hul l  surface  that  S( A M E ~ can work on.
I h e  E X X O N  In te rna t iona l  Company has made a careful s tudy o f the effecti seness of SCAMP

cle aning ’ f a b l e  1)- I t aken from the stud ~ shoss .s the average speed loss at ful l  power wi thout  cleaning
user  a 2 - I  2 y ear  d rvdock  cycle. the percent increase in da ily fuel consumption at 13 knot s , and the cost
(S K )  ol increased f u e l  ci uistumpt ion at $75 ton.
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Figure D-4. SCAMP Cleaning Machine - Bottom View Showing Brushes , Propeller, and Wheels
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Figure D-5. SCAMP Control Console
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D.3.3.4. SCAMP (Continued)

FABLE 1)- I .

C 
Average Speed Increase in Fuel Cost of Increased

Tanker Size Loss at Full Consumption at Fuel Consumption
(K DWT) Power (Knots )  13 Knots ( ‘~ ) at S75 ton ( $K)

2 1 2 42 170

50 2 39 590

250 2 - 1 - 4  32 7 10

The 2 1 K DWT shi ps were diesel powered whereas tl-.e 50K and 250 K DWT shi ps were steam powered.

Table D-2 summarizes the net cost savings from fuel conservation attainable over 24-month docking
cycles with SCAMP cleaning underta ken each time speed at constant power drops 1/2 knot.

TABLE D-2.

At Constant 21K DWT 50K DWT 250K DWT

Speed of (Knots )  Diesel ($K) Steam ( $K) Steam ( $K)

i i  31 127 144
C 12 33 141 161

13 35 157
14 38 185 22~

1)3.2.5 ~3Rt 511 K -\R I

l h c  BR I SH K \R  I sy stem. Figure l)-6 . usa  French de s elopment  which is s imilar  to S( ’AMP .

It is mat .  : t a c t ur ed  by Ph osni ar ine SA in Ma rse u i l e .  E S . operat ions  are overseen by I. S .  Phosmar ine.

Inc.  of ( os ta  Mesa. C.\ Some 2 1 s ta t ions  have been establ ished ssorld wi de.  Costs in the E S . are
reported to he in l ine w i t h  S(’AMP and var y overseas in accordance sv ith the labor rate.

[he ba sic  u n i t  is BRI SH KART. a 4.26 foot  long hs 3 .94 foot wide by 1. 64 toot  hig h
hyd raul ica l l y  powered vehicle f i t ted wi th  three brushes , and d r u s  rig wheels to propel it over the surface

being cleaned. The vehicle wei g hs 264 lb in a i r . hut  is n e u t r a l l y  to sli ght l y pos i t ivel y buoyant in ssat er. It

is held to the work sur tace  bs a suction force generated h~ t heac t ion a t the three brushes. Brushesand

L 

d r i s e  wheel s are operated h y d r a u l i c a l l y .  Oil is supplied f r o m  a surf a ce  pump in a closed circuit by

means of a co.ix ial hose. BR I SlI KAR I is reported ’ to  he capable of c leaninga  3.9 too t wide st r i pa t
98 to 130 feet  per m i n u t e .  I h its its c leaning rate is 2 1 .001) to 27 .00(1 sq ft per hour. However, the

p ubl ished r ate of ads ance appears ra th e r  hugh  compared w i t h  S C \  M P’s 54 feet per minute.
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I gure l)-6. BRUSH KARl System
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D.3.2.5 BRUSH KART ( Cont inued )

BRUSH KART is operated h~’ a diver l y ing prone on the unit  who can maintain direct ional  and
speed con t rol wi th a steering wheel and a leser . Support equipment  includes a h ydraul ic  unit  capable
of supp lying one B R U S H  KART or tss-o hand-held rotary brushes , a hose winder with 328 feet of
floating coaxial hydraul ic  hose and quick connect couplings , a diver ’s air supply hose winder with 328
feet of floating hose , and an air  pressure reducing regulator for diver air.  The comp lete set of
equipment including a BRUSH K A R F  uni t  weig hs 2420 lb and occup ies a volume 12.5 feet by 5.3 feet —

by 5.2 feet. Ar t icula t ion  of the brush mountings permits BRUSH K A R T t o  operate on hull curvatures
of 6 to 8 feet~

’

D.3.2.6 Japanese Brush Syste ms C

A Japanese report 2 describes the development of an underwater automat ic  cleaning machine
by Inouye and Co ., Ltd. of Yokohama. The sing le brush uni t . Figure D-7 . is held to its ssork by a
combinat ion of 3 magnetic wheels and the action of an axial  floss pump s sh i c h  drass s water throug h the

center of the brush. A unique feature of this unit  us a hose which carries the discharge ska ter  s s i t h

remosed fouling, paint chips. etc. to the surface where it can be treated in a se t t l ing  and f i l ter ing t ank
barge before return to its source. The unit weighs approximately 396 lb and is reported to he capable of
cleaning 1 500 Cl ft per hour. Pump and brush power are supp lied h~ a 3. 7-k W . 3-phase . 21)1 ) V ac.
submersible motor.
D.3.2. 7 Technology Gaps

C 

There appear to he no si gnificant technolog y gaps which ssould inh ib i t  the rapid ar .i e t t e e t u s e
-

‘ 

adoption of brushing techni q ues to the waterhorne cleaning of na sa l  ships. There are. hosscser .
development areas which require work to ensure tha t  the  u l t ima te  s~ stem used ss il l  be asco st- c f f e etuv c
as possible. In the main , those areas are being covered by th e on-going R l ) 1  &F program of N A \ S I -  \
They include improved brushes , more effective brushing vehicles . optimu/atuon of cleaning frequency .

and improvement of underwater  s i s ib i l i t v  to enhance diver el f  ueuene ~ .
In the area of brush technology , work is being pur sued h~ ~ .\V S F \  to determine ss he the r a

si ng le brush fo r  diver-held rotar y uni ts  can he developed ss huch will  remos e all  fouling.  p ar t u cu l a r l~
mature calcareous gross-tb. without causing paint  damage . Work  also us u u n d e r s s a~ to develop a brush
which can he used for propeller c leaning to replace the cur ren t  tun ic -consuming  hand  scraper

technique. As new paint  l o rmula t ions  and methods of appl ica t ion  are developed, addi t ional
development work wil l  he required to produce the most sui table brush design s for cleaning and
renewing their  surface tox i c i ty

In the ma t t e r  of improved brushing vehicles , the  N a~~ should folloss- closely and profit by C

indus t r y ’s R I)T&I- ef for ts .  For examp le. Bu t t erwor th . Inc. has t sso pro to t Y pe  vehicles under test
and e s a l u a t u o n  ss hich are more simple . diver—control led ser si on s of S ( A M  P. They incorporate 50’
more power , a nd have var iable  speed controls both for  the dru se s~ stem and for  the brushes. The
contro l sy stem b r  5(’ C\ MP . sshich floss- us based upon 1964 technolog y,  is to he updated to reflect

cur rent electron ic t echnolo gy .  l)ev elopn ’uent of a more e t t e e t u s e  remote control system is p lanned.
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Figure 0-7. Japanese-Developed Automat ic  (‘ leaning Mach i n e
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D .3 .2 .7 le chno logy Gaps ( C ont inued )
C 

Perhaps most impor tan t  of all , means are to he studied and developed to reduce the current m i n i m u m
radius of curs - ature that  can be accommodated by SCAMP.

The current  program of controlled shi p cleaning operations being conducted with
C O M N A V S E J R F P A C  shi ps is being closely monitored by DTNSR I )C personnel. Out of this work
should come basic data to permit the opt imizat ion of init ial  and subsequent cleaning intersals for
max imum net return on fuel dollar savings.

As in all  unders s-atcr work , v is ih i l i t ~ is a si gn i f ican t  factor in the product ivi t y  and effectiveness
of brushing operations. Thus the wide range of ISO to 2000 sq ft  per hour cleaning rate quoted for
diver— held r otar \  brush operations was in large measure caused h~ var y ing  water clarity.  For this
reason , commercial cleaning operations have been ini t iated first in ai ea s having good water c l ar i t y .
which are reasonably close to major shi pp ing lanes , such as Bahrain in the Arabian Gulf , Tenerife in
the Canary Islands . and Cru stohal  in the Canal Zone. But they also base been installed in major ports
such as Rotterdam , E.on g Beach . Toky o . and Singapore. Once regular cleaning operations have been
ini t ia ted on naval  shi ps considerat i on should he given to the effectis -eness of establishing arrangements
to umpros -e v i s i h u l u t ~ th roug h such means as wet docks filled ss-it h fi l tered water.

1 he large amoun t  of RI) l & F  work already accomplished on brush technology both within the
N a s y  at the 1) 1 \SRI ) C .  Annapolis.  and by industr \ . should give ample back ground for preparing
initial operating instructions and or performance specifications for embark ing  on a regular hull
cleaning program of Nas ~ ships.

1)3.2. 8 Env i ronmen ta l  Considerations
.-\ sur se~ of the lass s of t he United States relating to water p o l lu t ion control and environmental

q ua lu t y ’ ~ ‘ a nd inqui r ies  made of dry dock operators 1 ~ and gos -ernm ent agencies ’’ resea t  no

regul a t ions  tha t  would  specif ical l y inh ib i t  or prohibi t  brush cleaning operations . H oweser . d iscus ’-ion
w i t h representa t ives  of the  Arms Corps of Eng ineers and the Chief Plant  Engineer of Todd

C Shipyards indicates t h a t  the situation is “fluid ” to say the  least. ,\ t  the request of the San Diego
Regional ~ ater Qu aI i t ~ Control Board , the  Na t iona l  Field I n s e s t u g i u t u o n s  ( en t e r  l)en ser . of the

E n v i r o n m e n t a l  Pu otect io ru Agenc~ conducted inses tugat ions  of SAN I)uego shipyards from March 1 ~
to Apri l  5. 1974 . I he purpose ssas to develop a model Na t iona l  Pol lut ion i)ischargc El iminat ion
Sy stem (N l ’I )F S) permit  f o r  San E)r ego commercial shi p~ards. [his is in accordance s su th a
requ i remen t  of the  I ederal Water Pol lut ion Control  Act .-\mendmcnt s  of 1972 that  all point sources
disc ha rg ing  to the ssa ter s  of the U .S. app ly fo r  a N PI)FS permit. ihe model permit addresses the

sources of p o l l u t a n t s  f r o m  s h u p \ C t r d s ;  the  k i n d s  of solids such as blasting abrasives , dry paint and
prime r . and marine fouling organisms that form the  hu lk  of the po l l u t r ona l  material which ma~ he
ei ther  suspe nded or se t t l eab l e .  and mon i to r ing  requi rements :  hut  does ri ot sp e c u f v a n \  acceptable lesel
of p o l l u t a n t s  in et te e i  u m p l~ u ng a requ i rement  f o r  a iero les -c I. Studies cur ren t l y  being performed h~ 

C

Hu ttman Associates  of (‘olu mhua , Md.  f o r  I - I’ C\ may g ise more precise guidance.

1~
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D.3.2 .8 Enviro uim eui ta l  (‘onsiderations (Continued )

In any case , brush cleaning wi l l  not generate the quan t i ty  and kind of pol lutants  associated with
general shipyard dry docking operations. A study has been made for But terworth . Inc. by Alpine
Geop hysical Associates . lnc.~ of the effect of SCAMP hull  c leaning or water quality. The

i nvestigation consisted of three phases: C

I .  Calculation of the hyd raul ic  characteris t ic s  of S( ’AM P
2. Scrap ings of fouling organisms from two vessels just raised in dry docks and lah orat or~

analysis of the material  removed
3. Wate r samp ling and anal y sis  and visual observations dur ing  the actual  cleaning of three

sessels by S (AMP in the (‘anar ~- Islands. ( ihose sesse l s were reported to be serv heavil y
fouled.)

The s tudy  f i n d i n g s  skere that  the hi ghest suspended solids content  in - m y  sample was 4 mg I

immediately in ssas of the  S(’ -\ M P discharge. All other samp les in the  work area contained 2 or less
mg I .  The highest biolog ica l oxy gen demand (BOL) ) level observed ssas 09mg I oser  3-I 3 days a t

22 (‘ . bare ly aho se  t h ~u i no rma l l y  expected of “clean ” se ass ater.  Co lutor m tests showed onl~ t hat

whateser c o l u f i u r m s  ssci e relea sed h~ the cleaning operation did not a ffect the numbers already present .
w i th in  the to le ra n ce  of C i \  a table test methods. The insest igator  concluded that  the operati on of
SC -\ \1 P poses rr ~ t h r e a t  t o  the q u a l r t ~ of the ska te r s  of an~ est uar~ or harbor.

It mu st  he noted.  h osseser . t h a t  S(’ -\M P as app lied in the aho se tests was desi gned to provide
m i n i m u m  d u s t u r  h ,un cc to the  . u u i t u b o u l i n g  pa in t  f ’i lm. (‘onseq uent l y . only minute  particles , if an~ . of
toxic compound ’. of c i ’ nu ~ cr 11 i n the  shu p ~ard pollutio n s t i u d \  would he present. If at some later time
a n t u f o u l i n g  ss st e r n s  C C !  t he  t s  pe des igned to h a se  ses eral muls  of surface mater ia l  remosed periodicall y
to rene ss t h e i r  t o x i c i t s  a r c  Cido pted.  the e t t e c t  of S(’ \ M P cleaning on skater  qua l i t y  would have to he
re—e saluated In  tha t  ease it  mig ht  beL t i m e  ru ec essa r~ to m o d u b s  the sy s tem to provide for t rea tment  of
the  S( - -\ \1 P imp el le r  d i s cha r g e  p t u ’ r  to dispo sal .  as p lanned in the .la panes e s \stem reported above.
I )  ~.2 9 Personnel and 1-~t c i l u t u e s  Requ iu remer i t s

.\~ rnd cated i n r eference - ef t e e t i s e  ss . u terhorne  hu l l  cleaning operat ions  are hi gh lvdependent
upon the emp los ment  of s k i l l e d  dis ing perso n nel to car rs them out. Great care must he exercised to
,ieh ic s e adequate  foul rig rerilus al s k i t  liout damage to the coating.  If c lean ing operations are
con t r a cted fo r , here ss i l l  he es’.ent iall ~ no demand  on t he \ av~ to t r a i n  personnel for the operation
exc ep t  for ,u cadre of d i s c r — q u a h u f i e d  inspectors to en sure  tha t  contractors  are in fact comp leting the i r
s s o r k  in c o n f o r m a n c e  ss n h  specif icat ion requ i rements . El o ss e s er . should the Na s ~ decide to develop its
oss n cleaning t a e i l i t i e s . a r id  he able to lease or p u rchase S( A Ni P or HR I 511 KAR I s~ stem s.

operating cress s ssoukl h,us c to he procured and t r a i n e d  in diser—he ld rota r ~ hi tush as well as S(’AM P
and or BR 1 51 1 K AR I u p e r a t i o n ’ .  C o n t r a c t  ag reemen t s  f o r  p rocurement  of the latter systems should

include the  c s t a h ln shm t ’r it and op c i . i t i on  of tr a ining facilities
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0.3.2.9 Personne l and Facu t i t l e s  Req u i re m eu u Is ((‘on ti urued )

Al t houg h it was reported ~‘ that  SCAMI ~ operat ions hase been conducted b y as fe .s as two
people . one launch operator and one diver , such an operat ion could not be tolerated by the N a s y .  A
minimum crew to operate a SC’AMI’ or B R U S H  KARl unit , either commercially or Nas~ in-house.
on a Navy ship would be a launch operat or . a con sole and or handl ing  gear operator . a line handler .
and three first class divers thoroug hly trained in the operation of the equi pment.

Min imum facilities requirements are a workboat to carry the power supply for  diver-held
brushes and or S(’AM 1~ or B R U S H  K A R  F . diver air , handl ing  gear fo r  power umb il icals or hoses.
handl ing gear f o r  the S( ’AMI~ or BRIC ISH K A R  I un i t s , t he SCAMP console if that  sy stem is used:

and a pier or mooring for the ship ..~\s indicated earlier in the discussion a converted tra ss Icr is the
ssorkhoat  at the Bahrain SCAM P station . For most situations it is probable that  a ssorkboat at least
the sue of the 56-ft I.anding Craft would he desirable fo r  N a s~ operations . Operations can he
conducted either at pier side (on the side a s s ay  f r o m  the p ier )  or at a moor ing .  If SCAM 1~ i s to  he used

C for bottom cleaning there should h esuf f i eucnt  ss a m ‘d e p ’ h i  ( l O t e e n  or g r e at e r )  u n d e r t h e  keel to prevent
the impeller discharge f rom s t i r r ing  up bottom mud and increas ing ssater  t u r b i d i t y .  F’our to fise feet
clearance skas found to he inadequate at N o r t o l k ~ to p re s en t  d i s t u r b i n g  loss of v i s ib i l i ty  in one

cleaning operation Cleaning operat ions ha s e been carried out undeu  a ‘s ide range of water clar it ~ -

Obviousl y clear water great l~ enhances product ivi l ’.. t h e r e f o re , the  location selected for the
esta blishment of a cleaning operation should ha sc the least turbid s k a t e r  practicable within the

cons t ra in ts  of p r o x i m i t ~ to normal operat ing areas , freedom f r o m  other  environmental  constraints
such as sea conditions and stater depth . and minimum di sturbance from or impairment to other ship
operation s . As the practice of hul l  cleaning becomes more general in the N a s y .  it may prove
economicall y desirable to pras ide special wet basins  wi th  simple curtain ss-alls to retain filtered water
for maximum v i s i b i l i t y  and m i n i m u m  env i ronmenta l  disturbance of the  operat ion.

D.3 . 2 . 10 Summary

In summary . wa terh orne hu l l  cleaning o p e n a t i u -~ns by b r u s h i n g  ha se  become ss e h l  established in

the cus i t  sector. Ihe techni que s and equi pmen t are readil~ asail ahlc to ser ’.e  the Nas\ ’s need’ ~ well

str uctured program based ei ther  on contractor supp ort . the es t ab l i shment  of hul l  cleaning facil i t ies
and operat ing personnel in key N a ’.  ~ i n s t a l l a t i o n s . or a combinat ion  of those two approaches can he
ini t ia ted at the Nav y ’s ss i l l .
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D.3.3 WAFER JE I SYSI I- MS
C 

D.3.3. I General [)i scussion
Water jet sy stems , ei ther  wi th  the skater  ac t ing alone , or wi th  sar iou s  slurries of grit introduced

to accelerate the cleaning or s t r ipping action have been well established as a means of cleaning land
structures for some years. [)iver-he ld single jet units  floss- are being used for underwater cleaning
operations to remove marine growth from substructures , platform legs. p i pelines , pilings . etc. ~~~ A
European-deseloped ganged jet sy stem , designed to clean ship ’s sides to the tu rn  of the bilge . has been
described recently in the technical press ” and in company l i ter a ture ~’ Jet pressures range from 6000 to
10 ,000 psi f’or cleaning fouling. Higher pressures . on the order of 20.00( ) to 40.000 psi . have been used
experimentall y to clean steel to bri ght metal w i t h o t u t  the a d d i t i o n i  o f a h n u s u s c s  Ih e  met al surface of

C test pl ates exa min ed h~ R. - F Mil ler  skim s actu a l l~ etched at the hig her pressure Plate cut t ing has been
acco mplished experimental l y  ss u th  jet pressures of 90.00() to I 10 .000 psi. At the other end ( if t he scale
experimen ts hase been performed by Hy dronaut ic s . lnc.~ using a re la t i s e l y  loss pressure (1500 to
2000 psi) cav i t a tung water jet to clean marine fou l ing
D.3.3.2 High Pre ssure Water .Jet s

High pressure water  jet cleaning units . hug h pressure pum ps . hoses , and ot her accessories are
ay-iilable from ses eral sources . These include:

Weatherford A-\ l . Houston , TEX
P A R F F K  Corp. Houston. I

Fluid Power Sales , Inc Sparks . N F V - -

WOMA Corp . J.inden , N.J

P A R  I F K’s Zero Thrust  ( iun . F i gure 1)— S . s~as adapted f r o m  s tanda r d  land—based un i t s  f o r  use

h~ di’. ers in underwater cleaning operations. It is fitted with an opposing jet to e l i m i n ate hack t h r u s t .
[he rear noiile u s mounted in a d i f f u s e r  which dissip ates the blast rendering it harmless. Quick change
no,,les , Figure I)-9 . are constructed of stainless steel They are reported to shoss approx imate l y  a 500—
p si pressure drop in 1( 1)) hours of operation at 10 .000 psi .  [he noiiles are asailable either in straig ht

— t round , or 15 and 65 f lat  f an  pa t te rns  The stra i ght round t ip  is recommended for hard or br i t t le
de posits . the  tan  t ip  for so f t  or pliable materials.  Special l~ desi gned p iston pumps . such as tha t  shown
in Fi gure 1)- 10 . pros ide ska te r  at  10 to 16 gpm and 5000 to 10 .000 psi. lhe  H Y DROB I .A S F system of
F l u i d  Po sscu Sales us based on a 5-gpm pump.  Other accessories such as hi gh pressure hose , quick
con nect coup lings . sk id  or tra i ler mounted pr ime mover pump combinat i ons  and abrasive tanks and
injector u n i t s  arc  as i m i t a b l e  to assemble comp lete sy stems ta ilored to spec ! ic operat ional  requirements .

(‘ouiimer ci~n l experience of c leaning rates a chue s ah l c  wi th  ska te r  jets on uni ders s ater  s t ruc tures
where  t h e~ arc used could not he obt a ined . El os se se r . a n in se s t i ga t i on  conducted at the III Research
Ins t i t u t e  ‘~ for the Na’. at (‘oastiul S~ ste ms I ~m h o r a t o r y  ss in s e n l i g h t e n i n g  as t i n  t he i r  pot ent ia l .  I h e  work
covered bot h pla te cleaning at pressures of 7000 to 951)t) psi , and p late c u t t i n g  u s ing  press ures of 90 ,000
to I 10.001) psi. I he parameters  addresse d in the test s s k e i  e ct pressure . ni o ii le si/c . clea ning rate , j et
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Designed specif icaHy for underwater service, the
Zero Thrust Gun utilizes an opposing jet to elimi-
nate back thrust. The rear nozzle is mounted in a
diffuser which dissipates the blast rendering it
harmless.

7621 7A08

Figure 0-8. Typical Water Jet Gun With Zero Thrust Jet and Diffu ser

Gun Nozzle Adapter Nozzle Cap
Nozzle

“0” Ring

Quick Change Nozzle

76217A09
Figure D-9. Typical Water Jet Gun Nozzle
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Fluid End Power End

I. Cylinder Body 9. Crankshaft

2. Valve Seats 10. Connecting Rods

3. Valves I I .  Crossheads
4. Stuffing Boxes 12 Crosshead Extensions
5. Plungers 13. Baffl e Seals
6. Plunger Packing 14. Lubrication
7. Suction and Discharge Connections (not shown)

8. Valve Covers and Front Covers

7621 7A10
Figure D-l0. Typical Water Jet Pump
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0.3.3.2 Hi gh Pressure Water Jets (Cont inued )

angle , and nozzle geometry. No iile standoff was not addressed . Cleaning rates of 6 to 12 inches per
second. and jet angles of 15 . 30 . and 45° from the vertical svere used for cleaning. Both coated (with
ant i fou l ing ) and uncoated plates were tested.

For uncoated plate. the results indicated that a water jet cleaning system should operate at a ‘C

rapid cleaning rate (e.g.. speed of advance ), have small nozzle diameter s , a low jet angle (e.g., nearly
norm al to the plate ) .  and an operating pressure “consistent with poweravau l abi l i t v ” Forcoated plates
the tests indicated moderate to severe coating damage with jet ang les less than 30 to the normal , At or
above 30° the report stated that  the marine growth was removed and the ant i foul ing coat remained
intact.  However , the detailed test data is equivocal on that point in that the comments state “undercoat
undamaged ” not “ant i fou l ing coat undamaged” . A call to T i ,  Labus . the princi pal investigator at
J I T R I . straig htened th i s  out.  By “undercoat ” he meant , the ant i foul ing paint coating which was
undamaged by jet angles of 30° . Since area cleaning rates cannot he deduced from the report Mr.
Labus also was questioned on this , He stated that rates varied from I SO to 900 sq ft per hour  with
noizle diameters of 0.4 to 2 mm.
D.3.3.3 ( ‘AV I. JE [

C CAVIJET is an interesting variation of water jet cleaning which is being developed by

— Hydronautics . Inc .. of Laurel , Maryland. Tests of the concept have been sponsored by the U S
Marit ime Administrat ion (MARAD )~ The concept is based on noi4es designed to develop a cav ity

in the jet. Collapse of the cavit y develops local pressures greatl y in excess of the discharge pressure of
the jet . Fhu s foul ing  remova l ssas achieved wi th  operating pres sures cut 1 500 and 2000 psi. In

laboratory te si~ . a m a x i m u m  cleaning  rate  of 700 sq f t  per hour  ssas achiesed with a I 4—inch jet

operating at I 500 psi . [he I 4—inch jet at 2000 psi was reported to li~us e a rate in excess of 900 sq f t  per

hour. An evaluation of the reported results , bosses cr , h~ the l odd Research and l’echnieal L) ivusion .
operator of the National Maritime Research Center. Galveston. indicated t ha t  the effective width of

cleaning path was over-estimated by Hydronaut ics . so t hat the elanmed area cleaning rate us optimistic.

Ne ’. erthc lcss , the results were considered to he promising and cont inua t ion  of the test program with
the folloss ing major  tasks was recommended

• Perfo rm fu r the r  laborator y test ing of mul t i ple noiiles on fouled panels

• (‘onduct underwater te s ts  pre ssuriied to s imulate  depths up to 100 feet to serrfy

elfectis -eness as a potential  underwater hul l  c leaning tool

• Develop a design for a carrier mounted sy ste m of some type wi th  mul t ip le nozzles. 
C

[).3.3.4 Ganged Water Jet Sy stems
Woma-Appar at ehau of Reinhaus en . Germans  has developed a mul t ino , , l e  6-foot long spray

head for hu l l  cleaning. Figure 1 ) — I l  - I’he head is cai ’rue d on an elect rueall ~ (Iri s en magnetic wheeled
chassis I he carr iage is su spe n ded f r o m  a cran e.  or f r o m  a special hoist  u n i t  ss-h ich ma be fitted at the

ship ’s rai l  as shown in the Ii gture. Cleaning rates of 43.000 sq ft per hour  .ure c la imed ss ith an operating
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76217A1 I
Figure D-l I. Woma—Apparatebau Water Jet I -lull Cleaning System
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0.3.3.4 Ganged Water Jet Systems (Cont iui ued )

pressure of6 174 psi . Ho ss-ever , the required advance rate of 119 feet per minute  to achie se this cleaning

rate appears hig h when compared with the 54 feet per minute advance rate of SCA M P. Also , the

system appears limited in its application to the wall-sided hulls of merchant shi ps.
D.3.3.5 Technology Gaps

The basic hardware elements are available to build experimental , and perhaps even acceptable
prototype water jet systems for the waterborne cleaning of shi p hulls .  Ho ss-ever. with the exception of

the two experimental programs cited , there is no body of data to indicate hoss such a system should be
used , or th~ effectiveness of the results , Water jets ma\  have the potential  to clean without  abras ive or

other damage to the ant i fou l ing coating: and , t hey rna~ be capable of more thoroug h cleaning action so

as to retard the refou ling rate as compared with brush cleani u~ . They have the potential for greater
flexibil i ty for access into tig ht areas such as sea chests. Therefore it is essential that an R DT&E
program be established to evaluate thor oug hly the effects of j et pressure , nozzle sue and

confi gurat ion.  jet ang le and nozile standoff , a nd nozzle advance rate on cleaning eff icienc y and

coating in teg n i t s .  Re fou l ing  rates should he compared with those of brush-cleaned surfaces . If
s ignificant advanta g e s  are demonstrated , sui table  protot ype sing le and ganged units ( for  increased
cleaning rate) should be desi gned , built  and evaluated: and , operational techniques a n d - o r  devices
should be developed to ensure maintenance of requ ired jet ang les and nozzle standof f s .
D.3.3.6 Environmental Considerations

Environmental  considerations for sk’ater jet cleaning systems are essentially the same as
discussed in 0.3 2 S  for brush systems , s s i t h  one d i f fe rence ,  Should the  l imi t s  u l t imate ly  p laced upon

the acceptable level of pollutants in trod u ced by cleaning systems he lower t h a n  tha t  n o r m a l l y

experit u ced in ss-at erhorn e cleaning operat ions . it w i l l  he more d i f f i cu l t  to concentrate and collect the
discharge water tor  t rea tment  as proposed in the Japane se brush sy stem . or used with  SCAMP in

Japan -

1)337 Personnel and Facilities Requirements

Personnel consideratuons and general equi pment support requirements for water jet cleaning
systems appear to he essential l y the same as for brush sy stems as discussed in 1) 3.2. 9. In either case , a

qualif ied and t ra ined team of di s - ers and support personnel , and a support  craft able to carry primar y

power and dis -er support equi pment are needed , Also , relat ivel y undis turbed  clear water will greatly

faci l i tate  the operat ion. s ignif icant ly  enhancing operator product ivi ty .
1) 3 3 , S Summary

In summary , the  hardware elements upon which to base the development of water jet cleaning
sy st ems are asa i lah lc .  E i the r  by increasing ssater pressure or h~ in t ro d u cu n g ah ra suvc  materials into the

C jet s tream. as in opera t ions in a i r ,  the  hu l l  could he stripped to brig ht metal while st i l l  water h orne.
1-l ossever, in the near f u t u r e , t ha t  operation is l ike l y  to run a f o u l  of restr ict ions on pol lutants
i ntroduced un to  the water by shipyard operat ions.  Should laborator y mes t s  and field demonstrat ions of
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0.3.3.8 Summary (Continued )

water jet cleaning systems show potential superiority over brush cleaning systems in the protection
afforded to antifou l ing coatings , in redu -~ed fouling recurrence rates , and in greater flexibility in ti ght
areas , an RDT&E program should be initiated to develop prototype units of ganged water jets which
will match the productivity of brush systems.

H
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I
D.3.4 EXPLOSIVE SYSTEMS

A waterborne hull cleaning system based upon a network of shaped charges , SEA MESH , has

been conceived and tested. Small scale experiments showed that it us feasible to remove fouling by

exp losive means. However , prototype tests on several ships have shown the  system to be too sensitive

to standoff distance of the exp losive net , and too difficult  to handle precisely even under favorable

wave and current conditions to be effective 40 ‘°
, Considerable shock damage was inflicted on the test

ships , and fouling removal was erratic. Therefore . M A R A D  has dropped further  interest in the

project’.tm

b
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E. l INTRODUCT ION
E . I . I  PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

Maintenance of operating efficiency and minimization of repair costs has always been a fact of

life for Naval ship operators who must achieve combat readiness within bud getary constraints.
Recently, this task has been made more difficult by steep increases in fuel and repair costs, and by the

limited availability of drydock capacity. Thus, if the established pattern of ship maintenance and
repair is adhered to , costs will escalate rap idl y. On the other hand , if maintenance costs are held cons-
tant or reduced, as by reduced drydocking frequency, operating efficiency must suffer. Because of
these recent trends the Navy is currentl y considering methods by which most , if not all, types of ship
repair may be performed while the ship is waterborne. If this can be accomplished it would likely result

in reduced maintenance costs , greater ship availability, and reduction of drydocking requirements.
This study is part of the response to those considerations. The main objectives of the study are to define

the steps toward waterborne repair which are currently within the state-of-the-art as well as those steps

which could be achieved with minimal development. A specific long-term objective of this study is the
prolongation of drydock intervals from the current three years to a period of seven years.
E.l.l. l Background

Current shi p maintenance practice calls for drydocking at three-year intervals to clean and
repaint the hull. Drydocking is also require d for major hull repairs of a permanent nature (such as
rep lacement of hull plate).

Over the past few years, the Navy has made great progress in gradually improving their

capability for performing certain tasks underwater such as hull cleaning, propeller changes, and sonar
C 

dome repair. In some areas the Navy already has the technology for a more extensive application and 
I

’

its wider adaptation depends only on changes in organization , training, and incentive.
Another major development of recent years is the underwater technology developed by the off-

shore industry.  Some of this technology, with onl y sli ght modification , could be adapted for un-
derwater shi p repair.

A question of emphasis arises in some instances of adapting existing technology and practice to

the present objectives. Much previous underwater work involved emergency repairs or fixes which are
onl y part of the capability which is now being sought. Present technology may need to be extended in

certain areas so that repairs of a permanent nature can be effected underwater.
E .l .l.2 Constraints

Certain limita tions have been observed in bounding this studs’ and, in general, the same ones
will apply in the planning of future actions.

The chief technica l consideration was that  the technology be available or nearly so , requiring
only minor adaptation to be used in shi p repairs. Only in cases where technolog ical breakthroughs are
required was major engineeri ng developmen t to be considered.
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E. I .1 .2 Constraints (Continued)

Obviously, repa ir techniques mus t also show promise of reducing cost, of inc reasing shi p
availabili ty, or of eliminating a drydocking requirement , in order to qualify for consideration. In the
case of the latter two features these benefits are only attractive if the cost tradeoff is reasonable.

At pr esent , certain types of underwa ter work are limi ted by available personnel , training, and
work incentives. It is assumed that these constraints will be modified as the desirability of expanded
underwa ter work becomes apparent. it is also assumed that certain underwater repairs could be per- )
formed by commercial contractors if this is attractive for technica l, economic, or schedule reasons.

._ -  -- 



E.2 FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
E.2.I FINDINGS

The major findings of this study are presented below. Each finding is amplified and discussed
more fully in appropriate sections of the report.

• Most maintenance and repair work done in drydock can and has been accomplished

waterborne - often at less time and expense.

• Tasks which normally sti l l  require drydocking are :
Stripping and repainting large areas
Major repairs to sonar dome rubber

Replacing propeller shafts and rudder bearings
Major hull structural repairs

• Visibility is a critical factor in the successful completion of all underwater repair and in-
spection tasks. It is particularly critical for inspection , which accounts for 47(~ of all
maintenance-related dives.

• Partial drydocks, one atmosp here (with access from the surface) cofferdams , and ambient
pressure habitats and cofferdams have been designed , built , and operated to provide dry
atmospheres for underwater production or repair work.

• Orientation also is a critical factor in the successfu l completion of underwater repair and
inspection tasks. Current aids to divers for locating their position on the underwater hull
are crude at best.

• An organized cadre of personnel which collectively would be fully capable of all aspects of

underwater inspection and repair does not now exist within the Navy. In gene ral. it has
been found more effective to train craftsmen and technicians to carry on their work as

diver s tha n to train di vers in the more hig hly skilled trades. Constant practice is required to
maintain proficiency in practicing their trade underwater. Suitable training programs and

C 

pay incentives are required to assure the development and retention of a cadre of skilled
diver, craftsmen and diver~technicians if the Navy is to carry on a meaningful level of un-

derwater repair and maintenance.

• Underwater components such as gratings for sea chest openings. waster sleeves. zincs,

fairwaters , dunce caps , rope guards . etc., which are frequently worked on by divers are
often welded on and are generally not designed to facilitate underwater maintenance or
repair.

• Tools and other equipment such as platforms . l i f t ing and holdi ng devices, which are fre-
quently adaptations of conventional designs, are available nu~ to perform underwater

tasks; however, they are in short supply at most repair activities. 
C

• Hyd raulic , pneumatic , arid electric energy are each used effectivel y for underwater
powered tools , hut hy draul ic  appears best.

I ~ 
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E.2 .l Find ings (Continued)

• Virtu ally all of the basic technology required for hi gh quality underwater welds in the dry is
available and has been demonstrated in steels similar to MS and HTS. It has yet to be
demonstrated in H Y-80. However , engineering development of support equi pment such as
improved habi tats and cofferdams for shi p work , power transmission techni ques , pre-
hea ters, etc.. is needed.

• Wet welding techniques are available to support emergency repairs to all structure and per-
manen t repair of nonc ritical structure. Application of wet-welding to permanent repair of
critical structures, especiall y in high strength steels must be approached cautiously.
Qualification tests for such applications should utilize a wide range of mechanical tests to
seek out any latent hydrogen effects.

• Nondestructive testing (NDT) equipment and techniques for inspection are available.
These should be evalua ted and standardized to meet Navy requirements.

• Coatings and adhesives capable of being app lied in the wet are being developed and hav e
been demonstrated experimentall y. Much additional work is needed to make them fully
effective.
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E.2.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

The primary recommendations of this study are presented in this section. Subsequent sections
dis.uss these recommendations iii more detail and delineate their contribution to the underwater - -

maintenance task.

• Review compensation policies and personnel procurement . training, and emp loyment
practices to establish the basis for developing a cadre of qualified craftsmen and

technicians in selected naval shi pyards and tenders ~o carry on a sustained program of
waterborne underwater hu l l  maintenance , repair , and inspection for Navy ships. Develop
a p lan for in i t ia t ing  these revised emp loyment practices in the Navy.

• Develop shi p design standards to facilitate waterborne maintenance and repair
operations. Hex or Allen head screws should he used excIusive l~ - vice slot headed screws.

Welding should be eliminated as a means of attaching removable items. Sea chests should

C 
be numbered to aid in identification , and gratings should be hinged to provide access.
Zincs should be bolted on. A hydraulic ~PiIgrim Nut ” should be used to fasten the
propeller to the shaft .

• Develop guide s to underwater N DT and inspection. Concurrently with this task , begin an
evaluation program to determine which inspection equi pment is most effective for Navy
use. Such evaluation would aid in obtaining approval for equi pment procurement .

• Study overall tool and support equi pment requirements and equi p key naval shipyards
and tenders with a complete stock of NCSL-developed hydraulic tools and power supplies ,
h ydraulic propeller pul l ers. underwater cleaning and welding equi pment , shallow water
diving equipment , inspection and other support equi pment necessary to effect the lu l l
range of feasible underwater repairs.

• Review the requirements for and feasibility of designing and building a family of standard

partial docks (such as side-fitting cofferdams to match currentl y planned bow docks), and C

both one-atmosphere and ambient pressure habitats and cofferdams for the performance
of underwater work in the dry.

• Investigate the feasibility of improving visibili ty for inspection and repair tasks bs- the
development  of localized pockets of clear water, or the provision of complete wet docks

containin uz filtered ambient water.
• Develop a navigat ion system to provide precise position finding on shi p hulls for use by

divers and remotely controlled vehicles. Evaluate underwater grid lines , frame markings .
and number ing systems as methods to improve position. f inding.

• Continue the development of coatings and adhesives and wet app lication techniques to im-
prove the i r  q u a l i t ~ and ease of appl ica t ion .

• Contract  w i t h  an appropriate laboratory and - or d iv i ng  company to complete any
necessary addi t ional  deve lopment work to demonstrate ship y ard qual i ty  welds in a dry
ambient pressure habitat.
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E.2.2 Recommendations (Continued )

• An R&D Program should be initiated to upgrade hull  welding by the localized cofferdam
procedure and to establish process specifica tions for the procedure. Objective would be the
achievement of shipya rd quali ty welds in high-strength steels or a quality level comparable
with this level. I n develop ing procedures and specifications special attention should be
directed to hydrogen effects. In view of the Navy ’s prior experience with the technique , this
R&D Program should be pursued within the Navy.

I
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E.3 DISCUSSION

E.3. l I N T R U t )UCTION

Alth ough it can he stated that underwater maintenance is in a rather undeveloped state with in

the U.S. Na~’~- . no real breakthroughs will be required to expand the exist ing concept to relieve the
drydock problem.

Waterborne maintenance and repair is done to some degree in all Naval  shi pyards. l’enders also
perform the task routinely. Capabilities vary from performing simple tasks using divers and hand tools
only to quite comp lex tasks involving the use of power tools , welding . cofferdams , staging, and elec-
tronic inspection equi pment.

Certainly the amount of work done on the underwater portions of a ship during overhaul is
much less than required by topside and interior systems. Often the underwater  task involves onl y seal-
ing a through-hull opening so that the real repair effort can proceed from inside the ship in a normal
environment.

Specific technolog ical advances would make selected tasks easier to accomplish underwater .
including painting, welding. and sonar dome patching. for instance: however , these problems can be
circumvented by bring ing other skills to bear and should not be considered a bottleneck to the
program. Design features favoring waterborne maintenance should be incorporated in new shi ps and
integrated into old ones.

The following paragrap hs discuss specific areas of underwater repair in some detail. Facility re-
quirements are covered first, followed by what can and has been done in each underwater maintenance
field. Recommendations for improvements are made as they arise during the discussion. 
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r 3 2  FACII.ITY CONSIDERATIONS

The existing repair .- maintenance/docking capabilities of each port should have the greatest

effect on choosing it for a regular waterh orne maintenance facili ty.  This capabil i ty can , with careful
planning and selection. be incorporated with minimal changes tocurrent fleet operating procedures.
E.3.2.l Site Selection

In addition to strategic considerations , whi ch are not covered in this report . environmenta l  fa c-
tors should be weighed when choosing an underwater  maintenance site.

Diver navi gation is the most recurring problem encountered in present shipy ard rep air  facilities
due mainly to poor underwater  v is ib i l i t y , typ ically in the 6-inch range. Present procedure is to follow
marked hogging lines or weld seams to locate an area. This is not completel y satisfactory, since in
many cases the weld seam cannot be followed an appreciable distance or else there are several similar

hull openings in close proximity to each other. A better technique is necessary, particularl y on large

ships where p inger navigation sy stems may be practical. The best solution , of course, would be to

locate the maintenance site in an area of excellent v i s ib i l i ty  if at all po ssible.
A typ ical problem of this type is presented by the cruiser NEWPORT NEWS which was

prepa red ~or mothba lling at the Inactive Ship Maintenance Faci l i ty  at \ o r lo l k  Naval Shi pyard by
having 63 thioug h-h u ll openings closed by use of underwater wet weldir.e . Most openings were iden-
tified from the shi ps’ p lans. A thorough diver search revealed add i t iona l  openings which were not on
the plans. After drydock ing . t~~o more openings were found.  1-larhor w a t e r s  i s i h ’ l i t y  at Norfolk Naval

Shipyard is on the order of 6 inches . If the deactivation procedures ~ere c~;irried out in clear water
where large areas of the hull were visible, t hese other  openings would not ha~ e been mt s .cd .

A related story invok es the tender diver who closed off  a cri t ica l  discharge opening ofa  sub-
marine by mistake due to poor posi t ion f inding.

Because of problems such as these , shi p underwater maintenance stat ions should prefe rabl~ be

located in areas of warm , clear water. i h e  importance of good v i s i b i l i t y  cannot he overemp hasi ied. It
is a necessity for ~ ork invo lv ing  large area inspections , such as overall paint  condition evaluat ion , for
photogr ap h y. a n d f o r  n a v i g a t i o n .

Al thoug h most harbor water is qu i t e  t u rb id , i t should he noted tha t  th is  s i tuat ion often im-
proves dramaticall~ within a very short distance a\sa~ f rom the acti ~ i t \  huh .  1 he I 2—ft v i s ib i l i ty  at the
huh  of Charles ton N a s a l  Shipy ard increases to 2-3 ft less than  I 2 mile ass a’S. -

Excessive turbidity also inhibits the effectiveness of underwater damage assessment Wievision

sy stem (UDATS) and makes surface preparations for underwater app lkd  coatings diff icult .  At
Charleston shipyard , debris settles on a cleaned surface almost immediately and must he hosed off

with a stream of fresh water before appl ying the paint or adhesive. A possible solution to this problem
is presented in section E.3.2.4 of th is  repor t .

A w a t e r  tempera tu i - e  of ai least 60° I is picle r red f o r  d i s c ,  comlor l  . I h i s  also aids in c u r i n g

ep o\v  fo r m ula ted  repair  coa t ing s . F igure  1- — I  i nd i ca t e s  the  degree of protection required h~ a div er fo r

var iou s water temperature s .
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Normal Body Temperature 98°F (37°C) ~~i~°
35— 

— 4 Resting
Average Skin Temperature 93 F (34 C) ~~

Unprotected Diver
Uncomfortably Cold 88°F (31°C) ~~~~~ 

— 
~~~~~ Working

Shivering 86°F (30~C) ~~ •
-~- 30—

— Diver Will Overheat
Unprotected Diver
Comfortable During Moderate Work

—80
25— Unprotected Diver At Rest

Chills in 1-2 Hours

-70 ..-~ .- 
Diver s Underwear 1 20—
or Wet Suit E : : :  . : : : : :  :~~: 3 hours
Required — r- i

60 L j 1 ~‘2 hours
Pain 60°F (15°C)~~° TTT1 15— — r~ib:::- :~ 1 hour

Dry Suit
Required : : : :

10— —50 30 m m .

i-;;— i~ 1 2 1 3
— (Hours)

Unprotected Diver ::.:: Approximate Tolerance Time of Working
Death Within One Hour 40°F (5°C)~~~ :: 5 

— 40 Unprotected Working Diver

Hot Water Suit : :-: :
or Unisuit : : :: —

Required
Fresh Water

— 30 Frøezinq Point
ISea Water

5—
Protection Usually Needed

U
762 16A01

Figure F — I .  Water Temperature Protection Chart
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E .3.2. I Site Selection (Continued )

Another  envi ronmenta l  consideration is water depth . which should be at least 50-55 ft to ac-

commodate Nav y shi ps and provide diver work space underneath the hu l l .
A good tidal  flow may be a consideration to f lush water contaminated by hul l  cleaning from the

area. This should preferably not create a current above I 2 knot , which would inhibi t  swimming and
some automat ic  hu l l  cleaning and inspection de vices .
E.3 .2.2 Tools

lools and other  equi pment necessary to p~’r fo rm w~it er horn e task s arc available now but are in

sho rt supp l y at most exis t ing faci l i t ies . Power tool s are olt en adaptat ions of surface designs . and a re
for the most part qu i te  adequate for use under ss at er . Hy drau l ic  tools ha se pro~en t o  he easierto main-
ta in than pneumat ic  svstenls . are ge nerall y smal ler and easier to handle , arc not depth l imited , are less
noisy and do not create a bubble s i s i h i l i t \  proble m which sometimes occurs wi th  open pneumatic
too ls . Electric tools hare the same adsantages but are usual l y not a s a i l a h i e  f o r  use underwater.
a l tho ug h the ~ ha s e gained s~ ide acceptance in the  Sos let t In ion .  They do pre sent a potential  shock
danger to the  d i s e r s .

A eo mp reh e ’i si sc  d i ser  tool package (Fi gure F 2) has been developed by the Naval Coastal
Sy ste ms I ahor a t~ ~s ( \ ( S l  I in Panama City. Florida. ‘

~ i b i s  has bee n asse m bled u nder a n ongoi ng

too l evaluat ion  t a sk hc ctin in  1967. Sixteen kits have been distributed to the fleet with tss o more on
order. Canada has purchased four mote sets. Cost ranges from $20.000 toS 5O .000dep end ingon what
is supplied.  ~\n e l e cro-hv draul ic  power supply is preferred and provides I S GPM at 2000 psi. Where
electric power is una s ~i i lahI e or inadequate , as on so me tenders ,  a 24-horsepower diesel prime mover is
as.i i lab le at an addi t iona l  cost of $7000. Smaller , more portable diesel and gasoline units  are und er
eval ut ion for use wi th  mobile un i t s . (lasoline is not favored because of the danger involved and its
oserall  lack of a v a i l a b i l i t y .

A number  of hy drau l ic  power tools are asa i lable  in the  NC SI .  k i t .  lmp ac ~ w renches in two si/es .
u p t o  one-inch socket si/ c and up to I - i  2 inch socket si/ c are included . I he smaller uni t  is also used for
d r i l l i ng  and tapp ing  oper at ion s . where it is considered to he superior to a normal  dr i l l  motor because it
tra nsmi ts  less torque to the di ser  A screwdriver a t t achment  is also pro s ided .

A hy drau l i c  gr inder  comes equipped wi th  sar ious  a t tachment s . In addi t ion  to g r i n d i n g .  i i  is
capable of abras ive  cu t t i ng  and ro ta r y  brush cleaning operat ions. In the la t ter  capacit y,  f i t ted wi th  a

wire cup brush of about  4—inch diamete i , it is used to clean small r ad ius  areas such as propeller hubs.
An 80—psi . 400—Gl’ M hy draul ica l l y  dri sen water  pump is used f o t  l e t t ing  operati ons . a n d is

fitted wi th  a balanced I ” — sh aped no,,le. A p iston and leser ac t ion hvd i at i l i c  come—al ong ol 2—ton

capa e i l \  p u l l i n g  force can he supplied . An 1 8—inch cha in  saw is  a v a i l . r h l e  ~i I so .

Sonic tools requi re  hig her h y d r a u l i c  pres si l ics at  lo~ l1os~ rates , t ’~ p i ca l l ~ 4- I  (1 .0(8) p si and a (1—

10 cubic  inches per m i n u t e .  1 his c o m b i n a t i o n  r equ i r e s  use ol a “ p ressu r e  i i i i c ns i f  ic, ” u n i t  to increase

* 
~ ( )  I I - :  I~elcre iiccs ar c l i s ted  i i i  S ect i on  1 - 4  (P age  ~ () I.
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E .3.2.2 Tools (Continued )

the pressure output  of the power suppl y ,  usuall y in the 1 500-2000 psi range. iwo models of such a uni t
are available. A discr-operated hand pump. spec ial l y developed by NCSl. .  can also provide these
pressures.

Tools which use this power input  and can be supplied by NCSI. include barstock cutters up to

5 8-inch diameter capacity , single acting jack rams ol 6-inch and 10-inch extension , a wire rope cutter
which can handle up to l - I j 8  inch diameter , a self-contained 5-ton l i f t ing  jack , and a 10-ton pull
cylinder with 10-inch stroke. Various attachments are available for the rams , including a “C” clamp
p incher and “duck bill ” spreader plus assorted bases and extensions.

A 750-pound capacity constant buoyancy l i l t  hag has been devcloped. The 2-foot diameter.  5-
foot long cy l indr ical  hag is laced to a c i rcular  l i f t ing r ing at the bot tom and is equi pped with  a water-
proof u pper extending down its length. A standard scuba bottle is mounted  on the ring. By s e t t in g t h c
/ ipper at the required length , and keep ing air  bubbl ing out the bottom. a constant  buo yancy level up to
the max imum capacity can be maintained.

Another tool suitable for use underwater is a blind bolt fastening tool. Working imi l ar  to a
pop-rivet gun . it uses h ydraulic pressures of up to 10 ,000 psi and handles bolts up to I 2-inch diameter.

A Hurst automobile hydraulic rescue tool has been modified for use in seawater. This tool has
two 36-inch arms which can open through 32 inches and prov ide 5 tons of force in eitherdircction.

A commercial R A M S E I  stud gun which can fi re studs into steel p late is usefu l mainl y for
salvage or retrieval ta sks. These guns must be pressed against th~ working p late before they can be
tired , as a safety feature.

Other tools include h ydraulic cable cutters to 2-inch capacity and nut  sp litters for remo s ing
corroded fasteners. A water inductor that  can be used to suck up large amounts  of sediment , and a “hot
tap ” machine which can make connections into pressuri ied p i pe or ship cargo holds are available ,  as
are h ydraulic and pneumatic rock drills. Civil Eng ineering Laboratory (CEL ) Port Heuneme has
developed several other power tools including a h ydrau l i c  hand-held band saw.

All manner of hand tools can he used underwater  the same as in air including wrenches , screw-
drivers , chisels , hammers , saws , block and tackle assemblies . etc.

There is stil l  a need for some specialt y work tools to he des eloped . I hese should be defined and
evaluated under a progra m such as tha t  at NCSI .. A need has alread y been expressed for such tools as a

hydraul ic  saber saw for cu t t ing  No-Foul rubber , and a small power brush f o r  propeller and sea chest
cleaning. An acceptance procedure for getting such tools in to  the field once created is also required .
I 3 . 2 3  Support Equipment
[.3.2.3.1 Diving Gear

[he ex i s t ing  d iv ing  lockers should he equipped s~ oh the best e q u i p m e n t  cur ren t l y  a sa i la bl e .
I ) is  i n g— i  elated gear . w hich up  to r ios ~ ~~ been gu i r e ra l l s  ne glected due to sho es ir ing  h adge t s . is

cur ren t  k in short supp ly and should  he upgraded ~r l r i l o s l  across the  ho ai d . I h i s  t a sk  has rep or ted  k
aIr ead~ been in i t i a ted ,  and should he continued , under N A V S I A I ) i re c to r  of Ocean Engineering
direct ion.  l) iving air  compressors must he stand ar d i ,ed and made more readil y available.
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E.3.2 .3. I Diving Gear (Continued )

Umbil ical  a i r  supp ly dive gear is generall y preferred over scuba since it is less bulk y and is not
t ime limited.  The .Jack Brown masks are most use fu l , being the l i ghtest and simplest system. Where
communication or welding is required LJSN Mark I or Kirby-Morgan masks and dry t in i su i t s  are
used. Scuba is useful for inspection or working around propellers arid rudders or other areas where
umbi lica l s may get in the way . For the hu l l  maintenance task , there is no use whatever for the old hard
hat deep diving sui t .  Many facilities do not now have a dive boat or have an inadequate one. Dive boats
should be large enoug h to provide shelter for the work crew and store all maint enance equi pment in-
cluding the h ydraulic power supply and diver air compressor. An electrical generator is a necessity. A
smaller “hel per boat ” isa good accessory, useful for running supp l e s  and doing small tasks such as set-
ting hogging lines.
E.3.2.3.2 Work Gear

A full  assortment of hand and power tools . including hul l  cleaning uni t s , should bea part of the
diving locker. Inspection equipment including U DA I S. color stil l  photograp h y, ultrasonic thickness
gages. and radiograp hy and eddy current weld test uni ts  should be included as well as the educated
capability to use and interpret these systems. Docking plans identif y ing shi p hull  characteristics and
item locations should be available. Careful records must be kept of all inspections and work done on
each ship. and these must he made available to other facilities. A supply of commonly used patches and
sealing flan~,es should be stocked.

Platforms and stag ing equi pment necessary to do maintenance work may be assembled the
same as for drydock operations. These are held to the hull  by means of hogg ing lines. “Bearpaw ”
magnets . which provide about 250 lb of holding fo rce . may be used to help position staging and sup-
port equi pment.  Staging of some sort is required for bracing oneself and for tool storage for all but the
most simple tasks. As a general rule , if the equipment  to he used weig hs over 10 lb in water , and if the
time required to do the job is over 20 minutes , then a work p la t form should be provided.
E.3 .2.4 Enclosures
E.3.2 .4 . l Cofferdains —

Becau. .e of the nature and frequency of sonar dome repair work , efforts have recently been ex-
pended toward de seloping a very large colferdam . reall y a partial drv d o ck , that would cover the how

area and he versatile enough to fit as many classes of shi ps as possible. Bath Iron Works Corporation
in Bath , Maine has developed a uni que bow dock of this type featur ingspecia l  f ixture sat  theaf t erend
f u r  mat ing  wi th  d i f f e r e n t  ships.~

[he naval  archi tecture  f irm of J. .1 . McMul len  recentl y completed prel iminary plans for a
floating how dock 4 under N as Sea direction (See Figure [ - 3) .  It is based (Hi the Bath Iron Works
design and is intended to service all  present and lu t u r t  ships u sing the SQS-23 , SQS— 26. or SQS-56
sonar  domes except a I r c r a f t  carriers . Current  plans call  f o r  a total  of l our  Wil ts , two to he de livcied in
I Y ‘78 and t s~o in I V ‘79 . One would  he located on each I I . S. coast , one in l’car l Har h oi . and one
float i r i g I or use as needed.
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E.3.2 .4. I Cofferdams (Continued )

The availabi l i t y of these bow docks to service sonar dome-related problems would free exist ing
drydocks for other uses.

Up to now , most man-rated cofferdams have been built on a per-job custom basis and have
been a rather expensive proposition. As such , a need exists for a small movable cofferdam of standard
design and manufacture having air  access and suitable for manual  work on the sides and bottoms of
shi ps. Such a unit  would el iminate the life support diving equi pment now required to perform work
tasks below the waterline. Work involving welding. cutt ing ,  grinding,  and paint ingcou ld be done with
the same quali ty and inspection techni ques as is done in drydock.

An ideal desi gn would allow various side f ixtures  to be installed for sealing against different
ships or at var y ing points along the hul l .  Fi gure [-4 il lustrates a possible concept for a cofferdam of
this type.

A s imilar  concept , shown by Fi gure E-5 . ut i l i /e s  a trapped air  bubble instead of air access to
provide the dry environment .  This design must he held against the  hul l  pu rel y by mechanical means as
no different ial  pressure between the gas and seawater sides exists.  It is more suited for use on flat bot-
toms than on the sides , where an air  access uni t  could be installed as easily. One disadvantage is that  in
the event of throug h-hul l  damage the hole must first he cofferdammed and pressurized from the inside
before the bubble could be retained.

Smaller cofferdams . i n c f u d i n g  patches and sealing flanges . are usual l y desi gned and built in the
field to suit a particu lar ~oh . Th is effort could he st reamlined if standard desi gns and sizes were made
available to each f a e i l i t ~ . Other than  the f loating hos~ do cks , there are no cofferdam-related programs
currentl y under consideration.  Na y Sea investigated the how dock concept to determine if it could be
adapted to a sterndock desi gn for sers icing pr ope ller s . shafts , and rudders . This idea was abandoned
because of the d i f f icu l t y  of sealing around shaft s and various hul l  curvatures . There is also some talk of
start ing a floating drvdock program to service the destroy er fleet s tar t ing in FY ’80. althoug h no funds
have been allocated .
E .3.2.4.2 (‘lear Water Facility

Water of decent clar i t y , ha ’ ing at least 2—3 feet s i s i h i l i t y .  is considered essential to do reliable
work underwater.  If th i s  is not available na tura l l y , a simp le enclosure could he constructed at the ser-
S icing dock where the ship would he located dur ing the underwater  repair work. One side of the
enclosure would open to allow the shi p to enter or leave. Water could he ei ther  fresh or filtered from
the harbor.  If the f i l t e r  cycle was run cont inuous l y  only a loose seal would he required . al lowing water
to flow in and out o t t h e  berth fo l l ow in gt ida l  changes. Figure F-S i l lustrates  the idea. The economics of
this concept , or one delivering the same result , has not been pursued : however , the benefits in im-
proved working condit ions are undeniable.  Among the man ~ improvemen ts  offered by such a scheme
would he more thoroug h inspections , less patch y cle aning ,  better qua l i t y  underwater  paint ing.  faster
a nd more accurate po s it ion f i n d i n g  and general l y improved work perfo rnance. In addi t ion , ii en—
s i ronn i en t a l  regu la t ions  become a factor , resid ue removed ( tu r i n g  the  c leaning  process could he con —
t~iine d and f i l t e red  out  s~ i i l i o u t  co n t a m i n a t i n g  the  ou t e r  l i ar  hor .
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7621 6A03
Figure E— 4. Side Fixture Cofferdam
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E .3.2. 5 Personnel
The imp lementation of the shi p underwater  maintenance and repair plan will  require ad-

ditional personnel and a coniprehen sise t ra in ing program.
The diving t ra in ing  progra m shouid concentrate on shallow water  scuba and surface supplied

air umbil ical  sy stems , wi th  and wi thou t  surface communications.  The hard hat  deep div ing suit  is not

required for this  work.  Divers should he trained in the use . cipab ili t ie s .  and maintenance of power-
operated underwater tools such as those supp lied by NC SI . .  including diver- held cleaning br u sh es.

Basic work related procedures should he demonstrated d u r i n g  the course. the  handl ing  and instal la-
t ion of patches . sealing flanges . small cofferd ams . and underwater  work p l a t f o r ms should he covered.
A working knowledge of IJDATS and underwater  pa in t ing  techniques  is recommended .

The incentives to become and remain a working di s  cr must be impro s ed. espec ial l y s~ i th  regard
to the present pay scale which neither  recogniucs the indiv idual ’ s ab i l i t y  nor hi s experience. Creation of
a d iver ’s rate or Cis i l Service desi gnat ion for d iv ing  has been proposed as a means of es tabl ishing these
pay different ia ls .  In addi t ion , other d iver—related restr i ct ions , such as the  BI . M E l )  regulation l imi t ing
a diver ’s age to 45 . need to be reviewed in lig ht of their relevance to the shi p underwater husbandry
tas k.

Specialists wi l l  need to he developed to perform certain tasks. The \as~ has esse nt ia l l y  no cx-

perience wi th  underwater  nondes t rue t i s e  test ing (N 1) 1) and ver \ li t t le wi th  underwater  wet welding.
in these more highl y sk il led a rea s , the choice must be made between wh eth er  the N a s v s h o u i d  dese lop
its own in—house capabil i t ie s or contract  s~ ith commercial  businesses on an as—needed basis. Each
special t y area should he evaluated ss oh th i s  opt ion  in mind .

Wi th  regard to high qual i t y  wet weld ing. the use of commercial  cont rac t ors  should he ser iousl y

considered . [his is a sk i l l  which requires constant practice to main ta in  profic i enc y . It is d o u b t f u l  tha t
the \as ~ has en oug h work of this  nature to warrant  development of th i s  capahi l i tv .  Most underwater

~ e ld repairs done on shi ps could he done in the dr~ u s i n g  co fferdams . arid should not require an~ wet

we lds.
Where sh ip y ard  qua l i t y  welds are not a concern, as fo r  line anodc or temporary support

bracket a t t achments , a h ighly skilled diver-welder is not a necessit y at a lly  rat e .
In addi t ion , t here are several competent wet welding commercial concerns s~ hic h are kept bu sy

ss it h other work , u su a l l y  on offshore oil rigs and subsea pipelines his top ic is f u r t h e r  discussed in see—
tion 1.3. 5 .

[~~ t hose special ty t a sks  tha t  are to he developed s~ t hin the  Nas  ( N I )  I s~ il l  probabl y he one)

spe cia l t r a i n ing  must he provided . In some instanc es , teachi ng a ski l led t echn ic ian  to he a d i s er  ma~ he

easier t h a n  ed ucat ing  the di s .er in a ski l led t rade.  I n d u s t r y  usua l l y  uses the t c ch n ic i a n—to — d is  em ap-
proach. a l t houg h t he m d  ~ idua l ’ s capab il i t ies  and amount  of t r a i n i n g  requir ed should he es aluated on
.1 case—t o-case basis .

So me special i sts  ma~ not require  d is  er t r a i n i n g .  I f I )  \ I S and d I v e r — t o — s u r f  ace con imunica—
tion is a s a r l a h l c . the spec ia l i s t  ma~ In s t r uc t  the ( l ive i in the  p e r l o r m an c e  of a t es t  wh i l e  reading and
reco rd ing the  resu l t s  I rom topside.

1 . 18  
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E.3.2.5 Personnel (Continued)

The capabilities and location of all specialists should be on a central file so that these peop le

may be dep loyed as the need arises.
Personnel must record and maintain a carefu l record of all work done on a ship, including

marking the ship’s plans , and this record must be made available to all other repair yards.
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[.3.3 h U l l .  M A I N  I FN A N ( ’ l

Work on the hul l  includes those tasks invo lv ing  hu l l  p late. sonar domes , bil ge keels , sea chests .
and paint  maintenance.  Weld related repairs are cosered in section E3 .5.

It can be stated that  very less tasks involving the hul l  that  are normal l y  accomp lished in
dry dock base not been done waterhorne due to deficiencies in actual experience or state-of-the-art.
Chiet ’ among these arc s t r ipp ing and paint ing large areas o f the  hul l , repair of majors t ruc t ura l  damage
to the hul l ,  and repair or rep lace ment of large areas of rubber sonar dome windows.

Technology and experience are expected to catch up to the sonar dome problem very soon.
Creating dry areas b~’ hallasting. cofferdams . or patches co uld provide answers to the paint ing and
major weld and repair problems.
E.3.3 . l Sonar Domes

Rep lacing or repairing steel and rubber sonar dome windows has been a common reason for
drydocking in the past.  A recent examp le of this  occurred in ( ‘har lestorì Shi pyard , where the FF 1072
was scheduled for emergency drydocking to repa ir  a 3 ft x 8 ft section of rubber  .onar dome material
damaged in a docking accident. By using a newl~ des-eloped B. F. Goodr k t  t ’so-part patching
compound . th is  area was comp lete l y repaired underwater  wi th  a manpower expenditure of 80 hours.

‘Ihis  material  ssius used to adhere loose sections of rubber material to the dome and to patch
small (under I ft 2 ) holes in the cover ply .

In this  par t icular  case , brackets were welded to noncr~iie al areas of the dome , and a contoured

fixture was clamped on to apply pressure to. the patch. When used as an adhesive , the material must be
allowed to cure under pressure . a l ter  which it may he sanded to a smooth contour. It does not retain the
ant i foul ing  fe4turc . I o cont inue advancement of this  technolog y , techni ques of cut t ing assay and
r emov ing  old material and rep lacing these areas wi th  large sections of ness’ coser p ly or sheathing must

be expanded . Thean t i fou l ingand  acoustic propert ies of the or iginal  ruhher  usual l y  last 5-7 years . we l l

w i th in  the target drydock intervals : hossever. the  rubber  coser  p lY oi’ shea th ing  sometimes sustains

— 
damage in docking or while  underwa y at sea and it is in the  area of r epa i r t ha t  the R&Deffor t  should he
directed.

Major  overhaul or s t ruc tura l  damage ss i l l s t i l l  require d ry docking.  lh e  asa i lah i l i ty  and use ol a
floating bow dock (section [.3.2.4) wil l  minimi z e  the shi p ’s downt ime and t r e e  a con sentional drvd ock
for other uses.

Smaller sonar uni t s ,  such as depth p inger s and speed sensors may he rep laced or repaired

underwater  ss oh l i t t l e  or no d i f f i c u l t y .
[. 3.3 .2 Sea (‘bests

Next  to hu l l  c leaning.  (Appendix  I ) ) ,  tasks in so l ~ rig se,t chests co n s t i t u t e  the major i t y  of
current  in—water  work.  I hese th roug h-hu l l  openings mus t  he inspected ,  cleaned , and have their  va l s i ng
and p i p ing repaired . ‘l’hev are sealed as part  ol the dea cti s~it ion procedures or to al loss work to hed one
from ins ide  the ship. 1 v p u s ul sea chest loc ations arc i l l u s t r a t e d  h~ Figure 1-7 .
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E.3.3. 2 Sea Chests (Continued)

By closing a va l se . sea chests can of ten he dewatered using di ser  air  enabling the work to

proceed in a dry en s i ronment  at ambient pressure. Waste r sleeves a re comm on l y changed using this
technique.

S imi la r l y ,  submar ine  ballast t anks  ma~ he entered bya  diver. Sin ce t hese a re b lown dr y in port ,
inspections and repair work can proceed in a dry envi ronment .  Splicing and pot t ing the wiring ,  paint
touch-up , anod e re p lace ment , and valve repair work is all done wi th in  these t ank s .

Hand scrubbing and water jet s are used to clean throug h-hull  open ings. Althoug h water jets are
much faster and more effective than scrubbing. they have had mixed resie w s due to their  cu t t ing  ah i l i t ~
which may be haz ardous to the di ver .

Sea suction hul l  openings are normall y cosered by an intake grate of some sort. Access through

the barrier ma~ he easy or diff icul t  depending on its desi gn. ‘[he most su i table  design for underwater
work is bolted on one side and hinged on the other , allow ing the grate to swing doss-r i to prov ide access.
Others simp ly unbolt  and are completely removed. A th i rd  type u s welded in and us not designed with

underwater  maintenance in mind . l’hese must he cut out using a torch , ar id rewelded in p lace after
comp leting the work.

Caution should he observed when working around sea chests to ensure that  all suct ion pumps
are turned off. At least one fatali ty has occurred when a diver  was sucked agai n st a grat ing, lost his face
mask , a nd drowned.

By using patches ( small , closed cofferdams). welding and cu t t ing  can be done in an air
envi ronment .  This work mu st he done from inside the ship . wi th  gr inding arid rcpait it ing operations
done b~ a diver in the wet mode after removal of the patch. This techni que may allow first class
certifiable welds to be made on the hull while the shi p is waterborne . and is a viable method of repair
for hull  damage of moderate size (see section 3.5).

I’hese patches are of two general t~ pes he f i r s t  uses i—bolts to fas ten  to the hull , a t taching to
grat ings or ju r y  ri gged attac hment points around other areas. l’he .1-bolt may he inside the patch .
sealed wi th  a coser af ’ter be ing instal led ,  or it may protrude throug h the cover using a sealing
compound around the hole to keep water  n u l l . A fire hose eductor ma~ he used to dewater the
asse mbl y. A ty p ica l  arrangement  of this  type is shown in Figure [— 8.

[he second type uses on l~ the different ia l  pres su re created ss he n the  patch is dewatere t to sea l
itself to the  h u l l .  l ) e ss a te r ing  may he accomplished using an eductor or by opening the inside area to

atmos phere . .\ ty pical  un i t  of th i s  ty pe  is shown in Fi gure 1 — 9 .
Patches are usua l l y  made on—site to fit  the requirer r ients  of each ~oh . Once assembled , they are

kept on hand and reused ,is the riced ar ise s .  (‘on s t r u c t i o n  ma~ he of ssood. stee l, or a luminum.  ( in i t s
should hi’ a s a i l ah l e  in ses cr al s i/ e s  to f i t  t he  r i l a l o r i t y  of sea ches t and hu l l  repair tasks .

Wood en or rubber  damage control  (de ) stopper  p l ugs h as e  also been used to seal off  smal l  sea
chest op en ing s .
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E.3.3.2 Sea Chests (Continued )

Wherever possible . bolt—on flanges a le  used to seal off  an op ening.  ra ther  t han a patch.  l’hese

can be equipped with  one or more p i pe connections to a l low li quid supp i~ and d ischarge f u n c t i o n s  to

continue as required. A good examp le of this  is the pipe hook-up to the radioactive discharge opening
of a submarine to al low the discharge water to he sased.

A buoyancy l i f t ing device to handle these flanges would be a scry useful tool to develop.
No real development is needed for these smaller cofferdams . a l thoug h production of standard

sizes and d i s t r ibu t ion  to the repair sites would sase much in-the-field desi gn and construction t ime.
F 1 Hul l  Plate And Bil ge Keels

Moderate structural damage to the hul l  may be repaired using a manned cofferdam to create a
locally dry area. Work may then proceed in a normal fashio n the same as i f i n  dry dock. This technique
has been used by indust ry  to weld two halves of supertanker s  together. us inga wrap-around cofferdam
to cover the seani on the bottom and sides .

Bil ge keels which are pa r t i a l l y  torn a ssaY fr o m  the hul l  should have the damaged section cut
away and removed. Replacement can be scheduled at the next drvdock due to the usual l y  extensive
welding required at the hul l  interface.  SevereR damaged bilge keels v. i l l  demand drydocking or
extensise  cot l e rd amm ing in any case.

Cofferdam welding techni qu es. and underwater weld repairs in general , are d iscussed more

full y in section E.3 . 5.
Repair to the hul l  paint  system is discussed in the next section.

F 1.4 Paints and Adhes i se s
At the present t ime ,  underwater  pa in t ing  is in a rather  undeveloped state. Underwatercoat ing s

are generally expensive and dif f icul t  to apply and result in a quest ionable qua l i t y  repair. As such , th ey

should ouR be used for touch—up and repair of small areas , or for temporar Y repair of larger . more
critical sections. A first-class effort will  require co f fe rdamm ing  or dry dock to effectivel y prepare the
surface and recoat wi th  cons cntio oa l an t icor ros i s  c and an t i lou l ing  pa in t s .

Commercial l y avai lable  underwater  paints  such as S1’A— ( ’R F I I  are generall y in fe r io r  to

paints specific alI~ tai lored to the task such as those supplied by R i cha rd  I ) r i sko ’s group at the Civil
Engineer ing  I. ah (C! I .). Port Hueneme. 1 t l c c t s  such as surface mater ia l ,  water temperature .
an t i fou l ing .  and anticorrosiv e features must he considered to opt imi z e  the paint  formula.  The same
can he said for underwater  epoxy adhesives. All  coatings must he sery “wet ” to be able to disp lace

water and adhere to the surface.
Surface preparation is the most critical step in any pa in t ing  e f l o r t  and is much more d i f f i c u l t  to

accomplish underwater .  Common methods , in order of eff ectisen i e ss . seem to he underwater
sandh l a st ing .  wire  b rush ing .  and c l e a n i n g s s u t h  2-mm niced le guns. ’ I - s e n  a f t e r c l e a n i n g .  sedi ment and
rapid corrosion may l imi t  adhes ion  of the  coa t ing .  A f r e sh—wate r  st r eam ma~ he used to dislodge
sed i ment direct l y pr ior  to the  p a i n t i n g  process .
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E.3.3.4 Paints and Adhesives (Continued )

While most paints are epoxy compounds , p oly ester and coal tar  epoxy formulations are also
available. Polyester compounds are easiest to appl y but take longer to cure and are softer and more
easily damaged.

Anti fou l ing additives in paints applied underwater  are apparentl y of inferior effectiveness and
lifespan compared with air-applied systems due to the difficulty of achieving a good leaching body
using the epoxy compounds. Additives are sometimes used merel y because they make the paint
“wetter ” and easier to app ly .

There is a difference of op inion as to the best method of paint app lication underwater , A gloved
hand , trowel , pressurized roller brush , and normal paint  brush are all viable techniques. The best one
for any app lication depends on ind iv idua l  preference and the characteristics of the formulat ion.  A
typ ical application rate is 1 2-20 ft 2 - hr.

Splash-zone compound s (one is MIL-P -28579 (YD))are  two-part epoxy formulations of hi gh
v iscosit y which are app lied with a gloved hand or trowel to a cleaned sur l ’ace. Th ese “paints ” slowl y
erode when underway to give a smooth surface. Sp lash-zone compounds average about $12.00 per
gallon (as of 1976) . which covers 7 I - 2  ft 2 to a thickness of 0.185 inches fora material cost of$ 1.60 per
ft 2 . Application rate ascrages 6 ft 2 per hour.

The CEI. -developed underwater brushable epoxy costs $24 a gallon . which covers 175 ft 2 to a
thickness of 8 mi ls , result ing in a materia l cost of $0.14 per ft 1. A pp lication rate may be as great as 35 ft
per hour.

The labor ( d u s e r )  cost for either system wil l  be the major cost item. Typ ical fi gures are $8 and
$1.35 per square foot for sp lash-zone and brushable epoxy systems respecti s ely exclusive of cleaning
and preparation charges.

Much work needs to be done to develop more effective underwater  paints and application
methods. Current paints  are intolerant  to changes in water temperature and require great care in
surface preparation even when th ick  coats are applied. In th is  regard . methods of surface preparation
must he developed and rated as to their  relative effectivene ~;s . Appl ica t ion  systems also must he
improved. The injected roller sy s te m should he fur ther  developed . A ssstem emp loyed in the Soviet
Union , w hereb y a sof ’t rubber ro ta t ing disk is injected wi th  pa int  which  us subsequentl y rubbed or
buf led onto the  surface , displacing ssater in the proces s , has not been pursued in th i s  countr y .  Nei ther
has a sy stem developed in .Japan h~ Inouve and Co. w hereby a small cof ’ferdam . moved by means of
magnetic wheels , is located over the  damaged area and is scaled and dewatered using pres suri ied air .
Infrared heaters dr~’ the surface . which is roller painted and dried again. [his process may he repeated
for mul t ip le  coats in one area or the  uni t  max ’ he niosed to coser ano the r  sec t ion .  Figure F- 10 shows
a p r u l t o t y p e  u n i t .

Co leb rand l td.  in Br i ta in  reportedl y has developed a s imi la r  eo f l erda m t~ pe automat ic
under  ss a ter  spu a~ pai n t ing  ssstem. I he un i t  is supported at  t lie s u r f a c e  h~ t ss  0 bal las t  t a n k s  and is held
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(1)  Body dimensio ns (L x W x Dl
External 2 67rn x 1.96m x

Weig ht 2t
(2) Coating device

______ 
Forcing type roller 69Q x 225rn
coating machine
Brushing speed 21.5m/min
Driving motor 60~~1,710rpm

. 
_____ 0.4 KW (l/2PS )

Reduction gear 1/30
Chain cross feed JIS6O roller chain

file feed P=50 plate roller chain

~~~~~ (3) Drying device

J Super infrared rays heater 200V 1 .5KW 15 pc ’s
Illumination 1.1 lW /cm 2

Applying distance 0.6m

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 14) Absorpt ion device
________ 

The body of the coating machine is to be absorbed to
the hull using electro magnet.
Absorption force of one piece 2.921
Setting No. 14 pc ’s
Total absorption force 40.896

15) Body’s cross feeding device
Caterpillar type etectro magnets are to be placed to
the ship ’s bottom with air cy linder and the caterpillar
is shifted by driving motnr after the body is floated.
Shifting speed 5.76 m/min
Motor 60 -200W

18rpm )with reduction gear)
Absorption force of caterpillar 60 k g

No. equipped 3 sets

26. 762l6A09
F u g u u i  c I I 0. t.’ uu t l c r w ; i l c r  Paint ing Machine
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E.3.3.4 Paints and Adhesives (Continued)
to the hull  by means of suction pads. A “fishtail ” nozzle is held a fixed distance from the hull  by means
of roller supports and can spray a 4-ft wide path using 1 800 psi pressure. Details of system performance
and effectiveness have been sketch y to this date.

Creating a locally dry condition by cofferdamming or ba llasting and using conventional
paint ing techni ques will result in the highest quality paint repair.

Underwater adhesives require a similar developmental effo rt .
Experiments done at the Civil Eng ineering Lab (CEL) in San Diego . California , and at the

Naval Coastal Systems Laboratory (NCSL) in Panama City, Hor~da , has -c shown that as with paints .
surface preparation is critical for good adhesive bond ing. i9 Sandblasting and wire brushing were the
two best methods discovered . However , field testing revealed bonding strengths onl y one-sixth to one-
third those predicted by laboratory testing. Water temperature and amount of silt in the water appear
to be critical factors affecting performance. Mixing the adhesive by hand in air produced much
superior results to any kind of mixing done underwater , even when the mixture was protected from
direct water contact by a plastic cartridge and mixed with a sealed plunger.

There appears to be no way of predicting performance for underwater applied adhesives.
Consequently , they should not be relied upon for any kind of critical repair work.

As with painting, creation of a locally dry area by cofferdaming or ballasting will allow
conventional adhesives to be used with no degradation of performance.

~1.
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E.3.4 A P P E N D A G E  M A I N I E N A N C E
This section encompasses all devices which are not an integral part of the hull .  Included are

prope llers . propeller shaft ing ,  rudders , and corrosion protection systems.
E.3.4. I Propellers

Propeller grooming and minor repair can be done very effectively underwater , Cleaning using
small diver-held rotary brushes and hand scrubbing or scraping is standard procedure and can
significantly improve efficiency. In trials recentl y conducted by David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research
and Development Center (DTNSRDC) on the USS HOLT . speed improved by 10 percent after
cleaning the shi p’s moderately fouled propeller. Scraping is done using a knife , wooden or plastic
scrapers , or scouring pads. Flat “butcher ” wire rotary brushes clean to bare metal and leave a polished
surface behind. There is a need to develop a small rotary brush of about 4-5 inches diameter specifically
designed to clean small radius sections of propellers. This would be useful for sea chest cleaning as well.
A wire cup brush of about 4 in. diameter , coup led to a pneumatic grinder . may be used for this purpose
until  a more specialized and less unwie ld l y tool is developed.

Propellers may be removed arid replaced while the shi p is water b orne using one of several
techni ques. The best of these use either the “Charl eston gear” puller  or the newer “Pil grim Nut ”
method. Both use hy draul ic  pressure to provide the pul l ing  fo rce.

The Charleston gear . or h ydraul ic  ram , syste m uses two cylinders . conne cted by a strong hack

and working against the tai l  shaft to pull  the prope ller free of th e  shaft (see Figure F-i I ) .  Each cy linder
is rated at 200 tons. Submarine propellers normall y break free at about 2700 psi hydraul ic  pressure. the
equivalent of 80 tons pul l ing force. Pressures ma~ be double th is  fi gure in isolated instances . All water-
borne repair facilities should he equi pped with this  sy stem as it is effective , safe , and app licable to
almost all classes of ships. The desi gn and procedure for ins ta l la t ion and remos-’aI is detailed by
NAVSH IPYD ( ’HAS DW(I 203- 1 842704 . When free of the shaft , the propeller is maneusered by
means of a strong hack or l i f t ing  eye and l i f t ing  crane.

The hydraul ic  nut , or “Pil grim Nut ” method (named after  its Brit ish desi gr i er )  uti l izes a bui l t - in
hy draul ic  jack wi th in  the propeller boss nut  i t se l f .  The nu t  is grooved to hold a rubber t ire and loading
ring. [he rubber tire may he pressuri zed using hy drau l i c  f luid to create a force on the loading ring
which may he used either to unseat a propeller for removal , or to seat a new one in p lace. To unseat a
propeller , the nut  must he removed . re scrscd . and par t ia l l y  scre ssed back on the shaft to wi th in  an inch
or so of the huh .  The loading ring can then act on a special hacking plate which is attached to the hub
using wi thd rawa l  studs (see Figure 1 - 1 2 ) .

For propeller ins ta l la t ion , the nut  is put on in the norm al nianner and screwed so the loading
ring is up against the huh.  Appl y ing  hy drau l ic  pressure forces the ring against the huh and seats the
prope l ler on the  sh a f t  (see Fi gure F-H ) .

I he “Pi lgr im N u t ” is a breakthrough in pro peller removal techni ques and should he incor-
porated in the  design of a l l  f u t u r e  ships. It is alr ead~ being specified on some new ships . including
I r id eni  and 6~~ ( lass suhmarine s . a nd on some ness destroy ers. (‘onsidera l ion should also he gi sen

Ia r e t ro f i t t i ng  some e s i s t i n g  sh ips . perhaps as a par t  of us e r h a u l  proced tires .
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E.3.4. I Propellers ((‘on t inue d )

Both the (‘harleston gear and the “Pilgrim N u t ” method have been quite  successful and have

been used in drvdock as well as waterhorne.
i wo  other methods for instal l ing or removing propeller s are the hydraulic  jacking method

developed by Electric Boat , and the primacord explo sive force method . Ne ither are acceptable alter-

natives , the first because of the set up t ime of 24 to 36 hours and the bulkiness of the equi pment in-

volved , and the second because ot safety considerations and possible damage to shalt  seals and other

components in the s i c i n i t y  of the blast.
The edges of propeller blade s are very shari and present a cu t t ing  h a ia rd  t o t h e  work in g d ive r .

On new or replacemen t blades these should have a protect ive cos er ing sshic h can be removed after

work on the blades is finished. Small nicks and scratches in the blades can he filed or polished out.

Removal and replacement of dunce caps , boss nu ts , and rope guard s is l i t t le  different from

drydock operations and is usua lly accomplished without  di f f icul ty  und erwater.  The removal job

becomes more diff icult  in those instances where these items were org ina l l ~ welded on. Dunce caps and

new propellers should have all crevices and mating sud’aces flushed free of seawater and pumped full  of

preserving fluid.  Hy draul ic  connections are tapped on either side of sealing areas ’fo r this purpose.

Blades on controllable pitch propellers may he removed and replaced ind i v idu a l l s .

Other navies do much more propeller repair under ssater .  including blade strai ghten ing. cut t ing

out damaged section s . and welding in replacement pieces. The NCSI dive team recentl y straig hte ned a

blade on the t ,SS RE (’OVERY (AR S-43 )u singth e Hurst automoti ve rescue tool , however , the repair

was considered temporary.
E.3 .4.2 Sha f t s

Propeller shaft s are not removed or rep laced waterborne in the U.S. N a v y , althoug h there is no

real reason why  this  cannot be done. Other navies appa ren tl~ do thus  r o u t i n e l y 2 ’ .

I here are two common methods emp loyed. If the shaft is removed externa l l y ,  pul l ing gear and

support s tructure are ri gged up and the shaft is part ia l l\  removed. A “dummy ” extension shaft is at-

tached to t h e  shaft  end from inside the shi p. The extension may be assembled in sections if the shaft is

sery  long. [he sha f t  u s then completely removed , leaving the dummy shaft in its place to seal the hull

and ma in t a in  a l ignment .
Some shaf t s  may he removed from inside the shi p. In this  case , t he s h a f t  is withdr a ss ii unt i l  on l~

the ti p protrudes beyond the stern tube.  A hat-shaped sea lingcap us a t tached to the stern tube. coser ing

the end of the shaf t . The shaft may t hen  be comp letely removed. In certain cases th is  method may also

he used if the shaf t  is removed ex te rna l l y , in sshich case the sealing cap ss i l l  he inside the ship.

In a l l  eases, i n s t a l l a t i o n  is the re serse of these procedure s.
Struts . ( ii irwaters ,  and shaf t  seals often require  inspect i on and repair .  Struts  may become

cracked and requir e welding ,  in which case d rvdo c ki r i g  has usua l l y  been r e q u i i  ed It may he possible to

weld dr s un dc r ss  ater  h~ creat rig a cof terdam seal a round  the  s h a l t
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E.3.4.2 Shafts (Continued )

Shaft fairwaters are either bolted or welded in p lace and may be either stationary or rotate with

the shaft . Welded units are not generally removed or rep laced underwater . althoug h there is no real

reason why this could not be done. Bolted designs are much easier to handle und erwater and should be

a ship design requirement. They should also be desi gned with lifting line attachment points. Fairwaters

are assembled in halves , and because of their weight (75 to 800 pounds each half ) will require handling

lines or lifting devices to aid in rep lacement.
Shaft bearing maintenance and repa cking procedures are usuall y done from inside the ship.  As

part of th is  task , the shaft is sealed at the stern tube using d ise rs  to assure against th rough-hul l  leakage.

This job is accomplished u sing a tapered collar pressed to fit between the stern tube and sha f t , or by

wrapp ing a rubber sheet a round th i s  area. Wooden plugs or small patche s are used to seal cooling

water ports in the tube.
E.3.4.3 Rudders

Rudder sag measurements to determ ine bearing ssear  on surface ships are accomp lished rou-

t inely waterborne.  Outer pa ckings may be repacked using divers , al lo ss -ing the inner  packing s to he

repacked from inside the ship . This task may be done waterborne using less manpower and time than

in dry dock . pr imari l y beca use ~io scaffolding is required. Rudders max ’ be checked for flooding using

soundings . Flooded rudders are blown out using hi gh p ress u re a ir in tr oduced th roug h a f i t t ing  and ex-

pelled from a p lug at the bottom of t h e  rudde r.
Rep lacement and structural  repair of rudders has genera l ly been restricted to dry dock

operations wi th in  the N a v y~ h owever , the experti se exists for performing these ta sks while waterborne.

In one of the few cases of under water  rudder repair in the I. . S. Nas y .  a crack in the rudde r of the

carrier U SS ROOSE LT was patched b~ Tay lor L) iving Co. The 2-3 inch wide b~ 2-I 2 ft lo n g crack

was cut out ari d repa ired by bol t ing a p late over the area and sealing it ssith epoxy .

Again ,  other countries accomplish much more extensive rudder  maintenance ,  repa i r . and

rep lacement t a sks  rou t ine l y .  lvp ica l  work  includes l i f t ing  the rudder  h~ means of a line run throug h

the rudder t r u n k . a l lowing  replacement of p intles . gudgeo ns . bushings . and hearings. Rudders are

removed and replaced by mean s of winches located so the~’ are capa ble of proper  posi t ioning.  Wet

welding is a common means of rudder repair in the U SSR.
F. 3.4 .4 (‘on osion Contro l

( or ro s i on  control  method s include the impressed current  s\ s t e m .  i nstalled on most ne sser sur—

face sh i ps . an d the more common z inc  anode ssstem.
n d e r w a i e r  work on the  impressed cur ren t  s\ ste in  has been l imited to i n specti n g the reference

cells and the c o n d i t i o n  of the  t ; u n i t a l u m  anodes . So f a r . the  capast ic  d ie lec t r ic  shield has been repaired

on ly  i n dr~ doc k (‘o l f e i d a n i m i n g  ss ould make  t h u s  task feasible  w h i l e  s s a t e r h o r n e .  I he en t i r e  s~ stem

sho uld he shut  d o w n  ss l i i le divers arc in the  ssa ter  to m i n i m i z e  t h e  shock ha z a rd .
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E.3•4.4 Corrosion Control (Continued)

Bolted-on zinc anodes are routinel y rep laced underwater . Because of the great numbers in-
volved . typ ically 80-800 per shi p, this  is one area where power tools are appreciated. Zincs which are
welded on must be cut or ground away from their straps. Rep lacements are then either clamped or
bolted to these ori ginal straps , a difficult , time-consuming job. Welded zincs should be eliminated
from ship design wherever possible and whenever waterborne rep lacement is assumed.
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E 3.5 WI T I l ) I N ( i  A N I )  ( ‘U I I  I \ (
in the f ’olloss ing section . t h e  R pes of t , n ud c r ssa tcr  ~ e ldin g ~ hich ,i re currc nt l ~ being used to a

s igni f ican t  extent are surve sed.  I ri de rw ater  metal  c u t t i n g  us also discussed hn ie f l ~ . I ’he app lication of
this  technology to underwater  ship  repair is then di scussed.
E.3.5 . l Underwater  Welding of Steel

It should be noted tha t  much of the publish ed l i te ra ture  on underwater  wcl ding is concerned
with welding at great depth . i .e . .  seseral h undred feet. Accordingl y . some of the conclusions and
remarks in this l i te ra ture  need to he reinterprete d for the presen t objective sshere welding would be
required onl y at shallow depths.  For example:  th~ effect of pressure on the arc characteri stics and on
chemical reactions is not a significant factor in the  present instance. Likess ise . so me of the log istic
problems in furn ish ing  life support and materials  to the welder-d iver are much s imp ler in the present
instance .

lhe  main criteria used for e sa luat ion of th e s- ario u s processes are: fea s ible  weld qual i ty .  post-
weld inspectahi l i ty .  qua l i ta t ive  assessment of cost , and equi pment required .
E .3 .5 . l .l  Wet Welding

Broadly speaking. t here are two l eve ls of sop histication in wet-welding. The olderj cruder
technique is the “drag ” techni que and the newer more sop histicated technique is the Chicago Bridge

; and Iron (C. B.l .)  mul t i pass t echn ique~ 
2 (wi th  a more nearly normal type of arc ) . In both cases , the

process is basically a stick-electrode ( SMA) process. In the “drag” technique . use is made of the fact
that the electrode has a heavy coating which burns off more slowly than the metal core. This results in a
hollow electrode ti p and also permits dragg ing the electrode over the work (the coating being
nonconductive ) so that the welder can work par t l y  by feel. Unskilled sselders ma~ rely entirely on feel
by maintaining the e~~ctrode in the weld groove. However , as the groove is filled up with successive
passes . it is less well defined and following the groove becomes more difficult , so that the technique is
most appropriate for single pass welds . In the C. B. 1. t echni que . more reliance is apparently placed on
the welder being able to see the arc and weld pudd le. (I t  is unclear whether visibil i ty is better than in the
“drag ” technique or whether it i~ simp ly a matter of superior welder ski l l ) .  In any case , it is understood
that a normal type of arc is maintained and tha t  the electrode does not contact the work.

The work at Chicago Brid ge and Iron ma~ he taken as the f ront ie r  of achievement in wet-
welding. They has -c made welds in submerged pipelines . o f f s h o r e  st ructure s , arid ( t I SN )  shi p hulls.
Welds have been made in depths to 166 feet and include overhead sselds . Materials  welded are
s t ruc tura l  steels , inc luding  the medium steel used for some L J S N surface ships. Strengths ofwe ldment s
are generall y equal to in-air  welds a l thoug h du c t i l i t i e s  are ty p icall y 30 percent lower.
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E.3,5. 1.1 Wet Welding (Continued )

C. 8.1. has a ver~ pr opr ie tary  att itude concerning details of their  technique. but the important

features of their technique appear to be:

• Personnel. Welding is performed by welders trained as divers (elsewhere it is usual to

take divers and t ra in  them to weld).  (‘onstant practice is regarded as an important

ingredient of success , to the extent  tha t  practice welds are made during periods of low

commercial act ivi t y .

• Electrode (‘ompo sition. Fer n itic type electrodes (F 60 13) are used for carbon equivalents
(CE) up to 0.4 percent. Above this  CE level . austeni t ic  electrodes are used. The austenitic
weld metal cannot be quenched to a britt le martensit ic condition so that the post-weld
cracking problem is much reduced. Another favorable aspect of austenitic weld metal is

that it is not embn ittled by hydrogen (fo r which it has a high solubi l ity).  Composition of the
C.B .l. austenitic electrodes is not available.

• Electrode Protection. It is understood that proprietar y coatings are applied to the
electrodes to prevent contamination. Also , special handling techniques are used in

transferring electrodes to the underwater welder.
The ah i l i t ~ to make multi pass welds (pr esumably with interpass inspection and ciean ing) has

been a considerable achievement of C.B .I.
Nondestructive inspection of the C.B. l. welds is performed by independent organizations.

Magnatlux (Houston ) has performed ultrasonic tests on C. B .I. welds. Und erwater p i peline welds have

been satisfactorily uftrasonica lly (UT) inspected to API 1107.
Oceaneering Internat ional  is a more recent entrant into the wet-welding business and competes

with C.B. I .  They have similar  capabilit y to C.B .I.. but they do not appear to have the specialized
electrode developments of the lat ter .

Work is in progress at the Charleston Naval Shipyard to upgrade the “drag” technique and to
obtain consistent underwater weld quality. In this work they try to put down as much metal as possible
in the first pass (si7ing the electrode to the groove) in order to eliminate the necessity for multiple

passes. [he “drag” techni que is considered adequate for the emergency type repa irs which are

sometimes needed. Charleston uses divers for this work who have to he trained as welders.
A vis ibi l i ty  problem sometimes arises in wet-weld ing below a large flat surface (e.g. . a barge

hul l )  due to accumulation of exhaust bubbles from the diver ’s helmet. In most cases, it is possible to

overcome the problem by some simple procedure: .for instance , by inducing water circulation in the

area. Wet-welding requires a min imum of equipme nt and set-up time and is probabl Y the lowest cost of

the processes to be discussed (with the possible exception of underwater hul l  welding performed from
inside the hu l l ) .  On the other  hand ,  the process does not produce top qua l i t y  welds wi th  respect to

mechanical  properties . and the welds performed on n a s a l  ships have generall y been either emergency

procedures or app lied to areas of low cr i t ica l i ty .  Recentl y .  wet—welding (usin g austenit i e  electrode s)
was used to blank 63 open ings in the underwater  h u l l  ol the cruiser U SS N E WPORT NEWS in
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E.3.5. 1.1 Wet Welding (Continued )

preparation for deaet i ’ at i on.  This procedure e l iminated a drydock operation. Hopefully , the hul l
plate in the wet-welded areas will  require onl y gr inding and minor weld-repair when the ship is
eventuall y reactivated .

The procedure may not be suitable for a hydrogen-sensitive hull material such as HY-80 since a
small amount  of h~drogcn may he introduced into  the parent metal of the weld heat-affected zones
where cracks mi ght develop.

To some extent ,  the low qua l i t y  of w e l ds  made in-the-wet can be compensated for by os’erdesign
with respect to strength.  However , the toughness requ ired in shipy ard welds fo r  combatant hul ls  may
be diff icul t  to obtain in wet-welds. These to u ghness requirements are discussed in reference. ~
E .3 .5 .I .2 Localized Dry Environment Welding

In this process . a local gas environment  us ma in ta ined  in the immediate  vicinity of the weld so

that the quenching severit y is reduced. In its most rud imentar y  fo rm (which was not exploited
commercial l y )  an SMA torch was used ~ ari d the  gases generated from the electrode coating formed
the protect ive atmosphere in the  locali zed enclosure orshroud . w hich  compr ised a small volume in the
vicinity o~ t he torch and welder ’s hand. A gas su pp l~ was not required.

[he latest evolut ion ,  of this  process is the I - IYI ) R O WE l L) process developed b~’ 1-l ydro Uech
Systems . Inc. Their enclosure or chamber ( H Y D R O B O X )  us of loss-cost sheet metal and plexiglass
construction and is fabricated anew for each appl icat ion.  [he chamber is open at the bottom so that
af t e r  p lac ement . the water can he displaced f r om  it h~ in t roducing  gas at amhient  pressure. T~p icallv ,
the chamber dimensions are ample enoug h so tha t t he  welder d i se r  has most of his body in the gas
environment .  In some small  appl i cat ions , onl y  th e welder ’s arms and handsare  in thegas environment
( inserted f r o m  the open base of the chamber ) .  H\ d r o l ech generall y (uses a ( M A  we lding t e chn que
with  the shielding gas providing the protective gas en’ i ronment .  Recentl y they have started to u se a
hig her p ro du ct i s i t ~ techni que: flux-cored wire w i t h  con t inuous  wire feed. Commercial electrodes are
used . Gas is in t roduced independen t ly  to main ta in  the gas envir o i ’ime ni t .

A full  range of power tools is used and provision is made for the i r  handling and temporary
storage in the dry environment . After weld-prep in g the  loint  area is dried h~’ b last ing with the shielding
gas or by air from an air hose.

High q u a l i t y  sve ld s are obtained which comply wi th  AP I  1104 and ASME Section IX . with
respect to both mechanical and Nl )T requirements.

HvdroTech has found it necessar y to use preheat (with electrical re sistance heaters ) in mak ing
repair welds on I - I  / 2  inch wal l  p ipe . The~ has - c made a repair weld to an of f shore  structure which
simulated closely the geometry and overhead welding w h i c h  would he in so l s ed  in repair welding a shi p
hull .

The H Y I ) R O W E I  I )  process appears to ha ve  s u b s t a n t i a l l y  overcome the quenching and
hy drogen problems in underwate r  welding oh s t r u c t u r a l  steels.  It remains to he seen whether it can
produc e qu~n l i t ~ welds  in a qu eni ch .and- tempcr  steel such as HY -80 .



E.3.S. 1.2 Localized Dry Environment Welding Continued)

The application of H Y D R OW E I . D to hul l  repair appears strai ghtforward in cases in s o l s i ng
damage where the hull has not been penetrated and where the repair can be effected wi thout  a
penetration (repairing shallow cracks perhaps). On the other hand , if the hul l  has been penetrated , or if
plate must be replaced , its app lication becomes more complicated since free communication exists to
atmosphere and the gas environment cannot be maintained. Schemes for overcoming this problem are
discussed in a subsequent section.
E . 3 . 5 . l . 3  Hab itat  Welding

In th is  method , a large chamber (open at the bottom) surrounds the structure (i.e.. pipeline
generally ) to be welded as well as the welders. The gas environment in the chambers is at ambient depth
pressure . as in HYDROWELD. Weld preparation equivalent to normal in-air technique can be
effected and welder ’s s isibili ty is normal. Weld qualit y equal to the best in-air techni que is claimed.
Nondestructive testing can be performed as in-air since there is no interference from the water
environment.

Taylor [)iving and Salvage . Inc. is the most important  user of this techni quc~ In their
technique. the humid i ty  of the chamber atmosp here and the CO2 lese l are contro lled. Their welding
technique is generally SMA with  the gas-tungsten arc process (GTA) used for the root pass. They
(Taylor ) claim to have made hydrogen checks on weld ments made in their habitats which show levels
equal to . or better than , that  of normal in-air welds. Their p ipeline welds include portions which are
made in the overhead position. They have applied preheat (to 200°C) to joints in some cases . using
electrical resistance heat ing.  When using preheat to the hi gher temperatures.. they have found it
necessary to shield the welder-diver against radiant heating.

It should he noted that  the H Y D R O W E L D  process is basically similar to habitat welding if a
large gas enclosure u s used. Some of the distinctions between the two methods pertain only to p i peline
work. For instance , the Ta slor  sv .~tem is intended to do more than welding: the elaborate heavy-
construction habitat  also aligns and fixtures the pipes for welding.
E .3 .5. l .4 Localized Cofferdam Technique

Using localized cofferdams as described in the Underwater  Work Techniques Manual  L

normal dry welding and cut t ing  on the hull may be performed from inside the hul l .  Good qual i ty  welds
appear feasible by th is  method subject to the l imi ta t ion  of access to one side only . After comp letion of
the sveld , the cofferdam can be removed and an underwater paint applied to the area. It appears that
the qua l i fy  of the root pass would be suspect because of the hig h humidi t y  in the cofferdam and
because of the less-than-optimum exterior weld preparation which is feasible. To some extent , the
problem may he minimized by gr inding off the root pa ss ( in - the -wet )p r io r to  appl ying the coating. The
technique  has been used so far only for temporar y hull  repairs. It has also been used to permit
replacement of welded-on waster-sleeves inside large sea chests . This is a low cost technique (perhaps
even lower than  wet-welding ) .  

. ~~~~~~~~~~



E.3 .5 . 1.5 Weldin g in Large (‘offe rdams With  Waterline Access

Japanese shi pyards have used this method in construct ion of ser y  large tankers: the vessel is

constructed in two halves at different locations. Each half is launched ser arately and they are floated

together and mechan icall y f ixtured.  A tunnel-like cofferdam is constructed to span the join t (waterline

to waterline ) in which a prime qual i ty weld is made after dewater ing the cofferdam. Under these

conditions , the welding process is only a sli ght extension of normal shi pyard welding and the welder

does not need to be a diver. Atmosp heric pressure in the cofferdam is one atmosp here so that  arc

behavior and weld chemistry are entirely normal.
E.3.5. 2 Underwater Weloing of Nonfer rous Materials

No work has been performed on unde rwater welding of nonferr ous materials. Two types of

problems are like l y to arise which  mi ght be solved by underwater  welding:

• Damage to nickel-aluminum bronze prop ellers

• Hu ll  damage to a l u m i n u m  al loy hu l l  ships
in both cases , there are reasons for not concentrating on underwater we lding as the solution.

Propellers can be changed in the water if necessary. So far  as a lum inum alloy hulls are concerned, the

small numbers in s—olved represen t a small part of the oserall problem se that R&D efforts in this area

would have neg lig ible pay-off compared with similar efforts app lied to steel hulls .

E.3.5.3 Metallurgical Aspects - - Underwater  Welding
Two of the special problems of underwa ter welding , hy drogen e f f e c t s  and quenching. are

considered below with  respect to their impact on the \ a sv ’s requirements.

E.3 .5.3. I Hydrogen Effects
Evaluat ion of underwa ter  welds to date has insolved limited typ e s of mechanical tests

compared with the test ing required to qual ify in-air weld procedures. Emp hasis has been on producing

defect-free welds w i t h  strengths equal to that in welds made i , ir . Impact  properties are sometimes

determined.
Many of the potential  problem s in underwater  welds concern hy drogen effects which induce

severa l characteristic mechanical heha s ior s in steel and which can result itt degrading niechanisms

which may easily escape detection in the small number  of tests which are usual ly required for  welds

produced in dry environments  As an examp le: the em br i t t l i ng  effect of h ydrogen in steel i s t v p icalk’

a m a x i m u m  at a ser y  low strain-rate (“ slow s t ra in—rate  embr i t t lement ”) and often will  not he

apparent in the normal st rain-rate tensi le test and impact  test  (which is desi gned to detect convent ional

br i t t le-fracture ) .  In dealing wi th  app l icat ions where hy drogen p ick- t ip  is a pos s ibi l i t y ,  it is therefore

necessary to go beyond the questions usual l y  reso lved by the rout ine mechan ical tests.

Welding per formed helow the water l ine .  esen when performed in a habitat ,  has a greater

probabi l i t y  of hy drogen c on tamina t ion  t han  is the  case f o r  niorn ial d r s — I a n d  welding (because of the

less than  ideal work ing  condit ions and the latent  su see pt ih i l i tv  to big ht h u m i d i t y ) ,  It is: desirable .
therefore.  t ha t  process and performance spec i f ic at i ons for  q u a l i t ~ weld s made below the waterline

F-4t )
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E.3.5.3.l Hydrogen Effects (Continued)

(whether made “in-the-wet ” or “in-the-dry ”) contain tests to establish freedom from h ydroge n
contamination. Two types of tests are appropriat e:

• A restraint cracking test (several standard types such as the CTS and Circular Patch Tests
have been developed) or an underbead cracking test. This type of test guards against the
possibili ty of post-weld cracking (i.e., in a period of days or weeks after completion of the
weld).

• Tensile tests at very slow strain rates (say, 0.0005 in in , minute) .  This would give
information on embrit t lement under conditions of slow plastic flow- (such p lastic flow as
mig ht occur at stress-raisers during service).

ln order to make these test requirements more specific it is recommended that the expertise of
the Naval Research Laboratories be called upon. This . would consist of a detailed study of mechanical
properties of underwater welds currentl y of interest to the Navy and would be a continuing assi gnment
wherein new processes or new materials would also be examined.

Another aspect of the h ydrogen problem is that  to some extent h ydrogen will diffuse out of
h ydrogen-contaminated weldments after completio n of the weld so that a post-weld holding period
can be beneficial. If the weld temperature can be maintained sl ightly above ambient the outward
diffusion will be more rap id. Welds which are made underwater in unfavorable conditions (with
respect to hydrogen) would henel’it from a post-weld holding period to remove h ydrogen. In the case of
cofferdam welds , th is  mi ght involve maintenance of the cofferdam in place for a period of hours or
da ys. preferabl y with local heat app lied to the weld area.
E .3 .5.3 .2 Quenching of Welded Steels

In under w ater  welding, the contact of the metal with ambient water causes rap id cooling of the
weld region and a tendency for formation of brit t le untempered martensite. The severity of the
problem depends on the carbon equivalent of the weld metal and of the base metal. The cooling is
severe for wet-we lding, resulting in l imitations on the types of steel which can be wet-welded with
ferritic type of electrodes without  cracking problems. The problem is much less severe w i t h  habitat
welds where the cooling rate will  depend mainl y on the habitat dimensions (more exactl y, the distance
from the weld to the nearest water as measured throug h the metal) and the water temperature. In
welding steels such as H Y-~O. which require a preheat temperature subs tant ia l l y  above ambient , these
considerations may dicta te  the dimensions or geometric details of the habitat  or cofferdam. The
min imum weld-to-water distance would readil y be calculated using heat- transfe r theory (and given the
heater-po w- cr and water tempera ture) .

Some tests have been made 8’ in an at tempt to make laborator y wet-welds in l lY -~0 steel u sin g
aus ten it i c  ( [3 10) electrodes to e l iminate  the qu enching problem. [he scope of the tests was limited.
[he results indicated tha t  the techni que may ofTe r a niethod for making  a temporar y repair in an HI-
80 steel hu l l .  Whi le  the possibi l ity should not he excluded , it should he borne in mind that  many types
of tes n s should be used in the  qual i f icat ion procedure since some hy drogen e f f e c t s  ma~ he present in the
heat-affected zone.
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E.3.5.3.2 Quenching of Welded Steels (Continued)

A particular potential prob lcm is pointed out w- ith respect to the use of austenitic weld metals
(althoug h information specific to the joining of HY-80 has not been obtained ) : a very narrow brittle
zone is likely to be present at the edge of the fusion zone where the parent metal has been heated into
the austenitizing range. Very fine cracking in this region , detectable onl~ by metal lography . is a
persistent problem in clad-welds in the nuclear industr y 9

E.3.5.4 Specification Activity
In any future work , the recent issuance of a specification on underw ’ater welding should be

noted: MIL-STD-l692 (YD) . “Underwater Welding Requirem ents for Naval Facilities ”. 2 -  10 , 76.
This document pros ides general guidance on development and qualif ication of underwater welding
process with emp hasis on wet-welding.

A subcommittee on underwater welding has been set up by the American Welding Society and
is in the process of wri t ing a general specification for underwater welding.
E.3 .5.5 Current R&D Activity in Underwater Welding and Related Areas

R&D work is underway at two locations which is likely to produce results relevant to
underwater welding in ship maintenance:

I .  NAVFAC has recentl y initiated several programs in the area of underwater welding and
inspection. The obj ectives are broad , encampassing both deep and shallow welding on
offshore structures as well as for ships. Much of th e work will , however , be directly
relevant to the present task. Major items of this work are:

• Evaluation of commercially-available electrodes (waterproofed electrodes for wet
welding, electrodes and wire for habitat  welding)

• Electrode development for wet welding
• Evaluat i on of t ra in ing  needs and equip ment  for underwater welding
• Development and opt imizat ion of underwater inspection tools
2. Underwater welding research is in progress at the Welding Inst i tu te  (U.K. ) .  The emp hasis

in this work is on metallurgical evaluatio n of the processes , electrode development and arc-
behavior. The results are , and will  be . in the public domain. Informat ion on the h ydrogen
problem such as already has been published ’” is l ikely to be relevant to the present task.

R&D is also being pursued at the followin g organi zat ions . but is concerned mainly with the
problems of welding at great depth and is notcons idered to heespeciall v relevant to thecurrent task.

• Massachusetts Ins t i tu te  of Technology (M I T )
• Government Research Inst i tut ion ( .Japan)
• Batelle Memoria l  Ins t i tu te  (Geneva , Switzerland )
• Mitsubishi Heavy Industries . Ltd. (Jap an)
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E.3. 5.6 Underwater  Cut t ing

Available technology and equi pment appears to be adequate for torch -cutting of ferrous
materials. On the other hand in the torch-cutt ing of nonferrous metals there is the problem that the
existing techniques are undesirabl y slow for many applications. This l imi ta t ion  was illustrated h~ a
recent incident involving the USS NEW ORLEANS (LPH- I  I ) .  One blade of the 4-bladed propeller
was lost while underway so that the shi p had to reduce speed and head for Pearl Harbor Nasa l
Shipyard. Since a replacement propeller was not available at Pearl Harbor it was decided to remove
the opposite blade so that the ship could cont inue its transit  to San Diego. Underwater  cutting was first
tried but was found to be excessis-ely slow: removal of the blade would ha se taken 4-5 days. The
underwater cutt ing approach was , therefore , abandoned and the propeller was removed w i t h  the ship
waterborne and the cutt ing performed in air. Availabili ty of a rap id underwater cutting method for
bronze would have saved both considerable time and expense. However , it is doubtful that this type of
requirement would occur wi th  such fr equ ency that  special R&D acti s i t v  should be initiated (and since
improved methods for underwater propeller changes will become increasing l y available as discussed in
section E.3.4. I ) .  Requirements for underwater cutting of other bron ze ship components are likcl ~ to be

even less frequent.
E.3 .5.7 App lication of Present Underwater Welding Technology to Ship Repair

In order to cover all types of welding repair which can arise , it would be advisable to has -c two or

three techniques available for use. Important factors in selection of an approach for individual
situations are: the material to be welded , weld quali ty required. location on the ship. t spe of ship
(and its construction) , and the available techni ques. (For the purposes of this section , “welding ” w i l l

include the post-weld procedures such as grinding and painting,  since it is the total repair which is of
interest).

For steel-hulled ships , the grades of steel involved will be Medium Steel. FITS Steel. H\  -80.
and HY- lOO. Difficulty of producing good welds increases in the above order , HY- IO0 being most
difficult.  The a luminum alloys used in some patrol craft are 5456 and 5086 alloys.

With respect to weld quality,  the following three levels span the range and would cover most of
the si tuations which will  arise:

• Shipyard Quality Weld. Generall y requires weld access f rom both sides. These would he
welds equal to those made in in i t ia l  construction , including full  NDT inspection and
p a i n t i n g .  An examp le mi ght be a hul l  weld in a combatant vessel w-hich will  not be
drydock ed for 2-3 years.

• Interim Weld. Hig h qual i ty  welds which mig ht be equivalent  to a shipyard weld but
made under less ideal conditions so that some of the ship sard specification requirements
cannot he met. These would have to be made under condit ions such that there would be a
hi gh expectation that  h ydrogen and embri t t l emen t prob lems could be avoided . An
example  mig ht he a hu l l  repair in an active ship (other than  a submarine) which us
scheduled to he dry docked w - i th in  a few months and which is constructed of Medium or
Hi S Steel. Generall y , th i s  would he a nonstandard procedure re qui r ingauthor iza t i on  on a
casc-hs -c~isc basis .- F-43
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E.3.5.7 Application of Present Underw ater Welding Technology to Ship Repair (Continued)

• Low Criticality Weld. Welds where some sacrifice in qua l i ty  can be tolerated such as
components outside of the pressure boundar y .  Examples would be: repairs to rope
guards. at tachment of waster sleeves , temporary frameworks used in sonar dome repairs .
Also included would be some of the hul l  welding done in preparation for deactivation of a - -

ship (where a sea-going hul l  weld is not needed).
The largest gains (towards the goal of e l iminat ion  of dry docking )  will  be made if shi pyard •1

quality welds can be made because , (a) making lower qua l i t y  welds , as is often done in emergencies .
tends only to postpone the drydock requirement instead of eliminating it; and (b) all situations would
be covered (whereas progress toward making lower qual i ty  welds is only applicable to a limited
numbe r of situations).  The following approaches for pursuing the objective of shipyard quality welds
are identified:

a) The long-term opt imum solution would depend on the use of large cofferdamsopen toth e
atmosphere above the waterline. The repair procedures would then be the same as in a
drydock except for some log istic problems. Cofferdam development for welding and other
types of work is discussed in section E.3.2. 4 of this report. Such cofferdams would be
comparativel y easy to develop for the near vertical sides of a shi p, but would be a more
considerable des’elopment for reaching a flat bottom.

b) Another solution . probabl y within  the capabil i ty of present technology, would involve the
use of a habitat  which mates to the hull in a localized area surrounding the repair . This 

— 
-

solution subdivides into two cases: first , the case where the hull is penetrated at some
stage of the repair (as when hull  p late is being rep laced) . and secondly, the case where the
hull  is not penetrated (as in repair ofa  superficial defect). If the hul l  has to be penetrate d.
the habitat repair methods in which the habitat  is open to the water at the bottom would
require some special procedures for maintenance of the gas environment at ambient water
pressure. In many cases involving surface shi ps. this  could be achieved by extending the
pressurization into  the double-bottom space (see Figure E - l 5 )  whi le  welding is performed
from outside the hul l  (i.e.. wi thin the hahi ta t ) .  After completion of this portion of the weld .
pressurization wi th in  the double-bottom could be removed and welding performed from
inside the hul l .
An a l te rna t ive  method for preventing loss of the gas habi ta t  would be to mate a total ly
enclosed hard h a hn ta t  to the hul l  which is entered throug h an en tr y -and-exi t  lock and in
which a one-atmosp here pressure is mainta ined.  t h i s  solution would be more vers atile
(and more costly ) than the previous concept since it would be app licable to submarines
(which do not has e a double-bot tom ) and to port ions of surface ship s to which the double-
bottom does not c s t end .

In the case of repairs which do not invols e  hul l  penetrat i ons such as clad welding used for
restoring corrosion damage . thes e di f f icul t ies  do not arise.

F.44
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E.3.~ .7 Application of Present Underwater  Welding Technology to Ship  Repair  ( Cont inued )

After making a habitat  weld , the post-weld pa in t ing  would he accomp li shed wi th  the ( I - I .
Epox y Underwater Paint which could be applied dr ~ and cured e i the r  dry or “in-the-wet ”.
Conceptuall y , it seems likel y that  sh ip y ard  qual i ty  welds mi ” h t  h - . btained by t hese habitat methods
in Medium and HTS Steels. To obtain this quali ty weld in .~ HY-80 steel hull  is a more remote
possibility (but which should not be excluded) gisen the difficult  working conditions which would
prevail in a habitat .

The first step in establishing the capabil i t y to make shipyard qua l i ty  w-e lds underwater  w ould  be 
—

to p lace a contract with one of the commercial di s ing organizations w h i c h  are experienced in habitat
welding. Following a satisfactor y demonstration a s tandb y contract could be negotiated to ensure
avai labi l i t y  of the ski l l  when required.

The interim qual i ty  hul l  weld might be most appropriatel Y obtained by the localized cofferdam
techni que with welding from inside the hul l .  It seems l ike l y that this techni que (described in general
terms in the Underwater  Work Techni ques Manua l )~ could gise good qua l i t y  j o ints  in Medium and
HTS Steels. It will  be more diff icult  to obtain consistent good qual i ty  weld s in (the h ydrogen-sensitive )

H” -SO and HY- l 00  because of root-side humidi ty  and because of less than  op t imum j oint  preparation
on the outer (root)  side. However , these are problems which can probabl y he kep . under control by - 

-

special practices. For instance , by using appropr ia te  weld geometry .  root-pass procedures . and post-
welding gr inding ( f rom the outside) it may be possible to obtain a quali ty weld , free of defective
material .  Dehumid i f i ca t ion  of the cofferdam space is also likel y to improve quality.

In the specif ic  case of rep lacing a section of hull p late . it would he possible to locate the new
plate in position w—ith backup bars attached (see Fi gure L - l ô ) .  The localized cofierdam would have to
he deep eno u gh to permit  maneuvering the p late into position ( this  type is known as a “hi gh-hat ”

cofferdam at Char les ton  Naval  Shi pyard ).  After comp letion of welding the back-tip bars would he
ground o f t .  A complete repair would include appl icat ion of an under water  paint.  This techni que
appears to have more promise. so far as re turn on the R&D dollar is concerned , tha n any of the other
techni q u es , for the fo l lowing reasons: (a) it should be possible to substant ial ly  overcome the
hy d rogen and quenching  problems . (h)  the welding does not have to he done by a diser . (c) the Navy
alread y has experience wi th  some of the key hardware and (d) loss cost.  With sufficient development
th is techni que may he capable of achieving welds equivalent  to shipy ard welds.  [he technique is only

appl i cable , of course , to repairs involv ing  hul l  penetrat ions.  For superficial  repairs of hul l  exterior , a
habi ta t  method us re quired for high quali ty work.

I-or low—cr i t i ca l i t y  welds , it appears tha t  the current l y  avai lable  wet—weld ing  technique is
adequate  for most appl ica t ions .  The main steps required in order to make use of this  technology more
e f l e c t i s e l s  ha se todo  wi th  estab l i shment  of detailed process spec i f i c a t u ~’n s. 1 lie work which N A VFA ( ’

has recent l y in i t i a t ed  at ( 1 I - w i l l  he an i m p or t a r .t step in m a k i n g  the Nas  ~ se l f—s u t f ic ien t  in th i s
tec h n o l ,  u~s -
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E.3.5.7 Application of ’ Present Underwater  Welding Technology to Ship Repair (Cont inued )

With respect to the N DT aspects of underwater welding, it wil l  he apparent f rom the discussion
in section E.3.6 tha t  most of the nondestruct i v e testing methods used in shi pyards can be used
underwater and are already state-of-the-art.  Techni que and equipment have been developed and
commerc i a l organizations specia lizing in their app lication are in existence. The main questions which
arise for Navy app lications are concerned wi th  such questions as:

• The extent  to which e x i s t i n g  NW specifications are app licable. Can exis t ing
specifications be used w i t h  minor modif icat ion,  or are new specifications required ?

• Comprehens is e guidance. perhaps in the form of a manual , is required for underwater
N D l . Factors which influence selection of an underwater  method will diffe r from those
normal l y  app licable . Selection of a method wi l l , of course . depend on whether “in-the-wet ”

or “in- the-dry ” testing is involved. In the case of some habitat  and cofferdam work ,  the
techni q ues mig ht be identical  wi th  normal “in-air ” practice .

The above discussion us predicated on the assumption that  it u s desirable to have a solution to all
foreseeable problems . While this  is a desirable goal . the decisions on fu nd ing  for the various
approaches must consider the likely frequenc y of various ty pes of damage and the consequent t~ pes of
repair. Our inquiries have inc icated tha t  serious hul l  damage (such as would require repair b~
replacement of a hu l l  p late) u s a very rare occurrence. On the other hand. rep~’irs to var ious  hul l
appendages (where some sacrifice in weld qua I i t ~ can often be t o le t a ted ) a re  frequentl y necessary. This
is not to say tha t  hul l  plate replacement should be regarded as a neg li g ible problem: the s-cry
occasional instances where it is required may invoke extreme u rgency and a requirement for hig h
rel iabi l i t y .  For instance , a possible scenario mi ght ins ols e a large aircraft  carrier based in the
Mediterranean which  cannot operate effecti s-e lv because of h u l l  damage.
E.3.5 . 8 Personnel Considerations in Underwa t er  Welding

fo carry out  the se repa i r  programs wi l l  r e q u i r e  an expans ion  in ce r t a in  tYpes of personnel and
in some cases the  devel opment of new skil ls .  I he chief imp licatio ns w - i th  respect to personnel are:

- \ I I  propo sed methods in s  ( ike  large a m o u n t s  of diver wo rk  so tha t  a larger poo 1 of divers
would he required .

2. U n d e r w a t e r  wet-weldin g and hab i ta t  we ld ing  de pend on i n d i e i d u a l s  who possess a
co mbina t ion  of s k i l l s  and therefore these techni ques present d i f f i c u l t  t ra in ing and
personne l selecti on problems . I hese methods would also require underwater pay
d i f f e rent ia ls .

3. Repair ing of hul l s  and unde r w a te r  appendages in large waterline-access cofferdams or by
pe r fo rming  welds entirel y from wi th in  the hul l  does not require welder divers. l ) is - ers
would he used to insta l l  the cofferdams hut welding would he performed by welders (who
r equ ire no ‘ u s  ung sk i l l s )  1 raining and personnel selecti on problems would be simp lified
compared w i t h  the other procedure s he sc con sideration s add support  to the emphasis on
large cof lerdam development which is st ressed elsewhere in th is  report .  i’hey also [as or the
development of the locali z ed cofferdam tec hnique for  hul l  repair where welding is

per i ni  med f r o m  inside the hu l l . l~ 48
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E.3.ô
Inspection tasks current l y accoun t for 47 percent of all shi p husbandry  related dives. i It is re-

J quired to some degree before i n i t i a t i n g a n \  repa ul  f u n c t i o n , and u s usuall y re~ uu ir e d after comp letion of
t he work to evaluate the success of the repair .

Inspections range the gauntlet  f rom large area cover ages required for foul ing or paint  condition
monitoring to microscop ic flaw detection requ ired fo r  weld repairs .

Other simple inspection tasks required include zinc anode e sa lua t ion . rudder sag and bearing
clearance measurements , and damage assessment to plates or seams . Measurement  techni ques ma.  he
the same as in dry dock . inc lud ing  the use of feeler gauges and ordinary  tape measures .

Few guidelines exist for the under w ater  inspect ion task. A comprehensi se document is needed
to define underwater inspection techni q ues an d acce p tab le st an dards , at least for the purpose of
educating the working personnel. Commercially available test and inspection equi pment should be
evaluated and rated as to its effecti veness for Navy use.
E. 3.o . I Visual

The vast major i ty  of hul l  inspections are carried out either v i su a l ly or photograp hically . Vis ual
inspections rely on the diver ’s interpretation . who may or may not be qualified to judge . Voice corn-
munication to appropriate peop le on the surface is sery helpfu l in this case , and may be provided with
severa l diving masks now in use.

The underwater damage assessment television s\ stems . UDATS . has already gained wide
acceptance with at least 35 units operational throug hout the fleet . A permanent taped audio-visual
record of the inspection process can be recorded. A cert if ication agency representative or other
qualified individual  can view the site on screen and communicate ‘vi th the diver as the inspection
progresses. ( ‘la rit y on screen is often better than  the di ser ’s eyesight . al thoug h poor visibilit y seserel y

limits this system. In areas of extreme tu rb id i t y ,  such as Norfolk. a crack has to be at least I 4-inch
wide to be detected by tJDATS. Nonetheless , it has prus en to be very useful for inspection of specific
detail  areas or to provide comparat ise records os-er t ime of fouling and paint deterioration.

Black and w h i t e  is the only system in Navy usc a l th oug h color and low ti ght level un i t s  arc
beco ming as a i l ahl e .  h ead-mounted sy stems such as t h a t  de~ e loped h~ hl vd roprod u cts ( Figure F- I 7)

promise to replace E JDA I S as the pr imar y  video inspection des ice. a l t h o u g h they cannot reach in to
t ight areas as well as the hand-held sers ion.  h ead-mount ing  wi l l  free  the  d i se r ’s hands for work func- L
t ions.  Hvdropro ducts . Subsea , and Genera l Aq ua dvne  are a l l  i~ the unde rwa te r  I V . market.  FE)()

Western r eported l~ has a high resolution I . \ which  can produce fio rd cops p hotos.
It should he noted that  point ing the U D A T  S camera in to  the  s u u i u  w i l l  destroy the lens. Also , if

the l ig ht is turned on ahos-e water and becomes hot , it w i l l  h i-eak when  submerged . In waters of poor
s u s i h i i u t r  . bette r resolution us obta ined by using a f r e s h w a t e r — f i l l e d  ex ten s ion  lens.

Remote uni ts , inc luding some tenders . b a se d i f f i c u l t y  mee t ing  the I I  5 or 220 volts and I 2 k\~
req uired h~ U I)A I S (‘osts cover the r ange f r o m  S 10 .000 to osc i  S30 .00() depending on the system

des ired .
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E.3.6. l Visual (Continued )

Color photographs have been foind useful in documenting paint deteriorat ion , p late corro-
sion , and fouling condition s . Photograp hs taken inside submarine ballast tanks are used as a prime
source of this  type of information.  Stereo photograp h y would allow size and depth to be recorded as
well . al thoug h the technique is not now in use.
E.3 6.2 Remote Vehicle

Remote inspection systems are not in use w i t h i n  the Nav y,  al thoug h several are used commer-
cia ll~ including the Hydroproducts free swimmer and the SCAN w-hee l -drisen hull inspection unit .
(Figures E- l8 and E- 19). Scan is held to the shi p by means of positive buoyanc y , and thus can onl~
work on re lativel y fiat areas of the shi p’s bottom. As such , it would be very limited for N avy use. In
specialized instances , including inspection of very large shi ps such as aircraft carriers , remote dev ices
may be a useful tool. A navigation system would  has -c to he developed for  any area coverage work. A
method of adhering to the hul l . such as the suction concept used by SCAM P(App endi x  D). is also re-
quired to maintain inspection standoff distance (for I V .. r adiograph y . and ultrasonic testin g(UT))
and minimize effects of current.

In water inspection using SCAN has been approved by 1.loyd ’s Register and the American
Bureau of Shipp ing ” . It is claimed that this sy stem can inspect the bottom of a VLCC at the rate of
63 ,000 ft 2 per hour.
F.3. 6.3 Nondestruct ive Testing Underwater

In order to he able to perform post-weld inspections on welds  w h i c h  may have been made un-
derwater as well as routine inspections , a comprehensive nondestructive testing capabil i ty for use U n-

derwater is required.
The present capabil i t ies  of the various N [)T techni ques for use under water  are described below .

E .3 .6 .3 .I Radiography (RI)
Thi s techni que has the desirable features that  it gi ses a permanent record and that it is insen-

s i t ive  to sa r ia t i ons  in m icro structure such as inevitably occur at welds ( in  contrast to the ultrasonic
t echni que. )  Gamma radiography is used extensively in underwater work .  (The cumbersome source
and power supp ly required for X-ray radiograp hy preclude its use in underwater  applications ) .  A
power ful  factor which has a strong influence on radiogra p hic test technique ( R I )  emp loyed in un-
derwater  work  is the  hi g h absorption of the test radia t i on  in water (compared to air ) .  Thus, for exam-

p le . in the offshore indus t r y .  radiograp hy tends to he used for inspection of habitat  welds where the in-

air technique can be duplicated.  In a current development , at least one compan Y (Offshore Inspection .
l td.. Baton Rouge . l .A. )  is promoting in—the-wa t er  radiograp hy using a technique for local exclusion
of water  f r o m  the source f i lm region (wi th  a i r—fi l l ed  rubber bags. it is hel iesed ) . I his development will
offe r a log ica l R I method f o r  welds made in-the-wet.  Most per t inent  to this  stud y: location s in sub-
merged h u l l s  are occasionall y suc ces s fu l l ~ ra d iograp hed at th e Charleston Na sal  Shipy ard. I echnique
is to locate the  gamma source inside the hul l  and to rep lace the film against the hull  ex te r ior ( hv  disers ) .

I~~S I
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E.3.6.3. I Radiography (RI) (Cont inued )

Hull paint does not have to be removed. Ca re fu l  l~i~ -up of the fi lm ag a ins t  the hul l  surface u s required to

eliminate trapped water. lt appears therek re. t hat a radiograp hic technique  is ava il ab le f o r  per f o r -

ming many of the inspection tasks required in unde rwater  hul l  maintenance. On the other hand , it

should be noted that radiograp hy is sometimes ineffect ise  for detection of v e r y  tight cracks ~o that
complementary methods wi l l  be needed to cover al l s i tuat ions.
E.3.6.3.2 Ultrasonic Testing (U I)
This technique is used extens is-e l~ both for  detect e sa min a t i o n  and ui cknes s measure ment in un-

derwater work , including “in-the-wet ” tes t ing l heoret ical ly .  it can he used in water  just as wel l  as i i -

air. It has the disadvantage that  a permane n t  record u s not obt ained. so reported “indications ” ma~ be
dependent upon individual  operator in te rpre ta t ion  to someextent .  On the pos i t i v e  side. 1,1 iv good for
detecting tight cracks which may not he found h~ radiogra phy . The technique . as us u all ~ practiced for
underwater work , comprises a div -er in voice communic a t i on  w i th  the  su i r f  ace who man ipu la t e s  the
transducer , and an inspector on the surface who moni tors  the osci l lo scope and h acks t he t rans ducer
from the divers ’ comments. The close coordina t ion of hand and e~c w hich is an important fea ture  of

UT testing in air  cannot be obtained by th i s  method and some accuracy ma~ be sacri ficed on th i s  ac-
count. The technique can be elaborated by having a second diver w i th  a I \ camera focused on the
transducer track: the inspector then monitors a TV screen as well as the ov ci ll os~ope. In another  mode.
the TV record is taped for subsequent examination by the inspector. I he recent development of
helmet-mounted TV camera would permit a sing le d i v er  to scan wi th  the I \ camera while mov ing the
transducer.

For thickness  mea surement . at least onecompan Y (Detek Inc . .  (.‘amp Springs . Md. )s upp l i es  an
ultrasonic unit  with di gital readout for underwater use.

Ultrasonic inspection requires that the surfaces in the area to he inspected he reasonabl y good
(perhaps 250 rms or better , provided the surface is not wavy) .  This requirement has two important im-

plications for the present task: (a) in order to inspect underwater welds they would have to he ground
smooth and . (b ) a badly corroded hull  might not be inspectable. The U I method does not require paint
removal provided the paint is t ight l y adherent.
E.3.6.3.3 Eddy — Current Testing

This techni que can be used for surface-connected cracks . It can also he used in a composition-
sensitive mode for alloy identification.  A permanent test record can he obtained (on t ape ) . It is current-

l y under des ’elopment in the Nav y for periodic surveillance inspecti ons of hul l  welds and for detecting
deal loying in certain bronze components. The method does not require paint  removal. One company
(l) etek )  is about to market a Unit  for un derwater  N D T inspect ion~~ Surface finish must be good for
the techni que to be effective: generally the finish would  have to be at the same order as that required for
U I or somewhat better. On the other hand a greater degree of surface was in~ss can generally he

tolerated.
rhe techni que is e f fec t ive  in detecting t igh t  surface-connec ted cracks such as h ydrogen cracks

which become an increasing concern as hi gher s trength steels are introduced for hul l  construct ion.
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E .3.6.3. 4 Magnetic Particle Testing (M I )
\ccording to verhaf reports and advert is ing l i te ra ture ,  th is  techni q ue has been used underwater

by the offshore industry. The procedures used have been adaptat ions  o f the s tand ard  in-air techni ques
and using the same materials and equipment .  The following informat ion was obtained from
Magnallux Corp: Chicago . I l l . :  They have no detailed in format ion  on the use of magnetic particle in-
spection underwater. However , the y have a standard ki t  for use at exterior locations in the rain
(developed for the pi peline i n d u s t r y )  which could be modified for underwater use fairl y easi ly .  The
biggest special feature is waterproofing of the magneti z ing yoke (which operates on I b y ) . Visual
technique is used with  a black powder brush-app lied as a slurry.  A whi te  li ght would  he needed for un-
derwater use .

A variant of the MT method uses an adhesive magnetic tape which is placed over the area to he
inspected. After magneti zation , the tape which now- contains indicat ions ( if  present ) is stripped and cx-
amined by a special device. The tape may be regarded as a permanent record. Provided that both ends
of the tape and perhaps addit ional  intermediate points are accuratel y indexed wi th  respect to location
on the hull , individual  locations can he accuratel y mapped. It is understood that a European organiza-
t ion is developing th i s techni que for underwater use. This would be a useful development since it would
reduce the amount of work to be done underwater  and the judgement function would be performed in
the opt imum env ironment.
E.3.6.4 Navigational  Concerns

Diver navigation is a primary prob lem . often due to poor vis ib i l i t y . Hogg ing lines , run from
side to side underneath a shi p and wi th  mark ing  along the length to assist in location finding , are used
regularl y . Weld seams may he followed to locate a position if the distance is not too great.

An improved method of underwater position f inding is badl y needed . This actually a two-part

~prob Iem in vol v ing bofh point position f i n d i n g a n d  rno n itor in g area covcragc. Seachests . forinstance .
may be located h~ def in inga  point pos i t ion.  The submar ine  cr i t icaldi seharge op ening mis takenl y cb s-
ed off by a tender d i sc i  would not ha v e been capped if his posit ion was better known.  Area coverage
would be used in eases involving hul l  c leaningand inspection. The two hul l  openings missed af terd iv er
inspection of N E WPORT NEWS would have been found had the areas covered been monitored and
recorded .

\ u to mate d s~stems such as S ( A M P  (A ppendix I)) r equire some sort of additional guidance
when cleaning flat horizonta l  surfaces since waterdep th pressurecanno t he used to guide the vehicle in
th is case

Several methods have heen suggested which will improve this  s i tua t ion ,  Most invo l v e  visual
aids such as underwater  grid lines , frame m ark in g s . and number ing sy stem s . A numbering sy stem is
recommended in any case and especiall y in areas where mis t ake s  may easil y he made , such as locations
where there may be several similar sea chest openings in a small area. Grid lines and frame markings
are e f f e c t i v e , hut ma aid a hosti le diver as well , .-\ sonar mis ig at ion  s~~te m . in vo lv ing  t w o  passive
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E.3.6.4 Navigational Concerns (Continued)

transducer reference p ingers and a diver or vehicle held active trans ducer position indicator would
work under all conditions. This system also offers the option ofcreatinga permanent graph ic record of
the areas covered. The technology to build a locator system such as this exists , but has not been
directed to solve this particular problem. Accuracies within three inches in 600 feet are within  the
capability of this type of system. hh

The provision of a clea r water maintenance facility as proposed by section E .3.2.4 would
alleviate the navi gational problem and make all other underwater tasks easier as well.
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